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CASCOMP is an airship sizing and performance computer
 
program very similar in format and operation to
 
VASCOMP II, the V/STOL Aircraft Sizing and Performance
 
Computer Program described in Reference 1. The purpose
 
of the program is to aid comparative design studies of
 
lighter than air vehicles by rapidly providing airship
 
size and mission performance data. The program can be
 
used to define design requirements such as weight break­
down, required propulsive power, and physical dimensions
 
of airships which are designed to meet specified mission
 
requirements. The program is also useful in sensitivity
 




During the formulation of the program, the following
 
guidelines have been followed:
 
1. Maintain generality and flexibility:
 
A program of this type must be comprehensive
 
and flexible in order to permit an accurate
 
simulation of virtually any airship config­
uration. It must be capable of approximating
 
the design process involved in layout and
 




2. The program should be easy to use:
 
In order'to minimize hand computation of input
 
data, the input to the program primarily con­
sists of a series of single point values speci­
fying, for example, hull overall fineness-ratio,
 
number of engines, airship hull and empennage drag
 
coefficients, a description of the mission
 
profile, and weights of fixed equipment, fixed
 
useful load and payload. Where necessary to
 
adequately describe certain functional relation­
ships, the input is in tabular form. However,
 
since preparation of data for tabular input is
 
generally more cumbersome and time consuming,
 
this form of input has been kept to a minimun.
 
3. Minimize computation time:
 
In order to minimize computation time, the
 
program makes ample use of optional computation
 
paths. To eliminate large quantities of null
 
arithmetic, the program avoids calculations
 




being studied. This is accomplished by means of
 
a series of input indicators that specify the
 
calculations to be performed.
 
4. The program should be well balanced:
 
The program should not be extremely sophisti­
cated in one detail and yet extremely simple in
 
another. To offset the possibility of this
 
occurrence, great care has been taken to examine
 






The program has two primary independent applications and
 
a third which is a combination of the first two. The
 
program may be used for the sizing of airships for which
 
the type of vehicle and the mission profile are specified.
 
Alternatively, the program may be used for mission calcu­
lations for vehicles for which sizing details (gross
 
weight, fuel available, engine power and fuel consumption,
 
etc.) are known. As a combination of these two capa­
bilities, the program may be used to first size an air­
ship for a given mission and then calculate the off­
design-point performance for other missions. The option
 
of calculation to be used is specified to the program
 
by means of an input "option indicator."
 
The program has been written in a manner to make it di­
rectly applicable to sensitivity studies to determine the
 
effect of variations in weight, drag, engine character­
istics, etc. This is accomplished by use of incremental
 
multiplicative and additive factors applied to the gross
 
weight, component drag and fuel required equations.
 
For the most part, the multiplicative factors are nom­
inally equal to unity and the additive factors are nom­
inally equal to zero. However, to determine the effect,
 
for example, of a 10 percent increase in drive system
 
weight, the appropriate multiplicative factor can be
 
set to 1.10 and the sizing program rerun.
 
The program contains size trend equations which reflect
 
the variation of airship dimensions with gross weight,
 
detailed statistical weight trends equations, a routine
 
for sizing of engines to match airframe requirements,
 




The program can be used to study a wide variety of
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2.0 TYPICAL AIRSHIP GEOMETRY
 
Specification of airship characteristics in order to calculate
 
aerodynamic behavior and airship weights is made in a variety
 
of ways; through use of input indicators which specify the
 
types of calculations to be made, through use of weights fac­




A typical dimensioning and weighing analysis starts with a
 
given gross weight, a known hull type, a known requirement
 
(or no requirement) for dynamic lift, and a given buoyant
 
fluid (lifting gas). Hull volume is then determined by the
 
interacting requirements of buoyancy ratio, buoyant fluid
 
specific weight and design maximum pressure altitude.- The
 
actual hull dimensions, such as overall length or diameter,
 
etc., are obtained by solving the volume relationships for a
 
given hull type using the input values of fineness ratios
 
(in the case of conventional type hulls) or aspect and taper
 
ratios (in the case of the lifting body type hulls). Wing
 
geometry (in the case of a megalifter type airship) is dic­
tated by the requirements to satisfy a given dynamic lift
 
loading and aspect ratio. Tail surface geometry is dictated
 




Figures 2-1, 2-2, 2-3 and 2-4 illustrate the four basic hull
 
forms which may be utilized with this program. Figure 2-la
 
is simply a special case of the first hull type (shown in
 
Figure 2-1). The geometric information illustrated is typical
 
of that which may be required of the program user. A list of
 
the geometric inputs required is included in the input vari­
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Figure2-1. Typical Hull and Fin Geometry -Conventional Hull Airship (HULIND= 1) 
-*I CT 
NOTE: WING OMITTED IN 




NOTE: FIN AND HULL DIMENSIONS 
AND GEOMETRY SAME AS IN CONVENTIONAL HULL 
AIRSHIP (HULIND = 1) 
Iri 
Figure 2-11a. Typical Hull and Fin Geometry - Megalifer 
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Figure 2-2. Typical Hull and Fin Geometry - Lifting Hull Airship (HULIND = 2) 
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bS 	 TMAX = CR(t/c)R 
NOTE: 	 FIN DIMENSIONS AND GEOMETRY 
SAME AS IN CONVENTIONAL 
HULL AIRSHIP (HULIND = 1) 
Figure 2-3. Typical Hull and Fin Geometry - Helipsoid Airship (HULIND = 3) 
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AIRSHIP (HULIND = 1) 
Figure 2-4. Typical Hull and Fin Geometry - Disc Shaped Hull Airship (HULIND = 4) 




As previously described, the program has two major op­
tions. The specific option to be used is selected by
 
means of an input "option indicator" abbreviated OPTIND.
 
Note that throughout this volume, the input data loca­
tions (see Specimen Input Sheets, Section 5-2) .are
 






This option determines the airship weight breakdown,
 
payload, dimensions, and required power to satisfy a
 
prescribed mission flight profile at a fixed gross
 
weight. In addition to the flight profile, certain
 
characteristics describing the type of airship are
 
specified such as hull type, buoyancy ratio, design
 




This option is used to calculate the flight perfor­
mance of an airship for which the dimensions and
 
payload have been determined. In addition to the
 
airship characteristics specified above, the power
 
available, airship dimensions, etc. are input to the
 
program. A flight profile is also specified. The
 
program then calculates the performance history of
 




This option permits the user to "size" an airship for
 
a "design-point" mission and then to calculate the
 
off-design-point performance of the "sized" airship
 
for a variety of additional missions. Basically,
 
this option causes the program to run OPTIND = 0,
 
save the sizing data generated in that option, and
 
then input this information into the performance
 




3;2.1 Description of Mission Profile
 
The 	Performance Calculations Subprogram, consisting of
 
four individual subroutines, permits the simulation of
 
airship performance for virtually any mission flight
 
profile. A typical performance analysis is made up of
 
a series of elements which, in building block fashion,
 
allow the user of the program to perform a wide variety
 




a. 	Segment - A segment of a mission profile is a
 
unique portion of the mission such as a cruise or
 
a hover. A segment starts with a set of initial
 
conditions of one or more of the variables of
 
state (altitude, range, weight, etc.) and ends when
 
a terminal condition (or conditions) has been sat­
isfied.
 
b. 	Hop - A hop is defined as a set of segments ending
 
at some logical terminal location (such as ground
 
level at the desired range). Thus, a hop might
 
consist of flying from location "A" to location "B"
 
by means of combining the following segments:
 
Takeoff, Transfer Altitude, Cruise, Transfer Alti­
tude, Cruise, Transfer Altitude, Landing.
 
c. 	Leg - A leg of a mission is herein defined as a set
 
of hops ending in a re-fueling of the airship.
 
Thus, a leg might consist of flying from location
 




d. 	Mission - A mission is defined in this program as a
 
set of legs (or hops or segments) which satisfy
 
some specific operational requirement. In this
 
program, the mission is the basic element for which
 
the airship is sized.
 
e. 	Case - A case is a consecutive series of missions
 
for the same airship. This program permits the
 
user to analyze a case which consists of a mission
 
for which an airship is sized, followed by a dif­
ferent mission which the now-sized airship performs,
 




The Performance Calculations Subprogram consists of
 
four individual performance segments, specified by
 
means of an input indicator, SGTIND. The segments
 
are takeoff, hover, and landing (SGTIND = 2), cruise
 
(SGTIND = 4), increment in weight of payload (SGTIND = 
8), and transfer altitude (SGTIND = 9). The end of 
the mission is specified by an input SGTIND = 0. An 
array of segment indicators is input to the program 
to specify the mission being studied. Thus, a typical 
array might be: 
SGTIND = 
2, 4, 4, 9, 4, 9, 8, 2, 9, 4, 9, 0, 
I _Ipald 
Segments icking up payload 
hop #l hop #2 hop #3­
leg #1 - leg #2 
mission
 
At the end of any leg, the sum of segment fuel required
 
to perform that leg is stored in the computer. At the 
end of the mission, the largest of these stored values 
is used to determine the airship sizing requirements 
when OPTIND = 0. An end of a case is specified by an 
input SGTIND = 100. Since an end-of-case is also 
always an end-of-mission, it is not necessary to end a 
case by a SGTIND = 0 followed by SGTIND = 100. SGTIND 
= 100 always takes precedence over SGTIND = 0. The 
distinction between a mission and a case is most useful 
when it is desired to size an airship for a specified 
mission followed by analysis of the off-design-point 
performance of the "sized" airship on other missions.
 
As an example, with OPTIND = 0 (sizing option) the
 





2, 4, -- 0, 2, o, 4, - - 0,2, -00 
1st mission 2nd missn 3-J ission 4th mission 1 
Case -
The program will size the airship for the first
 
mission and then analyze the performance of the "sized"
 
airship for the seaond, third and fourth missions.
 
Up to 12 consecutive segments may be included in a
 
single case, arranged in any arbitrary series of hops,
 
legs, and missions. Up to 5 of any specific segment
 
may be included in any case. Thus, a case might con­




Each segment is a discrete element of the mission,
 
independent of any other segment with the exception
 
of the influence on the altitude, range, weight, and
 
time. That is, the first cruise of a case might be
 
at cruise power at standard atmospheric conditions
 
and the second cruise could be at best specific range
 
for a nonstandard day.
 
At the start of a case, the user inputs values for
 
initial conditions of altitude, range, weight, and
 
time. The first segment of the case uses these values
 
as initial boundary conditions and the segment ends
 
at a specified terminal condition. The final values
 
of altitude, range, weight, and time then become, in
 
turn, the initial values for the following segment.
 
The final, or terminal, condition varies depending
 
upon the segment. Terminal conditions for each seg­




Takeoff,. Hover, and Landing - increment in time
 
Cruise - range at end of cruise
 






Transfer Altitude - final altitude
 
Segments 2 and 4 (takeoff, hover, and landing and
 
cruise) require, in addition to terminal conditions
 
on one of the variables of state, an input value for
 
the step size to be used in the calculations.- The
 
step size specifies both the increment in the primary
 
variable which is used in the cilculations and the
 
.
increment between successive printouts Printouts
 
occur at even integral multiples of the primary
 
variable.- As the step size is decreased, the program
 
accuracy improves, but the computing time lengthens.
 
Atmospheric conditions may vary from segment to
 
a
segment. For example, the first segment may be for 

standard atmosphere; the second segment may use a
 




At the end of the mission, the total fuel required
 
sum of mission fuel required
is determined as the 

fuel. Reserve fuel can be specified to
plus reserve 

the program as an arbitrary per-centage of mission
 
fuel or as an arbitrary increment in total fuel re­




Propeller efficiency can be calculated in two differ­
ent ways for airships with turboshaft engines. The
 
option chosen is specified by means of a propulsive
 
efficiency indicator, ETAIND. The options range from
 




(b) automatic calculation of propeller performance.
 
The option chosen will depend on the type Of problem
 
being studied as each of the means of caiculating prop
 
performtance has features which may be desirable under
 
certain conditions. These'options are desctibed in
 




Flexibility of operation and generality of approach have'
 
been accomplished by use of many optional computation
 
paths. The path to be used is selected by the user
 
through use of a series of input indicators. Besides the
 
option indicator, previously described, the program indi­
cators fall into four categories: size trends indica-­
tors', aerodynamics indicators, propulsion indicators, and
 




3.3.1 Size Trends Indicators
 
a. 	 EULIND - Four different types of basic airship hull
 
configurations are included in this program. They
 
are the conventional "spindle-shaped' hull, a lift­
ing body hull with a chordwise airfoil profile and
 
a spanwise elliptical cross-sedtion, a lifting
 
body hull with an elliptical planform and chordwise
 
and spanwise elliptical cross-sections and a cir­
cular planform (or disc~shaped) hull with chordwise
 
and spanwise elliptical cross-sections. If HULIND
 
is input as 1, the conventional hull is selected.
 
If HULIND is input as 2, the lifting-body hull with
 
the chordwise airfoil profile is selected. If
 
HELIND is input as 3 or 4, the elliptical or cir­




b. 	DYLIND - This indicator -determines the manner in
 
which (or whether) it is desired to utilize dynamic 
lift for the particular hull configuration selec­
ted by the HULIND indicator. There are four op­
tions available - DYLIND = 1,2,3, and 4. DYLIND=1 
is used only in conjunction with HULIND = 1. Its 
use assumes a conventional hull airship with pro­
pellers for propulsion-and no type of wings for 
dynamic lift. If the airship to be studied is 
3-6
 
fully buoyant (LB/Wo = 1.00, LOC 0011), it is
 
assumed that the gross weight decrease caused by
 
fuel burnoff is compensated for by water ballast
 
recovery devices, thus negating the need for nega­
tive dynamic lift. If the airship is "heavy"
 
(LB/WO < 1.00), the dynamic lift of the hull is
 
employed for both lifting and trim. DYLIND = 2 is
 
used in conjunction with all hull types. For the
 
case where HULIND = 1, its use implies a configura­
tion with a conventional hull plus a conventional 
wing - both of which contribute dynamic lift for 
both lifting and trimming purposes. When BULIND = 
2,3 	or 4, obviously all of the dynamic lift is
 
contributed by the lifting body hull. 
Use of this
 
indicator further implies the use of propellers for
 
propulsion. 
DYLIND = 3 is used only in conjunction
 
with HULIND = 1. Its use assumes a partially buoy­
ant (LBWo< 1.0) conventional hull airship utiliz­
ing "helicopter-type" rotors for both dynamic lift
 
and propulsion. DYLIND = 4 is used in conjunction

with all hull types. When HULIND = 1, its use im­
plies a conventional hull plus a conventional wing
 
plus "helicopter-type" rotor(s) 
- all three of
 
which contribute dynamic lift, with the rotor addi­
tionally supplying propulsive thrust. When HULIND
 
= 2,3, or 4, the dynamic lift is supplied by the
 
combination of the lifting-body hull And the rotors,
 




c. 	RDMIND - Propellers or rotors employed by the vari­
ous airship configurations may be either-fixed in
 
diameter and solidity or sized. If RDMIND is input
 
as 1, propeller or rotor diameter 
(LOC 0074) and
 
propeller Activity Factor (LOC 0077) or rotor
 
solidity (LOC 0075) must be input directly. If
 
RDMIND is input as 2, disc loading (LOC 0073),
 
CT/a (LOC 0084), and the propeller/rotor design
 
conditions (LOCS 0085, 0086, 0087) must be input.
 
d. 	PRPIND - This indicator is used in conjunction with
 
DYLIND. It serves to indicate whether propellers
 
or "helicopter-type" rotors are being used, thus
 
PRPIND = 0 for DYLIND = 1 and 2 and PRPIND 
= 1 for
 






a. 	 DRGIND - The method of determining the total para­
site drag of the airship is specifiedto the pro­
gram by means of the indicator DRGIND. If DRGIND
 
= 1, configuration parasite drag is built up in
 
component fashion, with Reynolds number scaling.
 
This is the only parasite drag option presently
 
available. Future modification could lead to a
 
DRGIND = 2 option permitting parasite drag deter­




b. 	OSWIND - The span loading efficiency factor
 
(Oswald's efficiency factor) may be calculated by 
the program from -an approximate relationship as a 
function of wing aspect.ratio. If the user pre­
fers, he may input a fixed value of the efficiency 
factor to the program. An input of OSWIND = 0 
permits the user to input a fixed value for effi­
ciency. An input of OSWIND = 1 will cause the ­
program to use this> approximate equation to calcu­
late 'the value for efficiency. Use of the OSWIND 
indicator is applicable only for HULIND = 1 and 
DYLIND = 2 or 4,. 
3.3.3 Propulsion Indicators
 
a. FIXIND - Engines selected for airships being
 
studied in the program may be either "fixed" in
 
size or "rubberized". "If the engines are "rubber­
ized", the engine sizing subroutine calculates the
 
maximum power of the engines required to satisfy
 
the 	design cruise- flight conditions. If the en­
gines are fixed in size, the user inputs the level
 
of maximum power for the engines and the engine
 
sizing subroutine is bypassed. If FI:XIND = 0, the
 
engines are fixed in size. If FIXIND = 1, the
 
engine sizing subroutine is used to calculate the
 
size of the "rubberized" engines.
 
b. 	ETAIND - This indicator permits the user to select
 
one of two different methods for providing pro­
peller performance data. If ETAIND = 0, the user
 




a table of efficiency versus flight speed for
 
cruise. An input of ETAIND = 1 will permit the use
 




3.3.4 Mission Performance Indicators
 
a. SGTIND- The mission profile flown by the airship
 
may 	be made up of an arbitrary sequencing ,of four
 
discrete profile segments. The .segment selected is
 
specified by means of the segment indicator,
 
SGTIND. The segments are: takeoff, hover, and
 
landing (SGTIND = 2), cruise (SGTIND = 4), change
 
payload (SGTIND = 8), and transfer altitude
 
(SGTIND = 9). The mission is terminated by an in­




b. 	CRSIND - Three types of cruise missions are in­
cluded in the program. They are: cruise at fixed
 
cruise power (CRSIND = 1), cruise at constant true
 
airspeed (CRSIND = 2)-, or cruise at airspeed for
 
best specific range (CRSIND = 3).
 
c. 	TOLIND - The indicator TOLIND is input with each
 
takeoff, hover, and landing and dictates the manner
 
in which power is calculated. If TOLIND = 1, the
 
user inputs the required T/W ratio. If TOLIND = 2,
 
the user inputs required fractions of takeoff power
 




Figure 3-1 indicates, conceptually, the operation of the
 
program. Program flow is monitored by a general control
 
loop which controls the operation of a series of peri­
pheral programs. These include six minor subroutines,
 
four major subroutines, a major subprogram, and various
 
internally stored data. The characteristics of these
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SUMMARY OF SUBROUTINES 
ROUTINE CALLED BY PURPOSE 
Main Control Loop 
(MAIN) 









with SGTIND = 2,4, 
Engine Sizing, and Size 
Trends 
Performance subroutine 
SGTIND = 4 
Calculate atmospheric density, 
pressure, temperature, and 
speed of sound 
Calculate airship buoyant lift, 
determine hull/wing/rotor 
dynamic lift split, and deter­
mine hull/wing angle of attack 




SGTIND = 4 and Engine 
Sizing 




with SGTIND = 2,4 and 
Engine Sizing 
Same as POWER 
Calculate propeller power re­
quired when thrust and advance 
ratio are known 
Calculate propeller thrust 
available when power and ad­
vance ratio .:e known 
TABLE 3-1 
(CONTINUED) 
ROUTINE CALLED BY PURPOSE 
ROTPOW Performance subroutines Calculates rotor power required 
with SGTIND = 2,4 and for "helicopter-type" rotors 
Engine Sizing 
Major Subroutines: 
Size Trends MAIN Calculates airship dimensions 
(SIZTR) which are required for weight 
breakdown estimate and drag 
Hcalculation 
Aerodynamics MAIN Performs parasite drag buildup 
(AERO) and calculates a series of co­
efficients which are used by 
the drag subroutine to calcu­
late airship drag 
Engine Sizing MAIN Calculates engine size (power) 
(ENGSZ) required to meet design cruise 
requirement 
Weight Trends MAIN Calculates airship weight 
(WGHTR) summary including propulsion, 




ROUTINE CALLED BY PURPOSE 
Major Subprogram: 
Performance Monitors program flow during 
Calculations MAIN calculation of mission perfor­
(PRFRM) mance and calculates total fuel 
required at end of mission 
Performance Subroutines: 
Takeoff, Hover, and PRFRM Calculate takeoff, hover, or 
Landing (TOHL) landing performance 
Cruise PRFRM Calculate cruise performance 
(CRUSI,2,3) 
Change Payload PRFRM Add (or subtract) payload to 
(CHGPL) airship 
Transfer Altitude PRFRM Changes altitude 
(TRALT) 




The 	atmosphere subroutine will calculate the atmospheric
 
density, pressure, and temperature as a function of
 
altitude. If non-standard temp.conditions are required,
 
the 	temperature differential between the standard and
 
desired temperature (ATin) is input. Thus, atmospheric
 
conditions can be varied individually for each segment
 
of the flight profile and for the engine sizing.
 
4.2 PROPULSION SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
 
The propulsion system input for the CASCOMP computer
 
program consists of tabulated performance data and
 
fa ctors relating the dry weight of the propulsion
 
system to its maximum power output. Only propulsion
 




The engine identification number is the first input
 
value, followed by FF, which is a measure of the change
 










BHP 	= shaft horsepower 
= ambient pressure (psia) divided by 14'.6,96 psia 
e 	 ambient temperature (OR) divided by 518.70 R 
STD 	= standard day 
* 	= sea level static standard day takeoff power 
setting 
Inputs k3 and k4 determine the engine dry weight as a
 




Weight (ibs) = k3 BHP*p + k4
 Np
 




The performance for the engines is input as tabulated
 
data. The power is represented in normalized referred
 
form as BHP/BHP*6/5. Two 2-dimensional tables (power
 
versus altitude) are required--one for takeoff power
 
(table 1) and one for cruise power (table 2). Each
 
table contains 10 points.
 
Specific fuel consumption data is represented by a
 
2-dimensional table of SFC versus referred power.
 
4.3 SIZE TRENDS SUBROUTINE
 
The size trends subroutine calculates the volume of
 
the airship hull based on the following relationship:
 




LB/Wo = Buoyancy ratio
 
Wo = Gross Weight
 
LGsPwTo = Lifting gas specific weight
 
(SL, STD) - lb/ft 3
 




VGASB/VHL = Ratio of gas cell volume to hull volume
 
Hull geometric dimensions (such as diameter, overall
 
length, etc.) are obtained by solving the volume
 
relationships for a given hull configuration. Figures
 
4-1, 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4 illustrate these relationships
 
for the four basic hull types. Table 4-1 lists some
 
coefficients required with the equations of Figure 4-2.
 
Note that for the conventional hull type (HULIND= 1) 
the user inputs a series of fineness ratios (L/D)N, 
(L/D)T, (L/D)oA), where in the case of the lifting­
=
body hulls (HULIND 2,3, and 4) the planform aspect
 
ratio (AR), maximum t/c of the center line section
 
(t/c)R and taper ratio (X) are input.
 
In the case of a conventional hull type (HULIND = 1)
 
which exhibits no constant diameter center section
 
(1c), it is sufficient to note that this type of config­
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Figure 4-2. Lifting Body Hull -- Volume and Surface Area Relationships Summary 
TABLE, 4-1 
COEFFICIENTS USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE LIFTING BODY
 
HULL TYPE (HULIND = 2) ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 4-2 
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Figure 4-3. Helipsoid Lifting-Body Hull Volume and Surface Area Relationships Summary• 
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Figure 4-4. Disc-Shaped 'Lifting-Body Hull - Volume and Surface Area Relationships Summary 
(L/D)N and (L/D)T is equal to (L/D)OA.
 
Lifting body hulls of the type represented in Figure 4-2
 
(HULIND =2) are not necessarily limited to the config­
uration pictured. If taper ratio (A) is equal to 1;0,
 
a rectangular planform hull results. If-taper ratio
 




It should be noted that for all hull types it is possible
 
to adjust hull volume and wetted areas to account for
 
hull cross-sections other than those reflected by the
 
hull configuration equations-by use of the factors
 
AV, AV/V, ASwet, and ASwet/Swet.
 
For the airship configuration where a conventional type
 
hull is used in conjunction with a wing (HULIND=1,
 
DYLIND =2 or 4), wing area is calculated from the input
 
wing loading (based on the dynamic lift requirement)
 
and-at the design cruise flight requirements (LOCS
 









LR/LA = Design rotor lift/dynamic lift ratio
 
(applicable if DYLIND = 4)
 
LB/wo = Buoyancy Ratia
 
Wo = Gross Weight
 
W/S = Wing Loadihg.
 
Note that the wing area defined includes the center
 
section within the hull.
 
As stated previously, propellers and/or rotors may be
 
either fixed in size (RDMIND= 1) or sized (RDMIND=2).
 
In the case of the latter situation, the rotor or
 
propeller is sized based on the following equations:
 













NR = No. of rotors or propellers
 
VT = Rotor or propeller tip speed (ft/sec)
 
(CT/o)H = Design rotor lift coefficient
 
(T/W) = Design thrust/weight ratio
 




Figure 4-5 illustrates the relationships used for
 
sizing airship empennage. Typical tail volumes are
 
obtained from a trend such as is illustrated in Figure
 
4-6. Note that all fin dimensions, areas, etc. are
 
based on the portion exposed to the freestream (see

Figure 2-1 in Section 2.0).
 
4.4 ENGINE SIZING SUBROUTINE
 
Engines selected for airship configurations being

studied in the program may be either "fixed" in size
 
or "rubberized." If the engines are "rubberized,"
 
the engine sizing subroutine calculates the maximum
 
power of the engines required to satisfy the design
 
cruise flight conditions. If the engines are fixed in
 
size, the user inputs the level of maximum power for
 
the engines and the eng'ine sizing subroutine is bypassed.

If FIXIND =0, the engines are fixed in size,
 
If FIXIND =1, the engine sizing subroutine is used to
 
calculate the size of the "rubberized" engines.
 
If FIXIND = 1, the design sizing conditions are
 
dictated by LOGS 0104, 0105, 0106. The relationship
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LHT 
SVT = VVHULL 
LVT 
NOTE: 
1) SHT IS THE TOTAL AREA OF 2 HORIZONTAL FINS 
2) SVT IS THE TOTAL AREA OF 2 VERTICAL FINS 
3) VHULL IS THE TOTAL HULL VOLUME 
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T = Airship thrust required
 
VCR = Design cruise speed (kts)
 





(BHP = Referred cruise power available at
 
BHP e* design altitude
 
6 = Atmospheric pressure ratio at design altitude
 




It should be noted that in the case of a conventional
 
hull airship combined with a wing, the drag for engine
 
sizing is based on the premise that the hull is at a
 
level attitude (and therefore contributing no dynamic






This subroutine performs the parasite drag buildup and
 
calculates other coefficients for use by-the DRAG
 








FeHT= KHTCDHTSHT fHT (Re)
 
-FeVT KVTCDVTSVT fVT (Re)
 
Few a6CDwISW (obviously this expression is equal 




a6 = Kwfw (Re) 
a7 - nARe 
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For a conventional hull (HULIND = 1)
 
FeHULL = .00287 KFSwetHULL fF (Re)
 
For a lifting body hull of the type indicated by
 
EULIND = .3 
FeHULL = .00287 KFSwetHULL fF (Re) 
Few 0
 
For lifting body hulls of the type indicated by
 
HULIND = 2 or 4.
 





The terms fw(Re), fF(Re), fVT (Re), etc., are Reynolds'
 
number functions for the wing, hull, vertical tail,
 
etc., which reflect the variation of skin friction
 
coefficient with Reynolds' number. The function which
 
is used is a normalized form of the Prandtl-Schlichting
 





- Cf = [1 + llog Re j
f(e ­ 7 i 0--7CfRe=107 10 

The program user inputs a value for average Reynolds
 
number per foot for the mission and the program then
 
calculates the Reynolds' number for each component
 
of the aircraft and uses the Reynolds' number functions
 
fw (Re), fF (Re), etc., to determine the variation in
 
component drag as the aircraft dimensions change during
 
the iteration on gross weight. The individual profile
 
drag coefficients, CDVT, CDHT, etc., are input at a
 




The user inputs values for the profile drag coefficients
 
(CDVTi, CDWi, etc.), for the interference factors (KF,
 
KW, etc.), for the mean Reynolds' number per foot,
 
(Re/), and for the efficiency factor, e (the program
 
will calculate e if OSWIND is input as unity). The
 
program then calculates the values for a6 ,and a7 for
 




The lift subroutine calculates the buoyant and dynamic
 
lift of the airship during the mission performance
 
calculations. Buoyant lift is defined by the follow­
ing relationship:

F -076474(t/T - 1) +1 (t 
LB 076474 - LGSPWT) 
Where: 




LGsPWT0 = Lifting gas specific weight
 
(SL,STD) - lb/ft 3
 
LB/WO = Buoyancy ratio
 
W 0 = Gross weight
 
This relationship is based on the following assumptions:
 




2) Until application of superheat, the outside
 




3) Application of superheat results in a change
 
of lifting gas density.
 
Note that the option available to the user, namely; that
 
of being able to specify t/T in the various performance
 
segments, allows the study of various schemes for modi­





The conventional hull and/or lifting body hull dynamic
 
lift is related to hull angle of attack by the follow­
ing relationship:
 
CL = UpaD C RAD aPdCL 
Where:
 
dCL= Lift curve slope of conventional and/or
 
-
d lifting body hull (RADI)
 
aRAD= Hull angle of attack (radians)
 
CDC = Hull cross flow drag coefficient
 
Figure 4-7 and Table 4-2 illustrate typical values of
 
and procedures for obtaining dCL/d and CDC for con­
ventional hulls. Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9 show typical
 
values of dCL/da and CDC for lifting body hulls.
 




LHULL = q D+OACL
 
For a conventional hull and wing combination, the total
 
lift is defined by:
 
LHull + Wing = q[DJ.oACL + 6.28SW(aiRAD + aDes) 
Where:
 
DH = Hull diameter (ft)
 
LOA= Overall length of hull
 
SW = Wing planform area
 
a DES = Wing design angle of attack (Rdd.)
 




Thus for a given dynamic lift requirement, this sub­
routine determines the required hull angle of attack
 














Figure 4--7a. Typical Data Required for Determining'Conventional Hull 









Figure 4-7b. Ratio of the Drag Coefficient of a Circular Cylinder ofFinite
 










































SPLAN = LOADH 
Cdc = 1.2 
Xo = 0.5LOA 
r = DH/2 (CONSTANT WITH X) 
This reduces to: 
(dCL (k2-kl)r CD = 0.6n 
a 2(L/D)oA c 
where (k2-kl), n are f(L/D)oA (See Fig. 4-7) 
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LIFT CURVE SLOPE vs ASPECT RATIO FOR RECTANGULAR WINGS
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COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL & EXPERIMENTAL LIFT OF
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FIGURE 4-9. CORRELATION OF THEORETICAL & EXPERIMENTAL LIFT USING
 
VARIOUS VALUES OF CROSS-FLOW DRAG COEFFICIENT (CDC)­
4.7 DRAG SUBROUTINE
 
The drag subroutine calculates the total airship drag 
during the mission performance calculations. This in­
cludes parasite, profile and induced drag. 
The conventional hull and/or lifting body induced drag­
is given by:
 2 6 2.1jRD 
=dc)aR + CDC 
Where -dRADwas determined by the LIFT subroutine and 
(dCL/dW ) and CDc are input values as defined in 
Section 4.6. 
The conventional hull airship total drag is given by: 
D = qFe + qDHoACDi 
For a conventional hull plus wing this becomes: 
D =qFe + qDHLoACDi'+ qCDyISWa6 + qCIW S a7 
Where: 
Fe = Parasite drag area of hull + empennage 
C = Wing profile-drag coefficient 
CLW = Wing lift coefficient 
a6,a7= Coefficients calculated in AERO 
subroutine 
For lifting body hulls defined by HULIND = 2 or 4. 
D qFe + qCDWsSWa6 + qSwCD i 
Where: 
Fe Parasite drag area of empennage 
SW = Hull planform area 
For lifting body hulls defined by.HULIND = 3. 
D = qe + qSwCD i 
Where: 
Fe = Parasite drag area of hull + empennage. 
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4.8 ROTOR PERFORMANCE SUBROUTINE
 
This subroutine calculates the rotor power required
 
for airship configurations using helicopter "type"
 
rotors for providing all or part of the dynamic lift
 
and all of the propulsive thrust. It employs a Boeing
 
developed method known as the "short form" aero metho­
dology which allows the user to calculate rotor per­




The short form aero methodology, developed at Boeing
 
(References 2, 3 and 4) combines momentum theory and
 
empirical corrections through coefficients found in
 
the rotor cycles. The data used in this approadh has
 
been derived and correlated for rotors operating within
 
the following parametric ranges:
 
Blade Number = 2 - 6 
Blade Twist 0 - -150
 
Blade Root Cutout = 0.20R 
Rotor Solidity 0.055 - 0.150
 
Rotor Advance = b - 0.4 
Ratio (i) 
No appreciable loss in accuracy is likely for cases
 
involving more than six blades, less than 20 percent
 
root cutout or a solidity lower than 0.055. The level
 
of confidence will be reduced, however, for those cases
 
in which the rotor parameters greatly exceed the ranges
 
shown above. Figure 4-10 illustrates-a typical compar­




The-.quantity ALPHA D/L printed out in all forward flight
 
performance segments reflects the propulsive thrust-lift
 
vector of the main rotor. The simple sketch below illus­
trates the sign convention employed.
 
LIFT COEFFICIENT C; LIFT
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Figure 4-10. Comparison of "Short Form Aero" Rotor Performance and Flight Test Data 
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4.9 PROPELLER PERFORMANCE SUBROUTINE(S)
 
Two options are available for representing the perfor­
mance of propellers when using shaft power producing

engines. The option to be used is specified to the
 
program by means of a prop efficiency indicator "ETAIND"
 
ETAIND = 0 - The user inputs a set of point values for
 
the prop efficiency for takeoff and a table of efficiency
 




P2 - The static propeller efficiency (Figure of
 
Merit) to be used in calculation of.takeoff,
 




P4 - A table is input of prop efficiency during
 




The primary advantage of this option of propeller per­
formance representation is that it permits rapidi eval­
uation of the sensitivity of airship performance and
 
size to changes in propeller performance For example,
 
a series of runs with different values of fP2 and fP4
 
will quickly show the tradeoff between Figure of Merit
 
and cruise efficiency for a family of propellers. It
 
may also prove desirable to use this option in early
 
conceptual studies when a specific prop has not been
 




ETAIND = I- Through use of this option the program will
 
automatically calculate the performance of a wide var­
iety of V/STOL propellers. The user need only specify
 
the number of blades (3 or 4-), the activity factor per
 
blade, and the inte~rated-lift coefficient, CLi. The
 
method used for the calculation of propeller performance
 
is the "short method" originated at the Curtiss-Wright 
Corporation's Propeller Division (Reference 14). The 
method involves the use of a set of equations which can 
be developed from strip theory.- These equations permit 
the propeller performance maps (Cp, CT J) to be trans­
formed into an "equivalent" lift-drag polar for the 
propeller. Conversely, the lift-drag polars, once de­
veloped, can be used with the equations to predict the 
propeller-performance. For incompressible flow,-the ­
"equivalent" lift-drag polar which is used depends only.
 
on the value of CLi being considered. That is, for a
 




represent the performance of props with a wide varia­
tion in activity factor and number of blades and for
 
a wide range of Cp and J. For compressible flow con­
ditions, the curves correlate very well on the basis
 
of the value of helical Mach number at the 3/4 radial
 
station. The equivalent lift-drag polars which are con­
tained in the program were developed from detailed strip
 
analysis calculations for cruise and from calculations
 
using an explicit vortex-influence technique in hover.
 




No. of blades: 3 and 4
 
Activity factor/blade: 60 -- 220
 
Integrated lift coefficient, CLi: 0.15 -- 0.7
 
Although the user is permitted to input values of
 
activity factor and CLi greater than (or less than
 
those shown above, the level of confidence in the pre­
dictions is reduced when values for those parameters
 
are outside the range used in the detailed calculations.
 
Figures 4-11 and 4-12 are characteristic of the level
 
of accuracy obtained from the short method when compared
 
to the detailed calculations.
 
This option will calculate the propeller performance
 
for all mission performance segments.
 
Subroutine thrust calculates the propeller thrust
 
available for known values of power and flight speed.
 
Subroutine power calculates the power required for a
 
specified thrust and flight speed. These subroutines'
 
make use of propeller equivalent lift-drag polars, as
 
mentioned above, to calculate the performance of the
 
propeller. The polars are developed in the main con­
trol lobp for the 'particularvalue of integrated lift
 
coefficient, CLi, being studied from the followincr
 
equations: 
Y = tan-1 (CD/CL) = function of MH, CL, CLn 
MH = helical Mach No. at 3/4 r/R 
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FIGURE 4-11. 	 Comparison of "Short Method" and Detailed
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Figure 4-12 	 Comparison of "Short Method" and Detailed 




=a o + alCLi + a2CLi2 
ao, a1 , and a2 are coefficients stored in the 
program and are functions of MH and CL 
For hover: 
Y bo + bCfLi + b2CLi2 
bo , bI , and b2 are coefficients stored in
 
the program and are functions of CL.
 








COEFFICIENTS FOR PROPELLER EQUIVALENT POLARS 
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4.10 WEIGHT TRENDS SUBROUTINE
 
The weight trends subroutine-calculates the group
 
weights.for- the propulsion system, the structures sys­
tem, and the flight control system. These weights are
 
then combined with input values of the weight of fixed
 
useful load, fixed equipment, and payload in order to
 
determine the weight of fuel available (Figure 4-13).
 
The subroutine uses detailed statistical weight.equa­
tions as used at the Boeing V&rtol Company. The group
 
weights are not directly added, but rather are combined
 
by the use of incremental multiplicative and additive
 
weight factors; these factors are useful for sensitivity
 
studies for the airship. For example, if 'it is desired
 
to determine the effect of an additional 300 pounds of
 
propulsion system weight, the factor AWp is input as
 
300. Similarly, if it is desired-to investigate the
 
effect of a 15-percent increase in the weight of the
 
engines, the factor K5 is input as 1.15.
 
In order to calculate the weight of the airship struc­
ture, the weight trends subroutine must determine the
 
limiting design load factor-. It does this by comparing
 
the magnitude of the input maneuver load factor with
 
the value caiculated for gust load factor.
 
A detailed explanation of the weight trend methodology
 




4.11 PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS SUBPROGRAM
 
This subroutine monitors the flow during calculation
 
of mission performance data and calculates the total
 
fuel required at the end of the mission.
 
4.11.1 Takeoff, Hover and Landing Calculations Subroutine
 
The takeoff, hover and landing calculations subroutine
 
(specified by SGTIND = 2) will calculate the power re­
quired and corresponding fuel flow rates during simu­
lated takeoff/hover/landing -operations. Two options­
are available, specified by the input indicator TOLIND:
 
TOLIND = 1 - Input required thrust-weight ratio.
 




TOLIND = 2 --Input the required power fraction. Pro­






















WPAYL WO- [WP WST Ft- WFE WFEUL- WFR
 
WEW +W +W +W
 
WST P -PC FE
 
OWE = WE + WFUL
 




In all cases, the program will print out the power
 
fraction and thrust-weight ratio. The program will per­
mit 	operation at power fractions greater than 1.0 (more
 
than 100 percent of available power) in order to make it
 
easier to perform studies in which engine power is being
 
varied parametrically to satisfy specified takeoff or
 
landing requirements as a site. The program will, how­




4.11.2 Cruise Calculations Subroutine
 
This performance segment calculates airship cruise per­
formance. Three separate options specifying the type
 
of cruise desired for the airship are determined by an
 
input cruise indicator, CRSIND.
 
a. 	CRSIND = 1 - This is a calculation of airship cruise
 
performance at a fixed cruise power setting and at
 
a constant altitude, constrained by limiting air­
speed. This option calculates the true airspeed,
 
specific range, and reduction in gross weight dur­
ing cruise.
 
b. 	CRSIND = 2 - This option will calculate the cruise
 
performance of the airship at constant airspeed,
 
constant altitude, and constrained by cruise power
 
and by limiting airspeed. The program will calcu­
late the power setting required, true airspeed,
 
specific range, and corresponding reduction in gross
 
weight of the airship during cruise.
 
c. 	CRSIND = 3 - This option calculates the airspeed
 
during cruise required for best specific range,
 
constrained by cruise power setting and by limiting
 
airspeed. Flight is at constant altitude.
 
This subroutine permits simulation of cruise performance
 
of an airship with an arbitrary number of engines shut
 
down. The program user specifies the number of engines
 
shut down and a corresponding increment in airship AFe.
 
The input for the cruise calculations subroutine con­
sists of the value for CRSIND, the lifting gas super­
heat ratio, the increment in atmospheric temperature,
 
the step size (incremental range), the final range for
 
cruise, the increment in parasite drag area, number of
 





4.11.3 Change of Weight Subroutine
 
This performance segment represents an incremental
 
change in weight of payload. This option would be
 
used to simulate loading or unloading of passengers or
 
other payload. The input to the subroutine consists of
 




-4.11.4 Transfer Altitude Subroutine
 
This performance segment provides a discontinuous
 
change in altitude. The only required input is the
 








Input to the program is made by means bf a standard set
 
of input sheets. Although there are large quantities of
 
possible input, necessitated by the requirement to keep
 
the program flexible and general, the input Thedts,have
 
been configured to give maximum visibility and reduce the
 
tediousness of inputting the data. 'This has been accom­
plished through several means:
 
a. 	All input of a similar nature has been grbuped
 
together. Thus, all dimensional information
 
is on the same input sheet,- regardless of whether
 
it is used in the size trends subroutine or else­
where.
 
b. 	The input sheets have been color-coded to dis­
tinguish between the data required in the
 
weighing and dimensioning option (OPTIND = 0)
 
and the much smaller amount of data required
 
for performance calculations (OPTIND = 2). 
C. 	Footnotes on the input sheets call attention
 
to input which is not required due to selection
 
of-one of the optional paths of computation.
 
d. 	For parametric studies where only one or two
 
variables are being changed from case to case,
 
a special supplementary input sheet may be
 
used, thus reducing the quantity of paper work.
 
Altogether there are nine different input sheets which
 
can 	be loosely grouped into five categories: general.
 
information, airship descriptive information, mission
 
profile information, engine cycle information, and
 
supplementary information. A specimen copy of each in­
put sheet is included in this report on pages 5-5 to 5-19.
 
Descziptions of input variables'and indicators are given
 
in sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. The use of the various
 






Input all primary program indicators (except those for
 
specific mission segments, such as CRSIND), mission
 




5.1.2 Airship Description Information
 
5.1.2.1 	Dimensional Information - Input characteristic
 
geometric information for airship being studied.
 
5.1.2.2 	 Propulsion Information - Input data for propulsive
 
efficiencies, numbers of engines, propellers (and/or
 
rotors), and critical engine sizing conditions.
 
5.1.2.3 	Aerodynamics Information - Input airship hull and
 
empennage drag characteristics - and in the case of
 
the hybrid airships both lift and drag characteris­
tics.
 
5.1.2.4 	Weight Information - Input the factors and constants
 
for weight trends calculations.
 
5.1.3 Mission Profile Information
 
There are three input sheets for mission profile in­
formation. They are:
 








Each input variable on the mission profile sheets is
 
represented by an array of five input locations. The
 
data for 	these locations is filled in sequentially by
 
rows as the particular mission segment is used. For
 
example, 	the first time that cruise is used in a par­
ticular case, the required input information is filled
 
in on the first row of the input sheet. Data for the
 
second cruise of a case is filled in on the second row
 
and so on. Thus, up to five of any particular segment
 




5.1.4 Engine Cycle Information 
- Input engine lapse rate and
 
weight information, take-off and cruise power data
 
(referred), and fuel consumption (SFC) data. All
 




The supplementary input sheet may be used for the
 
second and subsequent cases of a parametric study. For
 
example, if the user wishes to change both the'propel­
ler (or rotor) tip speed (Location 0083 - see dimen­
sional information sheet) and the number of engines
 
(location 0102 - see propulsion information sheet),

these locations and their new values may be filled in
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Wing Aspect Ratio (Lifting body hull
 
aspect ratio when HULIND = 2,3,4)
 
Horizontal tail fin aspect ratio (this
 
is per fin and is based on exposed fin
 
area) 
Vertical tail fin aspect ratio (this is
 




Total configuration installed power
 
Number of blades per propeller or rotor
 
Position of airship center of buoyancy
 
divided by overall airship length
 




Profile drag coefficient of horizontal
tail at Re 
= 107
 
Profile drag coefficient of vertical
 
tail at Re = 107
 
Profile drag coefficient of wing (based
 
on wing planform area)
 
Wing lift coefficient (based on wing
 
planform area) 




Hull/sifting body lift curve slope
 
(Rad- ) 


























Ratio of thrust coefficient to rotor
 
solidity (helicopter CT = Thrust/ 
pAVTIP2 ) 








Rotor or propeller diameter (ft)
 
input if RDMIND = 1
 
Span loading efficiency factor
 




Increment in equivalent flat plate
2
 
area parasite drag - ft
 
Increment in equivalent flat plate
 
area parasite drag (cruise performance
 




rate) factor for engines (rate of
 












Final altitude for transfer altitude'
 
segment (SGTIND.= 9) (ft)
 
Hull design altitude (ft)
 
Hull multiplicative drag factor,
 














































Wing multiplicative drag factor
 




cockpit controls weight factor
 
Rotor controls weight factor
 
Rotor system controls weight factor
 
Fixed wing controls weight factor
 
(Fraction of airship gross weight)
 
Tilt mechanism weight factor
 
(Fraction of propeller weight)
 
Propeller controls weight factor
 








Airship controls weight factor
 
(Fraction of airship gross weight)
 
Hull primary structure weight factor
 
(If airship is non-rigid, this co­




,kENVI Main envelope (skin) weight factors 
(If airship is rigid, kENVI is input 
kENV2 as 07.) 
-kGBI1 




kBLN'T Ballonet weight factor (lb/ft) 
(kBLNT input as 0 for rigid airships), 
kBAL Ballast weight factor (Fraction of 
airship gross weight) 
kLG Landing gear weight factor 
(Fraction of airship gross weight) 
kwW 	 Wing weight factor (used if it is
 




"kwp Wing weight factor (ib/ft2) (If this 
factor is used, set kWW = 0.) 
kHT Horizontal tail weight factor 
(lb/ft2 ) 
kVT Vertical tail weight factor (lb/ft2 ) 
kpRB* 
Rotor blade weight factors 
kPF* 
kpH* Rotor hub weight factor 
kamd* Rotor weight factor 
kAR** Propeller weight factor 
kpA** Propeller weight factor (NOM = 1.0) 
kVTAR** Propeller weight factor (NOM = 1.0) 
5-24 
kPDS 	 Primary drive system weight factor
 
kpDsz Primary drive system weight factor
 
(number of gears in system)
 
kT Primary drive system weight factor
 
kFS Fuel system weight factor
 
(Fraction of fuel required)
 
kpEI Engine installation weight factor
 
(Fraction of bare engine weight) 
(If kpEI is greater than 1.0, program 
assumes kpEI = WpEI (lbs.)) 
kPES Engine section weight factor
 
(Fraction of bare engine weight)
 
K1 Rotor blade weight multiplicative factor
 
K2 Rotor blade hub multiplicative factor
 
K3 	 Propeller weight multiplicative factor
 




K5 Engine weight muitiplicative factor
 
K6 Total hull weight multiplicative factor
 
K7 Gas cell weight multiplicative factor-

K8 Wing weight multiplicative factor
 






































Rotor system controls weight multipli­
cative factor
 
Fixed wing controls weight multiplica­
tive factor
 





Input only if DYLIND = 3 or 4. This corresponds
 
to a hybrid airship which utilizes helicopter
 




Input only if DYLIND = 1 or 2. This corresponds to
 
a fully buoyant conventional airship or a hybrid
 
airship with wings which uses propeller(s) for pro­
pulsion and tilts same for low speed/hover control.
 
Airship buoyancy ratio (ratio of
 
buoyant lift to gross weight)
 
Fineness ratio of airship nose section
 
Fineness ratio of airship tail section
 




Lifting gas (buoyant fluid) specific
 




LH/LOA Position of horizontal tail fin aero­
dynamic center as a fraction of overall 
-hull length (forward of stern) 
LR/LA Design rotor lift as a fraction of 
design dynamic lift requirement 
LV/LOA Position of vertical tail fin aerody­
namic center as a fraction of overall 
hull length (forward of stern) 
MLF Maneuver load factor (g's) 
Np Number of efigines 
NPSDcR Number of engines shut down during 
oriii se 
NR Number of rotors or propellers 
PEHF Engine power fraction 
Re/' Mean Reynolds,number per foot for 
mission 
-RMA X Range at end of-cruise (n.mi 
RMI 
R0 
Wing relief as fraction of wing lift 
(used with kWW input) 
Initial range at start of mission 
(nautical miles) 
AR Step size for cruise (nautical miles) 
ASwet 
ASwet/Swet 
Incremental wetted area of airship hull 
(ft 2 ) 
Incremental wetted-area of airship hull 
divided by hull wetted area 
(t/c)R Wing root thickness to chord ratio 
(t/c)T Wing tip thickness to chord ratio 
5-27 








Rotor blade thickness 	to chord ratio
(t/c).25R 

@ 0.25 rotor radius
 
tH Incremental time for hover (hours)
 
Step size for hover (hours)
AtH 





APINCR 	 Increment in ambient temperature for 
engine sizing at cruise condition (OF)-

ATINDs N 	 Increment in ambient temperature for 
rotor or propeller sizing at takeoff 
condition (OF) 
Initial time at start 	of mission (hours)
t o 
tpW 	 Incremental time for change -of payload
 
we ight (hours) 
(t/T)H 	 Ratio of lifting gas temperature to
 
ambient temperature (-superheat ratio) 
in hover segment
 
Ratio of lifting gas temperature to
(t/T)cR 

ambient temperature (superheat ratio) 
in cruise segment 
T/W 	 Configuration thrust/weight ratio (hover) 
(T/W)D 	 Configuration design thrust/weight ratio
 
for sizing rotor or propeller in hover
 
Design cruise speed,for engine sizing.
VCR 
 (kts) 
VDIVE 	 Dive speed (knots EAS) 
5-28
 
VGASB/HL Ratio of gas cell volume to total-hull 
volume 
VH Horizontal tail volume coefficient 
VKTS Mission cruise speed (kts) 
- VMO Maximum operating equivalent airspeed 
(kt) 
VTIP Rotor or propeller tip speed (fps) 
VV Vertical tail volume coefficient 
AVol Incremental volume of airship hull (ft3) 
Avol/Vol Incremental volume of airship hull 
divided by hull volume 
WFE Weight of fixed equipment (lb.) 
WFUL Weight of fixed useful load (lb.) 
WO Airship gross weight (lb.) 
WPAYL Payload weight (lbs.) 
OPTIND = 2 
- input only if 
W/A Rotor or propeller disc loading (psf) 
(based on difference between gross 
weight and buoyant lift) 
W/S Wing loading based on actual lift 
carried (difference between gross 
weight and buoyant lift) (psf) 
AWFC Flight controls group incremental 
weight (lb.) 
AWp Propulsion group incremental weight 
(lb.) 






















Increment in payload weight during
 




Rotor blade cutout (end of blade shank,
 
beginning of rotor airfoil sections)
 
position as a fraction of rotor radius
 
Rotor blade attachment point as a
 
fraction of rotor radius
 
Fuel required additive reserve factor
 










Rotor blade twist (deg)
 
Taper ratio of wing 
Taper ratio of horizontal tail
 
Taper ratio of vertical tail
 
Ratio of atmosplieric density at hull
 
design altitude to that at SL, STD
 







OPTIND 0 = Weigh & dimension airship
 




HULIND 1 = Conventional hull
 




4 = Disk (circular planform) hull
 
DYLIND 1 = Dynamic lift by hull alone
 
2 = Dynamic lift by wing and hull
 
3 = Dynamic lift by rotor(s) only
 
4 = Dynamic lift by wing and rotor(s)
 
NOTE: 	 For HULIND = 2,3, or 4, only DYLIND = 2 
or 4 are used. 
RDMIND 1 = Input DMR or a (or AF, 	if PROPIND = 1)
 
2 = Input 	w/A, CT/a
 
PRPIND 0 = Propeller used
 




DRGIND 1 = Component drag buildup
 
OSWIND 0 = Input span loading efficiency factor (e)
 






FIXIND 0 = Input fixed sized engines
 












SGTIND 0 = End of mission
 




8 = Change payload
 
9 = Transfer altitude
 
100 = End of case
 
TOLIND 1 = Takeoff, hover, or land at input T/W
 




CRSIND 1 = Cruise at cruise power
 
2 = Cruise at constant true airspeed
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.WdFbftd~knBLANK NOT FiM M 6-5 
BOEING VERTOL COMPANY CASCOMP COMPREHENSIVE AIRSHIPSIZING AND PERFORMANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM 8-81
* DIVISIOM Or T t sO~l,4cO .,PAN, 
SHEET NO. CASE NO. 
AIRSHIP PROPULSION INFORMATION 
NOTE VARIABLE L0C VALUE 
b BflPp 00 NOTE: WHEN OPTINO = 2 
I..CONSIDER ONLY THOSE 
'' p v 0102 ENGINE DATA ITEMS IN THE SHADED 
......... . ...... 7 	 BLOCKS.
 
-:0104 ! 	 CRUISE 
_ _
"_, ,. , O "-5O " CONDITIONS ­
010, 	 FOR 
ENGINE SIZING 
AIRSHIPAERODYNAMICS INFORMATION 
NOTE VARIABLE 1OC VALUE NOTE VARIABLE LO VALUE (Re/) 0119 .71T 1 
CDVT 0107 OZ87 KVT 0115 Z t Eo X/0 5 
CDHT 0108 QOot.7 KHT 0116 Z; O 
c . ,01ot', " f K 0117 ir3V63 
. -. AF&. " <.011. "z : -'- g .W h ". 
d FeDR G 0111 
d EDRAG 0112 
".
• 	 C "G0113 -" 
WING PROFILE DRAG AS FUNCTION OF CL (g) 
NO. OF PAIRS 0120 1 -,0121, ., ,
 
INTABLE l s f I~t~' 02 ~) 
-

NOTE: 	 -(0, 1 Co' 43W O131 " 
a. 	 THESE CONDITIONS ARE USED FOR , ,
WINGSIZING ALSO IN THE CASE OF " (4) 0124 "32 
HULIND= 1, DYLIND = IOR 3" Ckw(si:, 01, 5 -	 b13, -4 
INPUT NOT NECESSARY WHEN: 	 ,,, -) 
b. 	 FIXIND = 1 - XLW(SW' 0128, '04 
C. 	 OSWIND 1= 	 'nd. 	 DRGIND= 1 
- 7 . '012-1 t W(7) "'ati 
a. 	 DYLIND =3 
- t 	 , , s 
=f. 	 HULIND 20R 4 
- " \"5UIZO . 
g. 	 HULIND = 1, DYLIND=1 OR3ORHULIND=3 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 6-7 
BOEING VERTOL COMPANY CASCOMP COMPREHENSIVE AIRSHIP SIZING AND PERFORMANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM B-81 
SHEET NO. CASE NO. 
07.
 
AIRSHIP WEIGHT INFORMANTION 
INCREMENTAL GROUPWEIGHTS INOM = 0) 
VARIABLE LOC. VALUE VARIABLE LOC. VALUE
 
WFE 0141 *58fO, AWFc 0143 2-00.
 
-
NwFUL 0142 A. 0144 01 4,-.-<:, 

AWST 0145 /00O. 
GROUP WEIGHT INFORMATION 
FLIGHT CONTROLS STRUCTURAL PROPULSION 
kcc 0146 ,91? kHL 0155 0, y' kPRa 0169 0, 
kRC 0147 o kENV1 0158 c, kRBF 0170 
ksc 0148 O, kENV2 0157 0,036 kpH 0171 o. 
kFW 0149 o, kGB 1 0158 O, oV9l kamd 0172 c, 
kTM 0150 o7V -' kGB2 0159 6, kAR 0173 1z5 
kRCA 0151 v, kBLNT 0160 o, kpA 0174 /. C 
kSCA 0152 51, kBAL 0161 o,Oqs kVTAR 0175 i, 
kMC 0153 a kLG 0162 ,oj kpD S 0176 0. 
kAC 0154 O,Vo i? kWW "0163 &1 kpDSZ 0177 
LF 0164 0 kT 0178 . 
RM I 0165 0k - 0179 o7 
kwp 0166 0, kPEI 0180 0.17 
kHT 0167 ;,0,6l/ kpEs 0181 Z, 
kVT 01.68 /, 43 
K1 0182 0 Ks 0187 /,O K11  0192 /,0 
. K2 0183 /, K7 0188 /,o K 0193 
K 0184 /.o K8 0189 /,o K13 0194 /,O1(3 
<Z
Ej K4 0185 c., K9 0190 /,K K14 0195 ,j
Z K5 0186 ,K1 019.1 /-.0 K15 0196 /9 
INPUT USED ONLY WHEN OPTIND = 2 
NOTE: WHEN OPTIND = 2 
CONSIDER ONLY THOSE
ITEMS IN THE SHADED BLOCKS 
2 
BOEING VERTOL COMPANY CASCOMP COMPREHENSIVE AIRSHIP SIZING AND PERFORMANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM B-8iA Ot~di~iON OF TNt SOF=iG COM.PASY 
TAKEOFF, HOVER AND LANDING INFORMATION 

TOLIND (tT)H 
LOC VALUE LOC VALUE 
1ST 01' 2 't208: /aU) 
2 ND 0207 
3 RD 0203 .023 
.. .. 02gj . ,"0 
I INPUT T/W NOM 1.0 
2 INPUT PEHF 
PEHF AtH(HR) 
LOC VALUE LOC VALUE 

1ST 702f ea 2 t 
2 ND ,o "2"T' ­
3 R
D 0 ""022t A 
4TH 'ot -0224 





TOLIND = 1 
SGTINO =2
 


























TOLIND - 2 
fFJCJDDjq PAtg IX MZ O 6-11 
BOEING VERTOL COMPANY CASCOMP COMPREHENSIVE AIRSHIP SIZING AND PERFORMANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM B-81ADIVISION OF tMt *OEi..GC OEPA..I 
ChET .o. CASE NO. 
CRUISE INFORMATION SOTIND = 4 
CRSIND {t/r)CR ATIN( 0 F) VKTS
 
L0C VALUE LOC VALUE LOC VALUE LOC VALUE
 
ue____ 0241 /0 0246 QU ozM so.. 
2ND ....7":  2 0242 tO 0247: , "0262 5, 
3RD '023- :0243 248' , . , , _53, 
4 TH '0239, " '024 0249 am 
5TH #0024 , 02:0 
1 -SPECIFIED POWER NOM 1.0 INPUT NOT 
2 - CONSTANT TAS NECESSARY 
3 BEST NMPP WHEN 
CRSIND = 1,3 
A R (N.M.) RMAX(N.M.) a FeCR(FT 2) NpSDcR 
LOC VALUE LOC VALUE LOC VALUE LOG VALUE 
ST ems 0 2 50 0 . 0228 > .": 127 1. ''I 
2 ND 0282 35 1 0272 
3RD 068' -­a '0263, 028"Q> 12 7 
4TH " - 0264 026 " 
TH 02 a6-a3 02 
6-13P 4aKNo 
BOEING VERTOL COMPANY CASCOMP COMPREHENSIVE AIRSHIPSIZING AND PERFORMANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM B-81
 
A oivg1..o 07c 0O C0PA%'e 
SET NO. CASE NO. 
VARIABLE LOC VALUE 
CYCLE NO. 0301. /, 
FF0 , :USD3 1./5 NOTE (a) 
ALL TABLES MUST BE COMPLETE 
TAKE OFF POWER CRUISE POWER 
VALUES OF h, FT VALUES OF REF. PWR VALUES OF h, FT VALUES OF REF. PWR 
LOC VALUE LOC VALUE LOC VALUE 
_ LOC VALUE 
0305' e ' "O, "6.-P 03,35, t, , P'0 320 eve 
U2 6-500. 2.0311 t,09 b2 031ff 6QC - __0321'' 41,139 
3h '007j i oooo. Pj ,03f2 wJp/5 '0311 /O0O0I pa 37Z113' stf0tZ7 
4 038 i5 0064 P4 0313 Z7 _, h4. 0318" /s004, I P > ,
 
~09J70et ~ ,034 &y , '0$Al
P8 /, 3i26 0319 70. % 
SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 
VALUES OF SFC VALUES OF REF. PWR 
LOC VALUE LOC VALUE
 
P -43334 
SP - 0327 PS 40338 
,SFCc - 0328 09 <'03.o4 
SF05 - 0329 0,990<lp PS, " 0337'o&­
0330338' o.-
SF00 ,o1 -. ,Po 
FC 
(a) k3 IS IN LB/HP, k4 IS IN LB 
6-15 
PREOEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FIMIED 
CONVENTIONAL RIGID AIRSHIP PARAMETRIC STUDY 
 PAGE 1 
NC A SCOM P
 
COMPREHENSIVE AIRSHIP SIZING COMPUTER PROGRAM 
 8-81
 
8THE FOLLOWING IS A CARO BY CARD REPRODUCTION OF THE INPUT DECK FOR THIS CASE
 
LOC. CORRESPONDS TO LOCATION NUMBER GIVEN ON INPUT SHEET
 
NUN STANDS FOR THE NUMBER OF SEQUENTIAL INPUT VALUES STARTING WITH LOC. (MAX. =5)
 
VAL EQUALS VALUE FOR VARIABLE CORRESPONDING TO LOC.
 
VALI VALUE CORRESPONDING TO LOC.+0001
 




LOC. NUM VAL VALl VAL2 VAL3 

NOTE " IN USING AUXILIARY ENGINES ; AUXILIARY ENGINE CYCLE INPUT LOCATIONS CAN BE CREATED
 
BY PLACING A 66666 CARD IN FRONT AND BEHIND A STANDARD ENGINE CYCLE
 
1 5 0.0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
6 4 [.0000 1.0000 0.0 0.0 









19 3 1.0000 0.0 i.OOO0 
22 1 55.700 
23 3 2000.0 0.0 0.0 
31 4 4.0000 4°0000 2.000 100.00 
S56 





O. OOOOE 00O.IOOOOE 00 
O. IO000E O00 
0.350900.35090 0.600000.60000 
5 1.5190 2.1260 - 464. 960 0.0 
9 3 0.0 0.0 0.45500 
72 1 4.0000 
74 1 10.000 
76 3 4.0000 140.00 0.50000 
81 3 0.8000OE-01 0. IOODOE 00 900.00 
88 1 0.70350 
89 1 5.0000 
w' 5 0.0 40.000 80.000 140.00 
_' 95






104 3 5000.0 50.000 0.0 
107I'm 21 0.28700E-0225.0  0.28700E-02 
i1,13 1 1.2000 




120 1 0.0 
141













155 5 0.40600 0.0 0.38000E-01 0.49000E-01 
160 5 0.0 0.46000E-01 0.130OOE-01 0.0 
165 4 0.0 0.0 1.0840 1.0840 



















174 5 1.O0000 i.0000h 2000026O 
179 3 0.70000E-01 0.27000 2.5000 
182 5 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 4.0000 1.0000 
187 5 1.0000 .00 1.OOO0 T.O00Td.0000 
192 5 1.0000 1.0000 1.000 1.0000 i.0000 
201 1 2.0000 
206 1 1.0000 
211 1 0.0 
221 1 0.10000E-0 









246 2 0.0 0.0 
251 2 50.000 50f000 
256 2 20.000 5.0000 -
261 2 300.00 350.00 
266 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
271 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
301 4 1.0000 2.5800 0.15000 0.0 
305 5 0.0 5000.0 10000. 15000. 17000. 
310 5 1.0000ooo 1 io YbGo-12.o i0 60 
315 5 0.0 5000.0 10000. 15000. 17000. 
320 5 0.84800 0.93800 1.0270 1.1160 1.1500 
325 5 16.300 0.6950-0 O.s556O O.4o9 44 0o 
330 3 0.41800 0.40800 0.40000 
333 5 0.50000E-02 0.20000 0.30000 0.40000 0.60000 
338 3 0.80000 1.0000 2.0000 
INSUFFICIENT POWER AVAILABLE FOR CRUISE(CRUS2)A 
INSUFFICIENT POWER AVAILABLE FOR CRUISE(CRUS2)A 
HULIND = I CONVENTIONAL HULL 
-= I­. 
0w 
*** DIMENSIONAL DATA 
GROSS WEIGHT 60000. POUNDS 
**HULL 









LENGTHITAIL) EL T- 1 
DIAMETER DH 79.0 FEET 
VOLUME(HULL) VHL 1176841. CUBIC FEET 
VOLUME (GAS) VAS-RqYBQ5 ; CIUMCF EET 
WETTED AREA SF 69796. SQUARE FEET 
PRISMATIC COEFFICIENT Cv 0.68 
CENTER OF BUOYANCY Ca 1F. 6 -
"' HORIZONTAL TAIL 
ASPECT RATIO ARHT 0.50 
AREA SHT 2612.1 SQUARE FEET 
SPAN BHT 25.55 
MEAN CHORD CBARHT 51.11 FEET 
TAPER RATIO SLMH 0.600 
* VERTICAL TAIL 
ASPECT RATIO ARVT 0.50 
AREA SVT 2612.1 SQUARE FEET 
SPAN BVT 25.55 FEET 
MEAN CHORD CBARVT 51.11 FEET 
TAPER RATIO SLMVT 0.600 
* PROPELLERS - DYLIND = I OR 2 
DIAMETER DMR 10.00 FEET 
ACTIVITY FACTOR PER BLADE AF 140. 
SOLIDITY SIGMR 0.229 
NO. OF PROPELLERS ENR 4. 
NO. OF BLADES PER PROP BMR 4. 
TIP SPEED VT 900. FT/SEC 
%D c~~*' ************ 
*** WEIGHTS DATA IN LOS 
GUST LOAD FACTOR GLF 0.0 
MANEUVER LOAD FACTOR EMLF 1.300 
ULTIMATE LD FArF ULF-OR 
PROPULSION GROUP 
TOTAL 	 MAIN ROTOR GROUP WPRG 0. 
MAIN ROTOW-AE S BKI-R. 





DRIVE 	SYSTEM DK*WPDS 

ENGINES 	 SK5*WEP 

ENGINE INSTALLATION WPE[ 

FUEL SYSTEM WFS 

PROPULSION GROUP WEIGHT INCREMENT DELWP 

* TOTAL PROPULSION GROUP WEIGHT WPSTR 
STRUCTURES GROUP
 
TOTAL HULL STRUCTURE WEIGHT 

HULL STRUCTURE SK6*WHL 

HULL ENVELOPE (SKIN) SK6*WENV 







HORIZONTAL TAIL SK9 *WHT 

VERTICAL TAIL SKIO*WVT 

LANDING GEAR SKI1*WLG 

ENGINE SECTION WES 

ON STRUCTURES WEIGHT INCREMENT DELWST 





PRIMARY FLIGHT CONTROLS WPFC 

COCKPIT CONTROL S W1.6 
AIRSHIP CONTROLS WAC 
ROTOR CONTROLS SK12*WRC 
ROTOR SYSTEMS CONTROLS SK13*WSC 
FIXED 	WING CONTROLS SK14*WFW 

TILT MECHANISM WTM 











CONTROL WEIG-T-IT-EMENT DELWC 

* TOTAL CONTROL WEIGHT 	 WFC 
* WEIGHTT -F-XEDV--TPMENT WFE 
* WEIGHT EMPTY 	 WE 
* FIXED USEFUL LOAD WFUL 
iF1OE2WAT!WfGlF 1H EP Y_ L&E 
" PAYLOAD WPL 
" FUEL HFR 











































































*4* PROPULSION DATA 
PROPULSION CYCLE NUMBER 1.000 WAS EMPLOYED 
TOTAL POWER FOR 4. ENGINE(S),( BHP * ) 746. HORSEPOWER 
ENGINE(S) SIZED FOR CRUISE AT VC= 50.0 KNOTS, 
HC= 5000. FT. TEMPERATURE= 41.2 DEG F. 
4** AERODYNAMICS DATA 
c 
0 
TOTAL EFFECTIVE FLAT PLATE AREA 
TOTAL WlTTW-AfREA 
MEAN SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT 









,. *4 DRAG BREAKDOWN 
WING FE 
HULL FE 
VERTICAL TAIL FE 
HORIZONTAL TAIL FE 
INCREMENTAL FE 
















Ti MISSION PERFORMANCE DATA 
























INSUFFICIENT POWER AVAILABLE FOR CRUISE(CRUS2)A 




















ROTOR LIFT ALPHA H ALPHA D/L 
















1T-0 - 609, 
0.0 
0 h-O7 09T212 0.-' 
-90.0 








0.48 0.196212 0.0 
-90.0 
0.0 



















0.48 0.196212 0;0 
-90.0 
0.0 








0.48 0.196212 0JW 
-90.0 








0.48 0.196212 0.0 
-90.0 
0.0 








0.48 0.196212 0.0 
-90.0 
0.0 








0.48 0.196212 0.0 
-90.0 
0.0 








0.48 0.196212 0.0 
-90.0 
0.0 








0.48 0.196212 0.0 
-90.0 
0.0 








0.48 0.196212 0.0 
-90.0 
0.0 








0.48 0.196212 0.0 
-90.0 
0.0 








0.48 0.196212 0.0 
-90.0 
0.0 








0.48 0.196212 0.0 
-90.0 
0.0 








0.48 0.196212 0.0 
-90.0 
0.0 


























INSUFFICIENT POWER AVAILABLE FOR CRUISE(CRUS2)A 















B.R. PEHF BHPR ETAP NMPP R.N. CL 
HULL LIFT WING LIFT ROTOR LIFT ALPHA H ALPHA D/L 
- -
6.07 300.0 1529. 58471. 2000. 51.87 49.4 1.026 1".Ob0 6Z09. 048 0.-962 0.0 0 
0. 0. 0. 0.0 	 -90.0 
6.17 305.0 1554. 5iF.- oo 4974 1.27 F-odb 	 a.o -0-o6t7. 4--07l-
0. 	 0. 0. 0.0 -90.0 
6.27 310.0 1580. 58420. 0-2 ---. -4---1 .-- 2-f 7-l-b-. 0-----6 92-	 0D 0 
0. C. 0. 0.0 	 -90.0 
6.37 315.0 1605. 58395. 2 00. 5 49.4 -.-- --- 0 
0. 	 0. 0. 0.0 -90.0
 
6.47 320.0 1631. 58369. 2000. 51.87 49.4 1.00 -. 660 609. 0.48 0.1962-62 0.0 0.0 
0. 0. 0. 0.0 	 -90.0 
6.57 325.0 1656. 58344. 2000. 51.87 49;4 1.028 L..o 	 0 o. 2Tr -- -- ­
0. 0. 0. 0.0 	 -90.0 
6.68 330.0 1682. 5831a. 2000. - -.- 49.4T. .0 lTU----- . 0.4407 --9T ---­
0. 	 0. 0. 0.0 -90.0 
6.78 335.0 1707. 58293. 2 0. 51. 87 49.4 1.029 	 -9 . O.1--7612--- -­
0. 0. 0. 0.0 	 -90.0 
6.88 340.0 1733. 58267. 20-0. 5L-7 49.4 1.0D-0- 09---48--96 	 -2- 0.0 
0. 0. 0. 0.0 	 -90.0
 
6.98 345.0 1758. 5z82-T 2-O0. 51.87 49.4 	 6-9-9. 0.48 0. f---0.0-- 0­
0. 0. 0. 0.0 	 -90.0 
) 7.08 •350.0 1784. 58216. za-o. 51.87 49.4 1.01I i00 .----O-.-- , 0. -0.0 
w 0. 0. *0. 0.0 -90.0 
TAKEOFF, HOVER, OR LAND AT PEHF = 0.010 FOR 2.000 HRS. 
TIME RANGE FUEL USED WEIGHT ALT. TEMP TAS B.R. PEHF BHPR FM T/W THRUST FUEL FLOW 
HOURS (N.MI.) (POUNDS) (POUNDS) FEET (DEG.F) (KTS) (POUNDS) (LB/HR) 
7.08 350.0 1784. 58216. 2000. 51.87 0.0 1.031 0.010 7. 0.70 0.004 -60000. 113. 
7z 8 350.0 1806. 5---T97. td 0 Tr7--- 0--- 0 01w70"70000 -600000 113­
7.48 350.0 L829. 58171. 2000. 51.87 0.0 1.031 0.010 7. 0.70 0.004 -60000. 113.
 
7.68 350.0 1852. 58148. 2000. 51.87 0.0 1.032 0.010 7. 0.70 0.004 -60000. 113.
 
7.-6 - .- I -	 -0. -- 00 7. o04 0i-6OOO 	 r­
8.08 350.0 1897. 58103. 2000. 51.87 0.0 1.033 0.010 7. 0.70 0.004 -60000. 113.
 
8.28 350.0 1920. 58080. 2000. 51.87 0.0 1.033 0.010 7. 0.70 0.004 -60000. 113.
 
8.48 3"0.0 19427. 50"5-200n---- 5 1. n7---0r0 	 0 7O-6. 04----60 000 7 f 37 
8.68 350.0 1965. 58035. 2000. 51.87 0.0 1.034 0.010 7. 0.70 0.004 -60000. 113.
 
8.88 	 350.0 1988. 58012. 2000. 51.87 0.0 1.034 0.00 7. 0.70 0.004 -60000. 113. 
8 -20T 57 0O &7 .0 i. 0T5-- 0.0 ro0 .07---o 04-60D 0-r3 -­.8-33-0 	 5 
9.08 350.0 2010. 57990. 2000. 51.87 0.0 1.035 0.010 7. 0.70 0.004 -60000. 113.
 
MISSION FUEL REQUIRED 2010.
 
RESERVE FUEL REQUIRED = 0. 
- T rrr1TErD0r-___________________________________ 
7.0 COMPLETE PROGRAM LISTING (FORTRAN)
 






F88-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED XREF,LISTLET,OVLY 
IEWOOO0 
DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED -
INCLUDE SYSOBJ 
SILE=(100352,14336) 
IEWOOO0 INCLUDE SYSLMOU1(B8100) 
IEWOOQO ENTRY MAIN 
IEWOOO NAME B81DO(R) 
LEW02Ol 
****B81OO NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET 
CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 
CONTROL SECTION ENTRY 
NAME ORIGIN LENGTH SEG. NO. NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION 
DRAG 00 41E I 
RUTPOW 420 FD8 I 
ENGSZ 13F8 922 1 
LIFT ID20 816 1 
AERO 2538 8BA I 
MAIN 2DF8 2342 1 
CRUS1 5140 8D8 1 
CRUS3 5018 C60 1 
SIZTR 6978 1LDA I 










5V 98F8 58C I 
ODD 
-8TP_. OW 9E88A6AO 814260 11 w, 
CHGPL A91O 2C4 I 
CRUS2 AS08 A66 I 
FACTR B640 126 1 
LOADER 8768 85A 1 
POWER BFC8 8DC I 
PRFRM CdA8 570 1 
TABLE CElS 46E 1 
TOHL D288 C06 1 
TRALT' DE9O 26C 1 
XLINT E1OO 474 1 
XLKUP E578 854 1 
IHCSLOG EDO 186 1 
ALOG1O EUDO ALOG EDE8 
ILHCSSCN EF88 1D9 1 
Cos EF88 SIN EFAO 
IHCFEXIT F168 IC 1 
EXIT F168 
- IHCSEXP F188 192 1 
EXP" F188 
IHCFRXPR F320 183 1 
FRXPR# F320 
IHCNAMEL F4A8 AC3 I 
FRONL# F4A8 FWRNL# FAAC 
NAME ORIGIN LENGTH SEG. NO. NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION 
IHCECOMH FF70 F61 I 
IBCOM# FF70 FDIOCS# 1002C INTSWTCH IOEB6 
IHCCOMH2 LOED8 650 1 
SEQDASD 11250 
IHCSSQRT 11538 145 1 
SQRT 1.8 
IHCFCVTH 11680 119D 1 
ADCON# 11680 FCVAOUTP 1172A FCVLOUTP 1178A FCVZOUTP 1190A 
FCVIOUTP ICB8 FCVEOUTP 121A FCVCOUTP 12304 INT6SWCH 1266B 
IHCEFNTH 12820 542 1 
ARITH# 12820 ADJSWTCH 12BBC 
IHCSATN2 I268 ICB 1 
ATAN2 12D68 ATAN 1207C 
IHCSTNCT 12F38 266 1 
COTAN 12F38 TAN 12F4E OTAN 130CO C 
IHCEFIOS 131A0 F28 1 a;w 
I Hr r TnS?, 14J)CA 52F I 
FIOCS# 131A0 FIOCSBEP 13A6 
IHCERRM 145F8 504 1 
ERRMON 145F8 IHCERRE 14610 
ICHaIOPT 14RO O0 1 
IHCETRCH 14EDO 28E 1 ,l 
IHCTRCH 14EDO ERRTRA 14ED8 
VHCUATRIL 15160 63 8 $BLANKCOM 15798 9DC 1 
",4 
LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION SEG. NO. LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION SEG. NO. 
100 1 104 XLINT XLINT I 
108 
12C 






14C 1 15C I 
-
16C18 I1 17ClAG 11 
IBC I ICC 1 
I1C 1 9C 1 
910 A D1 1 
4 41 
914 RTPOW RTPOW I 
918 XLINT XLINT 1 91C XLKUP XLKUP 1 
7n FKXPR# IHCFRXPR 1 924 005 IHSCN I 
928 SIN IHCSSCN 1 92C ATAN IHCSATN2 I 
930 
()A 8 














AIR I A8 
A58 1 A68 1 
A78 





RTPOW RTPOW I 
1 
6CC RTPOW RTPOW 1 604 RTPOW RTPOW I 
LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION SEG. NO. LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION SEG. NO.
 
6DC RTPOW RTPOW 1 6F8 RTPOW RTPOW L
 
700 RTPOW RTPUW 1 708 RTPOW RTPOW I 
724 RTPOW RTPOW 1 728 RTPOW RTPOW 1 
72C I 25E0 I 
25E4 1 25F4 1 
2600 1 2604 XLINT XLINT I 
2608 FRXPR# IHCFRXPR 1 260C ALOGLO IHCSLOG I 
26F4 1 2704 1 
2714 1 2724 1 
2734 1 2744 1' 
2754 1 2764 1 
2774 1 2784 1 
2794 1 27A4 1 
27B4 1 27C4 1
 
1618 1 161C DRAG DRAG 1
 
1620 ATMOS ATHOS 1 1624 FACTR FACTR I
 
162B XLINT " XLINT 1 162C IBCOM# IHCECOMH 1 
1630 ROTPOW ROTPOW 1 1634 'THRUST THRUST 1 
1648 1 16B8 1 
16E8 1 16F8' 1
 
1708 1 1728 1
 
1735 1 1758 
 1
 
152C 1 1530 
 1 
1534 1 1538 1 
153C 1 1540 1 
.4 154C 1 1550 1 
I 1560 1 15t8 I 
-- 156C 1 1570, 1A 
IE30 I 1E44 . 
I154 I 1264 1 
L174 1 184 1. 
1F74 I IF84 I 
2884 1 26E0 IBCOM# IHCECOMH 1
 
262C 1 4608 1
 
460C 1 4610 'ODD ODD 1
 
4614 AERD AERO 1 4618 ATMOS ATMOS I
 
461C ENGSZ ENGSZ I 4o20 PRFRM PRFRM 1
 
4624 SIZTR SIZTR 1 4628 WGHTR WGHTR 1
 
462C FRXPR# IHCFRXPR 1 4630 IBCOMM IHCECOMH 1
 
4634 LUADER LOADER I 44FC 
 1
 
4504 1 450d 
 I 
5588 1 558C DRAG DRAG I
 
5590 LIFT 
 LIFT 1 5594 ATMOS ATMOS 1
 
5598 
 FACTR FACTR 1 559C POWER POWER I
 
55A0 XLINT XLINT I 55A4 FWRNL9 IHCNAMEL I
 
55A8 IBCOM# IHCECOMH 1 55AC ROTPOW ROTPOW 
 1
 





5620 1 5630 
5640 1 5650 1 
5660 1 5670 1
 15680 1 5690 

1 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION SEG. NO. LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION SEG. NO. 
8C90 1 88AC 1 
88BC 1 88DC i 
8904 
. 890C 1 



























































AFF4 XLITNT XIINT I AFF8 IBCOM# IHCECOMH I 
AFFC ROTPOW ROTPOW 1 8020 00 
8030- 1 8040 
-a 50 1 B060 
6070 1 B080 
8090 1 BOAO 
0Bobo8000 1 I1 oCoB .EO BOEOa 
BOFO 1 8100 



















AF41 AF3 i 
AF3C i AF40 I 
BCB8 
(2)90 


























2AR FWRNIfi IHCNAMFL C2A TBCOM# THCECOMH 1 
C280 THRUST THRUST I C2C4 1 
C2D4 I C2E4 1 
C314 1 C324 I 
C334 1 C344 I 
C394 1 COE4 I 
COE 1 COFB I 













CAFO I CAFM TOHL TOHL 1 
LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION SEG. NO. LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL It CONTROL SECTION SEG. NO.
 
CAF8 CHGPL CHGPL 1 CAFC CRUSi CRUSt I 
CBO0 CRUS2 CRUS2 I CB04 CRUS3 CRUS3 I 
CB08 TRALT TRALT 1 CBOC IBCOM# IHCECOMH 1 
CA90 I 0618 1 
061C ATMOS ATMOS 1 D620 FACTR FACTR 
0624 POWER POWER 1 D628 XLINT XLINT 1 
D62C SQRT IHCSSQRT 1 0630 FRXPR# IHCFRXPR 1 
0634 IBCOM# IHCECOMH 1 0638 ROTPOW ROTPOW I 
064C I 065C 
D66C 1 D67C 1 
D68C 1 069C 1 
06AC I D68C 1 
D&CC I 060C 1 
06EC ,1 O6FC 1 
D70C I D71C 
072C I D73C 
074C I 177C 1 
078C I 07CC 1 
D524 I D528 1 
0538 1 D540 1 
0544 1 D548 1 
D55C 1 0560 I 
D564 I OFE8 1 
OFEC IBCOM# IHCECOMH I E330 IBCOM# IHCECOMH I 
EAIO BIV BIV 1 EA2C IBCOM# IHCECOMH I 
EEF8 IBCUM# IHCECOMH I EF34 IHCERRM IHCERRM I 
FOBS IBCOM# IHCECOMH I FOFC IHCERRM IHCERRM 1 
- FI80 . IBCO# IHCECOMH 1 F290 IBCOM# IHCECOMH 1
 
I F28C IHCERRM IHCERRM 1 F430 IBCOM# IHCECOMH 1
 
OD F434 IHCERRM IHCERRM I F428 ALOG IHCSLOG 1 
F42C EXP IHCSEXP 1 F03C IBCOMM IHCECOMH I 
FD44 ADCON# IHCFCVTH I F040 FIOCS# IHCEFIOS I 
FE28 IHCERRM IHCERRM I 1002C SEQDASD IHCCOMH2 1 
IOBC ADCON# IHCFCVTH 1 1OB4 FIOCS# IHCEFIOS I 
1O0CO ARITH# IHCEFNTH I IOEO AOJSWTCH IHCEFNTH 1 
1000C IHCUOPT IHCUOPT 1 ODC4 FCVEOUTP IHCFCVTH 
ODC8 FCVLOUTP IHCFCVTH 1 1OCC FCVIOUTP IHCFCVTH I 
10000 FCVCOUTP IHCFCVTH I 1ODD4 FCVAOUTP IHCFCVTH 1 
100D8 FCVZOUTP IHCFCVTH I 1006a IHCERRE IHCERRM 1 
10094 IHCCOMH2 IHCCMH2 1 1OC98 IHCERRM IHCERRM 1. 
1OD6C IHCCOMF2 IHCCOMH2 1 10070 IHCCOMH2 IHCCOMHZ I 
1OD74 IHCCOMH2 IHCCOMH2 1 1078 IHCCOMH2 IHCCOMHZ 1 
L1175 IHCECOMH IHCECOMH 1 [1178 IHCECOMH IHCECOMH 1 
LOF20 IHCERRM IHCERRM I IOFIC IBCOM# IHCECOMH 1 
11395 IHCECOMH [HCECOMH 1 113A5 - IHCECOMH IHCECOMH 1 
113B5 IHCECUMH IHCECOMH 1 11608 IBCOM# IHCECOMH 1 
11630 IHCERRM IHCERRM I 1267C IBCOM# IHCECOMH I 
12678 IHCERRM IHCERRM 1 12COC IBCOM# IHCECOMH 
12CO INTSWTCH IHCECOMH I 12888 INT6SWCH IHCFCVTH I 
12BB4 IHCUtPT IHCUOPT 1 12C18 ADCON# IHCFCVTH 1 
- 12C14 FIOCS IHCEFIOS I .12C84 IHCERRM IHCERRM 1 











































































IEWO201 WARNING - OVERLAY STRIICTURF CONTAINS ONLY ONE SEGMENT -- OVERLAY 
,.
 























































LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 CI 	 DATE0/360FOTRTRAh H 	 75. ICC/15o23.21 
CC PILER CFTICNS - NAME= VAIktOPI=C2,LINECNT=54,SIZE=OCGCK,
 
ISN 0002 SUBRCU7INE 4EFC 000100¢0
 
C*** MEPBER NAPE 8B]EIPrO CCC2CCCO
 
C PACE 1 INPLT L C CO TEU05 CCO00G0
 
ISN 0003 CCPMON CPTINC FLLINC tDYLIND E£RGIND yOShINr ,OCC4COOO
 
IFIXIND yRCPIND tFFFINC vETAIND ' C tXLBtO 0OO0500GC
 
- fXLL-A" tVdG2C'%H v 'L CC, yH AXD - - m -V
-	 eF IC RH-O C,'000600000 
3EVLF ,CK1 ,CEL F CKFF ,VCIVE 'HGc 00O07COCO
 




C. PACE 2 INPUT LCG C(51 TI-St OlOC 	 cOlcOOCO
 
ISN 0004 CCMN AR ' S ,TCR ,TCT ISLP 'OOZIIoCO
 
1ARFT TChTI Vt RH , SLWM, TRVT ,lTCVT -,O01200CO
 
2VEARV SLP£1 ELCN vELDT ELCOA IDLSI SH 'OOL300CO
 
--CSIET ,CLVLL rCVCL ,CeYLCA____ NR ,VA0 00140000
 
4CAVI ,[AN2 fEP6 DM3' iCLiYE ITHETMR ,00150000
 
lXC txPp 7IV(PR VT ,CTSIGH TV ,CO160CCO
 




C PAGE 3 INPUT LCE C/(1 THRU 140 COlsocOO
 
ISN 0005 CCFMON CAA tENF tETAT 11-C ,'VC- 00200000
 
1ATPIY 'CO 7 tCPT -,D'A3 ,CLTAFE :FECRAG t002LOOOO
 
2EEMRG ,CDC ,CLALP- CKVT CK.T CKF 00220CO0
 
3Cf~t RELI 'ICtN TbCL1(8) IBCDWI(8) ,GAP4141 00230000
 
C' PAG - LCC HU2C ". 00240000
* tf NU EGTDT 

ISN 0006 CCtlMON %F E ,lFLL ,DELWFC ,CELWP ,DELkST c00moc0c
 
ISKCC SKC5S SF KMSKRCA ,00260000 
2SK5CA ,SKPC ,5KAC ,SKHL ,SKENVI SKENV2----0027CCO0O 
ISKGBI SKGE2 tSNBLNT ,SK8AL ,SKLG ,SKkW. ,0028C000 
4ELF pRmI ,SK0P SKHT ,SKVT SKPPB ,00290000 
,5$KRBF SKPF ERKWo SAR tKPA- tSkVTAR---C03CC0C0O 
6SKPD$ ,SKPCSZ SKI ,SKFS :Si(PEI : SK PE S 00310000 
7SKI SK2 'CK' :DK4 SEK5 SK6 CD0320000 
ESK7 SEKB ISK, SKID t5KII SK12 00330COO 
SSK13 ,SK14 9S15 ePLIN CGAP5(31 00340000 
c PACE 5 INPUT LOC 201,7TPRU 3D0 	 0-0350000
 
ISN 0007 CCPMON T L I E15 ),TZ--4 T (- ,T0'F v7F-f2(5)2(-T-	 CC3 6CCCD 
1DELTH(5) ,STH(5) ,CRSINC(5) PXTGTA4(5) I1IN4(51 VVIN(5 ,0037000C
 




C PACE 6 INPLT lCC 301 T RU 4CO 004COCCO
 




ISN 0009. CCPMON ALFCESALFCL,ALFFiAPU, 004400C0
 
2 CeARFCEtRFT,CEARVTCEARW CCPCCT,CDV,CLW,CPIND,CPNUDCPPARCPPRCOO460000 











1 J BLS.N , CEYL, INDETAINDFININI-,UL, INDOP.T, INCOS., OLOCCOCCE I OW oPRFzINcoot"IpFi) 
 00520000
ISN 0011 CCPMON LTFLNCCFFNCXP.,CE,PEHF,PIQRHCREALJRFPMRRRN 
 0053C000
 
ISN 0012 CCt'MON SA,SA5,5A6.5A7, SFC,SHPA,SHPRSHT,SHTE,SHTw,sIGMA,SSIGMA,sr,oos400do____ 

ISN 0013 ISTI-ETA,STPAX,S1,5 TE, 1T, sISWETH,StEXP,SWTTSWWETS2RHC 
 -055C0C0
CCMON T ,1FTCEtP,7FEIA,TMAXT PPTPRCP TRtULFVGASB,VGASRVHLtV C56CCCO
 
______ISN
0014 CC MON..l'BAL .kEAL1T,CCWEEP,WES,WF,WFC,WFrFSWFW
 
t . . 00570000
 1 kGSB,1L,dFTLG, 	C, PAYL, PC,WPOS WPEIW 
,6PRB WPRGWPRPWPSTRO0580000
 
2,IRCWRCA,hSC,SCt, 	ST, I10,IT,WW,IPAYL,WACkENV 
 00590000
ISN 0015 COYMN)LALE,LEXLBF,)LFL)RXLWYXLS2,ITOVW 
 00600000
ISN 0016 CCVMON O0F0SAF ,EIF PSEE 	 C O60O 1
 
ISN 0017 I002 FCRMAT(22)(,34HIFIS ERRCR IS IN THE CL,CDWI TAELE) 
 00610000
 
-ISN 0018 	 NAEIT/AFIFOF 
-,ETFETFTiS1,BR,~~ 5 C62COCC_____ 
__________1 5A6,SA7,S iIETSEECLTAFEFNWREFNFREFNVREFNHRE, 00630G00
2 FHLRE,PE iREFPEVT,$EHTREHLCKKiShETH 
 00640000
 
ISN 0019 NTCL = TCLN + C.1 
 C0650000

ISN 0020 FET=O.O 
 00660C00
ISN 0021 IF (INCCYL.EQ.1.CR.INOCYL.EC.3) GO TO 3 
 C0670000
ISN 0023 IF (INCl-UL.GT.1) CC TO 2 
 00680000

ISN 0025 REh=RELI*CBR 	 0060000 -

ISN 0026 ARGG=I.CE-C7*RE6 
 00700000
 
_ SN 0O27 FKWRE=flC+AL GIC( G GJ/.L_0**02.7 C o0 0oCOc 

[SN 0028 CCII=XLIT TBCLI , BCD101, C.,tCTCL,M) 	 007200CC
ISN 0029 IF (M.NE.C) WRIIE(6,10C2) 
 C0730000
 
_____SR 031 FEOk*O=C hI* b S !FbWR E_______________________ 
 0074C00OCC 
____________________ISN 0032 IF (INCCSk.EQ.C) GC IC 3 
 00750000

ISN 0034 SEE=0.94-C.C454tR**o.6E 	 CC760000. : ,.,




1-' ISN 0036 2 SW1ET=C. 
 0078CC00




ISN 0040 RE T=RELICEAR1 
 008 10000




=j2.-  F 
 00830000
ISN 0043 FVFRE=(I.C+ALOGIO(ARGG)/1.O)**(-2.6) 
 00840000

ISN 0044 ARGG=I.CE-C7*RE T 
 008500CC
 
-... S4_0045 F(ARGGG0I.)oCC TO 17 
 008501CC
ISN 0047 FNVRE=O. 
 00850200
ISN 0048 GO TO 18 
 0085030

___[SN_049 17 FN =(IC+ACc0(ARGG)I.0)*o(-?.6) 
 00860000

ISN 0050 18 ARGG=I.CE-07*REFT 
 00870000






ISN 0054 GC TO 20 
 00870300
 
0055 1SN9 FAIRE=(1.C+ALCGIO(ARGG)/0)**(-2.6) 
 0088000
ISN 0056 20 [F(INDHUL.GT.I) GO TO A 00890000
ISN 0058 FEFL=O.CC287*CKF*SkETI-VF6FRE 
 009C0000
ISN 0059 GO TO 5 
 00910000
[SN 0060 4 IF (INC-UL.EQ.3) CC TO 16 
 00910100
ISN 0062 REFL=RELI*CEAR6 
 00920000
 
ISN 0063 ARGG=I.CE-C7*REFL 
 00930000




fSN 0066 IF (M.NE.C) WRI1E(6,1CC2) 
ISN 0068 FEFL=CK CDI*S *FHLPE 




























_ I[SN 0098 
ISN 0099 





6 Sk'TT=SWET-+SWiiEISVT +!IF-IU 
CBAMRF=FTST1 
CCV=FETCT/VFL4'C.6667 
IF (INDUL.GT.I) GC TO 8 
S5='FEHL+FET+FE D-+0TA E 
IF.(INCCYL.EQ.2.OR.INCC'L.EQ.4) GO TO 7 
SA6=0.C 
SA7=O.C 
CC TO 15 
7 SA6=CKFAk*E E 
SAT=/PI*SEEAp
GC TO 15 
8 SA=O.C 























































GC TO 5 
9 CC[I=XLIT(TBCL1,TBCOhI.C.,NICLMH 
























































































































































































C R*4 N, 
C R*4 N.A. 
C Rt .... 
C R*4 N.A. 
C R*4 N.R. 
CR*4 00C688 
C R*4 N.H. 













































































































































































































































WWP________WST C R4 LA- N8.PM N.H. 
H__kPH C'.R..




















































































































































































C R*4 N.A. 
- "-A4 000168 
C R*4 N.R. 
R*4 OOi6C 
C.R*4 _OCOCA_ 
C R*4 N.R. 
C R*4 N.R. 
C. .B, 
C R*4 N.H. 
C R*4 N.HR. 
C R. _ NHR, 
C R4 . N.A. 
C R*4 N.R. 
C R*4 OOCID8 
C R*4 NR. 
C R*4 N.A. 
C R44 N.A. 
C 'R*4 N.R. 
C R4 N.A. 
C R*'. N.A. 
XMH C R*4 N.H. 
- 4RFAT. __ R*4 N.R . 
BHPB C R*4 N.A. 
CKFF C B*4 N.H. 
CAi... C R*4 -_N..R, 
CAM5 C R4 N.A. 
ELOT C R*4 N.A. 
-__LF, CRELF C R*4 N.. ,. 
FEHL SF C R*4 0006F4 
FE6I C R*4 N.H. 
GAP4 _C R4 N.R. 
HEIN C R*4 N.R. 
PLIN C RI4 N.R. 
REVT SF 9*4 000180 
SHTE C R*4 N.R. 
SKCC C R*4 N.A. 
---. SKHT C _R"4 N.RH. 
SKPH C RI" N.R. 
SKVT C R*4 N.R. 




SK-12 C R4 N.. SK3 C R*4 .. SK4 C R*4 .R. 
 SK15 C R*4 N..
 















































































































C R*4 N.A. 
k R 
C R*4 N.. 







































DELW C, R*4 
PR C *4 
HLRE SF R*4 
FNARE SF R4 
AR0000NOCPP 
N.A. 







C R*4 N.A. 
C-R*4 ....N.R.' -
R*4 000188 
C R*4 N°R. 




























































































WW'ET SF CR R4 0006f8 SIRHC C- ,-RA K - - T*BCLI fA R I-OIEo TBC AO - -­ R*4 UN.-R. 




























- N. A. 

























XF R*4 000000 
C--R*4'--, C078 -























C R*4 N.A. 
-R*4'--000104 
DLVLHL C R*4 N.R. CAGING C R*4 N.R. DSPLMT C R*4 N.A. DYLIND C R*4 N.A. 
ELHLOA C R*4 N.R. ELVLCA C R*4 N.A. ETAIND C R*4 K.R. ETAP4N C R*4 N.A. 
EXPDRG C P*4 V.RA . EE AG C * N.R'. - OilIND C _R*4" NAk.R. -G AVD 11- --9*4 ----. R 
HULIND C R*4 N.R. IECCP# F XF 1*4 000000 INDCRU C 1*4 N.R. INCDRG C 1*4 000824 
INDDYL C 1*4 000828 INCETA C 1*4 N.A. INDFIX C 1*4 N.R. INCPUL C 1*4 000834 
INDROM C 1*4 N.A. IPSINT- C 1*4 N.A. OPTIND C R*4 N.R. OS61ND C R*4 N.R° 
PRPIND C R*4 N.A. RCPIKC C R*4 N.A. RHORHO C R*4 N.A. SGTIND C R*4 N.A. 
SKBLNT C R*4 V.. KkV C R*4 N-.R-i SKENV2 - --C R*4-' NR'. SKPDSZ ... C---44 -N"R. -
SKVTAR C R*4 N.R. SSIGVA C R*4 N.R.' STHETA C R*4 N.R. TBCD61 FA C R*4 000200 
T0BAP4 C R*4 N.A. IFE7MR C R*4 N.A. TOLIND C RV-4 N.A. VGBOVH C R*4 N.A. 
NAME {F CCIOCN -ELOCK* SfZE C LC 0- CI ''BT* 
VAR. NANE TYPE PEL° ADER, AR, NAPE TYPE REL. ADDR° VAR. NAME TYFE REL. ADDR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADOR,.­
PAGE 006 
OPT IhDEL 























































































P 4 _ _hRo 
R*4 N.R, 
R*4 N.A. 












D___RGI NO .....*4 .____. . 
PRPIKD P*4 N.A. 
XLRLA R*4 N.A. 
RHORHO R*4 -- N.A. 
-- EL6F ... R*4 -- NR 
ROO R*4 N.A. 
EHLOA R*4 _N.R. 
R*4 NR. 
ARHT R*4 N. 
ARVT... R*4 N.R.-
ELON R*4 N.A. 
DSWET R*4 N.A. 
EKR _ R*4 -_NR° 
)(c R*4 N.A. 
CTSIGH R*4 -NR._ 
ETAF4N R*4 N°Ro 
C 4 R*4 
C- * 4 N Ft. 
CAP5 R*4 NR, 
_.C 4 N R,p_ 
C F P*4 OO01CO-
T8CL1 R*4 O001EO 
ELL_____BA R-B .... 
SKCC R44 N.A, 
SK7?' R*4 N.A° 
• j__. A 4 NA. 
pa SKLG r44 N.A. 
Ln SK1P NKR 
SKREF P*4 N.A. 
SKFA P*4 N.A. 
S 1 S*4 N:R, 
Si(5 S*4 N A. 
s _ 4 NFgKI 
SK13 R*4 N.A. 
GAF5 R*4 NR, 
T:[ h 4. NR.PETE 
CASINO R*4 NP. 
DELPR *I4 N.A, 
DE L * N.R 
CYCPFL 9*4 N.A. 
TBf-l R*4 N.A. 
T8SC P 4 NS, 
ALFCL R*4 N,. 
BHFR 4A N.R'. 
ER R4 N?.es 
CSARFT R*4 000674 
CCT R*4 N.A. 
CP 1,C R*4 N.A. 
_ 
TBEEV R1 4 N.A.o 
tREP 4 NR 
ATPIN S* N.P. 
CLTAFE R*4 OCOiB4 
LALFF F 4 - .N.R. 
Cv" _R 4- 000l0 
IBCDIAI R*4 0C0200 
CEL FC. R "t T9., 
SKRC R*4 N,.A-
SKRC R*4 N.A. 
SKbtL NR 
SK14W R*4 NRo 
5S F j - R* 4 N.R, 
SKP4 R44 N.A.---KAMD 
SKV tF 9*4 N.A. 
SK2---44 NR. 
SK6 R*4 NoR. 
; . R*4 N. 
SK14 R*4 N.R, 
ICLIKE 9*4 N. Ro 
2-R *4 - NR . 
)(TCTA4 F*4 N.A. 
PVA> P*4 N.A. 
STF R 4- N.R, 
FF R*4---N.A. 
TeTC P*4 N.A. 
7BPC 8*4 NR. 
LF N,,AMU 
eHFSLf IZ44 N.A. 
R*A N.A. 
CEARI - 4 00067--
Co P*4 000688 
CPPAF R'*4 N.A. 
TS8AP4 R*4 K.R. GAP3 R*4 NR. 
ETAT R*4 N.,R. HC R*4-- N.A.,_ 
COVT" R*4 000LA8 CCFT"--- R*4 OCCIAC 
FEDRAG R*4 N.A. EXPCRG R*4 N.A. 
C-KVT - R*4 00G1C8._ - -CKHT _...5.R . _O0lCC _ 
RELI A*4 OOGLD8 TCLN R*4 0001DC 
GAP4 R*4 N.A. iFE R*4 N.A. 
OELWP R04- N°R. _ DELWST -R*4 _ . 
SKSC P*4 NR, SK.FW R*4 NR,-
SKSCA R*4 NR, SKPC P*4 N.A. 
SKENVI -R*4 _NR -SKENV2.. R*4 -N -R 
ELF P*4 N.A. RP! R*4 N.A. 
SK VT R*4_ _ KR, -SKPRB --- *4. - N R. 
R*4 NR, SKAR R*4 N R, 
SKPDS R*4 NR, SKPDSZ R*4 NoR. 
DK3 R*4 N.A. DK4 R*4 N.A. 
SK7 S*4 N.Ro SKB R*4 N.A. 
SKII *4-- - ,R, SK 12 ....R ___NR. 
SK15 R*4 N.A. PLIN R*4 N.A. 
XTGTA2 B44 N.A. TIN2 R*4 N.A. 
DELTH _R*4____(.R.-- STH -- R*4-_N.,.° 
TIN4 R*4 NR, VIN R*4 N,. 
CELFCR R44 N.A. ENPCR R*4 N.A. 
HF IN R .,GAP6-R*4--N.R,. 
SK3 R*4 NoR. SK4 R*4 N.A. 
TBH2 R44 N.A. TBCRP R*4 N.A. 
GP7 R*4 -. , Re ALFOES R*4 N.A. 
R*4 KR. BHPA R*4 N.A. 
BHT R*4 N.A. BLP R*4 N.A. 
BVT R4 kR. CBARF R*4 _000670 
CBARW---*4 00067C- CCP R*4- -N, R, 
CLW 9*4 N.R. CPlND R*4 N.A. 
CPPRO R*4 N.A. CPTOT R*4 N.A. 
CPT P201 NR. CTF R*4 N.R. CV R*4 N.R. CX R*4 N.R° 
































FEEL R4 0006F4 FEHr P*4 0006F8 PET R*4 NA. . FETOT P*4 000700 


























































[PRINT 1*4 N.R. 
DUE R*4 N.R. 
PEFN4 













A F*4 N.R. SA! R*4 000884 SA6 P*4 000888 SA7 R*4 000880 


















































TIAX P*4 NAR. ' TNPF *4 Nf. T1RbPi4R'R TR R*4 N.R. 

























UF R*4 N.R. UPC R*4 N.R. WFR R4 N.R. WFS R*4 N.R. 
I
-' 
hFW1.EG R*4P44 N.R.N.R. "SEhI'C P*4R'I N.R.N.R. WHL R*4'WPAYL---*4" N.R..PC WFTI R*4-R*4 N.R.N;R; 
ON WPCS R*4 N.P. WPEI P44 N.R. WPH R4 N.R. WPRB P*4 N.R. 
WFFG P44 N.P. UPFF R4 N.R. WPSTR R*4 .R. WRC R*4 N.R. 
UTm P44 N.F. k%1 R4 N.R. WW P*4 N.R. WPAYLO R*4 N.R. 
6AC R*4 N.R. WEKV R*4 N.R. XLALB RP4 N.R. XLB R*4 N.R. 
XLE. R*4 N.P. XLIL R4 N.R. XLR "- 7 .NR. xr-w-- 4 
YLS2 R4 N.R. TCV R*4 N.R. DMR R*4 N.R. SIGMR R*4 N.R. 
AF R*4 N.R, BHFF R*4 N.R. SEE R*4 0O9D8 
LABEL ACCR LABEL ACOR LABEL ADOR LABEL ADOR PAGE 008 
20CC4A6 3 CCO4AE 17 OC0542 18 00057A 
19 CCC59E 2C CCC EC 4 CCO5FO 5 000698 
6 OCC6D NR I CCC75C 8 C00776 16 0007D2 
9 CCCt3E 15 CCCESC 
*CFflOQS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIN,CPT=C2,LIECNT=54,SIZE=COOOK, 
*CFTIONS IN EFFECT* SDURCE,EBCCIC, NOLISTODECKLOADMAPNOEOITID,NOXREF 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 115 ,FPOGRAM SIZE = 2234 
4SIATISTICS* NO CIACNCSTICS CENEPATEC 





LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 08/360 FORTRAN H DATE 75.127/20.11.58 






o ENTRY MAIN CASCOMP 
C**** MEMBER NAME B8lAMAIN 
C PAGE I INPUT LOC 0001 THRU 0050 
COMMON OPTIND ,HULIND DOYLIND ,DRGIND ,OSWIND 
UFIXIND ,RDMIND ,PRPIND ,ETAIND tWo ,XLBWO 
2XLRLA ,VGBOVH ,XLGD ,HMAXD ,RHORHO ,VMO
3EMLF ,CK1 #DELWF ,CKFF ,VDIVE ,HOO
4RO0 ,TOO ,GAPI(5) ,SGTIND(12),ELHLOA ,ELVLOA 
5GAP2(6) 
C PAGE 2 INPUT LOC 0051 THRU 0100 
COMMON AR ,WS ,TCR ,TCT ,SLM 
1ARHT ,TCHT ,VBARH ,SLMH ,ARVT ,TCVT
2VSARV ,SLMVT .ELDN .ELDT tELDOA ,DLSWSH
30SUET ,DLVLHL ,DVOL ,CBYLOA ,ENR ,WVA
4OAM1 ,DAM2 ,BMR ,DAM3 ,CLEYE ,THETMR 
5XC .XMR ITVCMR ,VT ,CTSIGH ,TVW
6HES TINY ,ETAP2 .ETAP4N ,TBEMS(5) .TB8AP4(5)
7GAP3 
C PAGE 3 INPUT LOC 0101 THRU 140 
COMMON OAM4 ,ENP ,ETAT .HC ,VC
IATMIY ,CDVT ,CDHT ,OAM5 'OLTAFE ,FEDRAG
2EXPDRG 'CDC ,CLALPH ,CKVT ,CKHT ,CKF
3CKW ,RELI ,TCLN ,TBCLI(8) ,TBCDWI(8) ,GAP4(4)
C PAGE 4.INPUT LOC 141 THRU 200 WEIGHT DATA 





















































5SKRBF ,SKPH SKAMD ,SKAR ISKPA ,SKVTAR
6SKPDS ,SKPDSZ SKT ,SKFS ,SKPEI .SKPES 
7SKI ,SK2 DK3 ,DK4 ,SK5 ,SK6
8SKT ,SK8 SK9 SKID *SKI1 ,SKI2 
9SK13 ,SK14 .SK15 ,PLIN ,GAP5(3)
PAGE 5 INPUT LOC 201 THRU 300 
COMMON TOLINO(S) ,XTGTA2(5) *TIN2(5) ,TWTW(5) ,PFETZ(5) 
IDELTH(5) ,STH(5) ,CRSINDC5) ,XTGTA4(5) ,TIN4(5) ,VIN(5)















PAGE 6 INPUT LOC 301 THRU 400 
COMMON CYCPRL ,FF ,SK3 .SK4 
ITBTOI5) ,TBH2(5) . ,TBCRP(5) ,TBSFC(81 ,TBPOW(8) 
WORKING COMMON 
COMMON ALFDES,ALFDLALFRAMU, 

















































F-' ISN 0029 























7 ICRUS, INDCRU,INDDKG,INDOYL, INDETA, INDFIX,INDHUL,INDOPTINDOSW, 00510000
 


































00 1 1=1,400 00630000
 
1 DATA(I) = 0. 00640000 
00 2 I=179,193 00650000 
2 DATA(I) = 1. 00660000 













































IF(INDDYL.GT.2GO TO 4 00860000 
IF(INDETA.EQ.O)GO TO 4 00870O00 
DO 69 1=1,16 
GMDDI(1) = BOO(1) + CLEYE{'C8i([) + CLEYE * BB2(1)) 
00880000, 
f00890000 
59 CONTINUE cosoo6oo 
PAGE 003 
ISN 0055 DO 77 J = 1,3 C0510000 
ISN 0056 00 78 K = 1,15 00920000 
I'SN 0057 GAMDll(J,K) = AO(J,K) + CLEYE * ( A1(J,K) + CLEYE * A2{J,KJ), 00530'000 
.ISN 0058 78 CONTINUE C0930100 
ISN 0059 77 CONTINUE CC540000 
ISN 0060 4 IF(INDOPT.EQ.0) GO TO 5 00550000 
ISN 0062 IF(INDOPT.EQ.1) RETURN 00960000 
[SN 0064 GO TO 6 00570000 
ISN 0065 5 CALL SIZTR 00580000 
ISN 0066 CALL AERO 00990000 
[SN 0067 CALL ENGSZ 01C00000 
ISN 0068 IPRINT=O OiCOo00 
ISN 0069 CALL PRFRM 01020000 
ISN 0070 CALL WGHTR 01C30000 
ISN 0071 WRITE(6,2015) 01030100 
ISN 0072 IF(INDHUL.EQ.1)WRITE(6,2003) ClC40000 
ISN 0074 2003 FORMATCLOX,'HULIND = 1 CONVENTIONAL HULL'//) 01050000 
[SN 0075 2015 FORMAT(IH1,10X,'*** DIMENSIONAL DATA',I/) 01G70000 
ISN 0076 IF{INDHUL.EQ.IIWRITE(6,2001)WODSPLMTELOA,ELNELTDHVHL,VGASR,SW01C80000 
ISN 0078 
1ETHCV,CB 
2001 FORMAT(IOX,'GROSS WEIGHT = *,FIO.0, v POUNDS'// 
01090000 
01100000 
1 LOX,'*** HULL'/ 01110000 
2 20X,#DISPLACEMENT',12XIDSPLMTI,3XFIO.0,4X,'POUNDS/I 01120000 
3 20X,'LENGTH(OVERALL)',9X,'ELOA,9X,FT.1,3X,#FEET'/ 01130000 
4 20X,'LENGTH(NOSE)',12X,!ELNI,ILX,F7.1,3X,'FEET'/ 01140000 
5 20X,'LENGTH(TAIL)',12X,'ELT',IIXF7.1,3X,'FEET'/ 01150000 











A 20X,'PRISMATIC COEFFICIENT CV',15XF6.2, / 01200000 
B 20X,CENTER OF BUOYANCY CBlt14XPF6.1, / 01210000 
C IOX.'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * C*01220000 
D* * * * * * * *'/) 01230000 
ISN 0079 IF(INODYL.EO.I.OR.INDDYL.EQ.3) GO TO 2222 01240000 
ISN 0081 ALFDD=ALFOES*57.2957795 01240100 
ISN 0082 IF(INOHUL.EQ.I)WRITE(,2002)AR,SW,BS,CBARW,SLM,CLOESALFDO 01250000 
ISN 0084 2002 FORMAT(1OX,'*** WING$/ 01260000 




20X,*SPAN' ,20X,'BW',12X,F8.2,2X.,-F.EET / 
01280000 
012(0000 




20X,lDESIGN LIFT COEFFICIENT%,2X,'CLOESI,12XF6.3/ 
01310000 
01320000 
7 2OX,ODESIGN ANGLE OF ATTACK',3X,'ALFDES*,I1X,F6.3,1 DEGI/101320100 
80X4**********C*~ '~ 'C 01320200 
9* * * "01320300 
[Sm 0085 2222 IF(INDHUL.EQ.2) WRITE(6,2004) 01330000 
ISN 0087 2004 FORMAT(10X,IHULIND = 2 LIFTING HULL//I 01340000 
[SN 0088 IF (INDHUL.EQ.3) WRITE(6,2019) 01340100 
[SN 0090 2019 FORMAT(1OX,'HULIND = 3 LIFTING HULL (ELLIPTICAL PLANFORM)'//) 01340200 
ISN 0091 IF (INDHUL.EQ.4) WRITE(6,2020[- 01340300 
PAGE 004
 
ISN 0093 2020 FORMAT(IOX,'HULIND = 4 LIFTING HULL (CIRCULAR PLANFORM)'//) 01340400 
ISN 0094 IF(INDHUL.GT.1) WRITE(6,2005)WO,DSPLMT,ELOA,TMAX,AR,BSTCR,SLM,VHLO1350000 
1,VGASR,SW,SWETHCLDES,ALFDD,CB 01360000
 
ISN 0096 2005 IORMAT(IOX,'GKOSS WEIGHT = t,FlO.O,2XtPOUNDS,//IOX,'*** HULL'/ 01370000 
1 20X,IOISPLACEMENT DSPLMT4, 2X,F1O.06X,'PCUNDS'/ 01380000 
2 20X,'LENGTH(OVERALL) ELOA 1, 6XFT.1 ,5X7'FEET'-/ C1390000 
3 20X,'MAXIMUM THICKNESS TMAX ', 7X,F6.1 ,5X,FEET-/ 01403300 
01410000
4 20X,'ASPECT RATIO AR , 8X,F6.21 
5 20X,'SPAN BS ', 6X,F7.1 ,5X,'FEET'/ 01420000 
014300006 20X,'THICKNESS/CHORD TCR It 9X,F6.3/ 





8 2OXOVULUME(HULL) VHL Fl2.0,6X,'CUBIC 
9 20X,'VOLUME(GAS) VGASR 1, F12.0,6X,'CUBIC FEET'/ 01460000 
A 20X.OPLANFORM AREA SW ', 1X,FlI.O,6X,'SQUARE FEET'/ 01470000 
B 20X,'WETTED AREA SWETH ', 1X,FII.0,6X,'SQUARE FEET'/ 01480000 
C'20X,OESIGN LIFT COEFFICIENT',lX,'CLDES',2X,F6.3/ 01490000 
0 20X,'DESIGN ANGLE OF ATTACK',2X,'ALFDES',1X,F6.3,' DEG'/ 01500000 
E 20X,'CENTER OF BUOYANCY CB 1, 7X,F6.1 tX,-FEET'/lOX, * * * *01501000 
F * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *'/) 01502000 
01510000ISN 0097 WRITE(6,2006)ARHT,SHT,BHT,CBARHT,SLMH 

ISN 0098 2006 FORMAT(lOX,'*** HORIZONTAL TAIL'/ 01520000 .0c
 
-
I 20X,'ASPECT BATIO',12X,'ARHTll2X, F6.2/ 01530000 ._k__ 
2 20X,'AREA', 20X,'SHTI, IOX, FS.1,3X,'SQUARE FEET'/ 01.540000 
3 20X,'SPAN', 20X,'BHT', lIX, F8.2,2XFEETI/ 01550000 
4 20X,'MEAN CHORD', 14X,4CBARHT',9X, F7.2,2XFEET'/ 01560000 
5 20X,'TAPER RATIO', 13X,'SLMHH, 13X, F6.3/IOXO* * * 4 44 * * 01570000 
* * * c* * * * * * * * * * * *//j 015800006* * * * *. * * * 
ISN 0099 .... WRITE(6,2OO7)ARVTSVTBVTCBARVT,SLMVT 01590000 P 
01600000
ISN 0100 2007 FORMAT(IOX,'*** VERTICAL TAIL'/ 

1 20X,'ASPECT RATIO',12XOARVT', 12X, F6.2/ 01610000
 
2 20X,'AREA'-, 20X,'SVT'-, lOX, F8.1,3X,*SQUARE FEET'/ 01620000
 
3 20X,'SPAN', 20X,'BVT', lix, F8.2,2X,'FEET / 01630000
 
4 20X,'MEAN CHORD', 14X,'CBARVT', 9X, F7.2,2X,'FEET'/ 01640000
 
* * * * * 01650000
5 ZOX,'TAPER RATIO, 13X,'SLMVT', 13X, F6.3/lOX,'* * * * 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *'//) 016600006* * * 

01670000
ISN 0101 IF(INDDYL.LE.2)WRITE(6,Z008)DMR,AF,SIGMR,ENR,BMRVT 
 01680000
ISN 0103 2008 FORMAT(0X0*** PROPELLERS - DYLIND = I OR 2'// 

1 20X,'DIAMETER', 21XDMR', 5X,F7.2,3X,'FEETf/ 01690900
 
2 20Xt'ACTIVITY FACTOR'PER BLADE', 4X,'AF' , 5X,F6.0/ 01100000
 
3 20X,'SOLIDITY', 21X,'SIGMR',5X,F6.3/ 01710030
 
01720000
4 20X,'NO. OF PROPELLERS', 12X,'ENR', 6X,F4.0/ 
5 20X,'NO. OF BLADES PER PROP', 7X,IBMR', 6XF4.0/ 01730000 
20XlVT' , 5X,F6.0,SX,'FT/SEC'/ 017400006 20X,'TIP SPEED', 

* * * * * , , , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *017500007 lOX,' * , , * * 
8 * * * * *//3 01760000 
ISN 0104 IF(INDDYL.GT.2)WRITE(6,2009 HR,SIGMR,WVA,ENR,BMR,VT 01770000 
- DYLIND = 3 OR 4'// 01780000
ISN 0106 2009 FORMAT(IOX,'**' ROTOR(S) 

1 20X,'DIAMETER', 21X,'DMR', 5X,F7.2,3X,'FEET'/ 01790000
 
2 20X,'SOLIDITY', 21X,'SIGMR',SX,F6.3/ 01800000
 
3 20X,'DISC LOADING', I7X,'WVA', 5XF6.I,4X,'LB/SQ.FTCI4810OO
 
4/20X,'NO. OF ROTORS*, 16X,'ENR', 6X,F4.0/ 01820000
 
5 ZOXNO.-OF- BLADES PER ROTOR', 6X,'BMR', 6XF4.0/ - - - 01630000 
6 20X,'TIP SPEED', 2OX,'VT', 5X,F6.0,5X,'FT/SEC'/ 

7 10X,.I W 

8 * * * *'//) 

ISN 0107 WRITE(6,2OlO) GLF,EMLF,ULF 

ISN 0108 2010 FORMAT(IH1,10,'*** WEIGHTS DATA IN LBS'/ 

2 20X,'GUST LOAD FACTOR GLF *,ISX,F7.3/ 

1 20X,'MANEUVER LOAD FACTOR EMLFI,14X,F7.3/ 

3 20X,-ULTIMATE LOAD FACTOR ULF ',ISX,FT.3//) 

ISN 0109 WPRBO = SKI * WPRB 

ISN 0110 WPHO = SK2 * WIPH 

ISN 0111 WPRPO = 0K3 * WPRP 

ISN 0112 WPOSO = OK4 * WPDS 

[SN 0113 WEPO 

[SN 0114 WHLO 

ISN 0115 WENVO 

ISN 0116 WHLT 

ISN 0117 WGSBO 

ISN 0118 W*A 

ISN 0119 WHTO 
ISN 0120 wVTO 
ISN 0121 WLGO 
ISN 0122 WRCO 
[SN 0123 WSCO 
ISN 0124 WFWO 
ISN 0125 WPCO 
= SK5 * WEP 

= SK6 * WHL 

= SK6 * WENV 

WHLO + WENVO 
= SK7 * WGS8 
= SK8 * WW 
= SK9 * WHT 
= SKID* WVT 
= SK11* WLO 
= SK12* WRC 
= SK13* WSC 
= SK14* WFW 
= SKI5* WPC 
ISN 012o WPFC = WCC+WRCO+WSCO+WFWO+WTM+WPCO+WBAL+WMC+WAC 
ISN 0127 WFC = WPFC + OELWFC 



























































ISN 0129 WRITE(6,20111WPRG,WPRBO,WPHOWPRPO,WPOSO,WEPO,WPEI ,WFSDELWP,WPSTR02110000
 
ISN 0130 2011 FORMAT(15X,0PROPULSION GROUP'// 02120000 
1 20X,ITOTAL MAIN ROTOR GROUP WPRG 4,FIO.O/ 02130000 
2 20X.4 MAIN ROTOR BLADE',,17X,'SKI*WPRB',15XFIO.O/ 0214000 
3 20X, MAIN ROTOR HUB',ISX, *SK2*WPH',16X, F10.0/ 02150000 
4 20X,IPROPELLER GROUP,1X,'0K3*WPRP,'SXFIO.O/ 02160000 
5 20XWDRIVE SYSTEM',22X, 'DK4*WPDS%8OX,FO.O/ 02170000 
6 20X,IENGINES',27X,'SK5*WEP',9X,FlO.O/ 02180000 
7 20X.IENGINE INSTALLATIONI,15XWPEI',I2X,F1O.O/ 02190000 
8 20X,lFUEL SYSTEM,23X,"WFS',I3X,FIO.O/ C2200000 
9 20XlPROPULSION GROUP WEIGHT INCREMENT OELWP ,11X,F10.0/ 02210000 
A 18X,'* TOTAL PROPULSION GROUP WEIGHT WPSTRI' ,31X,FIO.0//) 02220000 




ISN 0132 2012 FORMAT(15X, STRUCTURES GROUP'// 

1 20X,ITOTAL HULL STRUCTURE WEIGHT',24X,FIO.O/ 

B 30X,'HULL STRUCTURE ,ZOX,'SK6*WHL ,17X,F1O.0/ 

C 30X,'HULL ENVELOPE (SKIN)'I14X,'5K6*WENV',16X,F10.O/ 







5 20'X,'HORIZONTAL TAIL,19X, 

6 2OX,$VERTICAL TAIL',I9X, 






ISK9 *WHT', 8X, FIO.0/ 
'SK10*WVT , 8X, F10.0/ 

























8 2OX,IENGIME SECTION',19X, 'WES' , 13X, PO.O/ 02350000 
9 20X,'STRUCTURES WEIGHT INCREMENT',TX,'DELWST, lOX, F10.0/ 02360000 
A 18X,-* TOTAL STRUCTURE WEIGHT', I2X,'WSTI, 33X, FIO.O//) 02370000 
. ISN 0133 WRITE (6,2013)WPFCWCC,WAC,WRCO,WSCOWFWOWTMWPC0,WBAL,WMC,DELWFC 02380000 
1 ,WFC 02390000
 
ISN 0134 2013 FORMAT(15X,'FLIGHT CONTROLS GROUP'// 02400000
 
1 20X,'PRIMARY FLIGHT CUNTROLS',lIX,'WPFC',I2X, FIO.O/ 02410000
 
2 26X 'COCKPIT CONTROLS',16X,OWCC',17X, IO.0/ 02420000
 
C 26XIAIRSHIP CONTROLS',16X,IWAC',17X,FLO.O/ 02430000
 
3 26X,'ROTOR CONTROLS',16X,'SKI2*WRC',13X, F10.0/ 0244Q000
 
4 26X,-ROTOR SYSTEMS CONTROLS',11X,'SK13*WSC ,13X, FIO.O/ 02450000
 
5 26XWFIXED WING CONTRDLSi,LIX,'SK14*WFW',13X, F10.0/ 02460000
 
6 26X,'TILT MECHANISM',ISX,'WTM'tlX, F10.0/ 02470000
 
7 26XOPROPELLER CONTROLS' ,11X,'SKLS*WPC',13X, F10.0/ 02480000
 
8 26X,'BALLAST',26X,'WBAL',16X, FlO.O/ 02490000
 
9 26X,'MISCELLANEOUS CONTROLS',1IX,'WMC',I8X, FO.O/ 02500000
 
A 20XICONTROL WEIGHT INCREMENT,IOX,'DELWFC',IOX, iO.O/ 02510000
 
B 18X,'* TOTAL CONTROL WEIGHT',14X,'WFC',33X, FIO.O/ 1 02520000
 
ISN 0135 WRITE(6,2014)WFE,WE,WFUL,OWEvjPL,WPR,WO 02530000
 
ISN 0136 2014 FORMAT(I8X,'* WEIGHT OF FIXED EQOIPMENT',9X, 'WFE', 33X,FLO.O/ 02140000
 
1 18X,'* WEIGHT EMPTY',22X, 'WE', 34X,F10.0/ 02550000
 
.2 LBX,'* FIXED USEFUL LOAD',17X, IWFUL',32X,FLO.O/ 02560000 
3 18X,'* OPERATING WEIGHT EMPTY',L2X, 'OWE', 33XFIO.0/ 02570000 
4 1SX, * PAYLOAD',28X, *WPL', 33X,FIOO/ 02580000 
5 18Xl* FUEL',30X, IWFR', 33X,FO.0// 02590000 
6 16X, *** GROSS WEIGHT',22X, 'WO', 34X,F10.0/ 02600000 
710X,' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 02610000 
8* * * * '/)02620000 
ISN 0137 CALL ATMOS(HC,ATMIY) 02620100
 
ISN 0138 WRITEC6,2016) CYCPRL,ENPBHPP 02630000
 
ISN 0139 WRITE(6,2022) VC,HC,TMP 02630100
 
ISN 0140 2016 FORMAT(IOX,'*** PROPULSION DATA'// 02640000
 
1 20X,'PROPULSION CYCLE NUMBER',29X,FIO.3,5X,'WAS EMPLOYED'// 02650000
 





ISN 0141 2022 FORMAT(20X,'ENGINE(S) SIZED FOR CRUISE AT VC=',2X,F6.1,IX,'KNOTS,'02680000
 
I /20X,IHC=t,2X,F6.0,1XI'FT, TEMPERATURE=',2XF5.LIX,'DEG F.'/lOX,02680100
 
2 * * * *c * * * * * * * * * * * * *c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *02680200
 
3 * * * * t** *c * *c * * *'/) 02680300
 
[SN 0142 WRITEt6,2017)FETOT,SWTT,CBARF,CDV 02690000
 
ISN 0143 2017 FORMAT(IHO,IOX,'*** AERODYNAMICS DATA'// 02700000
 
1 2OX,ITOTAL EFFECTIVE FLAT PLATE AREA',7X,'FE',IIX,FLO.1,TX,'SQ.FT02710000
 
2'/20X,'TOTAL WETTED AREA',20X,'SWET',9X,F1O.1.7X,SQ.FT/ 02720000
 
3 2OXl,'MEAN SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT',TX,CBARF'v,4X,F9.6/ C2730000
 
4 20X,'DRAG COEFFICIENT BASED ON VOLUME',5X,lCDV',14X,FI.6//) 02740000
 
ISN 0144 WRITE(6,2018)FEW,FEHL,FEVT,FEHT,DLTAFESEE 02750000
 
ISN 0145 2018 FORMAT(1OXI*** DRAG BREAKDOWN'/ C2760000
 
I 2OX,'WING FE',29X,!FEW',IOX,FIO.1,TX,'SQ.FT'/ 02770000
 
2 20X,'HULL FE5,29X,'FEH',IOX,FLO.1,TX,'SQ.FT'/ 02780000
 
3 20X,'VERTICAL TAIL FE',19X,'FEVT',9X,F10.,X,'SQ.FT4/ 02790000
 
4 20X,'HORIZONTAL TAIL FE',19X,FEHT,9X,FO.ITX,ISQ.FT/ 02800000
 





















































• IOX,'***'7X,'WING LIFT EFFICIENCY FACTOR',IOX,'E,I8X,F7.4/10X, 02820000
 
7- * ********** C2830000 
8* * * * * * * * *//) 02840000 
SPRO=WPL*VC/WE 02840100 
WRITE(6,2024)SPRO 02840200 
2024 FORMAT(2OX,'SPECIFIC PRODUCT[VITY =1,2X,F7.2,IX, TON-KNOTS/TON) 02840300 
IPRINT=M 02850000 
CALL PRFRM 02860000 
GO TO 3 02870000 
6 SA5 = DLTAFE 02E80000 
IF(LNDDYL.EU.2.OR.INDDYL.EQ.4) GO TO 7 02890000 
GO TO 8 C2S900000 
7 SA6 = CKW C2S10000 
SW, = WO/WS 02920000 
IFL INDHUL.EQ.I)GO TO 9 02S30000 
GO TO 8 02940000 
9 CALL ATMOS(HCATM[Y) 02950000
 
0 = 1.42636 *RHO * VC * VC 02560000
 
ALFDES = (I. - XLRLA)*I. - XLBWO)*WO/(Q * SW * CLALPH) 02S70000
 
VHULL = XLBWO * WO/(RHORHO *VGBOVH*(0.076474 - XLGD)) 02580000
 
DENOM = PI * (0.254ELDOA-EL0N/12. - ELOT*7./60.)(I.+DLVLHL) 02S90000
 
DH = ((VHULL-DVOL)/OENOMI**(1./3.) 03000000
 










MAIN / SIZE OF PROGRAM 00239E HEXADECIMAL BYTES PAGE 008
 
ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAPE TAG TYPE 	 ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADD.
NAME TAG TYPE 
 K SF 1*4, 0017E0
H C R*4 N.R. I SF 1*4 001708 	 J SF 1*4 OITDC 

T C R*4 N.R. 
 V C R*4 N.R.
R C R*4 N.R.
Q SF C R*4 000868 
 C R*4 ODOOC8 AD F 	 C R*4 000000
W C R*4 N.R. AF SF C R*4 0009D0 4R F 

BR C R*4 N.R. 	 BS F C R*4 000668
Al F C R*4 0000R4 A2 F C R*4 000168 

CX C R*4 NR. 	 DH SF C R*4 0006C4
F C R*4 0006B8 CV 	 F C R*4 O006AC
CB 

FP C R*4 N.R.
EN C R*4 N.R. FF C Rt4 N.R. FM C R*4 N.R. 

HC SFA C R*4 00019C PI SF C R*4 000864 RN C R*4 N.R. SA C R*4 N.R.
 
ST C R*4 N.R. SW SF C R*4 000808 TR C R*4 N.R. VC F C Rt4 OOlAO
 F C R*4 000024

•ij! VT F C R*4 000148 	 WE F C R*4 000924 WF C R*4 N.R. WO 
AMU C R*4 N.R.

'aS F C R*4 000OCC WW F C R*4 000998 	 XC C R*4 N.R. 

BB2 F C R*4 000290 	 BHT F C R*4 000650
PRO F C R'4 00021C BBL F 	 C R*4 00025C 
 C R*4 N. .
 F 8LP C R*4 N.R. BMR F C R*4 000120 BVT F C R*4 000660 CCP 
N.R. CDV F C R*4 000688 CKF C R*4 	 N.R.
CCT C R*4 N.R. CDC 	 C R*4 

N.R. CRT C R*4 N.R.
CKW F C R*4 0001D4 CKI C R*4 N.R. 	 CLW C R*4 

C R*4 0002EO DM SF 	 C R*4 000908
0K3 F C R*4 O002DC 0K4 F
CTP C R*4 NA. 

N.R. ELF C R*4 	 N.R. ELM F C R*4 0G0604 ELU F C R*4 OO06DC
ELC C R*4 
 FET C R*4 N.R.
ENlP F C R*4 000194 ENR F 	 C R*4 00011C FEH C R*4 N.R. 

N°R. HOD C R*4 	 N.R.
FEW F C R*4 000708 GLF F 	 C R*4 000704 $ES C R*4 

RJ3 C R*4 N.R. 	 RJ4 C R*4 N.R.
OWE F C k*4 000850 RHO F 	 C R*4 00086C 

SAS S C R*4 000884 	 SA6 S-. C R*4 000888
RMI C R*4 N.R. ROD 	 C R*4 N.R. 
 SHT F C R*4 00089C
SA7 C R*4 N.R. SEE SF C R*4 000908 SFC C R*4 N.R. 

SKT C R*4 N.R. SKI F C R*4 000204 SK2 F C R*4 0002DB SK3 C R*4 N.R.
 R*4 0002EC
SK4 C R*4 N.R. SK5 F C R*4 000254 SK6 F C R*4 0002E8 SK7 F C 

SK6 F 
 C R*4 0002FO S9 F C R*4 0002F4 SLM F 	 C R*4 000008 STH C R*4 N.R.
 
C R*4 000000 TCT 	 C R*4 N.R.
SVT F C R*4 000880 TAF C R*4 N.R. 	 TCR F 

TVW C R*4 N.R. 	 ULF F C R*4 000900
TMP F C R*4 0008F4 TOO 	 C R*4 N.R. 
 WAG F C R*4 OO09AO
VHL F C R*4 00090C VIN C R*4 N.R. 	 VMO C R*4 N.R. 

WFC SF C R*4 000934
WES F C R*4 000920 

un ICC F C R*4 000920 WEP F C R*4 000928 
 C R*4 000930 WFW F 	 C R*4 000940
WFE F C R*4 000230 WFR F C R*4 000938 	 WFS F 

F C R*4 000950 WMC 	 F C R*4 000954
WHL F C R*4 000948 WHT F C R*4 00094C 	 WLG 
 F C R*4 000970
WPC F C R*4 000950 WPH F 	 C R*4 000968 WPL SF R*4 O017E4 WRC 

C R*4 000980 WTM F C R*4 000990. WVA F.C.R*4 000120
WSC F C R*4 000984 	 WST F 

C R*4 N.R. XLR 	 C R*4 N.R.
WVT F C R*4 000994 WWO SF R*4 0017E8 	 XLB 

XMR C R*4 N.R. AERO SF XF R*4 000000 ALFR C R*4 N.R.
XLW C R*4 N.R. 

BHPA C R*4 N.R. 	 BHPP SF - C R*4 000904C R*4 OOOODC ARVT F 	 C R*4 000050
ARHT F 

N.R. CKFF C R*4 	 N.R.
 BHPR C R*4 N.R, CDHT C R*4 N.R. 	 CDVT C R4 N.R.
CKVT C R 4 N.R. CLLL C R*4 NR. 	 CTI3 C R*4
CKHT C R*4 N.R. 

DkM2 F C R*4 000128 	 DAM3 F__C R*4 ,000130
CTI4 C R*4 N.R. 	 DAMI F C R*4 000124 
 DELR C R*4 N.R.
F C R*4 000190 DAM5 F C R*4 000180 DATA SFA CE R*4 CCO000
DAM4 
F C R*4 O0OOFC ELOT F C R*4 OC0100 ELHT C R*4 N.R.
OVOL F C R*4 000114 	 ELON 

R*4 000044 ETAP C 	 R*4 N.R.
 ELOA SF C R*4 0006U8 ELVT C R*4 N.R. 	 EMLF F C 

FEhL F C R*4 0006F4 	 FEHT F C R*4 0006F8ETAT C R*4 N.R. 	 FEHI C R*4 N.R. 

N.R. FEWI C R*4 N.R. GAPL C R*4 	 N.R.
FEVT F C R*4 000704 	 FEWH C R*4 

R*4 --. N.R. GAPS ..... C 	 R*4 N. R.GAP2 C R*4 N.R. 	 GAP3 C R*4 N.R. GAP4 C 
GAP7 C RW4 N.R. HFIN C R*4 N.R. LTHL C 1*4 N.R. GAP6 C R*4 N.R. 

PEHF 
 C R*4 N.R. PLIN F C R*4 000310 RELl 	 C R*4 N.R. RMAX C R*4 N.R.
 
N.R. SHTW C R*4 	 N.R.
SHPA C RC4 N.R. 	 SHPR C R*4 N.R. SHTE C R*4 

SKAR C R*4 N.R. SKCC C R*4 N.R. SKFS C R*4 N.R.
 SKAC C R*t N.R. 

SKHT C R*4 N.R. 	 SKLG C R*4 N.R.
N.R. SKHL C R*4 	 N.R.
SKFW C R*4 

N.R. SKPH C R*4 N.R. SKRC-.....-C R*4 	 N.R.




SKSC C R*4 N.R. SKTM C R*4 N.R. SKVT C R*4 N.R. SKWP C R*4 N.R. 
SKIW C R*4 N. R. SKID F C R*4 OOOZF8 SKIL F C R*4 O002FC SKI2 F C R*4 000300 
SKI3 F C R*4 000304 SK14 F C R*4 000308 5K13 F C R*4 'CC030C SLMH F C R*4 0000E8 
SPRO SF R*4 O017EC STPW C R*4 N.R. SVTE C R*4 N.R. SVTW C R*4 N.R. 
STT F C R*4 000804 TBHL C R*4 N.R. TBH2 C R*4 N.R. TBTO C R*4 N.R. 
TCHT C R*4 N.R. TCLN C R*4 N.R. TCVT C R*4 N.R. TINY C R*4 N.R. 
TIN2 C R*4 N.R. TIN4 C R*4 N.R. TIMAX F C R*4 0008FO TOVW C R*4 N.R. 
TWTW C R*4 N.R. WEAL F C R*4 000918 WENV F C R*4 OC09A4 WEPO SF R*4 0017FO 
WFUL F C R*4 000234 WFWO SF R*4 0017F4 WGS8 F C R*4 000944 WHLO SF R*4 0017F8 
WHLT SF R*4 OO17FC WHTO SF R*4 001800 . WLG0 SF R*4 C1804 WPCO SF .. R*4 001808 
WPDS F C R*4 0009cC WPEI F C R*4 000964 WPFC SF R*4 00180C WPHO SF *4 00f810 
WPRB F C R*4 00096C WPRG F C R*4 000970 WPRP F C R*4 000974 WRCA C R*4 N.R. 
WRCO SF R*4 001814 WSCA C R*4 N.R. WSCO SF R*4 0C1818 WVTO SF R*4 00181C 
XLSH C R*,4 N.R. XLGD F C R*4 000034 XLHL C R*4 N.R. YLS2 C R*4 N.R. 
ALFDD SF R*4 001820 ALFDL C R*4 N.R. AMACH C R*4 N.R. ATMIY SFA C R*4 O00A4 
ATHOS SF XF R*4 000000 CBARF F C R*4 000670 CBARW F C R*4 00067C CLDES F- C R*4 000684 
"CLEYE F 'C R*4 000134 CLGAM C R*4 N.R. CP1.ND C R*4 NoR. CPNUD C R*4 N.k. 
COPW3 C R*4 N.R. CPOW4 C R*4 N.R. CPPAR C R*4 N.R° CPPRO C R*4 N.R. 
CPTCT . C R*4 N.R. 'DELTA C R*4 N.R. DELTH 'C R*4 N.R. DELWF C R*4 N.R. 
DELWP F C R*4' 00023C DENOM SF R*4 001824 DSWET C R*4 N.R. ELDOA F C R*4 000104 

































PFET2 C R*4 N.R. PRFRM SF XF R*4 000000 REALJ C R*4 N.R. RHPMR C R*4. N.R. 
SIGMA C R*4 N.R. SIGMR SF C R*4 0009CC SIZTR SF XF R*4 OfOD000 SKAMD C R*4 N°R. 
SKBAL C R*4 N.R. SKGBI C R*4 N.R. SKGBZ C R*4 N.R. SKPDS C R*4 N.R. 
SKPEI C R*4 N.R. SKPES C R*4 N.R. SKPRB C R*4 N.R. SKRBF C R*4 N°R. 

































TBSFC C R*4 N°R. TCBAR C R*4 N.R. THETA C R*4 N.R. TPROP C R*4 N.R. 
TVCNR C R*4 N.R. VBARH C R*4 N.R. VBARV C R*4 N.R. VDIVE C R*4 N.R. 
VGASB C R*4 N.R. VGASR F C R*4 000908 VHULL SF R*4 001828 WENVO SF R*4 00182C 
NGHTR SF XF R*4 000000 WGSBO SF R*4 001830 WPAYL SF C R*4 000958 WPDSO SF__ R*4 001834 
WPRBO SF R*4 001838 WPRPO SF R*4 00183C [PSTR F C R*4 000978 XLALB C R*4 N.R. 







































































































































































































































TBCOWI C R*4 N.R. TB8AP4 C R*4 N.R. THETMR C R*4 N.R. TOLIND C R4 N.R. 
VGBOVH F C R*4 000030 WBALNT F C R*4 O0091C WPAYLO C R*4 N.R. XTGTA2 C R*4 N.R. 
KTGTA4 C R*4 N.R. 
***** COMMON INFORMATION **** 
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VGBOVH R*4 000030 XLGO R*4 000034 HMAXD R*4 N.R. RHORHO R*4 00003C 
VMO R*4 N.H. EMLF R*4 000044 CKL R*4 N.R. DELWF R*4 N.R. 
CKFF R*4 N.R. VDIVE R*4 N.R. HOD R*4 N.R. ROO R*4 N.R. 
TOO R*4 N.R. GAPI R*4 N.R. SGTIND R*4 N.R. ELHLOA R*4 N.R. 
•ELVLOA R*4 N.R. GAP2 R*4 N.R. AR R*4 0000CG WS R*4 O000CC 
TCR R*4 000000 TCT R*4 N.R. SLM R*4 OJOCOE ARHT R*4 OOOODC 
TCHT R*4 N.R. VBARH R*4 N.R. SLMH R*4 000E8 ARVT R*4 O000EC 
TCVT R*4 N.R. VBARV R*4 N.R. SLMVT R*4 OOOOF8 ELON R*4 OOOOFC 
ELDT R*4 000100 ELDOA R*4 000104 DLSWSH R*4 N.R. OSWET R*4 N.R. 
DLVLHL R*4 000110 DVOL R*4 000114 CBYLOA R*4 N.R. ENR R*4 O0011C 
WVA RC4 000120 DAMI R*4 000124 DAM2 R*4 000128 BMR R*4 _ 00012C 
DAM3 R*4 000130 CLEYE R*4 000134 THETMR R*4 N.R. XC R*4 N.R. 
XMR R*4 N.R. TVCMR R*4 N.R. VT R*4 000148 CTSIGH R*4 N.R. 
TVA P*4 N.R. HES R*4 N.R. TINY R*4 N.R. ETAP2 R*4 N.R. 
ETAP4N R*4 N.R. TBEM5 R*4 N.R. TB8AP4 R*4 N.R. GAP3 R*4 N.R. 
-DAM4 K*4 000190 ENP R*4 000194 ETAT R*4 N.R. HC R*4 00019C 
1 VC R*4 O001AO ATMIY R*4 0001A4 CDVT R*4 N.R. CDHT R*4 N.R. 
ba DAM15 R*4 000180 DLTAFE R*4 000184 FEDRAG R*4 N.R. EXPDRG R*4 N.R. 
.j CDC R*4 N.R. CLALPH R*4 0001C4 CKVT R*4 N.R. CKHT R*4 N.R. 
CKF R*4 N.R. CKW R*4 000104 RELI R*4 N.R. TCLN R*4 N.R. 
TBCLI R*4 N.R. TBCDWI R*4 N.R. GAP4 R*4 N.R. WFE R*4 000230 
WFUL R44 000234 DELWFC R*4 000238 DELP R*4 00023C DELWST R*4 000240 
SKCC R*4 N.R. SKRC R*4 N.R. SKSC R*4 N.R. SKFW R*4 N.R. 
SKTM R*4 N.R. SKRCA R*4 N.R. SKSCA R*4 N.R. SKMC R*4 N.R. 
SKAC R*4 N.R. SKHL R*4 N.R. SKENVI R*4 N.R. SKENVZ R*4 N.R. 
SKGB R*4 N.R. SKGB2 R*4 N.R. SKBLNT R*4 N.R. SKBAL R*4 N.R. 
SKLG R*4 N.R. SKWW R*4 N.R. ELF R*4 N.R. RMI R*4 N.R. 
SKWP R*4 N.R. SKHT R*4 N.R. SKVT R*4 N.R. SKPRB R*4 N.R. 
SKRRF R*4 N.R. SKPH R*4 N.R. SKAJD R*4 N.R. SIAR R*4 N.R. 
SKPA R*4 N.R. SKVTAR R*4 N.R. SKPDS R*4 N.R. SKPDSZ R*4 N.R. 
SKT R*4 N.R. SKFS R*4 N.R. SKPEI R*4 N.R. SKPES R*4 N.R. 
SKI R*4 000204 SK2 R*4 000208 DK3 R*4 O002DC 0K4 R*4 0002EO 
SK5 R*4 0002E4 SK6 R*4 0002E8 SK7 R*4 O002EC SK8 R*4 0002FO 
SK9 R*4 0002F4 SKIO R*4 0002F8 SK11 R*4 O002FC SK12 R*4 000300 
SK13 R*4 000304 SK14 R*4 000308 SK15 R*4 00030C PLIN R*4 .000310 
GAP5 R*4 N.R. TOLIND R*4 N.R. XTGTA2 R*4 N.R. TIN2 R*4 N.R. 
TWTW R*4 N.R. PFET2 R*4 N.R. DELTH R*4 N.R. STH R*4 N.R. 
CRSINO R*4 N.R. XTGTA4 R*4 N.R. TIN4 R*4 N.R. VEN R*4 N.R. 
DELR R*4 N.R. RMAX R*4 N.R. DELFCR R*4 N.R. ENPCR R*4 N.R. 
DELWPL *4 N.R. STPW RC4 N.R. HFIN R*4 N.R. GAPS R*4 N.R. 
CYCPRL R*4 ,00040 FF R*4 N.R. SK3 R*4 N.R. SK4 R14 ...... N.R. 
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TBHl R*4 N.R. TBTO R*4 N.R. TBIF2 R*4 N.R. TBCRP R*4 N.R. 
TBSFC R*4 N.R. T$POW R*4 N.R. GAP7 R*4 N.R. ALFOES R*4 000640 
ALFOL R*4 N.R. ALFR R*4 N.R. AMU R*4 N.R. BHPA R*4 N.R. 
BHPR R*4 N.R. BHPSUP R*4 N.R. BIFT R*4 00065C SLP R*4 N.R. 
GR R*4 N.R. BS R*4 000668 BVT R*4 00066C CBARF R*4 000670 
CBARHT R*4 000674 CBARVT R*4 000678 CBAPW R*4 00067C CCP R*4 N.R. 
CCT R*4 N.R. CDV R*4 000688 CLW R*4 N.R. CPIND R*4 N.R. 
CPNUD R*4 N.R. CPPAR R*4 N.R. CPPRO R*4 N.R. CPTOT R*4 N.R. 
CRT R*4 N.R. CTP R*4 N.R. CV R*4 0006AC CX R*4 N.R. 
CLUES R*4 0006B4 CB R*4 0006B8 DELRTH R*4 N.R. DELTA R*4 N.R. 
DH R*4 0006C4 DSPLMT R*4 0006C8 ELC R*4 N.R. ELHT R*4 N.R. 
ELN R*4 000604 ELOA R*4 000608 ELT R*4 00060C ELVT R*4 N.R. 
LN R*4 N.R. ETAP R*4 N.R. FEH R*4 N.R. FEHI R*4 N.R. 
FEtL R*4 0006F4 FEHT R*4 0006F8 FET R*4 N.R. FETOT R*4 r00700 
FEVT R 4 000704 FEW R*4 000708 FEkH R*4 N.R. FEWI R*4 N.R. 
FM R*4 N.R. FP R*4 N.R. ETAP4 R*4 N.R. GAMOIl R*4 000720 
GLF R*4 000704 GMDDI R*4 000708 H R*4 N.R. ICRUS 1*4 N.R. 
INUCkU 1*4 N.K. INODRG 1*4 000824 INDOYL 1*4 000828 INDETA 1*4 00082C 
INDFIX 1*4 000830 INDHUL 1*4 000834 INDOPT 1*4 000838 INDOSW 1*4 00083C 
INDPOW 1*4 N.R. INDPRP 1*4 000844 INORDM 1*4 000848 IPRINT 1*4 00084C 
LTH-L 1*4 N.R. NOCPP 1*4 N.R. NOXPJ 1*4 N.R. OWE R*4 00085C 
PEHF R*4 N.R. Pi R*4 000864 Q R*4 000868 RHO R*4 00086C 
REALJ R*4 N.R. RHPMR R*4 N.R. R R*4 N.R. RN R*4 N.R. 
SA R*4 N.R. SAS R*4 000884 SA6 R*4 000888 SAl R*4 N.R. 
SFC R*4 N.R. SHPA R*4 N.R. SHPR R*4 N.R. SHT R*4 00089C 
SHTE R*4 N.R. SHTW R*4 N.M. SIGMA R*4 N.R. SSIGMA R*4 N.M. 
ST R*4 N.R. STHETA R*4 N.R. STMAX R*4 N.R. SVT R*4 O008BC 
SVTE R*4 N.R. SVTW R*4 N.R. SW R*4 0008CO SWETH R*4 0008CC 
SWEXP R*4 N.R. SWTT R*4 0008D4 SWWET R*4 N.R. S2RHO R*4 N.R. 

























V R*4 N.R. W R*4 N.R. WBAL R*4 000;18 WBALNT R*4 00091C 
WCC R*4 000920 WE R*4 000924 WEP R*4 000928 WES R*4 00092C 
WF R*4 N.R. WFC R*4 000934 WFR R*4 000938 WFS R*4 00093C 
WFW R*4 000940 WGSB R*4 000944 WHL R*4 000948 WHT R*4 00094C 
WLG R*4 000950 WIC R*4 000954 WPAYL R*4 000958 WPC R*4 00095C 
WPDS R*4 000960 WPEI R*4 000964 WPH R*4 000968 WPRB R*4 00096C 
WPRG R*4 000970 WPRP R*4 000974 WPSTR R*4 000978 WRC R*4 00097C 

















































AF R*4 000900 BHPP R*4 000904 SEE R*4 000908 
ECU!VALENCED VARIABLES WITHIN THIS.COMMON BLOCK 
VARIABLE OFFSET VARIABLE OFFSET VARIABLE OFFSET VARIABLE OFFSET 
DATA 000000 






























































CT13 R*4 N.R. CT14 R*4 N.R. 
LABEL ADOR LABEL ADDR LABEL ADDR LABEL ADOR PA GE' 013
 
I O018CC 2 0018E2 3 001916 69 001AB2
 
78 OOLAE4 77 OOIAE8 4 OOIAEC 5 O01BOC
 




*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIN,OPT=02,LINECNT=54,'SIZE=OOOOK,
 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* SOURCE,EBCDiC,NOLISTNOOECK,LOADMAPNOEDIT, ID,NOXREF
 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS - 170 ,PROGRAM SIZE = 9118 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 







LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 0s/360 FORTRAN H DATE 75.OS/I1.08.45 
CCPPILER CFTICNS - NAPE = PAIN,OPI=(2,LIKECNT=54,SIZE=OCCCK, 
SCUR.,ECTD[Cv C;ISGTA ,'AO,NAE CEDIT,0,NXPEF 
ISN 0002 SUBRCLIINE AllCS(FF,TIN33) COO10000 
C**** MEBER NAPE B81ATDCS 00020000 
C PCE 1 INPL LCC CCCL TPRU 0050 00030000 
ISN 0003 CCWMON CPTID ,FULINC ,DYLIND ,CRGINO ,OSVIND ,OC040000 
1IMIND ,RCINO ,PFFINC WETAIND 68C ,XLEO ,C00500GC 
3EPLF CKI ,CELUIF ,CKFF ,VCIVE 'HOC ,00070000 
4RCC ,TOC ,GAF1(5) SCTIND(12,ELhLOA ,ELVLOA ,00080000 
5AP2(6) 00U90000 
C PACE 2 INPLT LCC CC51 TFPU OO ¢0C0000 
ISN 0004 COMON AR ,1S ,TCR ,TCT ,SLY .00110000 
IAFPT TCI-T vetRH ,SLMH ,AkVT ,TCVT ,uO yCgca 
2VEARV ,SLW' ,ELCN ,ELDT IELCOA ,DLSSH ,00130000 
2CShET ,CLVL[L *,CCL ,CBYLCA ,ENR ,kVA ,00140000 
I4,Cf1 ,CAt' ,LN ,--OAF3 ,CLtYE ,ThiMR ,00150000 
5XC ,XMR ,IVCIR ,VT ,CISIGH ,TVk 00160000 
ISN 0005 CU'MON FES 00170000 
,TI ISYp2 ,ETAP4N , BEtE(5) ,I5UAP4I5I ,ooLMOOD 
1GAP3 00190000 
C PACE 3 INPUT LCC OCI] THRU 140 002C0000 ISN 0006 CCIMCN ,CAV4 ,KF ,tlAr RF ,VC ,002100UU 
IATPIY ,CDOT ,CCT-7 ,DAM5 ,CLTAFE ,FECRAG ,00220000 
2EXFORG 'CDC ,CLALPI- CKVT ,CKHT ,CKF ,00230000 
3CKl% ,R E fl7 aNCLK ,tg wT rpw )deP() UD24 
C PAGE 4 INFLT LCC 141 1F L 200 hEIGHT DATA 00250C00 
_.. ISN 0007 CCNMON WFE ,'FLL ,DELWFC ,CELWP ,DELhST ,00260000 " 
i CC ,SKRC' ,HC ,SKFW- -- FTM ,SKRA ,uuzlu'u 
wA 2SKSCA ,SKVC .(c ,SKHL ,SKENV1 ,SKEhV2 00V0000 
i'J 3SgcB1 ,SKGE2 ,SELNT ,SKSAL ,SKLG ,SKE% ,0C290000 
4E-L-F RW IvpVY SKHI ,KVT SKPPB ,UU3COU 
SSKPBF ,SKPI- ,SKAlD ,SKAR ,SKPA ,SKVTAR ,00310000 
4SKPDS ,SKFCSZ SK51, ,SKFS ,SKPEI ,SKPES ,00320000 
7SK1 .SK2 ,[K? tUK4 .5K5 ,SKC ,0033u00cC 
ESK7 SK8 S1KS ,SK10 ,SKLI ,SK12 ,C034C000 
SSK13 .SK14 S515 ,PLIN ,GAP5(3) 00350000 
C PAGE 5 1ftLT OIC 201 MFRU 300 TU--dCo 
ISN 0008 CCrMON TOLINI() ,iT(T62(5) ,TIN2(5) ,ITh0,(5) ,PFET2(5) ,CC37C00 
IDELTH(5) ,STF(5) ,CPSINC(5) ,XTGTA4(5) TIN4(5) ,VI.N(5) _,00380000 
?1FIN(E) ,GAF6(IC) 00400000 
C PAGE 6 I.PUT ICC 301 ,TFRU 400 00410000 
ISNi 0009-- C P ZW FlF SXJ ,SK4 , i6hi(!) ,0U420000 
LTETO(5) ,TBF2(5) ,1ECPPC5) ,TBSFC(8) ,TEPOW(8) ,GAPI(60) 00430000 
C kCPKING CCMWCN 00440000 
ISN 0010 CCYMON ALM5-,A LrU -- FFAPL, 004-5000 
I BFPA,EFFR,EHFSLP,Eh-T,ELPBR,BS,BVT, 00460000 
2 CEARF,CER-T,CEAPRT,CEAFW,CCP,CCT,COV,CLW,CPIND,CPNUD,CPPAR,CPPROOO470000 
-,CFTOT,CRT,CTP,CV,CX,CLFESCE, oC4Alcco 
4 CELRTH,DELTA,CF,CSPLVI, ELC,ELHT,ELN,ELCAELT,ELVTEN,ETAP, 00490000 













































(A ISN 0035 
N) 	 ISN 0036 
ISN 0037 
ISN 0038ISM 0039 

005100CC
CCFVON CA OPl(2,15),CLFC DC (16),H, 

1 Li DETA-INOFIX INhULINOOPT, ICOSW, 	 005200C0,
 
005300CC
E INDPO,IMDPRF,INEFC ,IFFINT 
CCNMON LTi-LNCCFPOXP,.,C E,EHF,PI,Q,RHCREALJ,RHPMR,R2 540000 




CCPMON T,IAF,TCEAF T-EfAl,ThAX,ItP,TPROP,TRULIF,VGASBVGASR,VHL,V 

00580000




2,RC,WRCA,1,SCdSCt,WST, TV, %,WW PAYL,sAC, ENV 

I00SN 000
CCYMMN XLAL80LE.M~F,L RfL RXL ,YLS2iTCVW 

CCIMON CMR,SIGPAFEFFP,SEE 
NAELIST /NAT&CS/ TFETt,CELTASIGMASA,RhCS2RH0,STHETA, 
SSICACELMRT ,TF 
IF (HH.GT.36C85.) CC'IC 2 1-
TFETA E.C-C.CCCCC675* h 













GC TO 5 



































































ATMOS / SIZE OF PRCGRAM--Ofl6 HEXADECIMAL BYTES PAGCE--03 -
NAME TAG TNPE AD. NKAE TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE AcO. NAME TAG IrYPEADD. 
H C R*4 N.R. Q C R*4 N.R. R C R*4 A.R. T C R*4 N.A. 
V C R4 N.A. C R*4 N.R. AF C R*4 A.R. AF C R'4 N.R. 
BR C r4 N*I.RS.--- *4 N.R. CB C R*4 N.R. CV C R*4 N,.RT 
CX C R*4 N.R. D- C R*4 N.R. EN C R 4 N.P. FF C R*4 N.H. 
FM C P44 N.A. Fp C R*4 N.R. HC C R*4 N.A. HH FA R*4 OCOOC4 
PI C R*4 N.R, HN C R*4 N.R. SA S C R44 000880 S C R'4 N.;. 
SW C R44 N.R. TR C R*4 A.R. VC C R*4 N.. VT C R*4 N.A. 
WE C R*4 NA. F C R*4 N.A. WO C R4 K.R, WS C R*4 N.A. 
WW C RP4 N.R. XC C R 4 N.R. AMU C R*4 k.R. Bil C R*4 N.R. 
BLP C R*4 N.A. ER C R*4 N.A. BVT C R*4 N.A. CCP C R*4 N.R. 
CCT C R44 - N.R. CEC C R*4 N.R. CDV C R4 NR. CKF C R*4 N.R. 
CKI% C R*4 N.. CKI C k*4 N.R. CLW C R*4 A.R. CRT C R*4 N.F 
CTP C R4 N.A. CK3 C R*4 N.R. DK4 C 'R*4 A.R. DfR C R*4 N.A. 
ELC C R*4 N.A. ELF C R*4 N.A. - ELN C R'4 N.R. ELT C R*4 N.R. 
ENP C P*4 N.R. EAR C R*4 N.R. EEH C R*4 A.R. FEI C R*4 N.R. 
FEW. C R44 NAR. GLF C R*4 N.R. HES C R*4 N.R. HOD C R*4 N.A. 
OWE C P44 N,. RHC SFA C R#4 00086C RME C R*4 N.R. ROO C R*4 N.R. 
SAS C P44 N.S. C R4 N.R, SA7 C R*4 A. SE C R-4 NR. 
SFC C R*4 N.A. ShT C R*4 N.R. SKT C R*4 A.R. SKI C R4 N.A. 
SK2SK6 CC P*4R*4 N.A.N.R. SK3S17 CC R*4R4 N.A.N.H. SK4SKS CC R4R*4 N.R.N.R. SK5SK9 CC R*4R*4 N.R.N.R 
SLV C R*4 N.R. STH C R*4 N.A. SVT C R4 NRA. TAF C R*4 N.R. 
TCR C. R4 N.A. TCT C R*4 N.R. TMP S C R*4 OOCBF4 TOO C R*4 N.A. 
TVW C P44 N.. LIF C R*4 N.R. VHL C R*4 N.P. VIN C R*4 N.; 
VMO C R*4 N.A. tsAC C R*4 N.R. WCC C R*4 N.R. WEP C R*4 N.A. 


















































WVA C RP4 N.. YT C R 4 N.A. XLB C R 4 N.RH. XLK U R*4 N7. 
XLW C R*4 NAP. Mp C R*4 N.R. ALFR C R*4 N.A. ARHT C R*4 N.R. 
ARVT C P*4 N.A. EHPA C R*4 N.R. 6HPP C R*4 N.HR. BHPF C R*4 N.A. 
CDHT C R4 N.R. Covi C R*4 N.R. KFF C R*4 N.R. CKHT C H' N.' 
CKVT C R44 N.A. tAPI C R*4 A.R. CAM2 C R*4 A.R. CAW3 C R*4 N.A. 
DAM4 C R*4 N.A. EA5 C R*4 N.R. DELR C R*4 N.R. DVGL C RH4 N.R. 
ELDN C P44 N.A. ELDT C R44 N.R. ELHI C R*4 N.R. ELOA C R*4 N--
ELVT C RP4 N.R. ENLF C R*4 N.A. ETAP C R*4 N.R. ETAT C R*4 N.R. 
FEHI C P44 N.A. FEEL C R*4 N. . FEFIT C RH4 N.R. FEVT C R*4 N.R. 
FEWH C RP4 N.P. FEWI C R*4 N°R. GAPI C R*4 N.H. GAPZ C H*4 N.H. 
GAP3 C RP4 N.A. CAP4 C R*4 N.H. GAP5 C R*4 .H. GAP6 C R*4 N.R. 
GAP7 C R44 N.A. FFIN C R*4 N.A. LTHL C 1*4 h.R. PEHF C R4 N.A. 
PLIN C R44 NR.. FR-L C R*4 N.R. PMAX C R*4 N.A. SHPA C R"4 N. 
SHPR C P04 N.H. Si-TE C R*4 N.R. SHTW C R*4 N.R. SWAC C R*4 N.R. 
SKAR C P44 N.A. SKCC C R*4 N.R. SKFS C R*4 N.R. SKFW C R*4 N.A. 
SKHL C R*4 N.A. SKHT C R*4 N.R. SKLG C R*4 A.R. SKRC C HR*4 N.R. 
SKPA C RP4 N.R. SKPH C R44 N.R. SKRC C R4 N.hR. SKSC C R*4 N.R. 
SKTM C R44 N.A. SKVT C R*4 N.R. SKWP C RP4 N.R. SKWW C R*4 N.R. 
SKID C R#4 N.R. SKI C RP4 N.R. SK12 C R*4 FR, SK13 C R*4 . 
SK14 C R4 N.A. SKIS C R*4 N.R. SLMH C R*4 N.R. STPW C R*4 N.R. 
SVTE C R*4 N.A. SVT% C R*4 N.R. SWTT C R*4 N.hR. TBHI C R*4 N.R. 
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C R*4 N.R. TCHT C R*4 N.R. TCLN C P*4 N.R.
TBH2 C R*4 *N.R. IBTO 

TCVT 
 C P*4 N.P. TINY C R*4 N.R. TIN2 C R*4 N.R. TIN4 C 0*4 N.R.
 
TMAX C R*4 N.R. TCV6 C R*4 N.R. TWTW C R*4 NA. BAL C R*4 N.R.
 
WENV C P44 N.R. FUL C R*4 N.R. WGSB C, R*4 K.P. hPDS C R*4 N.R.
 
WPEI C R*4 N.R. lPRB C R*4 N.R. WPRG C R*4 N.R. I'PPP C R*4 N.H.
 
WRCA C R*4 N.R. SCA C R*4 N.R. XLBH C R*4 N.Ro XLGD C RA4 N.R.
 
XLHL C R*4 N.R. YLS2 C R*4 N.R. ALFDL C R*4 N.R. ATMIY C R*4 N.R.
 
ATMOS R*4 O0OCCO CEARF C R*4 N.R. CBARW 	 C R*4 N°R. CLOES 
 C R-4 N.R.
 
CLEYE C R*4 N.R. CPIND C R*4 N.R. CPNUD C R*4 
 N.R. CPPAR C R*4 N.R.
 
CPPRO C R*4 N°R. CFTCT C R*4 N.R. DELTA SF C R*4 OOC6CO DELTH C R*4 N.R.
 
CELWF C R*4 N.R. CELLWP C R*4 N.R. DSWET C R*4 N.R. ELOCA C R*4 N.R.
 
ENPOR C R*4 N.A. ETAP2 C R*4 NAR. ETAP4 C R*4 N.R. FETOT C R*4 N.R.
 
CMoI C R*4 N.R. I-AXC C R*4 N.R. ICRUS C 1*4 N.R. NCCPP C 1*4 N...
 
NOXPJ C 1*4 N.R. PFET2 C R*4 N.R. REALJ C R*4 X.R. RI-PMR C R*4 N.R.
 
SIGMA SFA C R*4 0008A8 SIGMR C R*4 N.R. SKAMD C R*4 N.R° SKBAL C RA4 N.R.
 
SKGBL C R*4 N.R. SXGB2 C R*4 N.R. SKPDS C R*4 
 N.R. SKPEI C R*4 N.R.
 
SKPES C R44 N.R. SKPRE C R*4 N.R. SKRBF C R*4 N.R. SKPCA C R*4 N.R.
 
SKSCA C R*4 N.R. SLNVT 
 C R*4 N.R. STTHAX C R*4 N.R. SWETH C R*4 N.R.
 
S6EXP C P*4 N.R. 
 SW ET C .R*4 N.R. S2'HO S C R*4 0OC8CC TBCL1 	 C R*4 N.R.
 
C R-4 N.9.
TBCRP C R*4 N.R. IBEV5 C R44 N.R. T8POW C R*4 N.R. TBSFC 

TC3AR C R*4 N.R. TIETA SEFA C R*4 OOOOEC TIN33 F R*4 OOCOCC TPRCP C R*4 N..R.
 
C R*4 N.R.
TVCMR C R*4 N.R. VE4RH C R*4 N.R° VBARV C R*4 N.. VDIVE 

VGAS8 C P44 N.R. %GASR C R*4 N.R. WPAYL C R*4 N.R. ,PSTR C R*4 N.R.
 
N.R. EXP XF R*4 OCOOOO
XLALB C R4 N.R. XLBC C R*4 N.R. XLRLA C R*4 

FRXPRh XF R*4 OOOOCC SCRT XF P*4 OCOOOO ALFDES C R*4 N.R. BHPSUP C R*4 N.R.
 
CEARVT C R*4 N.R. CBYLOA C R4 N.R. CLALPH C R*4 N.R.
CbARHT C R*4 N.R. 

RSING C R*4 N.R. CISIGH C R*4 N.R. CYCPRL C Rv4 NoR. DELFCR 
 C R*4 N.R. 
DELRTH S C R*4 - 00060C EELFC C R*4 N.R. DELWPL C R*4 N.R. DELWST C R*4 N.R. 
DLSWSH C R*4 N.R. ELiAFE C R*4 N.R. DLVLHL C R*4 N.R. ORGINO C P*4 N.R.
 
DSPLMT C R*4 N.R. CYLI N C R*4 N.R. ELHLOA C R*4 N . ELVLGA C R*4 N°R.
 
ETAIND. C R*4 N.P° ETAF4N C R*4 N.R. EXPDRG C R*4 N.-R. FEDPAG C P.*4 N.R.
 
INCCRU C 1*4 N.R.
FIXIND C R*4 N.R. (AEll C R*4 N.R. HULIND C R*4 N.R. 

INDDRG C 1*4 N.R. INCOYL C 1*4 NR.' 
 INDTA C 1*4 N.R. INCFIX C 1*4 NR.
 
INOHUL C 1*4 N.R° INCCPT C 1*4 N.R. INDOSW C 1*4 N.R. INOPOW C 1*4 N.R.
 
N.R. NATMOS 	 00000
INDPRP C 1*4 N.R. INCPDP C 1*4 N.R. IPRINT C 1*4 

OPTINC C R*4 N.R. CSWIrD C R*4 N.R. PRPIND C R*4 N.R. ROIND C R*4 N.R.
 
RHORHO C P*4 NAR. SGTIND C R*4 NR. SKBLNT C R*4 N.R. SKENVL C R*4 N.R.
 
SKENV2 C R*4 N.R. 
 SKPCSZ C R*4 N.R. SKVTAR C R*4 N.t. SSIGMA S C R*4 0008AC
 
STHETA SF C R*4 OOO84 leCCl C R*4 N.R. Tb8AP4 C R*4 N.R. THETMR C R*4 N.R°
 
TOLIND C R*4 NAR. %GECVH C R*4 NR. WBALNT C R*4 K.R. WPAYLO C R*4 N.R.
 
XTGTA2 C R*4 N.R. )TGIA4 C R*4 N.R.
 
4*4** CCMMON INFORMATICN ****
 
NAME CF COPCN BLOCK * * SIE CF BLOCK O09DC I-EXADECIMAL BVlES 
REL. ADDR.
VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ACCR. VAR. NAME TYFE REL. ADDR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ABBR. VAR. NAME TYPE 

OPTIIC F*4 N.R. hLLINC 
 R*4 N.R. DYLIND R*4 N.R. ORGIND R*4 N.R.
 
N.R. PRPIKD R 4 N.R.OSWIND R*4 N.R FIXINC R44 N.R. RDMIND R*4 

XLBWO R*4 N.R. XLRLA R*4 N.R.
ETAINC P*4 N.R. %C R*A N.R. 

HMAXD R*4 N.R. RHORHO R*4 N.R.
VGBCVH R*4 N.R. XLGC R*4 N.R. 
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VPC H44 N.A. EULF R44 N.A. CKI RV4 N.R. CELkF R*4 N.R. 
CXFF R*4 N.A. VDIVE R*4 N.R. HOCI R*4 N.K. RCD R14 N.O. 
TCC R*4 N.A. GAPI p44 N.A. SGTIND R44 N.R. ELHLOA ,R4 N.A. 
ELVLCA R*4 N.A. GAF2 R44 N.A. AR R*4 N.R. tS R"4 N.A. 
T(R F*4 N.A. TM! RP4 N.R. SLN R*4 N.R. APHT R*4 N.R. 

























DLVLFL P*4 N.A. OCL Po4 N.A. CBYLOA R*4 N.A. ENr R4 N.A. 
1%A R*4 N.A. CANI P44 N.A. CAM2 R4 N.A. BNp R4 N.A. 
CA3 R*4 N.A. I E- E 84 N.A. lTHETMR P44 K.A X. F*"4 N.K. 
XR R*4 N.A. TVCMP R*4 N.A. VT R*4 N.A. CTSIGH R4 N.A. 
T% R*4 N.A. FEE R4A N.A. TINY R*4 N.R. ETAP2 R*4 N.R. 
ETAP4N R*4 N.A. T8EE' P*4 N.H. T88AP4 RH4 K.R. GAP3 R*4 N.A. 
CDA R*4 N.A. ErF R*4 N.A. ETAT A44 N.R. 11C R*4 N.R. 
vC R*4 N.A. ATtI R44 N.A. CDVT ,R*4 N.R. CDHT R*4 N.A. 
DM5 P44 N.. £7-L-f-iET F4 N.A. FECRAG R*4 N.R. EXPDRG HA4 N.A. 
CCC R*4 N.A. CLALFP R4 N.A. CKVT R*4 .R. CKHT R*4 N. O . 
C9F R4 N.A. CK P94 N.A. RELI R4 N.A. TCLN P*4 N.A. 
8CLI A*4 N.A. IvCLDI R4 N.A. (AP4 R*4 K.M. . WIt R*4 N.R. 
IFLL RP4 N.A. CELkFC R44 N.A. DELWP S*4 N.R. DELWST R*4 N.A. 
SKICC R*4 N.A. SKRC P44 N.R. SKSC RP4 N.R. SKFW R 4 N.A. 
SKT F*4 N.A. SKC4 R*4 N.A. SKSCA R44 N.R. SKWC R4 N.R. 
SKAC R*4 N.A. SO<L R*4 N.A. SKENV R*4 N.R. SKENV2 R4 N.R. 
SKGEI RP4 N.A. SKGC2 P44 N.R. SKOLNT R4 K.R. SKEAL R44 N.R. 
51<LG A*4I N.A. S R R*4 N.HR. ~ 1 Rt.AtL k,4-77K. 
SKP P*4 N.A. SKHI R*4 N.A. SKVT S*4 N.A. SKPRB R*4 N.A. 
-_ "-3 SKHEF R*4 N.A. SgP P44 N.A. SKAMD R4 N.R. SAR R*4 N.A. 
SKPA R44 N.A. 51VTAR PR4 N.A. SKPDS R*4 .R. 5KPUL R*4 N.K. 
SKI R*4 N.A. SKFE F*4 N.A. SKPEI P44 N.A. SKPES R*4 N.A. 
(I CFI R44 N.A. SK2 R44 N.A. 0K3 R*4 N.R. CK4 R*4 N.A. 
Z15 R*4 N.H. S K HR1 NR. SKI 8*4 N.R. 5K8 8*4 N.,. 
59 R*4 N.A. SI1I 4 N.A. SKIl R4 N.R. SK12 9*4 N.R. 
SK13 R#4 N.A. SI14 P*4 N.A. SK15 R44 N.A. PLIN R*4 N.A. 
GAF5 R*4 N.R. TcIhC F*4 N.R. XI1TA2 R*4 N.R. IINZ R4 N.i. 
ThI$ R*4 N.A. PFEI2 R*4 N.R. DELTH R44 N.R. STH P4 N.A. 
CRSN P*p44 N.A. )TGIA4 F44 N.A. TIN4 R*4 N.R. VIN RP4 N.A. 
CELR R*4 N.A. F X *4 N.k. DELFCR R*4 N.R. LUPCK 8-4 N,. 
DELInL P.4 N.A. slp P44 N.A. HFIN R*4 N.hR. GAP6 P*4 N.A. 
CYCPFL R*4 N.A. FF R*4 N.A. SK3 ?44 N.R. SK4 R 4 N.A. 
TEFi R*4 N.A. TBTC R*4 N.A. TBH2 R*4 N.A. iVLHP W*4 N.K. 
TBSFC R4 N.A. lBPC R*4 N.A. GAP7 R*4 N.A. ALFOES R94 N.R. 
ALFCL R*4 N.A. ALFP P44 N.A. AMU R*4 N.R. BhPA R*4 N.A. 
S-PF F N44..N.. ME1TI R*4 N.HR. BLP H* N.K. 
CR P4* N.S. ES R4 N.A. SVT R*4 N.A. CSARF R*4 N.R. 
CEARFT P*4 N.A. CeART. R*4 N.A. CBARV R*4 N.A. CCP R*4 N.A. 
C(T F*4 N.A. CC R44 N.R. CLW R*4 N.R. LPINU 9*4 N.R. 
CPNLC R*4 N.A. CPPAF R*4 N.A. CPPRO R*4 N.A. CPTOT 8*4 N.A. 
CFT P*4 N.A. CTP R*4 N.H. CV R*4 N.R. CX R 4 N.R. 
CLOES RP4 N. AC4 N.A. DELRTH ?44 UO0(b6U UtJLIA 8R4 oU(bQLu 
Ch R*4 N.A. ESPLV R4 N.A. ELC R#4 N.R. ELHT R*4 N.H. 
ELN R*4 N.A. ELCA R4 N.A. ELT R*4 N.A. ELVT R*4 N.A. 
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EN R*4 N.R. ETAF R*4 N.R. FEH R*4 K.R. FEHI R4 N.R. 
FEFL P*4 N. . FEl-i P4 N.R. PET R*4 N.R. FETOT Rt4 N.R. 
FET R*4 N.R. FE. R*4 N.R. FEWH R*4 N.P. FEWI R*4 N.P. 
F0 P*4 N.R. FF 84A N.R. ETAP4 R*4 N.R. GAODII R*4 N.R. 
GLF R44 N.R. MGMOOI R*4 N.R. H R*4 N.R. ICRUS I4 N.R. 
IIDCFU 1*4 N.R. INDORC 1*4 N.R. INDOYL !*4 N.R. INDETA 1*4 N.R. 
INOFIX I*I N.R. INDFUL I4 N.R. INDOPT 1*4 N.R. INDOSW 1-4 N.R. 
INDECh 1*4 N.R. INCPPF 104 N.R. INDROM 1*4 N.R. IPRINT 14 N.R. 
Lt-. 1*4 N.R. NCCPF I*4 N.R. NOXPJ 1*4 N.R. CE R*4 N.R. 
PEtF R*4 N.R. Pi R*4 N.R. 0 R#4 N.R. PHO P*4 00086C 
REALJ P*4 N.R. RHFPR R*4 N.R. R R*4 N.R. RN RA4 N.R. 
SA r*4 000880 SA5 R*4 N.R. SA6 R*4 N.R. SA7 R*4 N.R. 
SFC 8*4 N.R. SIPA 8*4 N.R. SIHPR P*4 N.R. SHT R*4 N.R. 
SHE R*4 N.R. SHTt% R*4 N.R. SIGMA R*4 0008A8 "SSIGtA 8*4 O008AC 

























7 P*4 N.R. TAF R44 N.R. TC$AR P*4 N.R. THETA R*4 O008EC 
TIAX R*4 N.R. T1F Rp4 0008F4 TPROP R*4 N.P. TR R8*4 N.R. 
LLF R*4 N.R. VGASE R44 N.R. VGASR R*4 N.R. VhL R*4 N.R. 
V *4 NA. R4 N.R. WO AL R*4 N.R. WBALNT R*4 N.R. 
kCC R*4 N.R° %E P*4 N.R. WEP R*4 N.R. IES R*4 N.R. 
lF R*4 N.R. iFC $44 N.. WFR R*4 N.R. WFS R4 N.R. 
FlI 8*4 N.R. G-SE R44 N.R. WHL R44 N.. HT R*4 N.R. 
WLG F*4 N.. 'C P*4 N.R. WPAYL R*4 \.R. hPC R*4 N.R. 
WPCS R*4 N.R. IPEI Ai4 N.R. WPH R*4 N.R. wPRB R*4 N.R. 
WPG R44 N°R. hFRF R*4 N.R. WPSTR R*4 N.R. IRC R*4 N.R. 
-IRCA R*4 N.R. 1*5 R*4 N.R. WSCA R*4 N.R. WST R*4 N.R. 
w diM R*4 N°R. WVl R44 N.R° Ww R*4 N.R. WPAYLO R*4 N.R° 
04 0c R*4 N.R. hEN\ R*4 N.R. XLALB R44 N.R. XLB R*4 N.R. 
XLEH R*4 N.R. XLhL R44 N°R. XLR S*4 N.R.- XLW R*4 N.R. 
YLS2 R4 . N.R. TOV R4 N.R. DMR R#4 N.R. SIGMR R*4 N.R. 
AF R*4 NR. BHFF 9*4 N.R. SEE R*4 N.R. 
--
LABEL ACCR LABEL ACER LABEL ADDR LABEL ADDR PAGE 007
 
2 OCCICA - CC0ID2 4 CC0230 5 00025E
 
*CFIIONS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIK,CP=C2,LIECNI=54,SIZE=OOOK,
 
*CFTIOS IN EFFECT* SOURCEEECCIC,hCLI-1,6CDECK,LOACMAP,NOEDI T,O,NOXREF
 
*STATISTICS* SCLRCE STATEVEN7S = 38 ,FROGfAM SIZE = 750
 
*STATIISTICS* NO CIAGNCSTICS GENERATEC
 
l* ** END CF CCPFILATICN *101K f OF CURE 1NBYIE cK USED
 
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 3 0S/360 FORTRAN H DATE 75.CS7/11.08.55
 


































































C**** 	VNEBER NAFE BS1EIV 





C 	 XTAB ANC NTAB CIPENSICS ARE CUMNY BUT Z IS CRITICAL 







C LECATE THE X VALUE 

C IS XARG LESS TIAN FIRST 'ALLE IN TABLE 

1 IF (XARG-XTA8(1l 2,3,3 





CC TO 9 

C NC-FIND WICH 2 ARGUME6TS XAPG IS BEThEEN 



















GC TO 9 





C FIND WFERE YARD LIES IN TABLE 

C IS YARG LESS TAN FIRST ALUE OF TABLE 

9 IF (YARG-VTAB(1))l0,11,11 





GC TO 17 

C KC-FINO FERE 'ARG LIES 





12 IF (YARG-YTABCI)14,14,13 
13 CCNTINUE 
C ARE WE AT END CF TABLE 
14 [I= 
IF(I-NYARG) 16,15,16 




CC TO 17 

C 
























































































































ISN 0033 18 FVII=VAL( ARG,)TtE(JJ),XIA(JJJ),XTAB(J)) 
 005,000
ISN 0034 FVI2=VAL>APG,>TAE(J),)TAE(JJJ,XTAB(JJ)i 

ISN 0035 FVY3=VAL iAsGilAE dT (j),XTAB(JJJI) 005500 005600C0
ISN 0036 FYI=FYII*ZTAB(.,L)JFvl *2AE(JJ,L)+FYI3*ZTAB(JJJL) 
 00570000
C EVALUATE FV2(X) 

GO5800CC
[SN 0037 15 F 2F1 TA(,L4-FY-12-ZT-A'EJJ,LI)+FYLf3*ZTAf!t(JJJ1LL2 00590000
C EVALUATE FY3(X) 
 006000CCG
ISN 0038 20 FY3=FY1142TAB(.,LLL)+FI21ZTAe(JJLLL)tFY13*ZTAB(JJJLLL) 
 006 1c00
C EVALUATE E(V)-FIhAL Atl WER 
 00620000





ISN 0040 REIURN 

00660000
ISN 0041 ENC 

w 
BIV / SIZE CF PRCGRAM 0C058C HEXADECIMAL OYTES PAGE 003
 
NAME TAG TYPE ADO. NAtE IAG TYPE ADO. NA4E TAG TYPE ACO. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. 
I SF I4 000080 J !FA 1*4 000084 K SF 1*4 000088 L SFA 1*4 000080
 
JJ SEA 1*4 000090 LL SFF 1*4 000094 BIV S R*4 000098 FYI SP Rt4 000090
 
FY2 SF R*4 OOOCAO FY3 SF R*4 OOOOA4 JJJ SFA 1*4 00CCA8 LLL SFA 1*4 O000AC
 
NXI 1*4 OOOOBC NYJ 1*4 000084 VAL S ASF R*4 000000 FY11 SF R*4 000088
 
FY12 SF R*4 00080C F13 SEF R*4 OCOOC XARG FA R*4 OOCC4 XTAB FA XR P*4 00000
 
YARG FA R*4 OOOOC8 VTAB FA XR R*4 000000 ZTAB F XR R*4 000000 NXARG F 1*4 0000CC
 




LABEL ftEP L LBEL RBEL 
 ACOA, LABEL AD(T PAG
 
I 0CC128 
 2 CCC13E 
 3 CC0144 
 4 000162 NR
5 0CC172 6 CCCI7C 7T 
 -CC8E 8 00019E
9 CCCIAA IC CCCIEI II CCOIC6 12 0001E4 NR13 OCCIF4 
 14 COCIFE 
 15 0C0210 
 16 000220
17 OGC22C 18 CC025C NR 19 CCG380 NR 




=CFrION IN EFFECT* NAME= 
 [IN,CPT=C2.LIrNECr=54,SxzE=OOoOK,
 
*CFIIONS IN EFFECT* SOURCEEECCIC,NCLISI,NCDECg,LOAC,MAP,NCEDIT,[D,NDXREF" 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 40 ,FFOGRAM SIZE = 142C 
*STATISTICS* NO CIAGNCSTICS GENERATES 
** END CF C[rFILATICN 1


































( JAN 73 0S/360 FORTRAN H 





















CCPMON /RIPCW/ (IeLE(12),TFTBLE(5),DKHTB(12,5J,AMUTB(20), 

I C ETBt2c),DPEEB(9),CKBLh(9),CTT(IO),CKHCVTIO) 





















5 - 3.061,-37.3809,-40.6314,-47.8821,-47.371 ,-49.145t-49.6246, 
4 -57.8217,-77.4.449/ 









5 55.545 5i4.4326,26.4923,t8.2121,144.4176/ 





DATA 861/ 0.0,-5.4836,-2.9393,-2.7523,-3.064,-4.5374, 
1 -6.8293,-10.CS5C,-12.55,-18.5171,-19.35,-11.944,-10.883, 
2 -5.948,C.C,0.C/ 
DATA BB2/ C.0,1 125,e.C12,5.8118,4.8132,5.3846.6.8072, 
1 9.3267,1C.7333,1f.8CC2,15.5,6-.81E,7.879,5.6C6,C.0,0.0/ 
DATA RJ2/C.2,1.C,1.2,1.4,1.8E,2.2,2.6,3.0,3.4,4.2/ 
DATA CPC..IC.C,C.C5,C. 1,(.2tC.3,C.4,0.5,C.6,C.75, 0.9/ 


















































































I 0.9912,0.9924,C.°862,C.o21,C.896,C.920,0.939,0.961,0.973,C.9793, 00410000 
2 C.9827,0.85,C.9SC6,C.467,C.830,0.866,0.892,C.928,0.949,C'.960, 0042000 
3 0.9664. 15,C.o794,C.342,0.772,0.819,0.851,C.8360.92.C.9415, 00430000 
4 0.9486,C.56,C.$683.0.22,C.118,C.770,0.810,C.868,0.9044,C.9235, 00440000 
5 0.935,0.S44,C..575,C.2C6,0.666,0.728,0.773,C.639,0.882,C.9064, 0045C000 
6 C.9204,C.5305,C.o456,(.168,C.615,0.684,0.736,0.81o,0.8615,0.8885,00460000 
I 0.906.0.518.0.5345,0.126,0.541,0.615,0.679,C.779,0.830,0.8633, C0470000 
E C.8848,C.8S88,C.S175,(.C56,C.471,C.547,0.620,0.743,0.803,C.8385, 00480000 
S G.863,C.680,C.SOC/ 00490000 
ISN 0016 DATA RJ4/C.2,1.0,1.2,I.4,1.8,2.2,2.6,3.0,3.4,4.2/ 00500000 




ISN 0018 CATA ETA14/10*1.0,C.66,C.925,d.959,0.968,0.S822,0.9875,C.9C6, 005200C0 
1 0 .99250 .993EC.SG56,Ca2C880990.94C,0C.9655,0.9'I 5,0C.'J81,005OQO 
2 C.9846,C.S87,C.9GC5,C.4C5tC.834,0.378,0.904,C.9355,0.954,C.964, 005400CC 
- C.V705,C.975,C.582,C.' 11,C.184,C.b34,C.869,C.9095,0.9345,C.9484, 0055000C 
5 C.9445,C.9535,C.96C ,0.2C4,C.690,0.753,0.8025,.862,0.174,0.918, 00570000 
6 0.932,C.436,C.S585,C.I7C,0.646,0.714,C.772,C.8415,O.879i,0.902, 00580000 
-7(.9T95, 0.i.33,79-' , TT3W 5TIT3W2.67.6-51T7 7 , C. 810, 0.853, C.d(7V-C--uD TODC 
E C.9007,C.S18,C.S4C,C.1C,C.520,0.601,0.683,C.781,0.828,C.860, c06CCOO 
S C.883,C.SC4,C.S28/ O06100CO 
1SN OOL9 LAIANAC-/C.7,C.8,Cc-' (;62CCUU 
ISN 0020 DATA CLLL/ 0.0,C.CS,C.1,C.15,C.2,G.3,0.4,0.5,C.6,0.7,0.8,C.9, 00630000 
1 1.041.1,1.2/ 00640000 
ISN 0021 CATA CLCA'/. C-5,;. .3,c.4,c.sO.6,O..,O.9,1.0, C065CGOC 
I 1.2,1.4,1.6,1.8,2.0/ 0066C000 
ISJ 0022 DATA CPCh33/ C.C,C.CC5,C.CI,C.02,0.03,0.04,0.C6,0.08,0.12,C.16, 00670000 
1a 2 0o.G -6*ycC-;'2O;:Trh .414,0. 6m00/ ooTecoou 
ISN 0023 CATA CT13/0.0,C.0C23,0.C523,C.082,C. L65,0.127,0.163,0.194, 00690000 
IC.2475,(.2945,0.338,C.2V73,C.4102,C.43o8,0.4637,0.4912,0.i17, 00700000 
ISN 0024 DATA CTI410 O,.C45,.C545,.C838,0.1073,C.128,C.166,0.201,0.2556I 00720000 0 
1 C.3026,C.3462,C.3859,(.d208,0.4544,0.4871,0.54,0.539,0.5592, 00730000 
2 G.5824,C.6354/ u0(4 0jWO 
[SN 0025 DAIA CTTBLE / C.C,0.0C4,(.CC,0.006,0f0Tl,0.CCE,0.010,0.C12, 00750000 
1 C.014,0. CIE,0.C22,0C301 00760000'O. 
ISN 0026 
[SN 0027 
CAIA THTBLE /-15.C,--S.C, -,-3;o;-.-r COY7n0OO 
DATA 01(17 / -C.219,-C.215,-C.2C4,-0.195,-0.185,-0.179,-0.164, 00780000 
-w I -C.152,-C.144,-C.132,-0.124,-0.12,-0.179,-0.179, 00790000 - cm59TZ L- 4 ; Z-T.­ Y4Th07-2YT-0 l fT- 0l~ ,0- C.93, U0OOqhU 
-C.C84,-C.CEC,-C.079,-0.135,-0.135,-0.I18,-0.106, Co3 000 
4 -C°C.7,-C.CSC,-C.078,-0.069,-0.C63,-0.058,-0.054, 0.82C000 
6 -C.04I,-C.C35,-0.033,-0.029,-0.C28,-0.028,12*C.0/ 00840000 
ISN 0028 CATA AMLT8 / C.0,C.C5,C.125,C.2,0.25,0.325,0.36,0.37,0.386, 00850000 
C.4,C.425,G.45,C.475,C.525,C.55,C.6,0.7,0.8, 00860000 
0087¢000 
ISN 0029 CATA CKNDT8 I C.C,0.C,C.C25,C.105,O.205,0.397,C.475,0.48,0.475 00880000 
1 C.472,C.'42,0.33,0.333,0.342,0.355,C.35,0.412, 0 ,0"-0 
2 C.A44,C.474,0.5/ 00900000 
ISN 0030 DATA DCB8E / C.02C,0.CCi5,0.C,-0.005,-0.CO85,-G.011,-0.013, C0910000 
1 -c.o014---6i/ 00920000 
ISN 0031 DATA CKELI / l.2C,.C6,1.00,C.955,C.92,0.891,C.867,0.846, 00933000 
1 C.E28/ 00940000 
ISN 0032 EATA CTT / .C.,--¢CrLTc 7.CLtcU .OLOU,0.01,C.Ol5,0.CIZ, 0095u0 
1 0.0155,C.22/ 00960000 
ISN 0033 CAIA CKHOV I 1.C18,1.CE5,1.154,1.233,1.279,1.314,1.327,1.337, 00970000 
1 1.364,1.37/ C0980000 
[SN 0034 EIC 00990000 
MAIN I SIZE CF PFCGRAM COOOOE HEXACECIMAL BYTES PAGE 003
 
NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAVE TAG TYPE ACD. NAME' TAG TYPE ACDO. KAPE TAG TYPE ADD.
 
AO C R*4 N.R. AI C R*4 N.R. A2 C R*4 NR. BBO C R4 N.R.
 
BBI C R*4 N.P. E82 C R*4 N.R. CTT C R*4 N.R. 0J3 C R*4 N.R.
 
RJ4 C R*4 N.R. CLLL C R*4 N.R. CTI3 C R*4 N.R. CTI4 C R*4 N.R.
 
AMACH C R*4 N.R. APUTB C R*4 N.R. CKSLH C R*4 N.R. CLGAM C P*4 N.R.
 
CPO3 C R*4 N.. CPC%4 C R*4 N.R. DKHTB C R*4 NR. Cvreb C R*4 N.R.
 
ETAI3 C R*4 N.S. EI14 C R*4 N.R. CKHOVT C R*4 N.R. CKNOTB C R*4 N.R.
 
CP0W33 C R*4 N.R. CTTELE C R*4 N.R. POTDAT R*4 N.R. THTELE C R*4 N.R.
 
4*4* CCPMON INFORMATION *****
 
NAME CF CCrWCN 8LOCK * CDC* S12E CF ELOCK 000814 1-EXADECIMAL BYTES
 
VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ACCR. VAR. NAPE IYPE REL. ACOR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADCR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADOR.
 
AC P*4 N.R. Al P*4 N.R. A2 R*4 N.R. BOO R-4 N.R.
 
EEL R*4 N.P. EE2 R*4 N.R. RJ3 R*4 N.R. CPCG3 R*4 N.R.
 
ETAI3 F*4 N.R. RJ4 R4 N.A. CPOW4 8*4 N.R. ETAI4 R*4 N.R.
 
AMACH R*4 N.R. CLLL P*4 N.R. CLGAM R*4 N.R. CPOW33 R*4 N.R.
 
CT13 P*4 N.Ro CTI4 *4 N.R. 
NAME CF CCPPCh BLOCK 4 RTFC * SIZE CF SLOCK 00026C FEXADECIMAL BYTES
 
VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADCR. VAR. NAPE IYPE REL. ADOR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADN. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADDR. 
CTTELE - 8*4 N.R. IHTBLE R*4 N.R. OKHTB P*4 N.R. AMUTB R*4 N.R. 
CKNCIE P*4 N.R. CMCBE R*4 N.R. CKBLH 8*4 K.R. CTT R*4 N.R.4:. CKHC T R*4 N.R.
 
*CPTlOKS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIN,CPT=02,LIECT=54,SIZE=OOOK,
 
*CFTIONS IN EFFECT* SDURCEEECCICCLISI.OECK,LOAC,MAP,NOEDIT,ID,NOXREF
 
*STATISTICS* SCLPCE STATEMENTS = 33 ,FRCGRAM SIZE 8
 
*STATISTICS* NC CIACNCSTICS GENERAlEC
 
4**** END CF CCNFILATICN **8* - 83K BYTES CF CORE NOT USED 
LEVEL 21.7 1 JAN 73 ) - - -C-/360 T FTAN F- DW-TE 75.CS7/1L.09.10-
CC FILER CFTICNS - NAME= PAIN,'CFT=C2,LINECNT=54,SIZE=OCCCK, 
SCURCE,Eecci-tCCIIST,N-ODffCKLAD-,MAFc-EDIT,10,NO)XREF
ISN 0002 SLEPOUTINE CHCFL (ICFCFL) 00010'(30 
C*** MEPBER NAVE B61CFEPL 00020000 
C PAE I IPUT OC CCC1 TkFU 005C 00030000 
ISN 0003 CC ON CPTIND , FUL INC ,DYLIND ,CGIND ,OShIND ,0¢040000o 
IFIXINO ,RCVING rFFFINC ,ETAINO 01C ,XLEkC ,00050000 
XLFLA tVCvc H -,TRL(J- - ,HAX0 ,THCkHO , VY C, ,0060C 00 
?EFLF ,CKI ,CEL F ,CKFF tVCIVE ,HOC ,000700C0 
ARCC ,TOC ,CAFIM5 ,SGTIND(12),ELf-LOA ,ELVLOA ,00080000 
GAFZ(6) 0G0U0000 
C PACE 2 INPUT LCC C(51 TFRU 0100 C0100000 
ISN 0004 CCVMON AR , S ,TCR ,TCT ,SLV ,00110000 
IARFT ,7CI-T ,tPRH ,SL.H ,ARVT , TCVT- ,00"120000 
2VEARV SLPT ,EL£h ,FLDT , ELCOA PCLS SH ,00130000 
-OS ET ,CLVLFL ,EVCL ,CLYLOA ,ENR '%VA ,001400 
xc ,X R ,IVCPR ,VT ,CTSIGH TV ,00160000 
EFES ,TINV E T AP2 ,ETAP4N ,T8EM5(5) ,TB8AP4(5) ,C017CCUC 
C 
IGAF3 
PACE 3 INPLT LCC CICI THRU 140 
o00U80U 
OCisoo00 
ISN 0005 CEftMON CAV4 ,ENF ,CC,020¢ lieA 
IATYIY ,CD%T ,CCTIAM £TAFE ,FECRAG ,oo00 0 (.­
2EXPORG ' CCC ,CLtLPI CVVT CKHT ,CKF ,0022CGOOt ' 
-­ 3CK ,RELI lCLf\ ,TBCLI(8) 7bCOWI(B) ,GAP4(41 00230000 
islKcc SKRC ,S C ,SKFW ,SKTM tSKRCA t0026CO000

-- n 2SKSCA SKC ,SKYC ,S L IV ,SKEV2 ,00270000 
3SKGBI SKG22 ,SKELNT ,SKRAL SKL, SKV CG0280000 
4ELF RYI , SH , SKVT ,P8 ,0029000o 
4SKPDS SKPCSZ , Il ,EKFS , SKPEI ,SKPES ,0031000G 
7SKI SK2 ,CK3 tOK4 ,SK5 ,SK6 ,00320000 
ESK7 SK8 st(-SKIO ,5KII ,SYK2 M,5317000,IK 
SSK13 SK14 , K]5 ,PLIN ,GAP5(3) 00340000 
C PACE 5 INFLT LCC 2CI T RU 300 C03500C0 
IDELTH(5) ,STF(5) ,CRSINC(5) ,XTGTA4(5) ,TIN4(5) VIN(5) ,0037CO00
 





 PACE 6 INPLT LCC 301 TFRU A00 004COGCGO 
ISIN 0008 CCPMON CYCFSL , FF ,SK3 tSK4 .ITB141(5) t0041000C 
ITBT0{5) ,TBH2(5) ,-78C (R - ,-T-BS-FC (8)1 TePCw(8) GAPI(6U) a 4 000 
C 
 tCRKING CCPPCN 00'f30000
 
ISN 0009 CCVMON AL FEE S,ALFOL ,AL FR,AVL, C04A0000
 
I B PA,E -FR,BHFSLF eHT-2LP,BR,BS,BVT, Go04500
 
2 COARF,CE.IRFT,CEAR T,CEAPW,CCP,CCT,CDV,CLW,CPI, B,CPNUD,CPPAR,CPPRO00)460000 
3,CFTOT,CR7,CTP,CV,CX,CLCES,CEt 0047C00C
 


















































7 1CRUSj-IrCRuNIsCCRG I CCYLINDETA,INOFIX,INCFLLrINOOPTINCOSW, 
 00510CCC
E INPOWINOPRpIF Ih C -1I 00520000
CCIMON LTHL,NCCPPNCXP.,CIE,FEHF,PI,04 HC,REALJPIPMR,RRN 
 00530000






CCMON , BAL,_EALNTkCCE, PWESWFWFCWFRWFSIWFW, 
 00570000
1 'S8-L ,I$-TLG C , 
 IYL BiFCW'iPCS, PEIWPf-,PRBWPRG,WPRPWPSTRO058OCO
 
2, RC,WPCA,WSC,SCA. 
 TP, T,WW,PAYLC kACENV
CCt'ON XLAL8,XLE,)LBH,XLFL,XLR,XLWYLS2,TOVW 





TOLD = ST 

PLCLD = WFAVLC 

I = , + CELWFL(ICFFL)

ST = ST + SIFh(ICHCFL) 

'6PAYLO= . LCLC * CELFLCFGPL) 
IF(IPRINT.NE.I)GC TC 3CC 
IRITE6,ICoI) FLCLD, PAYLC,STPW(ICHGPL)

































































CFGPL / SIZE OF PFCGRAM 0002C4 HEXADECIMAL BYTES MWGE UO 
NAME TAG TYPE ADC. NAPE TAG TYPE Ac. NAME TAC TYPE AC . NAfr TAG TY-P--A-D. 
H F C R*4 000818 Q C R*4 N.H. A F C R*4 0*C878 T C R*4 N.A. 
V C R*4 N.A. w SF C Rm4 000914 AF C R*4 N.A. AR C R*4 N.. 
BP C R*4 N.A. 8S C R*4 N.R. C5 C Rt4 N.R. CV C R*4 N.R. 
CX C R*4 N.R. CH C R*4 N.A. EN C R*4 N.R. FF C R"4 N.A. 























WF F C P*4 000930 WC C R*4 N.R. WS C R*4 N.A. WW C R*4 N.R. 
XC C R*4 N.R. U C R 4 CR. BHI C . bLP L R4 . 
8M C R44 N.A. BHT C R*4 N.A. CCP C R44 N.A. CCT C R*4 N.0 . 
CGC C R*4 N.R. CCV C R-4 N.R. CKF C R*4 N.R. CRKt C R*4 N.P. 
CKI C R*4 N.. CLI CR*4 N.R. CRT C RM4 N - Itp C R-4 N.R7 
DK3 C 2*4 N.A. CK4 C R*4 N.A. OMR C R*4 N.R. ELC C R*4 N.R. 
ELF C R*4 N.A. ELN C R*4 N.A. ELT C R*4 N.R. ENP C R*4 N.A. 
ENR C R*4 N.A. C 4 N.R. FET C R44 K.. F-.. C R14 N.A. 
GLF C P*4 N.A. FES C P*4 N.A. HOC C g*4 N.A. (ThE C Rw4 N.P. 
RHC C P*4 N.A. AT C R*4 N.R. RO0 C R*4 N.A. SA5 C Rv4 N.P. 
SA6 C R*4 N.A. SA C fT4 N.R. STF C A4 N.H. SI-C C K4 N-.M-, 
SHT C R*4 N.A. S1<T C R*4 N.A. SKI C RV4 N.A. SK2 C R*4 N.A. 
SK3 C R*4 N.R. SK4 C R*4 N.A. SK5 C R*4 N.A. SK6 C R*4 N.A. 
SK7 C P*4 N.M. S28 CW ,R. K9 C R* 7+- . SLP C R*4 N 
STH C R*4 N.A. SVT C R*4 N.A. TAP C Rc4 N.R. TCR C R*4 N.A. 
TCT C R*4 N.A. IMP C R*4 N.R. TOO C Rw4 N.M. TVW C R*4 N.R. 
ULF C R*4 N.R. 'hL C R*4 N.R. VIN C R*4 N.R. VMC C RA4 P 
WAC C R*4 NA. 6CC C R*4 N.A. WEP C R*4 N.A. 6ES C R*4 N.R. 
-FC C R*4 N.M. IFE C R*4 N.A. WFR C R*4 N.R. WFS C R'4 N.A. 

































WVT C R*4 N.MF. e C k*4 N.M. xr C P 4 K. . Xt-w-- L. H'24 NR. 
XMR C *4 N.A. ALFR C R*4 N.A. ARHT C R*A N.A. ARVT C R*4 N.R. 
BHPA C R*4 N.A. EHPF C R*4 N.R. 8HPR C' R*4 N.A. CrHT C R*t N.A. 

































ELDT C P44 N.R. ELh1 C R 4 N.M. LU T C R*4 N. E-7T C R*4 N.P. 
EMLF C R*4 N.A. ETAP C R*4 N.A. ETAT C R*4 N.A. FFHI C R*4 N.A. 
FEHL C R*4 N.F. FET C R*4 N.A. FEVT C R*4 N.R. FEwH C R*4 N.R. 
FEWI C P4 N.A. CPi C R*4 N. R GAP2 C R*4 N.R. G P3 C R4 N . 
GAP4 C P*4 N.H. CAP5 C R*4 N.A. GAP6 C R*4 N.R. GAP7 C R"4 N.R. 
HFIN C R*4 N.A. LThL C (*4 N.A. PEHF C R24 N.A. PLIN C R*4 N.A. 
RELI C R*4 NA. PPAX C RW4 N.k----- A C R*4 N.R . 5 PRk c R*4 N. 
































SKPH C P*4 N.A. 5KRC C A*4 N.A. SKSC C R*4 N.M. SKTM C R*4 NR. 
SKVT C R*4 N.A. SKtP C R*4 N.A. SKWW C R4 N.R. SK10 C R*4 N.R. 
SKLJ C R*4 N.R. 5KI2 C R*4 N.M. SK93 C R4 N.M. SK14 C ML 4 NW--
SK15 C R*4 N.A. SLMh. C R*4 N.A. STPW F C R*4 000460 SVTE C R*4 N.A. 





























































































































































































































REALJ C RP4 N.H. PR-FNR C R*4 N.R. SIGMA C R*4 N.R. SIGOP C R*4 N.R. 
SKAMD C R*4 N.. SKEAL C R*4 N.R. SKGS1 C R*4 N.R. SKG32 C RV4 N.R. 


















































































































































































































INDORG C 1*4 N.R. INCnYL C 1*4 N.R. INDETA C 1*4 N.R. INCFIX C 1*4 N.R. 
INDHUL C 1*4 N.R. INCCPT C. 1*4 N.R. INDOSW C 1*4 N.R. INCPOWl C 1*4 N.R. 

















































TECDWI C R44 N.R. 1EEAP4 C R*4 N.R. THETMR C R*4 N.R. TCLIND C R*4 N.R. 
VGBDVH C. P44 N.R. EALNT C R*4 _ N.R. 1,PAYLO SF C R*4 OOC99C XTGTA2 C R4 N.R. 
XTGTA4 C RP4 N.R. 
4*4* CCrMON INFORMATICN *4* 

























OSflNC P*4 N.P. F[XINE P*4 N.R. ROMIND R44 "%R. PRPIND R*4 N.R. 
ETAINC R*4 N.R. WC P44 N.R. XLBWO R"4 N.R. XLHLA R*4 N.R. 
VCBCVl- 9*4 N.P. XLGC . R*4 N.R. HMAXD R*4 N.R.. RHCRHD R*4 N.R. 
VCKF R*4 N.A. VEIL F P4 N. P. CI P44 N lCE ,F. R ..'-
TCC R*4 N.A. CAPI R*4 N.R. SGTIND R04 N.A. ELHLCA R*4 N.A. 
ELVLCA R*A N.A. -G P RP4 N. P. AR R*4 N.P.. VS R*4 N. P. 
TCR R*4 N.. TCT 4 P-. SLM 9*4 N.A. ARHT R-4 N. R. 
TCFT P*I, N.A. VEtRR P*4 N.A. SLNNA R*4 N.R. ARVT RA4 N.R. 
TC T R*A N.A. VEAF R*4 N.A. SLMVT P*4 N.R. ELCN RIA4 N.R. 
EL T r' r*4 - N.R ELCCRA" -9 A - ---- UT S H R -R4 t,.R. o)S ETI R711 N.H. 
DLVLFL R*4 N.A. CVCL R*4 N. R. CBYLOA R*4 N.R. ENF R*4 N.A. 
VA R*4 N.A. C pj R 4 N.R,. DAM2 R44 N. p . OPP A*4 N°R. 
)(PR AR*I N.A. TVCV. R44 N.RA. V T R44 N.R. CTSIGH AA4 N.A. 
TYk R*4 N.A. FES A * N. A. TIN Y P*4 N. R. ETAP2 A 4 N.R. 
ETAP4K R*4 N.A. TBEMV R z. T88-AP4 P*4 N.K. GAP3 Av4 N.A. 
CA 4 R*4 N.A. EkF P*4 N. R. ETAT R*4 N.R. HC R*4 N.A. 
c R*4 N.A. Al 0 1 R*4 N.RA. CDVT R*4 N R . CCHT R*4 N. R. 
CA t, R*4 NT. C-LYAF'i-­' V4 N.P FET;WU--G -H4 .P. . XPUKU 9r N*4.4. 
CIC 9*4 N.R. CLALPF R4 N.A. CKVT R*4 N.R. CKFIT PA4 N.P. 
CNF R 4 N.A. CK P*4 N.A. RELI R*4. N.A. TCLN R*4 N.R. 
TBCL1 R*4 N'-P. IBC4 NR. GAP4 R*4 N.K. V,pe px, N.A. 
WFLL P*4 N.° CELWFC P44 N.A. DELWP R*4 N.R. DEL ,ST P*4 N.R. 
SKCC R*4 N.A. SKRPC P*4 N.A. SKSC R*4 N.R. SKFV R*4 N.A. 
SK TY P*4 N. S RR-- -N N. 9. SKSCA R4 .. R*4 KN.R. 
SKAC R*A N°P. SKIL P4 N.A. SK ENV L R*4 t,:R: SKENV2 R*4 pi. . 
SKCEI P*4 N. R. SK( U2 R*4 N.A. SKULNT R*4 N.A. SKBAL R-4 N. R. 
SKLC F*4 N.A. SK i- 4 NKR EF . Ffl 4 N.R. 
SKiP P*4 N.A. SKFI 9*4 N.R. SKVT R*4 N.R. SKPRB R*4 N.A. 
SKREF R*4 N.A. SKFF R*4 N.A. SKAMD R*4 N.R. SK4R R*4 N.A. 
.9.SKFA RP NR *4 5 TN.A.sl KPl5 R*4 N.H. SKPt;.St 84 N.H. 
oS T r*4 N.A. SKFS P44 N. R. SKPE I P*4 N.R. SKPES R*4 N. I. 
SFI P*4 N..R. SK2 R*4 N. A. DK3 R4 4 K. P. 0K4 P*4 N.A. 
K5 R* N.R SK -' --- N.A. S-K7 R@T4 N. R. SK8 R*4 N.R. 
5 9 P*4 N.A. SKIC R*4 N.A. SK11 R*4 N.R. SK12 R*4 N.A. 
SK13 r*4 N.A. SK14 9*4 N.A. SK15 R*4 N.R. PLIN R*4 N.A. 
GAF5 R*4 N.A. TCLINC R*4 N.A. XTGTA2 R*4 N.A. TiN2 s44 N.R. 
T I R*4 N.A. PFET2 R*4 N.A. DELTH R*4 K.R. STH RA4 N.R. 
CRSIF£ R*4 N.A. )(TGTA/i R*4 N.R. TIN4 944 N.A. VIN R*4 N.R. 
DEL ,FL A", 0004AC STFV R*4 OC04t)O HFIN P*4 K.A. GAP6 R*4 N.A. 
CYCPFL R*4 N.A. FF R*4 N.A. SK3 R*4 N.A. SK4 R*4 N. 
T81-1 A", N.A. Trt- R4 N.A. T6iH2- R 4 N.A. IBLIIP K-4 M.oK. 
TOSFC R*4 N.A. TBFG R*4 N.A. GAP7 R*4 N.A. ALFDES R 4 N.A. 
ALFCL r,4 N.A. ALFA R*4 N.A. AMI R*4 N.R. 8HPA R*4 N.A. 
ER R*4 N.A. ES RV4 N.A. BVT R*4 N.A. C6ARr R*4 N.r. 
COARFT P*A N.A. cEAAIVI R*4 N.A. CBARW R*4 N.A. CCP R*4 N.R. 
CCT R*A N . c-C N.P--- ---- - CLW R r4 NRA CPINU 8*4 N.R 
CPNLC P*4 N.A. CFPPA P*4 N.A. CPPRO P*4 N.R: CPTOT .R 4 N. A. 
CST R*4 N.A. CTF P*4 N.A. CV R44 -N.R. CX R*4 N.R. 
CLCES R*4 N.A. CE R*4 N.R. DELRTH A "R. DcLTA R-4 N.A. 
CF. P*4 N.A. CSPLYT P*4 N.A. ELC R*4 N.R. ELHT R 4 N.A. 
ELI\ R*4 N.A. ELC R*4 N.A. ELT R*4 N.R. ELVT R*4 N.A. 
PAGE CC6 
EN R*A N.Ro ETF R*4 N.A. FEH R*4 NoR. FE I K4 % . 
FEL RV 4 Nt.. PIE- ;I4 N.R. FET R*4 N.R. FFTCT R24 N.F, 
FET 4 N.R. FEl F *4 N. P. FEWH R*4 N.R. FE61 P*4 N.R. 
FP R*4 N.R. FF P*4 N.R. ETAP4 P*4 K.R, GAtCIt P-4 N.R. 
CLF R*4 N .. C-PEPC *4 N. P. H R*4 00C818 ICRUS( *4 N.R. 
INCCFL 1*4 N.R. INCCc R *4 N.R. INDOYL [*4 N.R. INDETA 1=4 N.R. 
INDFIX I*A4 N.A. INDOLL l*4 N... INDPT 1*4 N.R. INOQS 1-4 N°. 

























2EALJ 4/ N.R. RFFPR R44 N.k. R R*4 00C878 RN R*4 N.R. 
SA 2*4 N.R. SA5 P*4 N.?. SA6 R44 N.R. SAt P,4 N°. 
SFC R*4 N.?. SHPA RVA N.R. SHPR R24 N.R. ShT R=4 N.A. 
SFIE R*4 N.R. SbT 16 P* 1 N.R. S IGMA P*4 N.R. SSIGWA R-4 N.R. 
ST R*4 O008C -TFETI R*4 N.R. STMAX R*4 N.R. SVT R*4 N.R. 
SVTE R*4 N.R. SVT R44 N.R. SW R*4 N.R. SwETH R=4 N.R. 
SEXF R*4 N.F. ShT' 2*4 N.R. SV.NET R*4 ;.,Ro S2RHO Rfl4 N.R. 
T R*4 N.R. TAF 2*4 N. R. TCEAR F*4 N.R. THETA P'-4 N.R. 
TtAX P*4 N.p. TVPP R4 N. . TPROP R*4 N.R. TR R-4 N.R. 
LLF 9*4 N.R. VGASE W&4 N.R. VGASR 2*4 N.?. VHL P*4 N.R. 
V R*4 N.R. P 0*4 000914 WBAL R*4 N.R. WBALNT R*4 N.R. 
ICC R*4 N.R. tE R*4 N.R. WEP R*4 N.R. WES R*4 NR. 
F 2*4 0009330'F R2 N.R. WFR 2*4 N°R. WFS R-4 N.R., 
IF6 P*4 N.R. GSE R*4 N.R. M¢lL P*4 N.R. 'HT Pf4 N.R. 
1LC P*4 N.P. IyC 2*4 N.P. WPAYL R*4 N.R. lIPC R*4 N.R. 
hPCS 9*4 N.P. VPEX R*4 N.R. WPH R*4 N.R. WPP.S R4 N.R. 
WPFG R*4 N.P. tPsF 9*4 N.R. WPSTR R*4 N.R. wRC Rv4 N.R. 
-W_ ,RCA R*4 N. R.uSC R4* N. SCA R*4 N.R. NST R4 N.R. 
(IP 2*4 N.R. uVI 2*4 N.R. W R*4 N.R. WPAYLO R*4 00099C 
0 64C R*4 N.R. hEN P*4 N.R. XLALB R*4 N.R. XLB P'4 N.R. 
XLE- R*4 N.R. XLhL R*4 N.P. XLR 2*4 N.ik. XLW R*4 N.R. 
YLS2 f*4 N.P. TCVk R*4 N.R. DMR R*4 N.R. SIGNR R*4 N.R. 
AF R*4 N.R. ShPF P*4 N.R. SEE R*4 N.R. 




*CPTIONS IN EFFECT* NAME= VAI,CPIC=2,LINECMI=54,SIZE=OGOK,
 
*CPTIINS IN EFFECT* SOURCE,EECCICNCLISI,-NCO-RK,LOAC,MAPNCEDiT,ID,NOXREF
 
*STTISTICS* SCLRCE STATEMENTS a 32 ,FCCRAM SIZE = 7C8 
STATISTICS* NO CIACNCSTICS GENERTEC 































C JAN 72') DS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 75.ICO/15.23.49,
 
CNFIL'ER OPTIONS - NAPE= t__A ..........I_jOP W2,tLItECNT=54,SIZE=0000K, 
SOURCE,EECCIC,NCLIST,NODECIL0AD,MAPNCEDITID,NOXREF
 
SLEROUTINE CRLSI (ICRLSI 00010000
 
C4** MEvBER NAPE BSICRLS1 0002G00
 
C PAGE I INPUT LCC 0CCITFRU 0050 00030000 
CCt'MON CPTIND 'FULINC ,DYLIND CPGIND ,OSINC ,00040000 
IFIXINO ,RD IhD. PPPINC -tETAIND_ tt C tXLEbO ,0050000 
_ 
2XLFLA ,'GECH ,>LCC ,HfAXD ,FFORHO ,VMC 00060000 
2EVLF .CKI ,CEL F tCKFF ,VCIVE ,HOC .00070000 
4RCC ,TCC ,CAF1S SGT[IND(I12 )-ELH.LOA ,ELVLOA .00080000 __________________ 
5GAP2( 6) 00090000
 
C PAGE 2 INPUT LCC CC51 TRL 0100 0I00000
 
CCpMN AR YS .iTCR ____,TCT . ,SLl . 00110000
 
1AFT ,TCHT , EtRH ,SLMH ,4RVT ,TCVT .OGL20000
 
2VEARV ,SLV\ ,ELCN ,ELDT ELDOA ,DLSSH 001300CO 
30ShET EfLVLFL' -EVEL ___CBYLCA_ j ENR ,.VA 00140000 
40AI ,CAP2 ,EPP ,DAM3 ,CLEYE ,TETfR ,00150000 
5XC ,XMR ,1VCPR ,VT CISIGH ,TV :00160000 
iFES- ,TINV .ETtF2 Z .ETAP4N ,1EEM5(5) TB8AP4(5)-O017000 0 
7GA P3 00180000 
C PACE 3 INPUT LCC CCI THRU 140 CCSG000 
1$PL}JOO~~~f'P 5 .CY SA-____,EV__ TAT ____BC -- __ VC 0O020O0000____________ 




,CLALPl- ,CKVT ,CKHT ,CKF),CLN .TCL(D),rECDW8)GAP4(4) ,002200000C0230000 
C PAGE 4 INPUT LCC 141 lhIL 2CO WEIGHT DATA 00240000 



























2 SKPRB ,0900__ 
,SKVTAR .C0300000 




























I1ELTH(5) ,STH(5)2 .as] !1 Bt__z.5A.5}_ ,CSSINC(5) ,XTGTA4(5) ,l1N4(5) ,VIK(5)E lFOR (5 ).. jEf¢Rj{5)___E LW P LC{5),STPhC5} ,003700C0 .... 00380000 _____________ 
3FIN(5) ,CAP6(1C) 003SCOO 
C PACE 6 IFLT LCC 301 TFRU 400 00400000 





,1ECRP(5) TSSFC(8) ,IEPOW(8) ,GAP1(60) 00420000 
00430000 
CCPMON AIFCES,ALFCLAIFRA$L, .C004400C0 
I BI-PA,EFR,EFPSLP',EKTELPBRBS,BVT, C0450000 
2 C8ARF,CEARI-T,CEAFVT,CEAFW,CCPiCCT,CDV,CLW,CFIKD,CPNUOCPPARCPPRO0046C00 
3aGE30LLC,&jiPCVG,CLCESC., . . ............ 040470000 
4 CELRTt-,CELTA,Cl-,0SPLVI, ELCELHT,ELN,ELCA,ELT,ELVTEN,ETAP, 00480000 
5 FEH,FEHIFEHLFEHT,FE1,FETCT,FEVT,FE ,FEWH,FEWI,FMFP,ETAF4 00490000 
CC1MON GADI1(3,l5),CLFCPDCI(16),h, '05C00O 
'AGE 002 
___________1___2CUM3I NOCPU,INCpCP, INCCvL INCETA, INDFXINI-bLINOfPT, INrcSt , 
e INDPOhi CFPFIi CFC-piF FIT 
00510000 
005200CO 
ISN 0011 CCPMON LTI-LKCCFF, CXPCkE,FEHFPQRHC,REALJRHPMRR,R 0053C00C 
ISN 0012 CCPMON SASASAt6 SA,5FCSFPFASHPP,SHT,SHTE,SNTWSIGPA,SSIGMASTO054OCCCC 
ISTFETASTX, SVTE ';SI,;SWETH;SWEXPSW T; WWETS2RHC 00550000 
[SN 0013 
ISN 0014 
CCWMON I,IAFTCEAP,TFEIA,MA ,TMP,TPROP,TR,ULF,VGASB,VGASRVHL,V 00560000 






CCI-MOF P~l*iFtKP SDV 




















IF(IPRINT.hE.12C TC 301 
304 IiITE(6,3C0) 














10C5 FCPMAT(2X,'TI-EItXOP Ei5XFUEL.USEC% OWIGHT6XItALT't600760000 
IXOTEMP,SX,[ 5,X,'E.F.*,4X,'PEHF',SXBHFRg,4XOETAP'SX, NMPPOO7700C 
_2,X,'R. .',4X, CL'/ ... .. .00780000 
42,'(HCLR) (N.PI) IFCLNOS) (PCUNDS) (FEE) 0(CEG.FO0800000 
,) (KT)l/) 0080C00 
lC08 FCFMAT(37X,'HLLL LIFT',IIX,'6ING LIFT',7X,'RCTCR LIFTXWALPHA FCOlCOIOO _ 





ISN 0032 LCI = 0 _00810000 








YL52 = C ENP - ENFCPCCRLS))IENP 
TIN = TIf4(ICRLS) 
CALL ATFOS($,TI) 
15 V=VMO/SSIGMA 
1 Q 1.42636 * Rf-C 4 \ 4 V 
















IF(INr)'L.GT.2) CC TC 2 
T *= T + C * CELFCF(ICFLS) 
zSIF(INObA.ETC.OP'GC TO A 










-eFPR= SHFR * 8FFF * CELFTH * YLS2 
0095000C 
00960000' 






2 CX = CX + 2. * APU *'AVU 
CALL RChFC 
BHFR = RFPPR/ETAT 
GC TO 5 




PAGE 003[1SN. 0056 4 ETtP4 = XLI T(IEE%,TE A4, ELN 
-
TAP4h) 010208COISN 0057 IF (M.NEC) WRI1E(e,IC] i 0103COCOISN 0059 ETAP=ETAP4 
o103C0CO[SN 0060 iCI FCFMAT(2235PIFIS ERRCF IS IN THE V-ETAPA TAELE/ 010400CCI 22Y,7I-SCIIC( ,[2,T)*/) 01050000ISN 0061 BFFR I * % 1 (125.1 4 EIF4 ETAT) C1060CCISN_ 0062 5 DIP = XLINT(TEH2,TBCFp,-, 5,NI 01070000ISN 0063 IF (M.NE.C) WRIE(6,IC2) 11 0108000ISN 0065 102 FCRMAT(22X35hTh1S ERRCF IS IN THE h-PCWER TAELE/ 01000CC1 22), _H50-1 [ NC , *) ,/) 01100000 
_ 
_ 










ISN 0067 ELK=BLP 
Cl110100[SN 0068 8EPSUP= BLP * CELRTh * EFFP 01120000ISN 0069 BFPA--PSUP ff52 01130000ISN 0070 CF-P = AES([. - EhPR/El-FA) 01140000___-___[N-0071 IFDHP.L..01lCC TO 6 01150000 
_ ISN '0073 IF(LC3.GE.2) CC Tc I 011600COISN 0075 IF(BHPA.0-.BHFF GC T[C E 01170000-
_ISN 0077 B1 = BHPR 
- 8HFA 011800CCISN 0078 ELV= IC. 01190000ISN 0079 9 V = V - CELV 01200000
_J.SN.080a I(.0T.0oLGC 1I 091210000ISN 0082 NEXT 1 01220000ISN 0083 WPITE(6,1CCI) 01230000
-- IS-LOQ8ki ICI RM--[(XtAJ-,ALSAEF__I NE PChER AVAILAB2 
_FCR CRUISE(CRLSI)A) 01240,000._
_ISN 0085 GC TO 3CC 01250000ISN 0086 7 82 = 8HFR 
- E-PA 01260000
-­ [S--0087 IFABSL9i2 
- .).LE.C.Cl) 00 TO 10 01270000I ISN 0089 OELV = DELV E2 / (E1 - 82) 012800001n ISN 00')0 IF(DELV.LE.O.0) CC T 11 01290000_ - _ __ SN .0092 12 8 = . 8_2 ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
01300C0OOCC_____ISN 0093 GC TO 9 01310000ISN 0094 ii IF(B2.GT.C.ClGC TC 10 01320000
_SN_0096 G-.i -.2 
01330000ISN 0397 10 lPITE(6,IC02) 01340000ISN 0098 ICC2 FCPMAT(15X,41I-*4* INSUFFICIENT POWER FOR CRUISE(CRUSI)B) 01350000__ _ISN 09 1...... 
01360000 




-013C0000iSN 0103 LF 2FPSLP/(EhPP 4 CELRTI) 0140000ISN 0104 6 SFC = YLINT(IEFCI,TESFC,ELP,8,M) 01410000
- 3SN_0105 
_ IF_(M.KE.C) RI1E(6,iC3) I 
_01420000ISN 0107 103 FCRMATI223C- 1IS ERRCF IS IK THE SFC TABLE/ 014300001 22>,IHSG-IND(,I2,'),/) 01440000___SN 018 FP= SFC 
_EFA*CFF 
01450000ISN 0109 EN = V / FF 01460000ISA 0110 IF(INOCL.LT.3) ALFDL=-SC. 01460100__ ISN_0112 ALF=ALFRPRTOC 




• ISN 0117 IF( R .LE.(RMAN.I -DELR(ICRL-S)f)GO'TO 13 ,CO, 01q0000 
IS-OLIS DELTAR = RMAXI - R .I5COOCO 
ISN 0120 LC1 = 015100CC 
ISN 0121 GC TO 14 015200C0 
ISN 0122 13 CELTAR = CELR(IERUS) 01530000 
ISN 0123 14 IF(IPRIlv.EC.1) IPITE(iC,1CO)ST,,R, F,WHTMP,'BRPEHFBHPR,ETAP, 01540000 
IE6 ,RN,CLW 015500CC 





1C00 FCRMATLB43A,F1X.CI1XvF 1Co.X O.'I, 0F9XF57-/) 1570100 
ISN 0129 R R + CELTAR 01580000 











_ ISN 0133 LC3=6 01610100 
fSN 0134 GC TO 15 01620000 
ISN 0135 3CC WRITE(6,NCRLSIX 01630000 
ISN 0136 299 RETURN 01640000 
ISN 0137 ENC C1650000" 
-4­
CRtSI I SIZE CF FFCGRAM 00OB08 I-EXADECIMAL BYTES PAGE 005 






























































FM C P*4 N.R. FP SF C R*4 66618 HC C R4 N.R. HH SFA R -4 000404 
PI F C 944 0008d4 RN F C R*4 O0007C S4 C "R*4 K.R,, ST SF C R*4 OCO8BO 

































































































C. P*4 NR. 
C .R*4 N°R. 
C 4R*4 N.R. 






































































































































































































































































































ELVT C RP4 N.R. ENLF C R*4 N.R. ETAP SF C R*4 0OCB8 ETAT F C R*4 000198 
FEHI C P*4 N.R° FEEL C R*4 N.P. FEHT C R*4 N.R. FEVT _ CR__R*4 N.R° 
















































































































C R*4 N.R. SKJW C R*4 N.H_. SK1O C R*4 N.R. SKVT C R*4 N.R. SKiP 	 SK14 C R*4 N.:R..
C- A*4 -.... . .... -SK L... *4. . N'-.,
-R 

- SKII C R*4 N.,Ft SK12 C R*4 N.R.STOW C R*4 N.R. SVTE SK15 C R*4 N.R, ULPH C R*4 N.R, Tbh2 FA C R*4 OC04E8
C R*4 N.R. TBHl C R*4 N.R,SVTW C R44 N.R. SATT 
C R*4 N. R. TIN4 F C R*4 0003D4 TV'AX C R*4 N.R. TINY C R*4 N.R. I IN2 
TOVh C R44 N .H. 71TW C R*4 N.R. wBAL C R*4 NR. 6ENV C R*4 --NR . 
C R*4 NR. WP S----C'""R*4 ....N.R, .. . ,PE.....C R*4: N.R, WFUL -- Rv4GS NR 
WPRP C R*4 K.R, IRCA C R*4 NR,VPRG C R*4 N.R.WPRB C R*4 N.Ro XLHL F._ C R*4 0009B4
 
WSCA C R*4 NS. XLBH C R*4 N.R, XLGO 
 C R*4 
N.R. 

*4000644 - ATMIY "-C--"R*4 'N.R,-........ ATMOS-'S -'-XF--R*4---OO00
YLS SF 	C FCC- F-C
R4 O09e 

R*4 N°R, CLDES 
 C R*4 N.R. CLEYE C R*4 NR.
 CBARF C P44 N.R. CE R , C 
 CPPRO C R*4 N.R.
 
C R*4 N°R, CFNUC C R*4 N.P, CPPAR C R*4 NR,
CPIND 	 C.. 4 N.R "
 - I" 

- CPOT , , ~ C R*4	O.T-----'-- * " - N042R . 
..DELTH 
OSWET C R*4 N.H. ELDOA C R*4 NR,
 C R44 NR° CELVP C R*4 N.R.
EELWF 
 F XF 	 R*4 000000
NR. ETAP4 SF C R*4 0007I10 FACTR 
ENPCR 	 F C R*4 000438 ETAP2 C R*4 
C Rq4 N.R,- - H AXO .. ...-- -R*4 ------N.R. ICRUS -F .. ....1 --- "0430F--ETOT C R*4 N.H. EvCDI 

N.Ro NOXPJ C 
 1*4 	 NR. PFET2 C R*4 N.R°rlCCPP C I1*AIDUM3 C 144 N.H. 000434
 
POWER SF 4 . ..N.R.
C R*4 N.R, 
RhPMR F C R*4 000874 -RMAXI SF R*4 
XF P44 CO00CO PEALJ 

GKR _ C _R'*4 - NoR. SKAMD' " C- R*4 N.R.-. .. SKBAL 	 .....C -R SI ,. 

SKPDS C R*4 
 N.R. SKPEI C R*4 NR.
 SKGB2 C R*4 N.R.
SKGBI C P44 NR, 
 C R*4 N.R, SKPCA C R*4 N°..
N.R. SKRSF
SKPRB C R*4
SKPES C 944 N.R. 	 C -R*4 - N.R,
C R*4 NR§ -5LP T' - C R N R, -STimAX - C'--R* 4 --- .R ... .S E
TH . .. 
SKSCA 

N.R. TBCLI C 9*4 N.R.
 
S EXP C R*4 N.R. SV0ET C R*4 N.R. S2RHU C R*4 
 TBSFC 	 FA C R*4 CC0510
TBPOW 	 FA C R*4 000530
FA C 	 R*4 000164 
RKi4 'O0EC- -TPROP'S----C-R*4-OF.... TSCRP 	
FA C R*4 0004FC TEEV5 
 OCF TVCVMr C R*4 N R. 
.T
'0BA ET A -F-A C
C 	
C R*4 N.R, VGASB CR4 NR
N.H. VOIVE
%EARV C R*4
VBARH C R*4 N°R, 	 R*4 NR,
XR, XLALB C
WPSTR C R*4 
VGASR C R44 NR. PAYL C R*4 N.R. 	 R*4N ALFDES....'-R4 N ,
bLRLA
dC00
UI XLWO C R 4 N°,-~T 	 FR4-d C R*4 N.R.
N R. CBYLCA
CBARVT C R*4 

"] hPSUP SF C B44 000658 CEARFT C R*4 NR. 	
-- N .R .
C R*4 N. CYCPRL C R*4C R*4 N.H. CTSIGHP44 	 N.F° CREIND
CLALPh C 
O006BEC - ELT AR "S9-..... ,4 -*000438 "- DE LVFC C R*4-- NR° 0 0004- BECLR i ---F~c-R4 ilDCEL7FCW F 	 b 
R*4 	 NR. DLTAFE C 9*4 N.R,
N.H. DLSWSH C
C P*4 N.R, CEtST C R*4
DELWPL 	 N.R,
DYLINO C R*4
C R*4 N.R. DSPLMT. C R*4 N.R,
N.R, EPGINC
DLVLN-H-L C S*4 	 ETAP 4N- -- 'C-'R*A;"-bC00160
-R * 4 N.-R .- E'T A IND 0 GR*4 .R. ----­
.f EINILfA 
PIXINO C R*4 N.R.
a LHL JA c R-Z- NR - -c F;%RNLO F XF 1*4 0C0000
 
C P44 N.R, FECRAG C R*4 N.R.
EXPDRG 
 C - 1*4 .- NR.000000 INCCRU
IBCOMN F F 1*4
NR, I-LLIKE C R*4 N.R. 
- GAMDll C R*4 	 ... C 1*4 NR .1N DETIA - 'C -"1* 4 -bOO820...... INCFIXL 	 C- 1,4-0Tdo 28 -' fNDbRGd C 1*4 V.,V. i cc NR, INCPCW C, 1*4 N°R.
 C 1*4 NR, INOOSW C 1*4
C 1,4 N.R, INEOPT
INOHUL 
 C 1*4 OCC84C NCRUSI F 000803
N.R. IPRINT
INCFOV C 1*4
INOPRP C 1*4 N°R° 	
"R*4 -N°A', - PRPIND- C--R*4----;G ,, 'SID
1*I4 004 3C C E-ffb -cD C * 14 T4 $GTIND C R*4 N.R.
 C R*4 NR. ROTPOW SF F R*4 000000
NR, PFCRHO
REMIND C RX4 
 R*4 	 N°R, SKPOSZ C R*4 NR.
N.R° SKENV2 C
!KENVI C R*4 	 4 - N
SKBLNT C 904 N.H. 	
- - ---
* "-- RTBCDWI. . . --
T E
S MA C R 4 O 0 A
SKRCT -R4N , 

C R*4 N.R, TOLIND C R*4 
 N.R° VGBOVH C R*4 
NR,
 
TSSAP4 FA C R*4 000178 1 ETMR 	 C R*4 N.R.
C R*4 N°R. XTGTA4
NR, XTGTA2
FAYLC C R*4
WBALNT C R*4 NR. 

0*4** CCMMON INFORMATION **
 
4 4 SIZE CF BLOCK OCCCDC FEXADECIMAL BNTES




VAR. NAVE TYPE REL ."CER. AP. NP E TY E REL. A DR. VAR. NA 4 TYPE REL. AOtRo, iVAR. WANE TYPE RE -C -ADO 
OPT ING R*4 N.R. LLI NE R*4 N.R° CYLIND R*4 L. DOGIND R*4 N.R. 
OSWIND R*4 N.S° FIXINE R*4 N R. ROMIND R*4 .R . PRP IND - R*4 - N.R.. 
ETAINE P44 N.S. kC R*4 N.R. XLBgWO RiW- NJR - --X"LRLA R*4 NR. 























TCC R*4 N°Ro GAF! R*4 NR, SGTINO R*4 N:. ELHLOA R*4 N.R: 
ELVLCA R*4 NL., GAL2 R*4 N.R. AR R44 NR, S R*4 NR, 
TCR R*4 N.P, TCl R4 NR L g4R*4 NR.R, RT 
TCFT R*4 N.P, VePRF R*4 N.R. SLNH R*4 N.R., ARVT R*4 N,.. 
TCT R*4 NP, VEAR% R*4 NR. SLNVT R-44 NR,. ELCN R*4 NR° 
ELCT R*4 NB. -ELCCt R*4 NR. 'CLSWSH R*4 N°R. DSWET R*4 NR° 
DLVL -L RV*4 N.Pl. DVCL R*4l NR, CBYLOA R*4 NR, ENR R*4 00011C 
CAN3 R* NP° CLEYE R*4 N.R. TTR R* R XC -R*4 N,.R, 
R R*A NR, TVCV.P R*4 N.R. VT R*4 NR. CTSIGH R*4 N.R, 
I£W P4 NI., E R*4 N.R, TINY R*4 N.Ro .ETAP2 R*4___N.R._ 
ETAF4N R*4 000160 TEE. 'R*4 000164 TB8AP4 P*4 00C178 GAF3 R*4 NR. 
CAN R*4 N.R, ENF R*4 000194 ETAT R44 00C198 HC R*4 N.R, 
--C. R*4 NR& " IN R 4 N.R._ _CDyT R*4 NR, CDHT. R*4 NR, 
DAt,5 R*4 N.R, CLTAFE R 4 N.R, FE DR AG6 R *4 ,R°"E XPD RG 4 N,.R,. 
CEC R*4 N.R, CLALF R*4 N.R. CKVT R*4 N.R, CKHT R*4 N.R, 
N ,. . .. . . - . N-R1*R._ - -­_ RE.LI _ P0A N°R, TCLN' R*4 NoR, 
TBL8* NCR lecD ! R*4- NR, -GAP 4 RW .R FE R*4 N.R. 
WFLL R*4 N.R EELkFC P*4 NR, OELWP R*4 NR, DELWST R*4 NR. 
---. SC R*4 N.R, SKRC R*4 N.R. SKSC R*4 NR, SKFW R*4 NR, 
















































SXFA R*4 NR SKVTAF R*4 N.R. SKPOS-R 4 NR' SKPOSZ R 4 N.R. 
SNT -R*A N.R, SKFS R*4 N°Ro SKPEI R*4 N.R, SUPES R*4 NR, 
SKIQ - R*4 N.Rt. SK2 R*4 N.,DK3._ R 4 .... R DK4 R*4 N.A. 
KS p *4A NR. SK4 R4 N, R', SK7 R *4 N,.R, SK 8 R*4 N.R.' 
S99 P*4 N°R, SKlC R*4 NR. SK11 R*4 N. R. SK12 R*4 N.R, 













































OEL FL R*4 NR. STF R 4 NRe HFIN R*4 N.R, GAP6 R*4 NR. 
CYC.PFL R*4 NR. FF 'R*4 0004B4 SK3 R*4 N.R. SK4 R*4 N.R, 
TEF.1 R*4 N.R. TBTC - .R*4 NR, E2 R4 OOE TCPR.O0F 
TBSFC R*4 000510 TBFCk R44 000530 GAP7 R*4 N.R. ALFDES R*4 N.R, 
ALF-CL._ 00F - -61ALP R*4 000646 AMU' R*4 00064C BHPA R*4 000650 
BHFF P44 000654 EHPSUP R*4 0C0658 BHT IiV -N, 8LP -R*, 000660 
ER R*4 000664 ES R*4 N.R. BVT R*4 N°R, CBARF R*4 NR, 
CSARI-T R*4 NP. CeARI R*4 N.R. CBARW R*4 N°R. 6CP R*4 N°R° 
----
. ..  ... .. .. ... %" PAGC '008 -
CC R*4 N. R. CLW P*4 00068C CP.IND R*4 N.R.CT R*4 N.R. 
CP LD R A N.R. - FPA F . . 4. ... N R.... ... CPPRO "- R 4-- N.R. " . . CPTCT R*4 N.R.--
CV R*4 N.R. CX RA4 0C06B0CST R*4 N.R. CTF R@4l N.R. 
C E R*4 N. R. DE -LRTH- R*4 0006BC DELTA P*4 N.IR.
CLCES r*4 N.R. 

c F R*4 N.R. ESFLPI- P *4 - N'.R.' ELC 
 R*4 " .R--- ELHT ... R*4 N.R. 
ELT R*4 N.R. ELVT R*4 N.R:ELN P44 N.P° ELOA R*I. N.R 

FEH R 4 N.R. FEFI R*4___N.R.
EN R*4 0006E4 ETAF R44 0006E8 

' -	 N. R." - FE ... N.R." -' - FETCT . ..R*4 . .. N.R.FEFL R# N.H. FE F R841 

FE T F*4 N.R. 
 FE R*4 N. R. FEWH P*4 N.R. FEW 1 R*4 N. R. 
FF p", NR. FF R*4 0C0718 ETAP4 P*4 00071C GAMD11 R*4 N.R. 
GLF F*4 N.R. cmCD "c---NF-i i 4- 00818R- R 4 fDUP3 ....14-....N.R.
 
INDDYL 144 000828 INDETA 1*4 0GO82C
INDCRU 1*4 N.P. IDCGRG 	 1*4 N.R. 

1*4 N.R. INDOPT 1*4 N.R. INDOSW 1*4 N.R.
INDFIX 1*4 N.R. INDHUI 

I CFFF If N.R-. INDRDM 	 1*4 N.R." .. . PRINT. ..1 " -'0 4"INCP[lW 1 4 - N.P. 
OWE R*4 N.R..
LTFL T*A N.R. NOCPF 1*4 N.R. NOXPJ 1*4 N.R. 

Q 8*4 00C868 RHO R*4 0C086C
PEFF R*A 000860 PI R*4 	 000864 

-007 .. .. RN ....R*4"--00087C-REALJ R*A N.H.RFF 	 R4 007 
SA7 R 4 N.R.
SA R*4 N.P. SA5 R*4 N.R° SA6 R*4 K.R. 

SHPR R*4 00C898 SHT *4 N.R.
sFC R*4 0008S0 SI-Ft R*4 N.R. 

-... -	 *4"--OCOBAC-PR4 N.R. SIGMA--R*4 . NR. SS IGMA ....Sh-TE R - N.R . SH 

S7 R*4 O008eD STF.ETt R*4 N.R. STMAX R*4 N.R. SVT R*4 N.R.
 
N.R. SWETH R*4 N.R.
R*4 N.P. SW R*4
SVTE R*4 N.R. SVTW 
SWEEP F*4 N*.ST' 	 R4 NR - 4- .. SPO...R4 NR
THETA R*4 0008EC
TCBAR R*4 N.R.
T P*4 0008E0 TAF R*4 N:R. 

R*4 0C08F4 TPROP R*4 008F8 TR R*4 N.R. 
ULF R4 NR. %GASE R*4 N.R. V9GASR 
TPAX R*A N.R. 71F 

R*4 N.R. VHL ... R*4 .... R."-
WBAL 944 N.R. "BALNT R*4 N.R.R*4 000914 

IW(C R*4 N.P. E R*4 N.R. WEP R*4 N.R. WES R*4 N.R.

v R*4 000910 

R 	 WFS RN N.R.
 F R*4 000930 6FC R*4 N.R. WFRK FN4'-w 	




WLG R*4 N.R. NmC R*4 N.P° 






WPFG R*4 N.R. %PrpF R4 N.R. WPSTR 

N.R. wST R*4 N.R.
 WRCA R*4 N.P. WSC R*4 N.R. WSCA R*4 

N.R. XLB R*4 0009AC




WAC R*4 N.R. hEN R*4 

YLFL R*4 000984 XLR R*4 	 0C09B8 _
XLEF R*4 N.R. 

AP P*4 N.R. 8HPF R*4 0009D4 SEE R*4 NR.
 
0 
LAOEL AEOR LABEL ADES LABEL 
 ADDR LABEL- ADDR PAGE 009
 
304 OCCC66 3CI CCC67C 15 OCO6FA ____ _I__ O0070A
 
2 -CC94 4 CCC7 E 
 9 000*84
 
7 0CC$24 12 CCCS64 11 CC0970 10 000986
 
8 OCCSAC 6 CCC9C2 13 CCOA84 14 OOOASC
 
300 OCCagA 2;S CCOEAE
 
*CPTIONS IN EFFECT* NAME= VAINCFT=C2,LINECN=.54,SIZE
-OOOOK._.
 
*CFTIOS IN EFFECT* SOURCE EBCIC,4CLISI,.COECKLOADMAP NOEDIT, IDNOXREF
 
*STATISTICS* SCLRCE STATEWENTS = 136 ,FROGRAM SIZE 3032 
*STATISTICS* NO CIAGNCSTICS GENERATEC
 
4* END CF CC1FILATICN * 95K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 






































)C /!0O FORTRAN h 
CPTIC-1S - NE= PAIN,OPI=( 2,LINECNT=54,SIZE'-OCCCY,, i 
SCLPCE,EFCCIC,NCLIST], ODECK,LCACIMAP,h\CED[ICi,'I,NCXREF 
SLEPOUTINE IR~ (I[CRL.} 
MEMBER NA E LEICRLS2 , 
PTC -1rTf LCC-CCC--TFFL-G05d 
C01MON CPTINC' ,FLLINC ,BLIND ,CRGIND ,OS61NO 
IFIYIND RDYINC lpFFINC ,cTAIND 0%C ,XLE'60 
2XL L-A , , ,-,-A ,FPCVHO ,VMLC ffC--H L -C 

3EVLF ,CK1 ,CEL ,F ,CKFF ,VCIVE ,1-OE 

4RCC ,TOC ,CAF1(5} ,S(TINU(12),EL -LOA ,ELVLOA 

5G 2M 6) 

PACE 2 INPLT LCC CC51 TFRU 010C 

CCMON AR , S , TCR OTCT SLF 
1ARI-T ,TCFT , EARH ,SLMH ,PFVT ,TcYT 

2VeARV ,SLW ,EL CNELDT ,ELOCA rDLS SH 

-DShET ,CLVLFL ,[ CL ,CBYLOA ,ENR ,kVA 

ELAP ",EAV2 ,EPF - -7 , -AM3 CLEVE ,Tl- tMR 
5XC x,XR IVC R .'.-,VT ,CTSIGH ,TV 
61EES , T INY tETtP2 eETAP4N ,TBEME(5) ,TB8AP4(5) 
PACE 3 INPUT LCC GCI THRL 140 

CCOMON CA14 ,ExF ,ETAT ,FC ,VC
]A---Y ,Cc7T ,CT" ' DAM5 ,CLTAFE ,-FECRAG 
2EXPDRG ,CCC ,CLALPH ,CXVT , CK-T ,CKF 
3CKk ,RELI ,OCLN , TBCL L(8) , THCDW 1(8 1,GAP4(4) 

PACE 4 INFLT LCC F1 TFF-L-C WErGHT DATA 

CCVMON kFE ,VFLL ,DELWFC ,CELWP ,DEL ST 

SKRC ,EC ,SKFW ,SKTM ,SKRCA 
2SKSCA , ,KC - ,SKENVLSKYC Wc S 'fL SKENV2 

'SKCB1 ,SKCE2 , KELNT ,SKBAL ,5KLG , SM, 

4ELF P.M I ,!K P ,SKHT , SKVT , SK PRB 

5SKRBF SKPH -KTFUO ,SKAR , SKFA , SK AR 

6SKPDS ,SKPCSZ ,S T ,SKFS ,SKPEl ,SKPES 

7SKI SK2 EK2 DK 4 , SK5 SKE 

ESK ,SK8 !KS ,SK1D 15KII SE,0300 
SSK13 , SKL4 ,!K15 ,PLIN ,GAP5(3) 

PACE 5 INFLT LOC 201 IFPU CO 

LL fMQN TLL IN (5 T-CT-A T 5 N I
(5) ,T IN2 ,TIT-W PFE12(5) 

ICELTH(5) ,STF(5) ,CR INCM5 ,XTGTA4(5) ,TIN4(5) IVIN(51 





PACE 6 INPLT LCC 301 TFPU A00 

























































































2 CEARF,CEAP TCEARRTCE F ,CCP,CCT,COV,CLW,CPIND,CPNUI),CPPARCPPRC0046CO00
 
3,CPTOTtCRT,CTP,CV,CX,CICES,CE, 0047000C 
4 cELKTFr nLTA, C -SPLM I-, ELC,ELhT,ELN,ELCA,5LT,-cLV7 , EN,iEAP , G4b -0C 
5 FEH,FEFI,FEHL,FEFT,FEI,FE.TCT,FEVT,FEI%,FEWH,FEtI,F-4,FP,ETAP4 00490000
 
ISN 0010 CCVMON GAVDII(3,15),CLF,CPDClI16),H, 00500000
 
PAGE 032 
7 ICUM4,INECUIhCCqG,!\CCYL,IOETAINOFIX, INr ULINDOPTICOSW, 0051CC0 
E IP06 INPHP INLOV IPrINT 005200CC 
ISN 0011 CCfMON LTFL,CCFP,CXP.,C%,E,PEhF,PI,Q,kHC,PEALJ,Rl-PYR,R,RN 005300CO 
ISN 0012 CCYON SA ,SA5,S6,S47, SFCSFPA,SHP,SSHTSHTESHTW,SIGMA,SSIGMA,ST, 054O0CC 
ISTFETA,STNAXSVISVIE,S\IS ,SWEThSWEXPSI,SmiTS2RFC 0055000 
ISN 0013 CCfMON T,1AF,TCEAF,TFEIA,TMAX,TP,TPRCP,TR,ULFVGASBVGASRVHLV 005600CC 
ISN 0014 CCVZON , A L, EA NT,\CC , EP, ES,WFWFC ,F R1FSyWFW, 005700C0 
1 VCS,6 -L ,lhT.4LGPC .PL, PC,WPES,WPEI, P , PRB,WPRG,WPRP,WPSTRO052CCCO 
2,RC,WCASC, SC,lS ,fltd'TWW,WPAYLC,WAC,kENV 00590000 
ISN 0015 CCNMON LALB,)E,XL6F,)LFL ,LRtXLW ,YLS2,TCVW 00600000 
ISN 0016 CCPON CfPSICC,CF,EFFFSEE 00600001 
ISN 0017 NAiELIST /NCRtS2/ LCItLS2,V,T,CCXBHPR,BHPA,eLP, O61C000 
I EPSLF,FF,EN,ICETA,ETAP4,R,W,FST 00620000 
ISN 0018 RTCO=57.2SE77S5 00620100 
[SN 0019 -F=H 00620Z00 
ISN 0020 NETAP4 = ETAPAN + C.1 0063Coo0 
[SN 0021 IF(IPRINT.NE.1) CC TC 2Ci 0064000 
ISN 0023 WPITE(6,3C2)VIN(ICRLS) OC65CCCC 
ISN 0024 302 FCPMAT(TX,'CRLIE AT 6,F4.l,2X, 'KNOTS TAS'/) 00660000 
ISN 0025 301 CCTINLE 0067C000 
ISN 0026 IF(IPRItT.EC.I) WP[TE(U,IC05) 00680000 
ISN 0028 IF(IPRIVI.EC.I) IiITE(,]CCE) 00680100 
ISN 0030 1005 FCFMAT(2X,'T$E'T7)c,IRArCE*,5x,'FUEL USECl,5X,QWEIGHT',6X,4ALT.',60060C00 
1X,'TEMP',,X,t TAS,,5X,'E.F.',4X,,PEHF',5X,'BIFR',4X,*ETAP',5X,NMPPO07CO000 
2',6.X,'R. .',4N,'CL,/ 7001 000 
22>,'(HOURS) (K.NI) (FCLNDS) (POUNDS) (FEET) (DEG.FO072COO 
4) (KTI'//) 00130000 
ISN 0031 IC8 FCFMAT(37N,'IHULL LIFT*,11X,'VINC LIFT',7X,'PCTCR LIFT*,8X,'ALPHA 1-00730100 
SI1,16X,ALHA £/L/3Bx),(FCJNCS)*,12X, (POUNDS)*,7X,*tPOUNDS)',IOX,0O0730200 
;*(CEG) ',17X,O(CEC)*//) 0073030 
NJ ISN 0032 teL = 0 C07400C 
ISN 0033 'LS2 1. ­ EkFCP(ICRLS)/EKP 00750000 
ISN 0034 V VIN(ICkLS) 00760000 
ISN 0035 TESP = TIN4(ICRLS) 00770000 
ISN 0036 CALL AIWCS( F- , IENP I 007800CC 
ISN 0037 IH V. LT .(VtC/SSIGPA)) GO TC 1 00790000 
ISN 0039 V = VMO/SSIG A 00CC00O 
ISN 004C 1 Q = 1.A2636 * PHC A % 4 V C0810000 
ISN 0041 CALL LIFT 00820000 
ISN 0042 CALL CRAG(ALFRJ 0083COCC 
ISN 0043 LR=XLfR/w 0083000 
ISN 0044 IF(1NOC L.CT.2) CC TC 2 06340000 
IS:4 0046 T = T 4 0 * CELFCR(ICRUS) 0085000C 
ISN 0047 F( INDETA ) 3,3,4 008000 
ISN 0048 4 TPROP = T 0087CCC 
ISN 0049 CALL PCEP 008800CC 
ISN 0050 eFPR=SIFPxc1PF*CELRTH*NL 2 0c0900co 
ISN 0051 CC TO 5 00900000 
ISN 0052 3 ETAP4 = XLINT(IEE&5,TEEAF4,VNETAPAM) 009100CC 
ISN 0053 IF[M.NE.0) %RITE(L,1Ci) lOSCT 00920000 
ISN 0055 ETAP=ETAP4 C0920100 



















































t ISN 0086 

0N ISN 0088 









































= * V /( 325.8 * ETAP4 ETAT ) 	 00940000eFPR 

0095000
GC TO 5 
2 CX = CX + 2. 4 AWU 4 AML * DELFCR(ICRUS)/(PI * DMR * CPR *ENR)OO960CCO 
CALL RCTFCW 00970000
 









1C2 FMAT(-,35PM 5 EFCR IS IN THE H-POWER TAELE / 00Tci00
 













8HPA - EHPSLF * VLS2 
01060000IF(BHPR - BFPAl 6,6,0 
01070000
6 8HPA =8PR 

01080000
BHPSUP = BHPA/)LS2 
aLF BHPSLF/(EHPP * LELPTH ) ULO9ooGo 





01120000103 FCFIAT(22X,30--IWPXF'S IN THE SFC iABLE/ 

01130000



















IF(IPRII ToEr.Li kITE(6,ICC9) LHLXLWXLRALF tLFUL u115c6uC
 






RPAXI = RAX(ICRLE) 	 0117COOC
 
011u0COCC
CELTAR= R AXI - R 





















14 R = R+ CELTAR 
OL2600o
U 	 N - CELTAF/ EN 

01270000
%.F = 	 kF+ CELTAFIEN 
01280000
ST = ST+ DELTAF/. V 

LC TO I 

























CRUS2 SIZE CF FFCGRAP 000A66 HEXADECIMAL BYTES PAGE 004 
NAMIE TAG TYPE ADO. NANE TAG TYPE AGO. NA:IE TAG TYPE AEC. NAME TAG TYPE 0A0. 

















































OH C R*4 N.R. EN SF C R*4 OOOoE4 PF FA C RY4 000484 FM C R*4 NA. 
FP C R*4 000718 HC C R*4 NR. HH SFA R*4 0003CC PI F C R*4 000864 
RN F C R*4 000870 SA C R*4 NR. ST SF C R*4 OC880 SW C R*4 NR. 
TR C R44 N.R. VC C R*4 N.R. VT C R*4 N.R. WE C R*4 N.R. 

















































































ENP F C R4 000194 ENR F C R*4 O0O01C FEH C Q*4 N.R. FET C R*4 N.R. 

































SEE C RP4 N.R. SFC SF C R*4 000890 SHT C Q*4 N.R. SKT C R*4 N.R. 
SKI C 8*4 N.R. SK2 C P*4 N.R. SK3 C R*4 NR. SK4 C R*4 N.R. 
SK5 C R*4 NR. SK6 C R*4 N.R. SK7 C R4 NR. S8 C R*4 N. 
SK9 C R*4 NR, SLV C R*4 N.R. STH C R*4 NR. SVT C R*4 N.R. 
TAF C R*4 N.R. TCR C R*4 NR. TCT C R*4 N.R. TMP F C R*4 0008F4 
TOO C R44 N.. IVI C R*4 N.R. ULF C R*4 N.R. VHL C R*4 N.R. 


































WHT C R*4 N.R. ILG C R4 NR. WNC C R*4 N.R. WPC C PR4 N.R. 































ALFR SPA C R*4 000648 ARHT C R*4 NR. ARVT C R*4 N.R. BIPA SF C R*4 000650 
BHPP F C 844 0009C4 PFR SF C R*4 000654 C0HT C R4 NR. CDVT C R*4 N.R. 































ELDT C PR4 N.R. ELHI C R*4 N.R. ELOA C R*4 N.R. ELVT C R*4 N.R. 
EMLP C R*4 N.R. ETAF SF C R*4 0006E8 ETAT F C R*4 000198 FEHI C R*4 N.R. 
FEHL C R(4 N.R. FEl-T C R*4 N.R, FEVT C R4 N.R. FEWH C R 4 N.R. 
FEWI C R*4 N.R. GAfP C R*4 N.R. GAP2 C R*4 NRA. GAP3 C R4 N.P. 
GAP4 C R44 N.?. CAPS C R*4 N.R. GAP6 C R*4 N.?. GAP7 C R*4 N.R. 
HFIN C R4 N.R. LIFT SF XF 1*4 OCCOO LTHL C 1*4 N.R. NEXT S I4 O003DC 
PEHF SF C RP4 000860 FLIN C R*4 N.R. PELT C R*4 N.R. PVAX F C R*4 OC0410 
RTOD SF PV4 0003E S-PA C R*4 N.R. SliPR F C R*4 00C898 SHTE C R'14 NR. 
SPITN C P44 N.R. SKAC C R*4 N.R. SKAR C R*4 N.R. SKCC C R*4 N.R. 




























































SWTT C R*4 N.. T8H1 C R*4 N.R. TBIQ FA C R4 0004E8 TbTO C P44 N.P. 
TCHT C R*4 N.R. 7CLN C R*4 N.H. ICVT C R*4 N.R. TEP SFA Rt4 0003E4 
TINY C R*4 N. . TIN2 C---4 N.R. TIN4 F C RU4 0003u4 TMAX C PU4 N.R. 





























WSCA C R*4 N.R. )LBF C R*4 N.R. XLGD C Rc4 N.R. XLHL F C kR4 0009B4 
YLS2 SF C R4 0009CO ALFDL SF C R*4 000644 AT.MIY C R*4 N.p. ATICS SF XF RP4 O000 
CBARF C R*4 N.R. CYR% C R*4 C ES CAFZI- R- -.CLFYE C RX4 NTV-
CPIND C 8*4 N.R. CFNUD C R*4 N.H. CPPAR , C R*4 N.R. CPPRO C R*4 N.R. 
CPTGT C R*4 N.R. CRLSI SF XF R*4 000GO0 CRUS2 R4 0003E8 DELTA C P*4 N.R. 

































ICRUS SEA I* ' -d TcU-rCu v i4 N.H. N=GPP ,C 1*4 N.H. NLXPJ C 1*4 N.H. 
PFET2 C RV4 N.R. FPCER SF XF R*4 000900 REALJ C R*4 N.R. AHPPR F C RU4 000874 
RNAXI SF R*4 0003FO SIG MA C R*4 N.H. SIGMR C R 4 NA. SKAVD C RP4 N.R. 
SKbAL C RR .H. EN S t' 82-TR C R*4 FR. SA-- S G R4 N R. 
SKPEI C R44 N.R. SKPES C R44 N.R. SKPRB C R*4 N.R. SKPBF C R 4 NR. 
SKRCA C R*4 N.R. SPSCA C R*4 N.°. SLMVT C R*4 N.R. STMAX C R*4 N.R. 
SWETH C R*4 N.H. SAEXP C RU4 N.R. SWaWT C q*4 N.R. S2PHO C R N.. 
TBCLI C R*4 N.R. TECRP FA C R*4 OOO4FC TBEM5 FA C R*4 000164 TBPQI FA C R*4 000530 
TBSFC FA C R*4 000510 TCEAR C R*4 N.H. THETA FA C R*4 OOSEC TPPOP S C RU4 OO08FS 
TVCMR C R4 N.H. VEAkH C R*4 N.R. VAEfRV C Rv tR. C R4 .'.H. 
VGASS C R*4 N.R. VCASR C R*4 N.H. WPAYL C R*4 N.R. VPSTR C R*4 N.R. 
-i XLALB C R*4 N.R. XLEWC C R*4 N.R. XLINT F XF R*4 OOCCO0 XLRLA C R*4 N.R. 
I ALFDES C R*4 N.R. - E. UU SF C R*4 0-0-38 CBARHi L RU. N.R. LBA-VVl --- -.-.C 












































N.R. DSPLPVT C R*4 
R. 
N.R. 
DYLIND C A4 N.R. EL-LCA C R4 N.R. ELVLOA C R*4 N.R. ETAINO C R*4 N.R. 
9TAP4N F C R*4 000160 EXPCRG C R*4 N.R. FEDRAG C R*4 N.H. i-IXINU C RU4 N-.-F 
GAMDLI C R*4 N.R. 1ULIND C R*4 N.R. IBCOM# F XF 1*4 00000 INCCRU C 1-4 N.R. 
INDDRG C 1*4 N.R. INCCYL C 1*4 000028 INDETA C 1*4 00082C INCFIX C I 4 N.R. 
I[NDHUJL C 1*4 N.H. IC C- f-ZI*4 N.H. 1NTWC CCT4 -9 -5T.-RC-. 
INDPPP C 1*4 N.R. INCRDM C 1*4 N.R. INDSGT F 1*4 OGO3F8 IPRINT C 1*4 O084C 
NCRUS2 O000Co tETAP4 SFA 1*4 O003FC OPTIND C R*4 N.R. OSNINO C R*4 N.R. 
PRPIND C R*4 N.F. FC!IND C R*4 N.H. RHRHO C R*. N.H. KRIPUW S Xt R*4 UGoOW-( - -
SGTIND C P*4 N.P. SIELNT C R*4 N.R. SKENVi C R*4 N.R. SVENV2 C R*4 N.r. 
SKPDSZ C R44 NR., SKTAR C R*4 N.R. SSIGMA F C R*4 0008AC STPETA C R*4 N.R. 
TBCDOI C R44 N.R. ISEAP4 FA C RU4 00018 IHETMR C R44 N.H. 'TCLNU R4 
VGSOVH C R*4 N.R. EALNT C R*4 N.R. WPAYLO C R*4 N.R. XTGTA2 C R*4 N.R. 
XTGTA4 C R*4 N.R. 
4*4 CCNMCN INFORMATICN **-** 
NAME CF CCIVCN BLOCK 4 * SIHE CF BLOCK 0OG0DC EXADECIMAL BVTES
 
PAGE 006 
VAR. NAPE ITPE REL. A0CR. AP. 'A E TYPE REL. ADDR. VAR. lAME TYPE REL. ADDR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADOP. 
OPTIND $44 N.A. FULIN[ R*4 N.R. LYLIND P*4 N.R. ORGIND R 4- N.A. 
aSINC P*4 N.F. FIXING P4 N.R. ROMIND R44 N.R. PPPIND R*4 N.A. 
ETAIND R*4 N.A. VC P44 N.R. XLbWO P*4 N.P. XLPLA R*4 N.A. 
VGBCVF R*4 N.A. XLCC R4 N.A. HMAXD R*4 N.R. RHOMHO R*4 N.A. 
Vp C *44 000040 EWLF P44 N.R. CKI R4 N.A. DELF P4 N.R. 
CKFF P*4 000050 ValvE R*4 N.R. HO0 P44 N.R. ROO R4 N.R. 
TCC R*4 N.R. GAP] R4 N.A. SGTIND R*4 N.R. ELHLCA R-4 N.A. 
ELVLCA P*4 N.A. GAP2 A44 N.A. AR R4 N.R. WS R 4 N.A. 
ICA R*4 N.A. TC R4 N.A. SLM P44 N.R. APHT R*4 N.A. 
T T P*4 N.A. VE8AAI- A4 N.A. SLMH R*4 N.R. APVT PR4 N.R. 

























IiVA R4 N.A. CAPI R4 N.A. CAM2 P44 N.R. tMr R*4 N.A. 
EAP3 P4 N.A. CLEYE P44 N.A. THETMR R*4 N.R. XC R*4 N.A. 
XPR R*4 N.A. TVCNP R4 N.A. VT R*4 N.R. CTSIGH R4 N.A. 
TWB P*4 N.A. FES P*4 N.A. TINY PR4 NR. ETAP2 R*4 N.R. 
ETAP4N P*4 000160 TBE P4 000164 TBOAP4 R*4 000178 GAP3 R94 N.R. 
EAP4 P*4 N.A. E\F R44 000194 ETAT RP4 000198 hc R4 N.A. 
%C RP4 N.A. ATMIN R44 N.A. CDVT R4 N.R. CDHT R*4 N.A. 
CAb5 R*4 N.A. CLTAFE R$4 N.A. FECRAG R4 N.R. EXPDRG Rt4 N.A. 
CrC R*4 N.A. CLALF P44 N.R. CKVT R4 N.R. CVHT Rt4 N.R. 
C9F R*4 N.A. CK P;4 N.A. RELI R4 N.A. TCLN Rt4 N.A. 
TECLI F*4 N.A. T8CC L P44 N.A. GAP4 P44 N.R. WFE R*4 N.A. 
MFLL H*4 N.A. CEL FC R*4 N.A. DELWP P44 N.R. DELINST R*4 N.A. 
SKCC RP4 N.A. SKRC R*4 N.A. SKSC R4 N.A. SKEW R*4 N.A. 
SKIP R*4 N.A. SKRCZ R*4 N.A. SKSCA RP4 K.R. SKMC R*4 N.A. 
SKAC P*4 N.A. SK-L R*4 N.A. SKENVI R*4 N.R. SKENV2 R*4 N.A. 
SKCEl P*4 N.H. SKGE2 P44 N.A. SKBLNT R4 N.R. SKBAL R*4 N.A. 
m SKLC P4 N.H. _ SKh. R4 N.A. ELF RA4 N.R. APT R4 N.H. 
SKiP R44 N.A. SKI P44 N.A. SKVT R*4 N.A. SKPRB R4 N.R. 
SKREF RP4 N.A. SKPI- P*4 N.A. SKAMD P*4 N.R. SKAR R :4 N.A. 
SKFA Rp4 N.A. SKVTAF P4 N.A. SKPDS R4 N.H. SKPDSZ R*4 N.A. 
SKI R*4 N.A. SKF5 "*4 N.A. SKPEI PR4 N.R. SKPES R*4 N.H. 
Svi R*4 N.A. SK2 P4 N.A. OK3 P44 N.A. CK4 R*4 N.A. 
S f R4 NeA. SK6 P4 N.A. SK7 P#4 N.R. SKS R,4 N.A. 
SF5 R44 N.A. SKIC P44 N.A. SK11 R4 N.A. SK12 RA4 N.A. 

























OPSINCD R4 N.A. XTCTA4 R4 N.A. TIN4 R*4 00C304 VIN R*4 0003E8 
DELP R4 0003FC PA) 9*4 0C0410 DELFCR R44 000424 Ei\PCR Rn4 000438 
DEL FL R*4 N.A. SIF1 P44 N.R. HFIN RP4 N.R. GAP6 R*4 N.A. 
CYCPPL P44 N.A. HF R4 0004B4 SK3 P44 N.R. SK4 R*4 N.A. 
TBIl- R4 N.A. TETC R44 "N.R. T8H2 R4 OOC4E8 TBCPP R*4 0004FC 
SRBSFC R4 000510 1BpC1 P44 000530 GAP7 R44 N.A. ALFrES RH4 N.R. 
ALFCL P*4 000644 ALFF P44 000640 AMU PR4 0006c BHPA R*4 000650 
R44 000654 EI-RHHPSLF R*4 000658 8HT R44 N.R. BLP R*4 000660 
ER R*4 000664 85 R44 N.A. BVT R44 N.R. CBARF P*4 N.A. 
CSART $44 N.A. CEAPVT P44 N.R. CBARW R*4 N.R. CCP R*4 N.A. 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































LABEL AtCR LABEL AECR 
 LABEL ACOR LABEL ADOR PAGE 008 
301 OCC5CC I CCC666 4 CC06C6 3 0006F2 
2 0LC1,56 5 CCC7SE 6 C008L2 13 0009BE 
14 OCCSC6 3CC CCCACC 7 CCOAC8 
*CPFTIOS IN EFFECT* NAME= lAf CPT=C2,LlhECfT=54SIZE=OCCK, 
*CFTIOKS IN EFFECT* SOURCE,E8CCIC,KCLIS1, CDECK,LOADMAP,NCEDIT,ID,NOXRE'F 
*STATISTICS* SCUBCE STATENENTS = 111 tFROGPAM SIZE = 2662 
OSTATtSTICS* NO DIACNCSTICS GENERATED 
** END GF CCPIILATIC * 99K BYTES OF.CORE NOT USED
 
OD 
0S/360 FORTRAN H D5ATE 75.10/15.24.00
LEEL 21.7 C JAN 73 3 
CCPPILER CPTICNS - KA1E= NAIN,ORf(2tINECNT=54,SIZ8OCC0K, ......... SCURCEEECC[C,rCLISTNOOECK.LoACtMAP,NCEDITID,NCXPEF -_______ 
ISN 0002 SLBROUTINE CRLS3 (ICRLS) 
C**** rE$BER NAPE BEICPLS3 
00010000 
00020000 
C PACE I INPUT LCC CCCI TPFU 0050 00030000 










,DNING ,FFFINC ,ETA[ND -­ 0 .XLBIA0 
,VGBCH ,>L(D I--x,HAD,Pi RHO 
,CK1 ,CEL6F ,CKFF ,VCIVE 
,TOC ,CAFI(5) ,SGTIND(12),ELHLOA 
INPUT LCC C(51 TFRU OOC 















































C PAGE 3 INPUT LOC CICI THRU 140 c9000 
ISN 0005 CCVMON CAN4 ,EMF ,ETAT ,C ,VC ,00200000 
IAT IY ,C0VI ,CCf- ,DAM5 ,L-T&FE ,FECA a-G--i-02o000 
C 
2EXFORG . ,CCC 
3CKM ,RELI 




,CKVT ,CKhT ,CKF 







































,00290000 _ _-- _ _ _ 
























C PACE 5 INPUT LOC 201 TI-U 3C0 003500C0 
[SN 0001 
C 
CPO TCIC),TCAZ5 ,TIN2(5) ,kTW5 ,PFET2,(5-)-
1DELTH(5) ,STH(C) ,CFSINC(5) ,XTGTA4(5) ,TIN4(5) ,VIN(5) 
2DELR(5) ,RVAMlS) ,EELFCR(5) ,ENPCR(5) ,CELWPL(5) ,STP6(5) 
3FFIN(5) GAF4(1U0 
PACE 6 INPUT LCC 301 TF-U 400 
.016000 0 
,00370000




















ISN 0009 CCOMON ALFCES,ALFCLALFFA'Lt 00440000 
2 CeARF,CeA$i-TCEARVT ,CEA,CCP,CCTCDVCLWCPINDCPNUDCPPARCPPRO00460000 
3,CPTOT,CRT,CTP,CVCX,CLCESC ,-...... 004700CC 









E INDP0W ,110PRP ;I CR O, IPF I.NT 
. 00520000ISN 0011 CCPMON LTI-L,NCCFF,tCP,,C6EFEPFPIQ,RHCREALJRHPMRRRN 
 005300CC




ISTFETA, 5TAx>,Si ,SVTE, !%IS SETHSExAP,SWITSW, , S2RHC 00550000
 
ISN 0013 CCfMON T,IAF,CEAPF,TFEI,TMAXTPP,TPRCP,TRULF,VGASBVGASRVHLV 
00560CC0
ISN 0014 CU'HON h, BAL, IEFC,WF,WFS,WFWI 005700C0
 
2 ,PRC,WRCA W SC ,ISCt, ,ST , I1NVT,WW,WPAYLC,WACWENV 00590000
ISN 0015 
 CCPMON XLAL3,XLE, LH,>Lf-L,XLR,XLWYLS2,TCVW 
 00600000




ISN 0017, NAWELISI /NCRLS2/ LCI,tC',LC4,LC5,YLS2,VTQ,CXBHPR, 00610000
 
- -- 1 EHPA E P 8IPSLP FPIENLINDEACA4,E~~NRW




ISN 0019 1+=H 
 00620200





ISN 0021 IF(IPRIlT.EC.1IRITE('6,3CIC 
 0064COO

ISN 0023 301 FCFMAT(7X,'CRLISE AT SFEEC FCR 
EEST SPECIFIC RANGE'/I 00650000
 
__ ISN 0024 IF(IPRI T.EC.l) RITE(f,1005) 
 00660000
 
ISN 0026 IF(IPRII.EC.) IhPITE(tiCCS6) 006601-00





22,l(HCURS) (h.pl) (PCLNDS) (PCUNDS}

.-)(KT P //) .. ........ ........ ... . . (FEET) (CEG.FOOVOOOOd
. . .... . ... .... . .. . O07_OO
 




- .X 0_(C E - 007130o
x0_____-,
1 ISN 0030 LCI = C 007200C0

-2 ISN 0031 LC3 = 00 ISN-0032 00730000LC.= C---_ 
 0074000o 
ISN 0033 LC5 = C 
 00750000
 
ISN 0034 YLS2 = 1. - ENFCF(ICRtS)/ENF C0760000

___I SNO 5.. 
 . t 7--_ L.(SEL)S 
 00770000

ISN 0036 CALL ATCS( H , TIN) 
 00780000

ISN 0037 V = VMC/SSIGMA 
 0070000
 
_ [SN_0038 VVA&V ............. 
 00790100

ISN 0039 1 0 1.42E36 -C C * 00800000....
 
ISI 0040 LC3 = LC3 f 1 
 '00810000

.ISN_0041 CALLk LI.FT_ 
 00820000

IS-1 0042 CALL DRAG(ALFR) 
 00830000

ISN 0043 BP=XLB/6 
 00830100
[--SN-.0044 2 *F(INDCYVL-2) 2,2, 3______________ 0400_ 
_________ISN 0045 2 T = T + Q * CELFCR(ICRLS) 00850000 
ISN 0046 IF(INDEIA) A, 4, 5 00860000
 
.... J_NQ0047 4 ETP4 
= LIN{_iE.S 2 aA 4, V.IRiTAPjS) - 00870000ISN 0048 IF(M.NE.0) 6PITE(6,101)I 
 008800C0
 
ISN 0050 ETAP=ETAP4 
 00880100
 
------ O- .L-.05-J--- - (-n--*T 'T I JTHEI V-ETAPA
AFT O 
 TABLE SGT INOC.,2,').') 0080000.
ISN 0052 
 SHPR = I I ( 325.E * ETAP4 * ETAT) 00900000
ISN 0053 GC TO 6 
 00910000 o
















































I ISN 0085 

-J ISi 0087 






























CALL PCEF 0093000C 
BHFR = S -FP 4 E * ELRT- * YLS2 C0940080 
GC TO 6 C0950000 
3 CX = CX * 2.0A0U 4 tL * ELFCR(ICRUS) / (PI * DMR * CPR *,ENR)00960000 
CALL RCTFC 00970000 
B-PR = FHPFR / ETAT 00980000 
6 	ELP = XLINT(78H2,TECRF,H,5,M) C099000 
IF(M.NE.OThRfITE(6T,02)I I c00oooo 
'







8FFSUP = 8LP 4 DELRTH * EHPP 010300CC
 
ePA = 2-PSUF * YLS2 0104000 
IF(BHPA - BHPR) E, 7, 7 01050000 
7 	BFPA = EFPR 01060000 
BHPSUP= EhPA /Y LS2 CO07COCC 
ELF EHPSLF(EHPP * cELWrH) 01080000 
SFC = NLINT(I8FCW , TESFC, BLP, 8, MI 01090000 
IF(M.NE.C)tFITE(C,L03)I 	 o1IcoCO
 





LC5 = I 01140000 
IF(LC3 - 2 ) ic 5,9 011500C 
9 ENZ = V/F .01160000 
IF(N2 - ENI} 11,11 12 01170000
 
11 IF(LC4.EC.L) cC iC 13 011800CC
 
16 V =V 1. 01190000
 
F;Vt.GT.Vnxw ITo - 0 OO0 
IF(V.GE.VIAX) CC TC 13 01190200 
ENI= 	 E$2 C1200000
 
LC4=- 1 01210000 
14 IF(V - 5.) 15 , 15, 1 01220000 
15 WRITE(6,IC4)1 01230000 
-IC4 FCRMAT(22X,1 ILFFICIENT P aER FOR CRUISE STN-DL'-,12- T,-) ..... 01240000 
GC TO 302 01250000
 










IF(LC5.EC.I) CC IC 13 0131c0
 
10 ENI = V/F 01320000 
17 V = V - 1C. 013300C0 
GC TO 14 01340000 
12 	IF(LC4.EC.1) GC TC 16 01350000 
ENI = Eb2 
-01360000 
GC TO 17 01370000 
13 	EN- = ENl 0138000 
V V-1 . 01380001 
















_IFCIPRI±T.EC.I ) ITE(6,1cC)XLHL.XL ,XLRALF[t.ALFL----




ISN 0121 CELTAR = MAX(ICPLS) - R 01400000 
I.SN 0122 
ISN 0123 
1003 FCFMAT(2X,P7.2,2XFg.1,2),-F-S.C-,_4X,0.0,2Xj8..0,2X,F7..2.3XAy6.i2 2X0145C0C0-----------_________ 
1,F6.3,2X, F6.3,2,F8.C, 2X,F5.2,2X,F9.6,2XF6.2,2XF5.2) 01460000 
iCCS FCFMAT(34y,FIC.C,IX,FIO.C,7x,FlO.C,lX,F5.1,19XF5.1/ C1460100 














ISN 0131 21 R = R 4 CELTAR C147C400 
_ 
ISN 0132 




CELltR/EN 01480000 01490000 
ISN 0134 S7 = ST DELTAF/V C15CCOC 
ISN 0135 LC3= 0 015100CO 
ISN 0136 LC4= 0 01520000 
ISN 0137 LCS= 0 015300C0 
ISN 0138 
_______TSN 0139 3CC 




ISN 0140 3C2 WRITE(6,NCRLS3) 0156000 
ISN 0141 RETURN 01560106 
ISN 142 ENC 0157COC 
/ 
CRLS3 / SIZE OF FRCGRAM 000C60 i-FXADECIMAL BYTES PAGE 005 
NAME TA G P A lAG TYPE AC. NAME TAG TYPE- Ar. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. 
F SF R*4 000410 H SFA C R*4 '000818 1 F [*4 000414 M FA 1*4 0C0418 
C SF C R4 000868 A SF 'C R*4 000878 T SF C R*4 OCC8EO V SFA C R*4 0009LO 
k SF C P*4 000514 AFh C R4hNR.- AR C R*4 N.R. BR SF"--C "R"_-000664 _ 
85 C R*4 N.R. C8 C R*4 N.R. CV C R*4 N.A. CX SF C R*4 000680 
OH C R*4 N.A. EN SF C R*4 0006E4 FF PA C R*4 000484 FtA C R*4 N.R. 
FP C R4 000718 HC C R*4 N.A. HH SFA R*4 000410 .C .. . PI F C R*4 "0C0864 
RN F C R*4 00087C SA C R4 N.R. ST SF C R*4 00COO SW C R*4 N.A. 
TR C R*4 N.A. VC C R*4 N.A. VT C R*4 N.H. NE C R*4 N.A. 
WF SF C R4 00930* N.R. WS C R*4 - N.. . W 'R*4 N.R. 
XC C R84 N.H. AWU F C R*4 000640 BHT C R*4 N.A. ELK SF R*4 000420 
BLP SFA C R4 000660 SMR C R*4 N.A. BVT C R*4 N.A. CCP C R*4 N.A. 
CCT C R4 N.A. CCC C R*4 NA. CDV CR -* 4 -N.H.. CKF . -C R*4 N.R. 
CKW C P*4 N.R. CK C R*4 N.R. CLW F C R*4 00068C CRT C R*4 N.A. 
CTP C R44 N.H. CK3 C R*4 N.A. DK4 C R*4 N.A. DMR F C R*4 CC0908 
ELC C R*4 N.A. ELF C R*4 N.R. ELN CR*4 N.R. ELT . -C *4 N.R. 
ENP F C R*4 000194 ENR F C R*4 O00LIC ENi SF R*4 000424 EN2 SF R*4 0C0428 
FEH C R*4 N.A. FET C R*4 N.A. FEW C R*4 N.R. GLF C R*4 N.R. 
HES C FP4 N.A. FOO C A.. L4 4 OOC42C .C.S... LC3 SF .. 4 000430 
LC4 S 1*4 000434 LC5 S 1*4 000438 OWE C R*4 N.R. RHO F C R*4 000860 
RMI C R4 N.A. ROO C R*4 N.A. SA5 C R*4 N.R. SA6 C R*4 N.A. 
SA7 C R*4 N.R. SEE C RF4 NS F------'R -- C 0SHT C R*4 N.H. 
SKT C P*4 N.R. SKI C R*4 N.A. SK2 C R*4 N.P. SK3 C R*4 N.A. 
SK4 C R14 N.R. SK5 C R*4 N.. SK6 C R*4 N.A. SK7 C R*4 N.A. 
SK8 C N°. SK9 C *48  N.R. SLM C R*4 N . STH C R*4 ----N.R.--
SVT C P*4 N.A. 7AF C R*4 N.R. TCP C R*4 N.R. TCT C R*4 N.H. 





































N . 7? 
N.R. 
WFW C B*4 N.A. -PL C R4 N.R. WIlT CR4 .A. WLG C_ R*4 N.R'. 
- WMC C R*4 N.A. %PC C R*4 N.A. WPH- C R*4 N.R. WRC C R*4 N.R. 
WSC C R*4 N.A. 1ST C R*4 N.A. WTM C R*4 N.R. WVA. C R*4 N.R. 
WVT C R*4 N.H. XLB F C R*4 0C4XLR F C-R*4--000988 XLW' -4--'C---R*---CO9BC' 
XMR C R*4 N.A. ALFO SF R*4 000440 ALFR SFA C R*4 000648 ARHT C R*4 N.A. 
ARVT C R*4 N.R. EHPA !F C R*4 000650 BHPP F C R*4 0009D4 EHPR SF C R*4 000654 
CDHT 7CR4 N.R. tCVT C R*4 N.R. CKFF---F--'C'- *4 "-0050 ........CKHT . -*4 N.H. 
CKVT C 844 N.A. CAVI C R*4 N.R. OAM2 C R*4 N.R. CAM3 C R*4 N.R. 
DAM4 C R*4 N.A. CAM5 C R*4 N.A. DELR F C R*4 O003FC CRAG SF XF R*4 000000 
OVOL C R4 N.A. ELCN C R*4 N.H. ELDT C R*4 N.R. ELHT . C-'4.. N.R. 
ELOA C R*4 N.A. ELVT C R*4 N.R. EMLF C R*4 N.A. ETAP SF C R*4 OC06E? 
_ETAT F C R*4 00 OISS FEhl C R*4 N.A. FEHL__C R*4 N.A. FEHT C R*4 N.R. 
PEVT C R4 N.'R. FEWH C R*4 N.-. FEWI C R*4 - .R. GAPI C.. H--R*4-N.R. 
GAP2 C R44 N.A. GAP3 C R*4 N.A. GAP4 C R*4 N.R. GAP5 C R*4 N.H. 
GAP6 C R44 N.H. CAP7 C R*4 N.A. HFIN C R*4 N.R. - LIFT SF XF 1*4 OC0000 
LTHL C1I44PLN N.R 12R13Ch 000860 CR*4 N.H. - REt! . -*. N.R -
PIMAX F C R*4 000410 RTOC SF R*4 000444 SHPA C R*4 N.R. SHPR F C R*4 0C0898 
SHTE C 8*4 N.H. SHTW C R*4 N.A. SKAC C R*4 N.A. SKAR C R*4 N.R. 
SKCC CR4 N.H. SKFS -R---- F....4. C SKt -C 'R4 N.R. 
SKHT C R*4 N.R. SKLG C R*4 N.R. SKMC C R*4 N.R. SKPA C R*4 N.A. 
SKPH C R*4 N.A. !KRC C R*4 N.A. SKSC C R*4 N.R. SKTM C R*4 N.A. 
PAGE 006
 
SKVT Rm R. O~P C R*4 N.R. SKWW- -C._R*4.... NR,.: .. SK 10 . ... C.. R*4 _ N . 
SK11 C R*4 NR,. SK-12 C R*4 Nh.R. - SKI3 C R*4 NR. ' SK14 -C R*4 -NoR. 
.SK15 C R*4 N.R,' SLY-H C R*4 N.R. STPW C R*4 NR° SVTE C R*4 NoR. 
SVW C _B_4 N.,R,. SWTT C A*4 N.R. TBHl C R*4 NR, TBH2 FA C R*4 0004E8 
TBTC C NR CR4 CN CTCHR*4 .T, NR R4NR, CV -R 44 NR 
TINY C R*4 N.R, TII\2 C R*4 N.R. TIN4 F C R*4 000304 TMIAX C R*4 N.R, 
- .TgVW C R*4 N.R, 7 ,T C 9*4 ....NR. VMAX SF R*4 000448 ...... BAL C R*4 N.Ro 
WENV C RV 4 NR, FUL C R4 NR, GS- -'--C"R4 K.... C R*4- . .R 6PDS 
WPEI C R*4 NR, PR8 C R*4 N.R, WPRG C R*4 N.R . tPRP C R*4 NR. 
RRA C R*4 N. ., SCA C R*4 NoR, XLBH C. R*4.. .R XLGD C R*4 N.R, 
XLHL, F C R*4 O00 E4 Y-LS' SF LFL -40090C -Rv4 006447-- ATMIY NR,.;C F C--R*4 
ATMOS SF XF P44 000000 CCARF C R*4 N.R. C8ARW C R*4 N.R, CLDES C R*4 N.R: 
EC NC E -R * 4 R, CF . K C R 4 N .R . _ .CP N U D - C R *4 - - -N R . C P P A R C .- R 4 - N .R , -
CPPdO C -R*4 -N.R. C FTIT C R*4 - .R,6 CRUS3 R*4 00044C DELTA C R*4 N .R . 
CELTH C R*4 N.R, DELWF C R*4 N.R. DELWP C R*4 N.R. DSWET C R*4 N.R.
 
--ELDOA _ C R44 NR._ __E PCR F C__.. *4 000438 
 ETAP2 C R*4... .R, ETAP4 SF C R*4 0C071C
 
FACTR F XF R*4- 00C00 FEfffT C R...R FDD 4 NR HMAXD -- ----
ICRUS' F IX4 000450 ICUM5 C 1*4 N.R. NOCPP C 1*4 N.R. NCXPJ C 1*4 N.R° 
PFET2 C R*4 NR, PCWER SF XF R*4..000000 REALJ C R*4 NR, RHPMR F C_ R*4_--0.0874 
SIM, ,9 IM m ., SKAMD - -R*4'- t,.R.-- SKBAL"- C-t R*4- N.R,' 
SKGB1 C P44 N.R. SKG132 C R*4 N°R° SKPDS C R*4 NR. SKPEI C R*4 NR. 
SKPE.a C -Rt4 N.3.___ SKPRB C P*4 N.R. SKRBF C__R*4--. R,.... SKRCA C R*4 NR. 
SKSCA C R*4 NR, SLPVT C R*4 NR. STMAT - C _R 4- R,. SkETH CR*4 NR, 
SWEXF C P44 N.R. SktET C R*4 N.R. S2RHO C R*4 KoR. TECL1 C R*4 N.R. 
._ BC FC__ .4_ FCT FA 000164 R*4 -000530 TBS FC .__FA__.C_ R*4 ..000C510_ OO EEM,5 C-R*4.. _TBPOW__-FA._-.C 
TCUAR C P44 N.R° TI-ETA FA C R*4 0008EC TP ,OP S C R*4 0008F8 TVCVR C R*4 NR. 
VBARH C R*4 N.R, EARV C R*4 NR, VDIVE C R*4 NR, VGASB C R*4 NR. 
.- GASR 

I XLBWC- C R4 N.R, XLlIN F XF R4 OCCO00 XLRLA C R*4 NR, ALFCES C R*4 NR.
 
"3 81PSUP SF C R*4 000658 (EARFT C R*4 NR. CBARVT C R*4 KR, CBYLCA C R*4 NR.
 
•4I C S#4 N,.PAL CR*4 NR° WPSTR.... __R*4 NR, XLALB C RP4 NR,
 
-- R 4 CR!C -- N,.R . 
DELFCR F C R*4 000424 CELRThF C R*4 0066BC D E LTAR -SFr- -R 4 0 00454 DELWFC - C- R*4 NRoR 
DELWPL C R*4 N,8, CEL ST C R*4 N.'R. DLSWSH C R*4 N.R, DLTAFE C R*4 N.R, 
C LALP.F__ _ N,R, CR4 C T S IGH C R*4 .... R,... CYCPRL C R*4 NR. 
HL R 4 . 
_ .RDLVL C N.R. .tG N9* E. ... . ... . .. ... LIN R . 
E LHLOA C R44 N.p, ELVLCA C R*4 NR, ETA IND- -C * -N.R, F R*4R4 ETAP4, C 0060160 
EXPORG C R*4 N.R° FECRAG C R*4 NR, FIXIND C R*4 NR, F ,RNL9 F XF 1*4 000000 
- GA L C__R. N oa - ±LL.IND C R*4 N.R, IBCOM# F F_1*4 .000000 ... INCCRU C 1*4 N.R. 
1*4 INCC DET A7 CiNFIX Ie R,INDORG C NR, L -C I 4 00-08 28 I-1N ' d 1"4 '000 C820 -' 14 ---. 
INDHUL C 1*4 N.R, INCCPT C 1*4 NR." INDOSW C 1*4 N°R, INDPOW C 1*4 NR:
 
- I DPRFP C 1*4 N.R, INBSDY C I 4 NR, IPRINT C 1._'*_.OCC84C .. NCRUS3 F 800809 
NETAP4 SFA 1*4 000458 CFTI ND C R*4 KR, OSIAIND C --R*4 KN,.R. PRPLND C -R*4 -NR. 
RCHiNr C R*4 N°.° F CRHG ,C R*4 N.R, ROTPOW SF F R*4 000000 SG TIND C R*4 NR. 
- --- L[ NT C R*4 N.R. SKENVI C R*.4_._N.R,. _SK.ENV2 C R*4 N. R. SKPDSZ C R*4 NR. 
SKVTARt C R*4 INIR', SiCMA F C R*4O08C SETC 4 NRTBDI" R4 ,° 
T68AP4 FA C R*4 000178 1 -ETMR C R*4 NR. TOLIND C R*4 NR, VGBOVH C R*4 NR° 
------RALNT C A*4 N°R. kFAYLC C R*4 NR. X.TGTA2 C R*4 N.R. XTGTA4 C R*4 N.R. 
.... * CuLMON INFORMATION *
 
NAME CF CCPNCN ELOCK $ SIZE CF ELOCK 000S0C FEXADECIMAL BYTES
 
PAGE C07 
'VARo WtFE TP EL. AR tR AETF RLAidDRo 'A.NAME-TYPE _REL,_ AD6R0PERL AR AE 'ADhfC 
OPTIND P*4 N.R. FULINC R44 N. R. CYLIND F*4 ;.R. DRGIND R*4 N.R. 
OS61KE P*4 N.R. F 1I NC R 4li N.R. RDMIND, R*4 t% R. P RP INO0 R*4 N.R. 
PT~h*4 N.R._- -R 4 N, _R. x-6 WO P**47 _N.R. --- XLRLA 'R*4 _ N.FC 
VGCC A*4 N.P. XLCt P44 N.R. HMAXD R04 N.R, RHORHO R*4 N°R. 
VilC R 4i 000040 ElvLF R44 N.R. CKI P*4 N.R, DELWF R*4 N.R, 
_ CKFF W 4 000050 CI E .. .RV4 -- N.oR. .. .. . Hoo R*4 _ N'.;K . . ... RCO R&4 Nf.R.-
TCC R*4 NoR. GAPI R*A N.R. SGTIND R*4 KI.Ro ELHLOA R*4 N°R. 
ELVLCA R*4 NR. GAP2 R*4 N.R. AR R*4 N.R. WS R*4 NR. 
TCFT P*4 N.S, VEAPH R*4 NR. SLMH R44 K.R. ARVT R*4 N.R: 
TC T F*4 N.R. VEAPV R*4 N.R. SLMVT R*4 N.R. ELDN R*4 N.R, 
ELCT PW4 N.R. ELDCA P44 N. R.-DLSWS H RR44_ k.R. DSW ET -_R*4 NoR 
DLVLFL R#4 N.P. EVC L RV4 N.R. CBYLOIA r*4 N.R. ENR R*4 OO011E 
A R*4 NR. CAVt PR"t NR. DAM2 R*4 N.R. BFR R*4 N.R, 
EAP3 R*4 N.R. CLEVE R.4 T-TM ---.--R XC -­ R*4 - 'N°R. 
XFR R*4 N.P. TVCVR R44 N.R. VT R*4 K.R. CTSIGH R*4 N.R. 
TI R*4 N.R. FES P*4 N.R. TlNY P44 N.R. ETAP2 R*4 N.R. 
ETAPQ% R*4 OOOI6 *4BE6--R 0064 _ TB8AP4 .... P*R "--boo0178_ - GAP3...R ... NR 
CAP4 R*4 NR. ENP R*6 000194 ETAT R*4 bac198 HC R*4 N.R. 
VC R*A N°R. ATVIV 9*4 N. R. CDVT R. CCHT*  -. R __ N. R. 
CAPS R*4 N°R° CLTAFE R*4 N.9° FEDRAG R*4 K.R° EXPDRG R*4 N.R. 
Ccc P*4 N°R° CLALFF R*4 N.R. CKVT R*4 K.R. CKHT R*4 N.R. 
CKF R*4 N.R. CK R*4 N.R. RELI R*4 N.R. TCLN P*4 NR. 
TBCLI R*4 N B4N.R. A4 R6 kR WNRFE- --R*4 .....N.R.__ 













































SKLG W4_ N.R. SK6 R*4 N..ELF -"R*4- rR.- ZRKI R*4 N.R; 
SK P R*4 N.R° SKHI R*4 N°R. SKVT R*4 'N.R. SKPRB R*4 N.R. 
SKREF R*4 N.P. SNPF R*I4 N.R, SKAMD R*4 K.R. SKAR R*4 N.R° 
SKFA R*4 N KV R4 N.,SPD M6NR.PSZ ... R NR 
S T R*4 N.R, SKFS p*A N.R° SKPEI R*4 N.R. SKPES R*4 N.Ro 
SKI1 *4 N.R, SK2 R*4 N.R. DK3 R*4 K R. CK4 R-4 NR. 
5K5 F A NoR. 5K6 R*4 N. SK7 ,.S8... ... k.R.-
SYS F*4 N.R. SKIC R44 N.R. SK11 R*4 NR. .,SK12 R*4 N.R. 
SK13 R*4 N.R. SK14 RIV4 N.R. SK15 R*4 N.R. PLIN R*4 N.R. 
GAPS R*4 N.R. 1CLINE R*4 N.Rf. XTGTA27-R6*4 -\. R.__'T IN2 R*. N _R 
TIOW R*4 N.R, PPET2 R#4 N.R. DELTH RV6 N.R. STH P 4 NR. 
CRSIhc 9*4 N.Ro XTGTA4_ __R*4 ... NR. TIN4 R*4 00¢ID6 VIN R*4 N.R. 
CELR R 4 O00FCA g 4 000 0 DLFC R 00424......ENPCR ......*4 -­ 000438' 
DELkFL R*4 N.R. STP R*4 N.R. HFIN R*4 N.R. GAP6 P*4 N.R. 
GYCPFL R 4l N.R. FF R*6 0004B4 SK3 R*4 NR. SK4 Rz*4 NR. 
TEHI R*4 N.R. T " C-R*'4--N. R. TBH2__--R* 4 -0004E8 TBCRP --- *4---'-001 FC 
TBSFC R*4 000510 TBPC R*4 0C0530 GAP7 R*4 N.R. ALFDES R*4 N.R. 
ALFCL R*4 000644 ALFF R*6 000648 AMU R44 00064C BHPA 9*4 000650 
BFPR P*4 000654 EHPSLV__R*4 CFG06 58 _HT R4 -. R BLP -*--00 
ER R*4 000664 es, R*4 N°R. - BVT R*4 N.R. CBARF R*4 N.R. 
CBAR T R*4 N . 1, CeARVI .R*4 N.R. CBARW 0*4 N.R. CCP R*4 N.R. 
PAGE 008
 
CT R44 NoR. 
 CC P4 N.H. 
 CLW P4 00068C CPINO
CPhLC RP4 N.R. CPPAF P*4 N.R. CPPRO R*4 N.R.
R4 N.Ro CTOT R*4 -- NR.
CFI R*4 N.R. CTF R*4 N.R. CV R44 N.R. CX 
 R*4 000680
CES R4 NA. 
 CE FP4 N.R. DELRTH R44 0O 6BC __ DELTA R*4 N.R.
C- P44 N. CSPLFT R*4 N.R. 
 ELC R4 HK.R ELHT R44 NR,
ELN P*4 N.R. ELOA RP4 N.R. ELT R4 N.R. ELVT 
 R*4 N.R.
EN 4R4 0006E4 
 ,ETF 9*4 0006E8 
 FEH R*4 K.R. 
 ,FEhI R*4 IN.R.
FE -L P4 N.R. FEl-T R*4 N.R. 
 PET 44 .R. FETCT R*4 NR,
FET R*4 N.°. FE R4 N.R. FEWH 
 R*4 N.R, FEBI R44 N.R.
FW P44 N.R, PF P44 099718 ETAP4 
 R4 00071C GAMMI_ R 4 N.R.
GLF R44 N.R. GNCCI R*4 N.R. 
 H R4 000818 YOU5 [44 N.R
INDCFU 1*4 N.R. INOCRG 144 N.R. INODYL 1*4 
 000828 INDETA 
 1-4 000820
IOFIX I 
 4 NR. INDIUL 4 4 N.R. INOUPT 1*4 

_.R. INOCSW 1*4 N.R.
IfDPCI 1*4 N.R. INCPRF 14 N.R. INDRM I*T N.R. IPRIfT 1*4 00C840LTl-L 1*4 N.R. NGCPF 1*4 N.R. 
 NOXPJ 1*4 N.R CIE 
 R*4 N.R
PEf-F RP4 000860 Fl R4 000864 Q R4 
 00868 RHO 
 R*4 00086C
REALJ F*4 N.R. RHPNP R44 000874 H A4 00878 RN - R4 000870 
4 N$ P4 N.R. SA6 R*4 N.R. 
 SA7 R*4 N.R.
S_ ______SC R4 O000O8 
 Sl- A R N.R. SHPR R4 1000898 ShT R*4 N.R.
SHE P44 N.R. SHT R 4 NR. 
 SIGMA -R4 N.R 
 SSIGMA R*4 OOO8AC
ST R44 00880 STHETA R4 N.R. 
 STMAX R*4 N.R. SVT R*4 N.R.
SV1 9*4 NIIE SVT R±. N.R, SW R*4 N.R. SWETH R*4 N.R.
SWE)P P*4 N.R. SWTT P4 
 N.R. SWWET R4 N.R. S2RHO R*4 N.R.
T P*4 OOOEEC TAF 

TNAX 
R*4 N.R. TCBAR R*4 N.R. THETA R*4 QC08EZ
PR4 N.R. 
 TlP P44 0008F4 TPROPR*0±0 0F8 
 T R4 N.R.

LLF P44 N.H. VGASE RP4 N.H, VGASR R*4 N.HA VHL 
 R*4 N.R.
V R4 000910 
 1 R*4 000914 
 WBAL R*4 N.R. WBALNT R*4 N.R.
CC R 4 N.R. hE P44 NFH. WEP 
 t-4 N.H. 
 hES R*4 N.R.
lAF R44 000930 hF -R4 N.R. WFR R*4 N.A. 
 WFS 9*4 N-R,




PS N.R. lFEI R44 N.R. 
 WPH 944 N.H. WPRB R*4 N.R.
WPFG R*4 N.R. 
 PFPF R*4 N.R. WPSTR R*4 tR. WRC 
 9*4 N.R.

v.CA R*4 N& 
 w- *K .. 
 WS.CA R*4 &.R. lST 
 R*4 N.R.
hIM 9*4 N.R. 
 WlV R*4 N.R. 
 Ww R44 N.R. WPAYLO R*4 -N.R.

,AC R*4 N.R. IENV R*4 
 N.R. XLALB P44 N.R. 
 XL8 9*4 OCC9AC
04
YLS 2 4 N.H. XLhL R94 0009B4 XLR R*4 C00988 XLW P44 000980
YLSZ P44 000900 TCV b R4 N.H. OMR 04 0004c8 SGMR R*4 N.R.
AF R*4 N.R. BHPF A44 000904 
 SEE R*4 K.R.
 
LABEL ACCR LABEL ACCR LAgEL ADOR LABEL' ADR PAGE 0
 
I 0CC742 2 CCC7EC 4 'CC07A4 5 000806 .....
 
3 OCCE-2 £ 'CCC876 7 CCOBFO § 800964
 
11 OCC57e 16 CCCS7E 14 OC8 '15 '0009CC
 
CCCSFC
_ B _ 10 COCA42 17 CCOA4E_ _ _ 12 GOOA5E 




*CPTIONS IN EFFECT* SOURCEEECCIC,NCLISINCOECKLOADMAP,NCEDITID0,NOXREF 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEETS 141 ,FFOGRAM SIZE = 3166 
*STATISTICS* NC CIAGNCSTICS GENERAIEC 
t* END CF CCPFILATICN * 95K BYTES.CF CORE NOT USED 
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 J 0S/360 FORTRAN H DATE 75.112/16.09.54 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAtIE= MAIN,OPT=0 ,LINECNT=54,SIZE-O0O0OK, 
SOURCE,EBCIC,NJLISTNbDECK,LOAD,AP,NEDIT,ID,JOXREF 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE DRAG(ALFR) 00CLO00C 
C'*** MEMBER NAME B8ORAG 00020000 
C PAGL 1 INPUT LUC O00 THRU 0050 00030000 
ISN 003 COMMON OPTIND ljU L 0.__L1N D S 9RGXNf,OOC4000 
IFIXIND RM[NO ,MDRPIND ,ETAINU ,Iw ,XLBWD ,00050000 
ZXLRLA ,VGBOVH ,XLGD ,HMAXD ,RHORHO ,VMO ,00060000 
3FMLF ,CKI - .OLWF .CKFF ,VDIVE ,HOO ,0007000 
4R00 ,TOO ,GAPL(5) ,SGTINU(12ZhELHLOA ,ELVLOA ,00C80000 
C 
5GAP2(6)
PAGE 2 INPUT LJC3Q5I LL___D 
00090000 
0.00QQ 
ISN 0004 COMMON AR ,"s ,TCR ,TCT ,SLM ,0011000 
IARHT ,TCHT ,VBARH ,SLMH ,ARVT ,TCVT 00120000 
2VBR SLMVT IEL 0 L i LUL~ Ut w5$fwl! S~ 
3DSWET ,DLVLHL .DVUL ,CBYLOA ,ENR ,WVA ,00140000 
4DAM1 ,DAM2 ,BMR ,DAM3 ,CLEYE ,THETMR ,0015)000 
5XC ,XMR .TVC_ ...LYL .CTSIGH .tVW CO:1k000 
ISN 0005 COMMON HES TINY ,ETAP2 ,ETAP4N ,TBEM5(5) .00170000 
ITBSAP4(5) ,GAP3 00180000 
A2E 3 UaPUT I OCDL.LH" 140 0C9QQ0 
ISN 0006 COMMON DAM4 kLNf ,ETAT ,HC ,VC ,00200000 
IATMIY ,CDVT ,CDHT ,DAM5 ,BLTAFE ,FEDRAG ,00210000 
,_a . .CLALRH. . I _.__.__~ H_ .Cj.F 0220000 
3CKW ,RELI ,TCLN ,TBCLI8) ,TBCDWI(8) ,GAP4(4) 00230000 
C PAGE 4 INPUT LOC 141 THRU ZOO WEIGHT OATA 00240000 
































7SK1 ,SK2 ,DK3 ,0K4 ,SK5 SK6 .00320000 
8SK7 .SK8 ,SKY ,S10K 1 ,SKIZ .0O330000 
91; .SR1 ------ xRIN G-Ai3 L3 0034003Q 
C PAGE 5 INPUT LOC 201 THRU 300 00350000 




,TWTW(5) ,PFET25) C00360000 
• T.l&LT_(z__NV_( _0.Of 40 
2[JELR(5) ,RMAX(5) ,DELFCR'5) ,ENPCR(5) ,DFLWPL(5) ,STPW(5) ,00380000 
3HFIN(5) ,GAP6(IO) 00393000 
c PAGEL INP.UL lD I_TlRU A O -- - 0400oo 
ISN 0069 C.OMMON C'YCPRL ,FF -,SK3 ,SK4 ,TBHI(5) ,0010000 
ITOTO(5) ,TBH2(5) ,TBCRP(5) ,TBSFCCB) ,TBPOW(8) ,GAP7(60) 00420000 
ISN 0010 COMMON ALFOES,ALFDL,DUII,AMU, 00440000 
1 BHPA,OIIR,BHPSUP,BHT,BLP,BR,BS,BVT, 00450000 
3,CPTUT,CXT,CTPCV,CX,CLDES,CB, 00470000 
4 DELRTH,DELTA,DH,DSPLMT, ELC,ELHT,ELN,ELOA,ELTELVT,EN,ETAP, 00480000. 
5 F&H.FHI..E L.FEHT,FET.FETT.FEVTFEW.jfWH,FEWIFMFPETAP4 00490000 

































.4 [SN 0038 
- 1SN 0039 
ISN 0040 














7 [,RUSINDrU,INUDLRG,INOYL, INuETA, INDFIX,INCHULINDOPTINDOSW, 00510000 
8 1NDPOW, IND0rWP, INORDM, IPRINT 00520000 
COMON LTFIL,NCPP,,JGXPJUWE,PEiFPIQ,RHO,REALJ,IIPMk,RvRN 00530000 
COMMON SA,SA5,SA6,SA7,SFC,SHPA,SHPR,SHTSTE,SHTASIGMASSIGMAST,00540000 
1STHEJASTMAX,SVT, SVTE,SVTW,SW,SWETH,SWEXP,SWTT,SWWET,S2RHO C0550000 
COMMUN TTAF.TCBAR,THETA,TMAX,TMPTPROP,TK,ULF,VGASB,VGASR,VHL,V 00560000 
COMMON w,WBAL,wBALNT,WCC,WE,iEP,ES,FWFC,Fk,WFS,AW, 00570000 
1 WGSB,WHL,WIiT,wLG,WMC,WPAYL,WPC,WPDS,wPEI,WPHWPRBWPRGWPRP,WPSTROOS80000 
2,WRC,WRCA,WSC,.SCAWST, TM,.VT,WW,WPAYLO,WAC,hENV 00600000 
COMMON XLALB,XLB, XLBH,XLHL,XLK,XLW,YLS2,TOVW 00610000 
COMMON DMR,SIGMR,AF,BHPP,SEE 00610100 
NAMELIST /NORAG/ FEWH,FEHI,FEWI,FEH,FET,T,AMU,CXCOWI,,RHO,SA5.V 00620000 
NTLL=TCLN0.01 00630000 
IF(INDD)YL.HJ.2.OR.INODYL.EQ.4) GO TO 10 00640000 
IF (INDHUL.GT.1J GO TO 10 00650000 
FEWHO 00660000 
FEMI=tLUA UH (CLALPH*,AL R* 2+CDC*ALFR *2*ABS(ALFR)) 00670000 
FEWI=0. 00680000
 
GO TO 15 006000
 
10 IFtINDHUL.EQ.3) GO TO 17 00700000 
COW[=XLINTT UCLITBCDWICLW,NTCL,M) 00700100 
IF (M.NE.0) WRITE(6,10021 o070050 
FEWH=SA *CDWSW 00720000 



















1002 FORMAT(22X,34HTHIS ERROR IS IN THE CL,CDW[ TABLE) 00860000 
16 RETURN 00880000 
17 FEWI=0.0 00880100 
FEHI=SW*(CLALPH*ALFR**2+CDC*ALFR**Z*ABS(ALFR)) 00880200 
FEWH=0.0 00880300 





 SIZE OF PROGRAM 00041E HEXADECIMAL BYTES PAGE 003
 
NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG 
 TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE 
 ADD. NAME
H C R*4 N.R. TAG TYPE ADD.
M PA IQ4 000028 
 0 SF C R*4 000868
T S C R*4 OOO8EO V F R C R*4 N.R.
C R*4 000910. 
 W C R*4 N.R. AF
AR C R*4 N.R. OR C R*4 N.R.
C R*I N.R. 
 BS C R*4 N.R.
CV C k*4 N.R, CX S CB C R*4 N.R.
C R*4 000680 
 DH F C R*4 0006CA
FF C R*4 N.H. FM EN C R*4 N.R.
C R*4 N.R.
PI FP C R*4 N.R. HC
F C R*4 000864 C R*4 N.R.
RN C R*4 N.R. SA
SW F C R* C R*4 N.R. ST C
0008C8 TR R*4 N.R.
C R*4 N.R. 
 VC C R*4 N.R. VT
WE C R*4 N.R. F C R*4 000148
WF C R*4 N.R. WO C 
R*4 N.R.
WW C R*4 N.R. WS C R4 N.R.
C R*4 N.R.
BIP XC AMU SF C R*4 00064C BHT
C R*4 N.R. 4MR - R*4 C R*4 N.R.N.R. BVT
CCT C R44 C R*4 N.R. rCP C R*4
N.R. COC N..
F C R*4 OOICO CDV C 
R*4 N.R. CKF
CKW C R*4 N.R. CK1 C R*4 N.R.
C R 4 N.R. CLW FA C R*4
CTP C R*4 N.R. ELF C R*4 00068C CRT C R44 N.R.N.R, D04 
 C R*4 N.R.
ELC C R*4 N.R. DNR F C R*4 0009C8
ELF C R*4 
 N.R. ELN 
 C R*4 N.R.
ENP C R*4 N.R. EN F ELT C R*4 N.R.
C R*4 OOOIIC 
 FEH SF C R*4 0006EC FET SF
FOW C C R*4 0006FC
RE4 N.R. GLF C 
R1*4 N.H.
OWE C K*4 N.R. RHO F HES C R*4 N.R.
C R*4 00086C HOG C R*4SA5 RMI C R*4 N.R. ROD N.R.
F C R*4 000884 SA6 F C C R*4 N.R.
R*4 000888
SFC C R*4 N.. SIHT C 9*4 N.H. SAT F C R*4 00088C SEE C R*4 N.R.
SKT 
 C R4* N.R. SKI C
SK2 C R*4 N.R. SK3 R 4 N.R.
C R*4 N.R. SK4 C R*4 
 N.R. SK5
SK6 C R*4 N.R. SK7 C P*4 N.R.
C R*4 N.R. SK8 C
C. 14*4 N.PS R*4 N.R.-i TH C R*4 N.H. SVT C R44 SK9 C R*4 N.R.
N.R. TAF
TCR C R4 N.R. TCT C R*4 C R4 N.R.
N.R. TMP C R*4 
 N.R TOO C R*4 
 NR.
TVW 
 C R*4 N.R. ULF C R*4 
 N.R. VHL 
 C R*4 N.R.
VMO C R*4 N.H. WAG VIN C R*4 N.R.
C R*4 N.H. 
 WCC C R*4 N.R, WEP
O WES C R*4 N.R. WFC C R*4 - N.R.0 C R*4 N.R.
1WFS C R*4 N.R. WFW WFE C R*4 N.R. WFR
C R4*4 N.R. C R*4 N.R.
WHL C 
R*4 N.R.
WIG C R*4 N.H. WHT C R*4 N.R.
WMC J 
 *4 N.H. 
 P C R44 N.R. WPH C
WRC C R*4 N.H. WSC R*4 N.H.
C R*4 N.R. WST C R*4 
 N.R. WTM
WVA C R*4 N.R. WVT C R*4 N.R.
C R*4 N.R. 
 XLB C R*4 N.R. XLR
;I: NM C R*4 N.R.AlFR FA OO00C
ARVT C R*4 N.R. ARHT C R44
BHPA C R*4 N.R. BHPP C 1*4 N.R. N..
BHPR C R*4 N.R.
CDHT C 1*4 N.R. CVT 
 C R*4 N.R. COWI SF
CKHT C *4 N.H. R*4 O0FO CKFF C R*4 N.R.
NR. DAM'
DAM3 C R*4 N.R. DAM2 C
C R44 N.R. DAM4 C R*4 R*4 N.R.
N.R. DAM5 
 C R*4 N.R.
DRAG R*4 OOOOF4 DUMI C R*4 DELR C R*4 N.R.
N.R. DVOL
FIT C R*4 N.R. ElHT C R*4 C R*4 N.R. ELON C R*4 N.R.
NR8. EL OA F
EMLF C R*4 N.R. ETAP C ---- ElVT C R*4 N.R.R*4 N.R. ETAT C R*4 N.R.
FEM-IL C R*4 N.R. FEHI SF C R*4 O00OFO
FEHT C 
R*4 N.R. FEVT
FEWF SE C 144 000710 GAPI - Q C R*4 N.H. FEWH SF C 1*4 O07OCR*4 N.R. GAP2 .
 . *z3 N.H. GP3 
-C
G#P4 C k*4 N.H. GAP5 C R*4 R*4 N.A.
N.R. GAP6
HFIN C C R*4 N.R. GAP? C R*4
R*4 N.R. LTHL N.R.
C 1*4 N.R. NTCL SPA
IN C NH.R 1*4 OD00FS PEHF C H*4 N.R.REU C R*44  N.R. RMAXSHPR C R*4 N.R. $HPA C R*4C R*4 N.R. SHTE C R*4 N.R.N.R. SHTWSKAR C R*4 N.R. SKAC C R*4C R*4 N.K. N.R.
SKCC C R*4 
 N.R. SKFS 
 C R*4 N.H.
SKH C R*4 N.R. SKHT SKEW C 144 N.H. 
SKPA C R*4 N.R. SKLG C R4 N.R.R, MCC R*4 N.R. SKPH C R*4
C R*4 N.R. SKRC C 1*4 N.H. SKSC C 14 N.R.
SKTM 
 C R*4 N.R. SKVT C R*4 
 N.R. SKWP
SKi C C R*4 N.R. SKWW C R*4
R*4 N.R. N.R.
SKI C R*4 N.R. 
 C R*4 N.R.
SK(4 C R*4 N.R. SK15 C R4*4 N.R. 
SK12 SK13 C R*4 N.H.
SLMH C R*4 N.R. STPW C R*4 N.R.
 
PAGE 004 
SVTE C R*4 N.R. SVTW C R*4 N.K. SWTT C R*4 N.R. TBHil C R*4 N.k. 

















































WPEI C R*4 N.H. WPRB C R*4 N.R. WPRG C R*4 N.R. WPRP C R*4 N.R. 
WRCA C R*4 N.R. ASCA C R*4 N.R. XLBH C R*4 N.R. XLGO C R*4 N.R. 



































































































































SKSCA C R*4 N.M. SLMVT C R*4 N.R. STMAX C R*4 N.R. SWETH C R*4 N.R. 
SWEXP C R*4 N.R. SwWET C R*4 N.R. S2RHU C R*4 N.R. TICL1 PA C R*4 O001EO 































































































































ORGIND C 1*4 N.R. DSPLMT C R*4 N.R. DYLINO C R*4 N.R. ELHLOA C Ri*4 N.R. 
ELVLOA C R*4 N.R. ETAIND C R*4 N.R. ETAP4N C R*4 N.R. EXPDRG C K*4 N.M. 
FEDRAG C R*4 N.R. F-IXIND C R*4 N.R. GAMOlI C R*4 N.R. HULIND C R*4 N.R. 


















































































































WPAYLO C H*4 N.R. XTGTA2 C R*4 N.R. XTGTA4 C R*4 N.R. 
* *** COMMON INFOKMATION **** 
NAME OF COMMON BLOCK * * SIZE OF BLOCK 00090C HEXADECIMAL BYTES 
NAME TYPE REL. ADDR.
VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADOR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADDR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ACOR. VAR. 

R*4 . N.KK
DYLINO 	 K*4 N.R. DUGIND 

R*4 N.R. PRPIND R*4 N.R.
 
OPTIND 	 1*4 N.K. HULINO R*4 N.K. 
OSWIND 	 R*4 N.R. FIXINO R*4 N.R. RLMIND 

ETAIND .	 R*4 - N.R .. wO R*4, N.R. 	 XLBWO 1*4 N.R. XLRLA R*4 N.R. 
HMAXD R*4 N.M. " RHORHO 1*4 N.M.VGBOVH 	 R4*4 N.M. XLGD R*4 N.R. 

PAGE 005 
VMO R*4 N.K. EMLF R*4 N.R. CKL k*4 N.R. DELWF R*4 N.R. 
CKFF R*4 N.k. VDIVE R*4 N.k. H(, k*4 N.R. ROO R*4 N.R. 
TUO R*4 N.R. GAI R*4 N.k. SGTIND R*4 N.k. ELHLGA R44 N.R. 
ELVLOA R*4 N.R. GAP2 R*4 N.R. AR R*4 N.R. WS R*4 N.R. 
TCR R*4 N.R. TCT R4 N.R. SLM R*4 N.R. ARHT R*4 N.R. 
TCHT R4 N.R. VBARH .4N . SLMH R*4 N.R. ARVT R*4 N.R. 

























WVA R*4 N.R. DAMI R4 N.k. DAM2 R*4 N.R. BMR R4 N.R. 















































DA45 R*4 N.M. DLTAFE R*4 N.R. FEDRAG R*4 N.R. EXPORG R*4 N.R. 
CC R*4 00OIO JCLALPH *4 0001C4 CKVT 5*4 N.R. CKHT R*4 N.R. 
CKF R*4 N.R. CKW R*4 N.K. REL[ R4 N.R. TCLN R4 0OOIOC 
TBCL R4 O0OIEO TBCDWI R*4 000200 GAP4 k*4 N.R. WFE R*4 N.R. 






















SKTM R*4 N.R. SKRCA R*4 N.R. SKSCA k*4 N.R. SKMC R4 N.R. 
K-C _ _SMF5 LN.k RtBp N.3. SME).!Y2 R* N.H. 
SKGBI R4 N.R. SKGB2 R*4 N.K. SKBLNT (4 N.k. SKBAL R44 N.R. 
SKLG R4 N.R. SKWA R44 N.R. ELF R*4 N.R. RMI R*4 N.R. 
'-S1iP 5(4 N.K. 5 K -E.A4 N.H. 5 VT R*4 N.R. SKPRB 5(44 N.R. 
SKRSF R4 N.R. SKPH R*4 N.R. SKAMO R44 N.R. SKAR R4 N.R. 
00 SKPA k*4 N.R. SKVTAR R*4 N.R. SKPUS R*4 N.R. SKPDSZ 9*4 N.R. 
N NR SME -R- - * . SM PS *4A ,~.. 
SKi R4 N.R. SK2 R44 N.R. DK3 R4 N.R. DK4 R*4 N.R. 

























GAP5 R4 N.R. TOLIND R4 N.R. XTGTA2 R*4 N.R. TIN2 R44 N.R. 
CRSIN0 R*4 N.R. XTGTA4 R44 N.K. 'TIN4 k*4 N.R. VIN R4 N.R. 













































BHPR R*4 N.R. BHPSUP R*4 N.R° BHT R4 N.R. BLP R*4 N.R. 
BR R*4 N.R. 8$ Ri4.N. , BNT R*4 N.R, CBARF RE4...-. 
CBAMHT R*4 N.R. CBARVT R*4 N.R. CBARW R44 N.R. CCP R4 N.R. 

























CLDES R4 N.R. CB R*4 N.R. DELRTH R*4 N.R. DELTA K*4 N.R. 
DH R*4 0006C4 DSPIMT R*4 N.R. ELG R*4 N.R. ELHT R*4 N.R. 
ELN R*4 N.R. ELOA R*4 0006DB ELT R*4 N.R. ELVT R*4 N.R. 
PAGE 006 
EN R*4 N.R. ETAP 1*4 N.R. FEH R*4 0006EC FEHI R*4 , 00oFO 
FEHL R[4 N.K. FEHT R*4 N.K. FET K*4 O006FC FETUT R14 N.H. 
FEVT K*4 N.R. FEW R*4 N.R. FE:dI *R*4 00070C FEWI R*4 000710 
FM R*4 N.R. FP R*4 N.H. ETAP4 R*4 N.R. GAMOII R*4 N.H. 
GLF R*4 N.R. GMVDI R*4 N.R. H k*4 N.R. ICRUS [*4 N.R. 
INDCRU L*4 N.R. INDDRG 1*4 N.R. INDUYL 1*4 000828 INOETA 1*4 N.R. 
INDFIX 1*4 N. R. INDHUL 1 * 4 ood34 INDOPT 1*4 N.R. INDUSW 1*4 N.R. 
INDPOW 14 N.K. INDPRP 1*4 000844 INDKUM [4 N.R. IPRINT 1*4 N.R. 
LTHL 1*4 N.R. NOCPP 1*4 N.R. NJXPJ 1*4 - N.R. OWE R*4 N.R. 
PEHF - *4 N.R. PI R*4 000864 Q k*4 000868 RHO R*4 00086C 
REALJ R*4 N.R. RHPMR R*4 N.R. R R*4 N.R. RN R*4 N.R. 
SA R*4 N.R. SA5 R*4 000884 SAC, R*4 000888 SA7 R*4 00088C 
SC R*4 N.R. SHPA R*4 N.R. SHPR k*4 N.R. SHT R*4 N.R. 
SHTE 1*4 N.R. SHTW R*4 N.R. SIGMA R4 N.R. SSIGMA R*4 N.R. 
ST R*4 N.R. STHETA R*4 N.R. STMAX R*4 N.R. SVT R*4 N.R. 
SVTE R*4 N.R. SVTW R*4 N.R. SW R*4 0008C8 SWETH R*4 N.R. 
SWEXP R*4 N.R. SWTT R*4 N.R. SWWET R*4 N.R. S2RHO R*4 N.R. 
T R*4 OOu8EO TAF R*4 N.R. rCBAM R*4 N.R. THETA [.*4 N.R. 
TMAX P<*4 N.R. TMI R*4 N.k. TPROP R*4 N.R. TR R*4 N.K. 
ULF R*4 N.R. VGASO R*4 N.R. VGASR R4 N.R. VHL R*4 N.H. 
V R*4 000910 W R*4 N.R. WBAL R*4 N.R. WBALNT R*4 N.R. 
WCC [*4 N.R. WE R*4 N.R. WEP R*4 N.R. WES R*4 N.R. 
WF R*4 N.R. WFC R*4 N.R. WFR R*4 N.R. WFS R*4 N.R. 
WFw [*4 N.R. WGSB R*4 N.R. WHL R*4 N.R. WHT R*4 N.R. 
WLG R*4 N.k. WMC R*4 N.R. WPAYL R*4 N.R. WPC R*4 N.R. 
WPDS R*4 N.H. WPEI R*4 N.M. WPH R*4 N.R. WPR< R*4 N.R. 
j.3 WPgG R*4 N.R. WPHP R*4 N.R. WPSTR R*4 N.R. WRC R*4 N.R. 

























XLBH R*4 N.R. XLHL R*4 N.R. XL R*4 N.R. XLW R*4 N.R. 
YLS2 [*4 N.R. TOVW R*4 N.R. DMR [*4 0009C8 SIGMR f*4 N.R. 
AF R*4 N.R. BHPP R*4 N.R. SEE R*4 N.R. 
LABEL ADR LABEL ADOR LABEL ADUR LABEL ADDR PAGE 007
 
10 000280 12 000302 15 000342 16 OOO3AC
 
17 0003B4 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIN,OPT=02,LINECNT=54,SIZE=OOOK, 
*UPTIONS IN EFFECT* SOURCE,EBCDIC,NOLIST,NODECK.LOADMAPNOEDITID.NOXREF 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 54 ,PROGRAM SIZE = 1054 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
****** END OF COMPILATION ****** 107K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
-O
 
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 75.111/15.49.21 
SOURCF,EBCOIC,NOLIST,NODECKLOAU,MAPNOEDIT ,IDNOXREF 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE ENGSZ 00610000 
fit!"BERK-NltAMtL GSZ =0"20000 
C PAGE 1 'INPUT LPC 0001 THRU 0050 00030000 
ISN 0003 COMMON OPTIND ,HULIND ,DYLINO ,CRGIND ,OSWIND ,00040000 
Itix INW Rlflt-IIrTPRP IN- TAIETINtIY-I tL cwO * cGt,5OOOv 
2XLRLA ,VGBOVH ,XLGD ,HMAXO ,RHORHO ,VMO ,00060000 
3EMLF ,CK1 ,DELWF ,CKFF ,VOIVE .HOO ,00070000 
C 
5G4P2(6) 
PAGE 2 INPUT LOC 0051 THRU 0100 
00C90000 
00100000 
fl"4 O00 CUltON-,OI-----,-- ,,CiCK I000 ,FTIC -
IARHT ,TCHT ,VBARH ,SLMH ,ARVT ,TCVT ,00120000 













5XC ,XMR ,TVCMR ,VT ,CTSIGH ,TVW 00160000 
i i's uuu! tnMU ,E INY- - *ETP fTAPSNTT&rEtmm -----oflo~r~v 
ITB8AP4(5) ,GAP3 00180000 
C PAGE 3 INPUT LOC 0101 THRU 140 00190000 
lb 00D U , FETN ,ETA PC ----- 00o0zooooo 













C PAGE 4 INPUT LOC 141 THRU 200 WEIGHT DATA 00240000 
ISN 0007 COMMON 
-- K '-SS 




2SKSCA SKMC ,SKAC ,SKHL SKENVI SKENV2 ,00270000 8 
U, 3SKGB1 SKGB2 *SKBLNT ,SKBAL ISKLG SKWW 100280000 P 
-- ~- W-L" ,SSAF ISKTiT-S1K, T SK? R -5 0290000 














8SK7 SKS ,SK9 .SKO ,SKI1 SK12 *C0330000 
9SK13 ,SK14 ,SK1. ,PLIN ,GAP5f3) 00340000 
1 M E-A---"tN-T--:-C--1-THRU-300 00350000 
ISN 0008 COMMON TOLINO(5) ,XTGTA2(5) *TINZ(5) ,TWTW(5) ,PFET2(5) *0C360000 





INPUT LOC 301 THRU 400 
00390000 
00400000 




,TBCRP(5) ,TBSFC(8) ,TBPOW(8) ,GAP7(60) 00420000 
00430000 
U0l0 LUN r-GONrF'STALF-Dt-TAtFRT-AMU 00440000 
1 BHPA,BI-IPR,BHPSUP,BHTBLP,BR,BS,BVT, 00450000 
2 CSARF,CBARHT,CBARVT,C'BARW, CP,CCT,COV,CLW,CPIND,CPNUD,CPPAR,CPPROOC460000 
-,tPTOT-CT0C47CV- tCLY£t-8- G0470000 


























• N15N UUF 
I ISN 0038 



























LUMMONSr-SK-YASAT; FC';-SH-PA'AP[I--,-YR] bTW A,5SlLMA,blUU54UUUU 
LSTHETA,STMAX,SVTSVTESVTWSWSWETH,SWEXP,SWTTSWETS2RHO 00550000
 
COMMON TTAF,TCBAR,THETATMAX TMP,TPROPTR,ULF,VGASBVGASRVHLV 00560000
 
LO74-VOIW'-' ET,-WNENT-,CC7WE7,EIpWESTF'TwFC-WF-TP, IIPw, ua570Ou 
1 	 WGSBWHL,WHT,WLGWMC,WPAYLWPC,WPDS,WPEI,WPHMPRBWPRG,WPRPWPSTROO580000 
2,WRCWCApu O SC,WSCAtSTWTM,WVT,WW,WPAYLO,WAC,WENV 	 00600000l Xfl N-- Ab v KC97 lAt LLKALW,¥LbZUVW 	 UUbOLuuO0 
C(JMOPN DMR,SIGMk,AF,BHPP,SEE 00610100
 
NAMELIST /NENGSZ/ XLRXLHLE1,XLHZBB2,DALFRALFRLE2,CLW2 00620000
 
I LLW,bHPbLHP bMbHbFLhPI tslpKt IFKUv.IKUPI 	 iioiJODUu
 
















IflnNUYL.bI.ZL (U lU I uOl3IOOu
 
GO TO 2 	 00720000
 
1 ALFR=O. 00730000 
AL =XLRLA#XLALBX Lb WU* tUJ TU 0lOuu 
CLW=0.0 00750000 
IF (INDDYL.EQ.3) GO TO 2 00760000 
LLWL=Dbs 	 UOTTOODOu 





GO TO 8 00810000 
3 XLHI=WO-(XLBWO*WO) 00020000 




4 	 LEL=O 00870000 
IF( INLHUL.EQ.3) SPL=SW 00870100 
I t-7r-TNUHUL.LQ.,) uUpSPL=tLUA*0H HZOu 
[F(XLBNO.EQ..O) GO TO 10 00870300 
ALF[=0.08727 00880000 
b 	L ei-TL+1 Goa)u 
XLH2=Q*SPL4CCLALPH*ALFR*CDC*ALFR*ABS(ALFR)) 00900000 
IF (ABSC(XLH-XLHZ)/XLH).LT.O.01) GO TO 10 00910000 















t I' OV I ACF tAL=-LJMALF uO0=9 00 
ISN 0070 GO TO 5 01C00000 
ISN 0071 8'eF (INOOYL.GT.2) GO TO 9 01010000 
1 N OU13 bU TU L0 0U )i2t000u 
ISN 0074 9 CTP=4.0*XLR/(RHO*VT*2*PI*DMR**2*ENR) 01030000 
ISN 0015 AMU=1.688*V/VT 01040000 
ISFr-n GO -o-irT-- - 01050000 
ISN 0077 11 IF ([NDOYL.EQ.2) GO TO 12 01060000 
1SN 0079 XLK=XLRLA*LXLAL "XLB O*WO 01070000 
ISN 0081 CL.,=XLH/(Q*S) 01090000 
ISN 0082 CLOES=CLW 01C90100 
L~' vN .UuT --
ISN 0084 






GO TO 13 
iZ ALM-Wl T t-'-XLBWO) 
01123000 
0113 0 0 00 
ISN 0087 CLW=XLH/(Q*Sh) 01140000 
ISN Oo8 CLDES=CLW 01140100 
t 06 70B ALO -. 01150 000 
ISN 0090 13 IFINDHUL.EQ.3) GO TO 4 01150100 
ISN 0092 IF(XLBO.EQ.1.0) GO TO 17 01150200 
1~ib 0 v' t-'-v v 160000 
ISN 0095 ALFR=0.08727 01170000 
[SN 0096 14 LE2=LE2+1 01180000 









ISN 0103 DALFk=(B2/(BI-B2l*IDALFR 01230000 
-J [SN 0134 B=82 01240000 
-rI'sN 5 .u1250000 
ISN 0106 15 81=CLWZ-CLW 01260000 
ISN 0107 DALFR=O.17453 01270000 
01 B-MITO- AXL-FR- WUF-RIALFK 0t280000 
ISN 0109 GO TO 14 0129000 
ISN 0110 17 CALL ORAG(ALFk) 01303000 
14£ £,DEtStOfUt-tGTrtt ATSr0Ptt LAL 01301000" 
ISN 0113 IF (INODYL.GT.2) GO TO 20 01310000 
ISN 0115 IF 4INDETA.GT.O.) GO TO 18 01320000 
T-sI'f l reZ~ li 14 tei, 11330000 
[SN 0118 LTAP4=XLINT(TBEMb,TU8AP4,V,NETAP4,M) 01340000 
ISN 0119 IF(M.NE.O)WRITE(6,1001k 01350000 
ISN 0122 GO TO 21 01370000 
ISN 0123 18 BLP=XLINT(TBHZTBCRPIHH,5,N) 01380000 
I FU- rM__t_ TWne6-__o 01-3,9000. 
ISt 012a BLP=FACTR(BLP,HH, THETA, FF), 01400000 
1SN 0127 YLS2=1.0 01401000 
IS OiUn CTtO ol t0 00 
ISN 0129 ETA=0.85 01420000 
ISN 0130 TPROP=T 01430000 















































GO TO 19 

20 CALL ROTPOW 









1001 FORMAT(22X35HTHIS ERROR IS IN THE V-ETAP4 TABLE ) 
LUOZ rUKMAII2A hMIHji EKKUK 15 [N lHt M-PUBI lAdLt 3 
1003 FORMAT(22X,l ERROR , THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IN THE ENGINE 











































/ ENGSZ / SIZE OF PROGRAM 000922 HEXADECIMAL BYTES PAGE 005
 
NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADO. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. 



















Rl SF R*4 
R­
0OODC 
82 SF R*4 BODIED CB C R*4 N.R. CV C R*4 N.R. CX C 14*4 N.R. 
C Ir 4 06C4Oe1 - f -C--V N -;~tR. -- FFF-AtR-*4004-Bit 







SA C R*4 N.R. 
V C--t--*4-001 A-O 
ST 
VTF 
C R*4 N.R. 
C.Rt 4'---"0t4o SW E F C R*4 O008C8 . 
WF C R*4 N.R. WO F C R*4 000024 kS C R*4 N.R. NW1 C R*4 N.R. 
XC C R*4 N.R. AMU S C R*4 00064C BHT C R*4 N.R. BLP SFA C R*4 009660 
OK U K------t- N. I -- -*4NR. uu' m "-' N.tR. CCT------C--R*V N 
CDC F C R*4 OO01CO CDV C R*4 N.R. CKF C R*4 N.R. CKW C R*4 N.R. 
CK1 C 1*4 N.R. CLW SFA C R*4 00068C CRT C R*4 N.R. CTP S C R*4 0006A8 
uK3 U 14,.-'K.i. u-K C--R4----- 0M r ?4"C 9Cm, --------- EtLC C,. N--X -








N.j* * TA SF R*4 000IE8 "F------*-V ---NTR, * FEH rEt-t4* C R1*4 N.R. X--NwR. FET C R*4 N.R.TH400------C'- " -4-N; Rr-
LEI SF 1*4 O001EC LE2 SF 1*4 OOlFO OWE C R*4 N.R. RHO F C R*4 00086C 
RMI C R*4 N.R. ROD C R*4 N.R. SA5 C R*4 N.R. SAo C R*4 N.R. 
SMA 6U , R.-R. SE C R*4 - N .R-. S" Ft---- "--R -N RI 
SKT C 8*4 N.R. SKI C R*4 N.R. SK2 C R*4 N.R. SK3 C R*4 N.R. 
SK4 C R*4 N.R. SK5 C R*4 N.R. SK6 C R*4 N.R. SK7 C R*4 N.R. 
SA "I-------. .. N--R- M----------------. M. -S---S-------,-00F I 4-
STH C R*4 N.R. SVT C R*4 N.R. TAF C R*4 N.R. TCR C R*4 N.R. 
TCT C R1*4 N.R. IMP C R*4 N.R. TOO C R*4 N.R. TVW C R*4 N.R. 
tC14 N.K. V l .--­-- NK.Rv I C R'M- -- *4-frrRr--
OD Y.AC C R*4 N.R. WCC C R*4 N.R. WEP C R*4 N.R. WES C R*4 N.R. 
tD WFC C R*4 N.R. WFE C R4*4 N.R. WFR C R*4 N.R. WFS C R*4 N.R. 
-- U$WF*WC .*H---- -­lR*4 N Hl- C---R N7R- WLG - C- *4----N Rr-
WMC C R*4 N.R. PC C R*4 N.R. WPH C R*4 N.R. hRC C R*4 N.R. 
WSC C R*4 N.K. WST C R*4 N.R. WTM C R*4 N.R. WVA C R*4 N.R. 
-VJV I G K#'* N . A-- ----- CU K*47- N;R. A t-S-PA----R 4--0-00 I-PsxP-S0-tt8-8-fr 

























C 14*4 000654 
C- - R-*4-P.R; --
CKVT C R*4 N.R. CLW2 SFA R*4 000IFC DAMI C R*4 N.R. DAM2 C 9*4 N.R. 
DAM3 C R*4 N.R. DAM4 C R*4 N.R. DAM5 C R*4 N.R. DELR C R*4 N.R. 
UKAG, ?-r A: K t 000000U VOL C1 R - t.cN --­ *C n----... "i) 14 -r tr--" 
ELHT C 1*4 N.R. ELOA F C R*4 000608 ELVT C R*4 N.R. EMLF C R1*4 N.R. 
ETAP F C 9*4 0006E8 ETAT F C K1*4 000198 FEHI C R*4 N.R. FEHL C R*4 N.R. 
jI 14.R. EvF tT U C 4 N.- K R. F E-
GAPI. C R1*4 N.H. GAP2 C R*4 N.R. GAP3 C 1*4 N.R. GAP4 C R*4 N.R. 
GAP5 C R*4 N.R. GAP6 C R*4 N.R. GAP7 C R*4 N.R. HFIN C R*4 N.R. 
I t, SF --- 1 0"( U LI c. II-*tN* 4 TH "tiF- C .N.R. pP11% C ' t-r 
RELI C R*4 N.R. R-4AX C 14*4 N.R. SHPA C R*4 N.R. SHPR C R*4 N.R. 
SHTE C R*4 N.R. SHTW C R*4 N.R. SKAC C R*4 N.R. SKAR C R*4 N.R. 
SAC" U K.-t N.R. SF-- C--R4 --­ N-r - - 5K-- ------ C R*t-- S ---K-- ---R-*4- N. 
SKHT C R*4 N.R. SKLG C R*4 N.R. SKMC C R*4 N.R. SKPA C R*4 N.R. 
SKPH 
,:;,,vjT C R*4 CRl N.R. N.R. SKRC sK W'P C C R*4 R*4F N.R. N. R. SKSC SKWN ----- C R*4 ER-- N.H. N.; . SKTM SKtO C e R*4 R*K4 N.R. N.R.. 
PAGE 006 
SK15 C R*4 N.H. SLMH 
 C R*4 N.R. STPW C R*4
SVTW C R*4 NR. SVTE C R*4 N.R.N.R. SVITT C R*4 N.R. TBHI C R*4 
 N.R. TBH2 FA 
 C R*4 000428
 
TINY C RV4 N.R. TIN2 
 C R*4 N.R. TIN4 C R*4 
 N.R. TNAX 
 C R*4 4.R.
TUVW C R*4 N.R. TWTW C 
R*4 N.R. WBAL 
 C R*4 N.R. WENV C R*4 N.R.WFUL~~~~~~7 ~SNH
WPRB C R*4 N.R. JPRG C C R*4 * nN.R.r--q ~ ---- UKrN~ g ~t-wrWPRP C R*4 N.R. WRCA L K~t N.H.WSCA C R*4 N.R. C R*4 N.R.XLBH C R*4 N.R. 
 XLGD C R*4 N.R. XLHL
XLIIL StA RK'4 UUU-U- C R*4 N.R.
' - K'4UUO"C O L-uL U Kb N.H. AiitI 3iA U K l OUltA-ATMLS SF XF R*4 000000 BHPPI SF R*4 
 000208 C6ARF C 
 R*4 N.R. CBARW
CLOES SF C R*4 000684 CLEYE C R*4 C R*4 N.R.
N.R. CPIND 
 C R*4 N.R. CPNUD C R*4 N.R.
K=4 N.PAKN. U K N.K.
DELTA C R*4 
M 1 K r ' R, uPPH[UAVrK M- UUUvcbPlI 8X'N.R. DELTH 
 C R*4 N.R. OELWF C R*4 N.R. DEL14P CDSWET C R*4 N.R. R*4 N.R.frIAP 2 U R 4 N. ELUGA C R*4. lT rP '. Si U N.R. ENGSZtW4 UU .4 1-A C- t R*4 000210 ENPCRAt KJU' UUUU C R*4R N.R.
i-T O U R f l; 
GMDD1 C R*4 N.R. HMAX C R*4 N.R. ICkUS C 1*4
NOXPJ C 1*4 N.R. NOCPP C 1*4 N.R.
N.R. PFET2 
 C R*4 N.R. R2ALJ C R*4 
 N.R. RHPMR F C R*4 000874

-SYG; A ------ C-N.83 G R ~ .. S4A~L LSKGBI C R*4 N.R. SKG82 C R*4 K*' N. K7L f- K-I N.K.N.R. SKPCS 
 C R*4 N.R. SKPEI
SKPES C R*4 C R*4 N.R.
N.R. SKPRB C 

SKS'A --C R N.H. 
R*4 N.R. SKRBF C R*4 N.R. SKRCA C R*4 N.R.SL VI U K'N7.K TI STAx C K* N.H. 4ETHSWEXP C f K4 N.H.R*4 N.R. SWWET C R*4 N.R. 
 S2RHO C R*4 
 N.R. TBCLI
TBCRP FA C R*4 OD04FC C R*4 N.R.
TBEM5 FA C R*4 000164 TBPOW C R*4 N.R. TBSFC C R*4 N.R.
 
VBARH 
 .C R44 N.R. VBARV C R*4 
 N.R. VDIVE C R*4 N.R.

- .% VGASR C R*4 N.R. VGASB C R*4 N.R.WPAYL C R*4 
 N.R. hPSTR 

-------
-F R--4 uutjgNp AXLi t- K 4 C R*4 N.R. XLALB F C R* 0009A8At UUUu XLRLA F , K* UUUUZ A'F-- H-0U O -40-'­0 lpsup C 
M*4 N.R. CAARHT 
 C R*4 N.R. CBARVT C R*4 
 N.R. CBYLOA
CLALPH F C R*4 OOOlC4 CRSIND C R*4 C R*4 N.R.
N.R. CTSIGH 
 C R*4 N.R. CYCPRL C R* N.R.

--UELFCK ----
 III t-H LDELWST C R*4 U * R----DEEP[7----N.R. OLSh4SH --.XV -- W.N7RrC R*4 N.R. OLTAFE C R*4 
 N.R. OLVLHL
DRGIND C R*4 N.R.
C R*4 N.R. DSPLMT C R*4 
 N.R. DYLIND 
 C R* N.R. ELHLOA
ELV"LU'A I. KM C R*4 N.R.N.H. kIAiNU L R N.H.
FEDRAG IP'N I- U K UUUIbU IXIPUKU U H" N.H.
C R*4 N.R. FIXIND C R*4 N.R.

IBCOM# F XF 1*4 OC000 GAMDI C R*4 N.R. HULIND C RM4 N.H.
INUCRU C 
 1*4 N.R. INDDRG 
 C 1*4 N.R. INODYL C 1*4 000828
 
INDOSW 
 C 1*4 N.R. INOPUW C 1*4 
 N.R. INDPRPIPRINT C 1*4 C [*4 N.R. INORD C 1*4 N.R.N.R. NENGSZ 000001 NETAP4 SFA 
 1*4 000214 OPTIN6 C 
R*4 N.R.
0USMND C-7K .. HNJ L K*4 N..KMfIChROTPOW SF XF R*4 000000 SGTIND C .H.KtOR FiU--- R'WCIC-.RTR* N.R. SKBLKT 
 C R* N.R. SKENVi C R*4
SKENV2 C N.R.
R*4 N.R. SKPDSZ 
 C R*4 N.R. SKVTAR C R* 
 N.R. SSIGMA
SIH"A C R* N.R.
C Hp'. N.[. IbLUWI U H- N. I-bXP tA K UTHRUST SF XF R*4 000000 TOLIND C I MTT.- KR*4 N.R. TPROPI S A R*4 000218 VGBOVH C R*4WBALNT C R*4 N.R.
N.R. WPAYLO C R*4 N.R. XTGTA2 C R N.R. 
 XTGTA4 C R*4 N.R.
 
***** COMMON INFORMATION ***c* 




































































































































































































































DELWP R*4 N.R. 
SKSC R*4 N.R. 
SKENVI R*4 N.R. 
SKBLNT R*4 N°R. 
L------4--'----;R7. 
SKVT R*4 N.R. 
























































































--R* - ;. 





















































































LPNU K=tt N.K. LPPAR Kt4 N.R. LPFKU 8'.4 N. . TU *X4 N.K. 
CRT R*4 N.k. CTP R*4 0006A8 CV R*4 N.R. CX R*4 N.R. 

























EN R*4 N.R. ETAP R*4 0006E8 FEH R*4 N.R. FEHI R*4 N.R. 
I-EtML K~'4 N.K. r-ti K44 N.K. Fhl K 't N.M. rtIuI Kg'. N.K. 

















































INUPUW L4 N.K. LNUPHP 1E4 N.K. INURUM 144 N.K. IPKINI I=% N.K. 
LTHL 1*4 N.R. NOCPP 1*4 N.R." NOXPJ 1*4 N.R. OWE R*4 N.R. 
PEHF R*4 N.R. PI R*4 000864 Q R*4 000868 RHO R*4 00086C 
RLALJ ,K4 N.K. KHPMR K4 UUUBI4 K K44 N.K. ,KN K* N;K. 
SA R*4 N.R. SA5 R*4 N.R. SA6 R*4 N.R. SA7 R 4 N.R. 
SFC. R*4 N.R. SHPA R*4 N.R. SHPR R*4 N.R. SHT R*4 N.R. 
MSlL k44 N.R. HIW K 4 N.K. ,IMA K*' N.K. SSLUMA K". N.K. 
ST R*4 N.R. STHETA R*4 N.R. STMAX R*4 N.R. SVT R*4 N.R. 
SVTE R*4 N.R. SVTW R*4 N.R. SW R*4 0008C8. SWETH R*4 N.R. 
SWlXP KH4 N.K. bWil K*4 N.K. SWWbi K# N.K. bZKHU KR* N.K. 
T R*4 OO08EO TAF R*4 N.R. TCBAR R*4 N.R. THETA R*4 OOOSEC 
TMAX R*4 N.R. TMP R*4 N.R. TPRCP R*4 OO08F8 ..TR R*4 N.R. 
ULt K*4 N.K. VGA513 K4 N.K. ViA4K K#4 N.K. VHL Kq4 N.K. 
V R*4 000910 W R*4 N.R. WBAL R*4 N.R. WBALNT R*4 N.R. 

























WLG R*4 N.R. WMC .R*4 N.R. WPAYL R*4 N.R. WPC R*4 N.R. 
HPDS K*4 N.K. WPtI K4 N.H. H K 4 N.K. WPBV K'4 N.K. 
WPRG R*4 N.R. WPRP R*4 N.R. WPSTR R*4 N.R. WRC R*4 N.R. 
WRCA R*4 N.R. WSC R*4 N.R. WSCA R*4 N.R. WST R*4 N.R. 
HTM RVZ N.K. WVl K*4 N.R. WW K*4 N.M. tpAYLU KS* N.K. 
WAG R*4 N.R. WENV R*4 N.R. XLALB R*4 0009A8 XLB R*4 N.R. 
XLBH R*4 N.R. XLHL R*4 N.R. XLR R*4 0009B8 XLW R*4 N.R. 
YLSZ K*" UC&JuU iUVW K4 N.R. MRK K*4 UUU9Ld bI(MK K*. N.K. 
AF R*4 N.R. BHPP R*4 000904 SEE R*4 N.R. 
































o 0 0vvvo 
20 000888 
21 O008AO 22 ODOFE 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIN,OPT=02,LINECNT=54tSEZE=OOOOK, 
UIJINb IN ttrtJLI- ZUKLtIU~ I 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 152 ,PROGRAM SIZE = 2338 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 


















1 JAN 73 	 0S/360 FORTRAN H 





FLNCTICN FACTR (STAR, FH,THETA,FF) 






























FACTR / SIZE OF PRCGRAM 000126 HEXADECIMAL BYTES PAGE 002
 
NAME TAG T'tPE ADO tARE TAG TYPE ACD. NJAME TAG" TYPE ACO. NAME TAG TYPE ADC.-
FF F R*4 000088 Hh F R*4 0OC8C STAR F R*4 00090 FACTR S R'4 0C0094 
THETA F R*4 C0OCSS 1FESTD SF R'4 OOb9C 
*CPTIOS IN EFFECT* KAME: MAIN,CFT=C2,LItECNT=54,SIZE=OOCOK, 
*CPTI0NS IN EFFECT* SOURCE,EBCCIC,NCLISICDECRK,LOADMAPNOEDTI D,NOXREF 
*STATISTICS* SCLRCE STATEWE1TS = 7 ,FSOCPAM SIZE = 294 
*STATISTICS* NC CIAGNCSTICS GENERATED 
4***** END CF CCrPILATIC *LZ*** 23K BYTES (F CORE NOT USED 
-Wi-) 
It V 
- -  
LEVEL 21.7 	( JAN 73 3 0S/360 FORTRAN H DATE 





ISN 	 T t02 

00030000
PAGE I INPUT LOG 0001 THRU 0050
C 

ISN 0003 CUMON OPTIND ,HULIND ,DYLINO ,DRGIND ,OSWINU ,OOC40090 
it LA INU K nPR PNU---7ETAN tTS-- -TEg U n ,hO50U,UrN 

2XLRLA ,VGBOVH ,XLGO ,HMAXD ,RHJRHO ,VMO ,OOG60000
 
3EMLF ,CKI ,OELWF ,CKFF ,VDIVE ,HOO ,00070000
 U O






C PAGE 2 INPUT LOC 0051 THRU 0100 
 00100000
 
'ILK 	 * ILl ILM ,UOTTOOUUISN UU04 LU!IMUN AR ,WS 
IARHT 	 ,TCHT ,VBARH ,SLMH ,ARVT ,TCVT ,00-120000
 
,SLMVT ,ELON ,ELDT ,ELDOA ,DLSWSH ,00130000
2VBARV 

6USWEt 	 ,ULVLHL ,LVUL ,LBYLUA INK 
 WVA T0VUT400 u 
4DAMI ,DAM2 ,BMR ,DAM3 ,CLEYE ,THETMR ,00150000 
5XC *XMR ,TVCMR PVT ,CTSIGH ,TVw 00163000 




C PAGE 3 INPUT LOC 0101 THRU 140 

UAM4 , P ,ETAT- G V -uOO2DO
ISN UUU5 LThI N 
IATNIY ,CDVT ,CDHT OAM5 ,CLTAFE ,FEODRAG .00210000 
2EXPDRG ,CDC ,CLALPH ,CKVT ,CKHT ,CKF .00220000 
'CK ,kCL ,WE~fl5 TC --- ,rWCVITB') B CITWTGA74Tr FW3 03 Uu 
C PAGE 	4 INPUT LOC 141 THRU 200 WEIGHT DATA 00240000 
COMMON WFE ,WFUL ,DELWFC ,CELWP ,DELWST ,00250000ISN 0006 

,SKHL SKENVI ,SKENV2 	 ,00270000ZSKSCA 	 ,SKMC ,SKAC 
ko 	 3SKGB1 ,SKGB2 ,SKBLNT ,SKBAL SKLG ,SKWW .00280000 
SKPA ,SKVTAR :00300000
5SKRBF 	 ,SKPH ,SKAMU ,SKAR 

6SKPDS 	 ,SKPDSZ ,SKT ,SKFS SKPEI ,SKPES .003L0000
 
ISKI 	 ,SKZ ,fKi *uF' ,KM Sb ,00320011 
aSK7 ,SK8 ,SK9 	 ,SK10 SKLI ,SK12 ,C0330000
 
,PLIN GAPS(3) 00340000
9SK13 ,SKI4 ,SKI5 
PArE-5-rNU LUlUnTHrr----­3a -035003 
ISN 0007 COMMON TOLIND(5) ,XTGTA2(5) ,TIN2(5) ,TWTW(5) ,PFET2(5) ,OC360000 
,VIN(5) 00370000IDELTHt5) ISTH(5) ,CRSIND(5) ,XTGTA4(5) ,TIN4(5)

,UtLWPVL[flS, ,-uu--ZULLRtb1 	 ,F(MAXTJ7DUEFCRrT--N'LHLDJ I~fl 3BoflOu 
3HFIN(5) 	 ,GAPb(10) 00390000
 
00400000
C PAGE 	6 INPUT LOC 301 THRU 400 
Z + *Iumit±L ,uu410DflU 
ITBTO(5) ,TBH2(5) ,TBCRP(5) ,TBSFC(8) ,TBPOW(8) ,GAP7(60) 00420000 




ISN O009 LUMMUN ALtUS,ALtULALt-R, a0U
 






3,L rTT CRTTCI;T,uvuxuE-S ub, 	 uUW'T00ou
 











11LKuS'r0C1I NOF- RG-rNI l-rT-r-IPPutr4I-NCJLTIPN DcPTtw)S-T----00S40000 
8 INDPOWINDPRPINDKDMiPRINT C0520000 
ISN 0011 COMMON LTHL,NOCPP,NOXPJ,UW'5,PEHF,PI,QRHO,REALJ,RHPMRkRN 0530000 




ISN 0013 COMMON TTAFTCBAR,THETA,TMAX,TMP ,TPROP TR,ULFVGASB,VGASR VHLV 00560000
 







ISN 0016 COMMON DMR,SIGSIR,AFBHPPSEE C0600001 
[SN 00L7 NAMELIST /NLIFT/ XLBXLHLXLRXLWALFRLAILBILDIXLHRW, 00610000 
---------------- I &4t-ALris, N,LLUO 2OOOO 
2W,XLHkW4,BlD 00620100 
[SN OOd 
---- $-rN OUzv 
CLW=O.O 
Jl - XiGTI" '-IC-V$ 00620200 001630"o0 
ISN 0020 IF(TOT.EQ.1.01 XLB=XLBWO*WO 00630100 
ISt 0022 IF(TOT.NE.I.0J XLB=(.076474*(TOT-L.)/I.076474-XLGD)+l.4*XLBWO*WO 00640000 
------ 02-C9rt~r- 10650000 
ISN 00Z5 IF (INDUYL.EO.2.OR.INUYL.EQ.4 GO TO 30 00650001 
1SN 0027 IF(XLHkW.L.0.) GO TO 23 00650100 
[SN 001 30 IF (INOL)YL.EQ.2.OR.INDOYL.EQ.4) GO TO 10 0C60000 
ISN 0033 IF (INDOYL.NE.I.) GO TO 22 00670000 
1TSrOO03, LtIyTG 00680000 
ISN 0036 ALFR=0.08727 00690000 
_ [SN 0037 
t 
7 LDJ=LD1l1 






(ABSU(XLHRW-XLHRW3)/XLHRW).LT.O.01) GO TO 8 




ISN 0044 82=XLHRtl3-XLHRW 00740000 
ISN 0045 DALFR=(82/(BI-d2) *DALFR 00750000 










0 0 0 
ISN 0050 6 ALFR=ALFR+DALFR 00800000 
ISN 0051 GO TO 7 00810000 
T ;UOUL d ATr -XC$-W 00-820000 
LSN 0053 XLlk=O. ' 00830000 
ISN 0054 XLd=0. 00840000 
,u su 21TOOS5t± 
" 
00850000 
ISN 0056 10 IF (INDHUL.GT.I) GO TO 20 00860000 
ISN 0058 XLHRWP=XLHRW 00870000 
4 N ulSV X'L'- O. 008800-, 
[SN 0060 IF (INDDYL.EQ.2) GO TO 11 00890000 
ISN 0062 XLHRWP=XLHRW*(l.-XLRLA) OoO00OO 
i bNiO0 X LWEALHM COSO00 
[SN 0064 11 LBI=0 00920000 
ISN 0065 ALFR=O.08727 G030000 
LSI Uob ± LD =LbLr1-00I 
PAGE 003
 




1LFDES)) C0950001TSN UUU 11- Ab tALHKW-XLIKWZJ/XLHKWPJ.LI.U.ULD (UU 10 Ll UUv6UUU 
ISN 0072 IF (LBL.LT.2) GO TO 13 00570000 
ISN 0074 B1b=B1 OS70100 
-- y '0-0O/i5 Be=XLHKWZ-XLHKWP uO"9zUuo 
ISN 0076 DALFR=(B2/(BI-B2)U*DALFR 00990000 
[SN 0077 81B=2 OIC00000 
[Sri 0078 GO Tu-I4 U=orO&Ou 
[SN 0079 13 B1=XLHRW2-XLHRWP 01020000 
ISN 0080 DALFR=0.17453 01030000 
ISN 001 --- A'F----hR+UALFK UL[4"Uo 
ISN 0082 GO TO 12 01050000
 
ISN 0083 15 XLHL=*ELOA*DH*(CLALPH*ALFR+CDC*ALFR*ABS(ALFR)) 01060000
 
iSN U04 XLW=XLHR,--XL KL- UrruuU0
 
ISN O~b5 CL%=XLW/(Q*SW) 01C70100
 
IS. 0086 GO TO 21 01080300
 
20 XLHKfl=XLHRW ULCUOu 
ISN 0088 XLHL=XLHRW 01100000 
ISN 0089 XLR=O.O 01110000 
[SN xf=o=.090 UtiZO 
ISN 0091 IF (INDOYL.EQ.2) GO TO 16 01130000 
ISN 0093 XLHP=XLHRWNt(f-XLRLA) 01140000 
- TSFN0094 XLHL=XUfRWFP ufl5oU 
ISN 0095 XLR=XLRLA*XLHRW 01160000
 
"] ISN 0096 16 IF (INUHUL.EQ.3) GO TO 28 01160100
 
1 - S1-089 LAI = 0 u"-TTOOOu
 
CO 	 ISN 0099 ALFR=0.08727 01180000 
ISN 0100 17 LAI=LAI+1 01190000 
1S0oli [F-T"XHRW.L.0.I GO IU Z oii9u1100 
[SN 0103 IF(W.LT.O.O GO TO 23 01190203 
ISN 0105 XLHRwI=Q*SW*(CLALPH*ALFR+COC*ALFR*ABS(ALFR)) 01200000 
15N 0106 [F (ABS(XLHRWP-XLHKWLI/XLHIWPI.Lt°U.LiJ GU 10 &j u'2TlObU 
ISN 0108 IF (LAI.LT.2) GO TO 18 01220000 
ISN 0110 BC=B1 01220100
 
1SN 0fTl 82---X-i-XLHRWP u123000o
 
ISN 0112 OALFR=(82/(8I-B2)}*DALFR 01240000
 
ISN 0113 81=82 
 01250000 
I 01 4 GO TU 19 Uof09O00 
ISN 0115 28 LEL=O 012o0100 
ISN 0116 IF(XLHRW.EQ.0.) GO TO 23 01260110 
II It-cW.LIO.oj 00 1u Z3 0260120 
ISN 0120 ALFR=0.08727 01260200 
[SN 0121 26 LEI=LEI+l 01260300 
[SN OtZZ XLHA ( A3 L U1(-HF 
ISN 0123 IF (ABS[{XLHRW-XLHRW4)/XLHRW).LT.O.01) GO TO 27 01260500 




ISN 0128 BID=81 01260800
 
ISN 0129 DALFf =(B2/(B-B2))*DALFR 01260900
 
ISN 0130 b1=62 
 ULZbluu
 
1is; Ui 1 u iu d 

ISN 0132 24 81=XLHRW4-XLHRW 

1SN 0133 UALFR=(.17453
L ,N Vlj 425 AL I--- F-"ALr 
ISN 0135 GO TO 26 
ISN 0136 27 00 TO 21 
TST 0138 ±W X"1 RW -hkiP 
[SN 0138 DALFK=0.17453 

ISN 0139 19 ALFR=ALFR+DALFR 

,N ulWv uu Ih 7 





ISN 0144 IF( INDHUL.EU.I) CLW=XLW/(Q*SW)

ISN 0146 RETURN 

i i)N Ul(? a- AL-U-. 




*,N 0150 ------- A 
ISN 0151 RN=XLR/XLHRW 

ISN 0152 RETURN 

ISN 0154 XLHL=O.0 

[SN 0155 RN=O. 
±Z I 0-13t -- -- - --- x bu. 
ISN 0157 XLR=O. 













































LIFT / SIZE OF PROGRAM 300816 HEXADECIMAL BYTES PAGE 005
 
NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG - TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADD.' 
H C R*4 N.R. Q F C R*4 000868 R C R*4 N.R. T C R*4 N.R. 
v K~'. N. K. w tr G. 17,4cTDO9f At- C- K N.K. AK I. K9l IN. K. 
SR C R'4 N.R. BS C R*4 N.H. B1 SF R*4 O000BC 2 SF R*4 O000CO 
CB C R*4 N.R. CV C R*4 N.R. CX C R*4 N.R. OH F C R*4 0006C4 
G K1 N$ g.r t---­ R*4f . K. I L K '1 K -----
HC C R*4 N.H. PI F C R*4 000864 RN S C R*4 00087C SA C R*4 N.R. 
ST C R*4 N.R. SW F C R*4 0008C8 TR C R*4 N.R. VC C R*4 N.R. 
v I t. 6 K"' UUUI'tb Wt:m~s I, ISV' wu4 r 6CK.r.' fo~zq 
WS C R*4 N.R. WW C R*4 N.R. XC C R*4 N.R. AMU C R*4 N.R. 
BHT C R*4 N.R. BLP C R*4 N.R. BMM C R*4 N.R. BVT C R*4 N.R. 
BIA b RK'4 upUflfl ----­ bib S H*'VDuOuu(, R#t.S'4 UUUUL6 bLU 9194-OUDUU 
CCP C R*4 N.R. CCT C R*4 N.H. CDC F C R*4 OC01O COV C R*4 N.R. 
CKF C R*4 N.H. CKW C R*4 N.R. CKI C R*4 N.R. CLW S C R*4 00068C 
CKT L Kb N.H. LIP S C KL UOflAp UKC L K* N.H. UK, C H H.-
DMR F C R*4 0009C8 ELC C R*4 N.R. ELF C R*4 N.R. ELN C R*4 N.R. 
ELT C M*4 N.H. ENP C R*4 N.H. ENR F C R*4 00011C FEH C R*4 N.R. 
kfrEI CI; 44 N.H. CE K*,. R. ULF C H NW..H MtS R 4-hTR -
HO0 C R*4 N.H. LAI SF 1*4 00OOD4 LBI SF 1*4 000008 LDI SF 1*4 O000C 
LEI SF 1*4 OOOOEO OWE C R*4 N.H. RFO F C R*4 00086C RMI C R*4 N.R. 
HLUD C H*4 N.H. S).5 C K44t N.K. S)AO IUK4 KK b 1~ U R 4C 
SEE C R*4 N.R. SFC C R*4 N.R. SHT C R*4 N.R. SKT C R*4 NoR. 
SKI C R*4 N.R. SK2 C R*4 N.R. SK3 C R*4 N.R. SK4 C RM4 N.M. 
SK9 C R*4 N.R. SLM C R*4 N.M. STH C R*4 N.R. SVT C R*4 N.R. 
TAF C k*4 N.R. TCR C R4 N.R. TCT C R*4 N.R. TMP C R*4 N.R. 
'T IU 1U X N.H. IUI blt KV4U UE---OWC4-----~ L (K.H lLrI-CR U 
0 VHL C RMM N.R. VIN C R*4 N.P. VMG C R*4 N.R. WAC C R*4 N.R. 
0 wCC C R*4 N.R. WEP C R*4 N.R. WES C R*4 N.R. WFC C R*4 N.R. 
W FEC .. W~ *4~t ~ S IK 44 N.K. hFW------
WHL C R*4 N.R. WHT C R*4 N.R. WLG C R4 N.R. WMC C R*4 N.R. 
WPC C R4 N.R. WPH C R*4 N.R. WRC C R*4 N.R. WSC C R*4 N.R. 
W I L KV4 N.K. WM ---- NR- WVA L K*4 N.H. WVI U I 4 N.K. 
XLS SF C R4 OO09AC XLR SF C R4 000988 XLW SF C R*4 00098C XMR C R*4 N.R. 
ALFR SFA C R*4 000648 ARHT C R4 N.R. ARVT C R4 N.R. BHPA C R4 N.R. 
U K4'tN 7BT1VH L K*; N.K. -C7Dr C.~ ~ ~ U~c rc r 
CKFF C R*4 N.R. CKHT C R*4 N.R. CKVT C R*4 N.R. DAMI C R*4 N.R. 
DAM2 C R* N.R. DAM3 C R N.R. DAM4 C t*4 N.R. DAM5 C R4 N.R. 
DL-LR C; 1<4 N.H. UVDc L K~ h RW.E E D C7 R4W H ET- -fv -N-.-R. 
ELHT C f*4 N.R. ELOA F C R*4 0OOO 8 ELVT C R*4 N.R. EMLF C R4 N.R. 
ETAP C R*4 N.R. ETAT C k*4 N.R. FEHI C R*4 N.R. FEHL C R*4 N.H. 
FC:H <4 N.H. tv I U, 4 N-I. rfl-R i.K-N..UIQ tS 
GAPI C R4 N.H. GAP2 C R*4 N.R. GAP3 C R*4 N.R. GAP4 C RM4 N.M. 
GAPS C R*4 N.R. GAP6 C R*4 N.H. GAP7 C R*4 N.R. HFIN C RM4 N.R. 
LIP1144 UUUUt LIL L It" N.R. P 1ht-I R*'t N.H. ,'UTN R*4 
KELL C R4 N.M. RMAX C R* N.H. SHPA C R*4 N.R. SHPR C R*4 N.R. 






C R*4 N.R. 
















S&HT C R N.R. SKLG C R*4 N.R. SKMC C R*4 N.R. SKPA C R*4 N.R. 
&KPH C MM4 N.R. SKC C R*4 N.R. SKSC C R*4 N.R. SKTM C R*4 N.R. 




U K' K.R--q KtZ -- --	 tU *4 lq#NflTtSK ----- CSK'IT£ -----
 C R*4 	 N.R.SKI5 	 C R*4 N.R. SLMH C R*4 N.A. STPW C R*4' N.R.. SVTE 
SVTW C R*4 N.R. SWTT C R*4 N.R. TBHI C R*4 N.A. TBH2 C R*4 N.R. 
I Ul C R" I,. P,. TCHT - U P tc . f-t.ni'T- N. R.N-.-- rC-t----
N.R. TMAX C R*4 N.R.
TINZ C R*4 N.R. TIN4 C R*4
TINY 	 C R*4 N.R. 

N.R. WENV C R*4 N.R.
TOVW 	 C R*4 N.R. TWTW C R*4 N.A. WBAL C R*4 
UWU Kr'It IN.KR. wGSB CR#4 K'.'S -T K7 - VR0St*4* PlE r P't 
N.R. WPRG C R#4 N.A. WPRP C R*4 N.M. WRCA C R*4 N.R.
WPRB C R*4 
,. WSCA C R'4 N.R. XLBHI C R*4 N.A. XLGD F 	 C R*4 000034 XLHL SF C R*4 0009B4
 
L U KtNTR7D1TE)L,, N. .	 -- ZflWN"R ATMi. t. .K,-j.Rr C W-Akfrt-tCtR 
C R*4 	 N.A. CPIND C R*4 N.R.
CBARW C R*4 N.R. CLOES C R*4 N.A. CLEYE 

C R*4 	 N.A. CPTOT C R*4 N.R.
CPNUD C R*4 N.R. CPPAR C R*4 N.R. CPPRG 	 4
 
tR, -c C4-	 rDttvP t&*LWP-K K ' UUtu u a 	 N-1. -Th H - NRNoR.---W--1 
 C R*4 	 N.R.ELWP C g*4 N.R. USWET C [*4 N.A. ELU(A C R*4 N.R. ENPCR 
2TAP2 C R*4 N.R. ETAP4 C R*4 N.R. FETOT C R*4 N.R. GMOD C R*4 N.R. 
0 A~" IN. K . 81c- I t-F--t-t---------------- 0 d-,Ot N0CPP Pt1 R-
PFET2 C R*4 N.R. REALJ C 	 R*4 N.R. RHPMR C R*4 N.R. 
R*4 N.R. SKRAL C R*4 N.R.
NOXPJ C 1#4 N.R. 

S I GMI.A C R*4 N.R. SIGMR C R*4 N.R. SKAMD C 
ZKa-' K I'.K.- --- W-KGZ ---- r.WS*Tt--r . SKP U---rN-RS P!U -C R*4 	 N.R. SKRCA C [*4 N.R.SKPES C R*4 N.A. SKPRB C 	 R*4 N.A. SKMBF STMAX C R*4 N.R. SWETH C R*4 N.A.SKSCA C R'*4 N.R. SLMVT C R*4 N.R. 

SwEr L. K"t IN.K. S *-- K-.-- -. S2R Hu 6Ktl BTC ti CA~J R
 
TBPOW C R(*4 N.R. TBSFC C 	R*4 N.R.TCRP C R*4 N.R. TBEM5 C R*4 N.A. 

TC8AR C R*4 N.A. THETA C R*4 N.R. 
 TPXGP C R*4 N.R. TVCMR C R*4 N.A. 
- ---- v3,AR ------- hR~ B-AR V-t(* L,. V r, ----- tn - --. VGA S ----C-*4Nl(. 
WPSTR C R*4 N.R. XLALB C R*4 N.R. 
XLRLA F C R*4 00002C ALFOES F C R*4 000640
VGASR C R*4 N.R. WPAYL C 	R*4 N.A. 

.. j XL8WO F C R(4 000028 XLHRW SFA R*4 O000FO R 	 - - - - - - ­
-- Sf4 K*tFWr--K-=R. lHT--*v-N T. C8 AR VT-- eR-- --- N - BY LO -C 4 
C R*4 	 N.R. CTSIGH C R*4 N.M. CYCPRL C R*4 N.A.I' CLALPH F C R*4 0001C4 CRSIND 
0 DELFCR C R*4 N.R. DELRTH C R*4 N.R. DELWFC C R*4 N.R. DELWPL C R*4 N.R. 
- - - #	 - - ­
-
---- E W Kr4- IN.L----f-. 	 ------ R * -ttr---. R-.- D LV LI-I it:"' 4 
DRGIND C R*4 N.P. DSPLMT C R*4 N.A. DYLIND C R(*4 N.R. ELHLOA C R*4 N.R. 
ELVLOA C R*4 N.R. ETAIND C R*4 N.R. ETAP4N C R*4 N.R. EXPORG C R*4 N.R.
 
LAMN D --*---- -C K* N.K. FI XtND --------C-i----t 	 R---i -- ' "tI --
INDDRG C 1*4 N.A. INODYL C 1*4 000828 INDETA C 1*4 N.R.
 
INDFIX C 1*4 N.R. INDHUL C 1*4 000834 INDOPT C 1*4 N.R. INDOSW C 1*4 N.R.
 
INDCRU C 1*4 N.R. 
-NtP RP --- -------- N'.4t -- NDR" tMt*'------t. PR IN TR.*4NTR.---------*4----N R--SNtOrlw C 
OPTIND C R*4 'N.R. OSWIND C R*4 N.R. PRPIND C R*4 N.R. RDINO C R*4 N.R.
 
C R*4 	 N.R. SKENV1 C R*4 N.R.
HORRHO C R*4 N.R. SGTIND C R*4 N.R. SKBLNT 
ZotiV C (-#---tl----Slr, CiK R4N1. -- *IM Pt-. 
TBSAP4 C R*4 N.A. THETMR C R*4 N.R.STHETA C R*4 N.R. TBCOWI C R*4- N.A. 

WBALNT C R*4 N.R. WPAYLO C 0(4 N.R.TOLIND C R*C N.H. VGBOVH C R*4 N.R. 	
- - ­- - 00ALHlN ZrA m" u0u4.-r. ALM L tOOO Fl HRC ' V- VO00f---------XtLR- S-FA------ -S 

N.R. 	 XTGT A4 F C R*4 0003C0
XLHRtd4 SFA R* 000104 XTGTAZ C R*4 
4-'-~ ~ 1eftta-tN-R1ATtIVN--**
 
1tlM--- r-i- LUr ' ----- t o09 E -tf-tttt--B-Y-T-St. 0 e 	 B ---- cta 
VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADDR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADOR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADDR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADDR.
 
up i".*.ND 	 R4- 1. HU h.i N. A-. ui--I. -N 	 t I N, 
PAGE 007 
u 3 wIH N oK. t IXINU R' N- FoK. R()MI 4 NoK. VKP IN L K44 N-K 
ETAIND R*4 N:.o NO R*4 000024 XLBWO R*4 000028 XLRLA R*4 00002C , 
VGBOVH R*4 NoR. XLGD R*4 000034 HMAXD R*4 N.R. RHORHO R*4 N.R. 
CKFF R*4 N.R. VD1VE R*4 N.R. HOD R*4 N.R. ROO R*4 N°R: 
TOO R*4 N.R. GAP1 R*4 N.Ro SGTIND R*4 N.R. ELHLOA R*4 N.R. 
TLVLR RK NR.TC N.NR SL R4 N.R° ARHT K 4 N.R° 
















































XMk R*4 N.R. TVCMR R*4 N.R. VT R*4 000148 CTSIGH R*4 N.R. 
ETAP41N R*4 N.Ko TBEM5 R*4 NoR. T6SAP4 R*4 N.R. GAP3 R*4 N°Ro 


















































WFUL R*4 NR. ELWFC R*4 N.R. DELWP R*4 N.R. DELWST R*4 N.R. 
KC' '' o~obKR'--'--'R'4 N. K.- SKSL--K-"- N°.K.E- -, E 
SKTM R*4 NR. SKRCA K*4. NR. SKSCA R*4 N.R. SKMC R*4 N.Ro 
SKAC R*4 N. Ro SKHL R*4 N.R. SKENVI R*4 NoR. SKENV2 R*4 N.R. 
t SKL 1 R 4 N.R. SK B R*;4 NK° LF R4 N.K. RMISA R=4 N 
0SKWP k*4 N.R. SKHT R*4 N.R. ELVT R*4 N.R. SKRB R*4 N.R. 
0SKTP R*4 N.R. SKFS R*4 N.R. SKPE[ R*4 N.R, SKPES R*4 N.R. 
SK5A R*4 N.R. SK6A k*4 N.R. SK7O R*4 N.R. SK8S R*4 N.R. 

























OSL9 R*4 N.R° SKID R*4 N.R, SK11~ R*4 NR. SNP12 R*4 N.R. 


















































BHT R *4 N.R. TBAVTO-'-R#4 N°R, TBHAZ R* NoR. TBCR R4 N.R° 
BRT R*4 N.R. BDV R*4 NR. 8VT R*4 00068 CPIND R*4 N.R. 



















c r 4- -. K. 
DSPLMT R*4 N.R. 
ELLA R*4 0006D8 
. AP---N R*W - - - ­ -
N r ° 
FEHT R*4 N.R. 













- - R- P 
ELHT R*4 N.R. 
ILVT R*4 N.R. 
I-EH -tv S. 






















































































- NT  
R R*4 









































































































































































SIGMR R*4 N.R. 
LABEL AtDR LABEL ADDR LABEL ADOR LABEL ADOR PAGE 009 
3 VVuuo!V f UUVMAC 7uvM3kr- b UtU4LL 
















vu u 0 1 k 
24 000608 25 O006EC 27 OU06FC 18 000700 
19 000714 21 000724 22 000786 23 0007DA 
*OPTIUNS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIN,UPT=02,LINECNT=54,SIZE=OOOOK, 
*UPI IUNS LN thhbL~l' bUUKLtIttbULLNULS INUULKvLUAUMAPINUtULI iUNUAKtr 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 158 ,PROGRAM SIZE 2070 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
L**NDJ COMUPILATION --- 91K-BYT-E7SUF-CUKL NUI USED 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS THIS STEP 
I 
0 
LEVEL 21.7 1 JAN 73 ) 0S/360 FORTRAN H DATE 75.128/16.06.03 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=O2,LINECNT=54,SIZE 
= O OO K , 
ISN 0002 SOURCE,EBCOIC,NOLIST,NODECK,LOAO,MAP,NOEDIT,ID,NOXREFSUBROUTINE LOADER (X,I) 00010000 




DIMENSION T(5), IDENT(201, Xl() 00033000 
DATA KLANK /4H 0004000 
917 FORMATi/47X,13HC A S C 0 M P/IBX,53HCOMPREHENSIVE AIRSHIP SIZING C00053000 
lOMPUTER PROGRAM B-81, 00060000 
2 I/1SX76HTHE FOLLOWING IS A CARD BY CARD R00070C0 
ZEPRODUCTION OF THE INPUT DECK FOR THIS CASE//9XB5HLDC. CORRESPONOOO83000 
4US TO LOCATION NUMBER GIVEN ON INPUT SHEET / 9X,83HNUM STANDS F000093000 
5R THE NUMBER OF SEQUENTIAL INPUT VALUES STARTIN WITH LOC. [MAX. =00100000 
65)/ 9X,53HVAL EQUALS VALUE FOR VARIABLE CORRESPONDING TO LOC./9XO011300O 
7.4HVALI.9X,5HVALUE,14X,26HCORRESPONDING TO LOC.0OOI/9X,4HVAL2,9X,0OI000 
85HVALUE,14X,26HCORRESPONDING TO LOC.+0002/15X,4NETC.I/IIX,4HLOC. -700133000 






918 FORMAT(IIX,[4,8X,I1,5X,5{G14.5,4X1) 00150000 
999 FORMAT(/47X,13HC A S C 0 M P/ISX,53HCOMPREHENSIVE AIRSHIP SIZING C00160000 
IOMPUTER PROGRAM 3-81/M) 00173000 
IPRTIT = 0 00210000 
IDTST(ON 360)= 1077952576 IDTST(ON 94)=-17997958192 00223000 
OITST = KLANK 00230000 





















IADD = 0 




20 IADD = IAOD + 1 
IF (IADD.EQ.I) KADD = 1000 
IF (IADD.EQ.2) KADD = 0 
IF (IADD.EQ.2) IADD = 0 
GO TO 1 
4 CCNTINUE 



























DO 5 L = 1,J 
N = K + L - 1 
5 X(N) = TIL) 
WRITE (6,918) K,J,(X(IVY),IVY=K.N ), 















9 FORMAT(5X,43H*** ERROR - NO TITLE CARD AFTER .SEVEN CARD,/ 
1 5X,44HCOLUMNS 1 THRU 6 ON TITLE CARD MUSE BE BLANK/ 










ISN 0042 GO TO 14 00540000 
ISN 0043 10 IPAGE=O 00550000 








12 FORMAT(IHIIXI8A4,6H PAGE 13//i 














ISN 0055 14 CALL EXIT 00660000 
ISN 0C56 RETURN 00670000 




/ LOADER / SIZE OF PROGRAM 000796 HEXADECIMAL BYTES PAGE 003
 
TYPE 'ADD. NAME TAG TYPE, ADD.
 NAME TAG' TYPE ADD; NAME TAG .TYPE ADO. NAME TAG 
 1*4' '00040C'

I F 1*4 000400 J SF 1*4 000404 K SF 1*4 000408 -'L SF' 

N'SF 1*4 000414 T SF R*4 000438, X SF XR R*4 000000,
M F 000410
'1*4 
0004IC KADD SF 1*4 000420
IVY F 1*4 0004L8 EXIT'SF XF R*4 000000 '[ADD' SF 1*4 

IDENT SF 1*4 00044C IDTST S 1*4 000424 IPAGE SF 1*4 000428 KLANK F 1*4 00042C
 






























*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIN,OPT=0Z,LINECNT=54,SIZ OOOOK, 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* SOURCE,EBCDIC,NOLIST,NODECK,LOAD',MAP,NOEDIT,ID,NOXREF 
= 56 ,PROGRAM SIZE = 1942*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS 

*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED
 
15K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED
 
****** END OF COMPILATION **11** 
DATE 75.0S7111.1u.1i
CS/36u FORTRAN H 













ISN 0002 	 SUBRCLTIrE FCER 

-00020000




LCC CCC T" 1R
PAZCE INPUFT











- H.TPC ,VGEC ~ 00CC ;RAXW Rc0H0 ,VMC 
,CKFF ,VCIVE ,HCC ,00070000

,CK1 ,CELF
2EELF4RCC ,TOG ,CFI(5) ,SGTIND(12),ELHLOA ELVLOA 	 000800CC
 5G i TOC6) 	 0 COSCGO
 
1ocCO
PACE 2 INPLT LOtC CC51 ThOU 0100
C 	
AR _ _ S ,TCR ,TCT ,SLl tOICO0
ISN 0004 CCNMON 

,S ,APVT TCVI " ,OO1200









,CVCL ,G8YLOA ,ENR ,3VA
3DSlET ,CLLFL 	 C C
GOT,
,CAFT ,EF ,CAM3 , cEYE
4Arpi 
,TVt\ 	 00160000
5XC ,XMR ,ICVR ,VT ,CTSIGH





C PACE 3 INPUT LOC 01CI rHRL 140 

_.OOCO0
EI\F ,ETAT ,FC .VC
[SN 0005 CCVIMON CAP 

C_ T- d- ICUTAT MA0 [0000OMT0AIT,r-E-D 	







,TRCLI(8) ,8CDWI8J3CMY ,RELI ICLN 

CLCC 1411l-FFL- 200CWE fG-T CGA
TAC Pk-CE 41 NF  
IFE ,VFLL DELWFC ,EELWP ,OELST ,00250C00
SN 0006 CCVMON

.1500SKCC 	 _ SKRC ,SC ,SKFW ?SKTM ,SKPCA ,00269' O0 
,-S1<LV2-T-lCU0

-. 4~~~~S~C ,sS rRF7SHKENV1 ,SSC ' -'O	 
InC 
, ,SKII- 2800'0,KELNT ISKE[






,SKFS ,SKPEI ,SKPES 









SSK13 ,SK14 SKI5 ,PLIN ,CAP5(3) 0035000
 
C PACE 5 16PLT. LCC 201 Ti-RU 300
 
ISN 0007 UCI-mON TCL~tCS .>rlA N4( 5,TI2) 003000

.00370000
IDELTH'(5) ,ST(5) ,CPS!NC(S) ,XTGTA4(5, *T[N4C5) VT(5) 

2CELR(5) 'R ±53 ,CELFCR(5) ,ENPCR(5) CELWPL(5) ST 00380000 
31-FIN(5) ,TAF -C) 00400C0C 

00410OO0
C PACE 6 UWPLT LCC 301 TFRU 4CT 

,SK3 ,SK4 TBI(5) ,004100
ISN00O 	 CCNIN CYCFPL ,FF 























































F- [SN 0035 
H, ISN 0036 




























7 ICRUSIN CCPU I 







CCOMON SASAS;S46,SATSFC SFPA,SHPFSHTSHTE SHTWS1IG 
 SIGIAST,0054CC
1SS AX,S 



















NANELIST /PCiEF/ REAL.,ETAP,NOXPJNOCPP,CCPCCTLTHL,BLP, 
 00610000

















14 IF (V.EC.C.C) CC 1C 11 00700000




15 IF (LTHL.EC.1) CC TC 2n 
 007300CC




IF (M.KE.C) 6RIIE(6,5) 
 007600CC











IF (SHPA.LT.SIFP) GC TC 25 00820000










0 0 ) GO TC 27 
 00870000


















CC TO 6 
 CO97?CO'0









IS 00o5 IF (0M.E.C)WRITE(6,9) 010CLc0 
ISN 0067 GC TO 221 0102CC CG 




IFII.NE.C) Tir; f LC40000 OSCGC 
ISN 0072 221. SIFA=BLF 0O06COCO 
IS 0073 SFFMAX-SFPA 0107C000 
ISN 0074 
ISN 0075 
s$WW0-9f R--V*PRAC-f 1% -25.T- -5FrTF )rA- 1HPpVW'?v5-2-*s9rh- A) 




ISN 007 fl P(IP~~fW~l00fcacz 
ISN 0078 CC 20 I=1,Ic 01120000 
ISN 0079 XI=I 01130000 
ISN 0060 S(-P -­)=SHF-IN+TEEP*(>I-I.C) 0 
ISN 0081 S&FR=S-F(I) 01150CC 
ISN 0082 21 Sl-PA=SFFR 0 1160000 
ISN 0083 CLET FR CT TTT-FPTC­ 2L--fl,n-P ) o7COc 
ISN 0084 E7APP(Il:ETAP 01180000 
ISl 0085 TPROPP(I)=TPRCF 0119000 
ISN 0086 - 1-C0-MuO 
ISN 0087 IF (K.LI.3) GC IC 20 012100CC 
ISN 0089 




TINLz01o7f0oo0 TC 215 01220000 










ISN 0095 215 ETAP=TABLE(TPRCFI,TFCFFETAPP,K,2M) 0127000 
5..0096 Sl-PR=TALETPRCFI,TPICFPISHFK,2,M) 01280000 
-
15S 0097 10 FCFMAT(TO,'J CES KC-CV'RGE IN iiEN Y F ITERATIONS - 9o 
H 
H 215 0098 
I SLBROLTIIE PC ER'3 
9 FCFMAT(22)39HT-IS ERACS IS IN THE CRUISE POWER TA8LE) 
01300000 
013100CC 
iSN 0099 8 FCFtmATT2f4cHIf-S ERRCF IS Ih TH-AKtF--r ER TA5LEI 013-C0z 
ISN 0100 6 RETURN 01330000 
ISN 0101 EKC 01340000 
POWER / SIZE CF PFCGRAM O008DC HEXADECIMAL BYTES PAGE 004
 
NAME TAG TPE ADC. NANE lAG TYPE ACD. NAME TAG TYPE ACD. NAME TAG TYPE AOD. 
H C H*4 N.A. I SF 1*4 000200 K SFA 1*4 000210 V FA 1*4 000214 
P FA R*4 000218 0 C R*4 N.A. R C R' 4 N.R. 'T C R*4 N.A. 
V F C RP4 000910 W C R*4 N.R. AF C R*4 N.R. AR C R*4 N.R. 
BR C R*4 N.A. ES C R*4 N.A. CB C R*4 N.R. CV C R*Y4 N.R. 
CX C R*4 N.R. OH C R*4 N.R. EN C R*4 N.R. FF FA C R*4 000434 
FM C R*4 N.A. FP C R*4 N.R. HC C R*4 N.R. Hh FA Ra4 00021C 
PI SPA C R*4 000864 Pi S A R*4 000220 RN C R*4 N.R. SA C R*4 N.R. 
ST - C R*4 N.A. SIA C R*4 N.R. TR C R*4 N.A. VC C R 4 N.A. 
VT C R*4 N.A. WE C R44 N.R. WF C R*4 N.A. WO C R*4 N.R. 
WS C R 4 N.A. 6W C R*4 N.A. XC C R*4 N.A. XI SF R*4 000224 
AMU C R41 N.R. EHT C R*4 N.P. BLP SPA C R*4 000660 MP C R*4 N.R. 
BVT C P'4 N.H. CCP C R*4 00068C GCT C Rt4 000684 CCC C R*4 N.R. 
COV C R*4 N.A. CKF C R*4 N.R. CKW C R*4 N.R. CHI C R*4 N.R. 
.CLW C R4 N.A. CRT C R*4 N.A. CTP C R*4 N.A. DK3 C R*4 N.R. 
0K4 C R*4 N.R. bTR FA C R*4 000908 ELC C R*4 N.R. ELF C R*4 N.R. 
ELN C Q44 N.A. ELT C R*4 N.R. ENP C R*4 N.R. ENR FA C R*4 00011C 
FEH C R*4 N.A. FET C R*4 N.R. FEW C R4 N.A. GLF C P*4 N.R. 
HES C P44 N.A. HCC C R*4 N.R. ITI SF 1*4 000228 OWCE C RP4 N.R. 
RHC C R*4 N.R. RVI C R*4 N.A. ROO C R*4 N.R. SA5 C R*4 N.R. 
SA6 C R44 N.H. SA7 C R*4 N.R. SEE C R*4 N.A. SFC C R*4 N.R. 
SHiP SPA R*4 000248 ShT C R*4 N.R. SKT C R*4 N.R. SKI C R*4 N.R. 
SK2 C R*4 N.R. S3 C RH4 N.A. SK4 C R*4 N.R. SK5 C P*4 N.A. 
SK6 C R*4 N.A. SK? C R*4 N.A. SK8 C RA4 N.H. S9 C R.4 'A. 
SLM C R*4 N.A. STh- C R*4 N.A. SVT C R*4 N.R. TAF C R*4 N.R. 
TCR C P44 N.A. TCT C R*4 N.A. TMP C R*4 N.R. TCO C R*4 N.R. 
TVW C P*4 N.A. ULF C R*4 N.A. VHL C R*4 N.A. VIN C R*4 N.R. 
VMC C R4 N.A. hAC C R*4 N.A. WCC C R*4 N.R. IEP C R*4 N.". 
- WES C R*4 N.A. WFC C R*4 N.R. WFE C R*4 N.A. 6PA C H.4 N.R.N) WFS C k*4 N.A. FW C R*4 N.R. WHL C R*4 K.R. 6hT C 9*4 N.A. 
WLG C RH4 N.A. 6.Mc C R*4 N.H. WPC C R*4 N.A. WPH C R*4 N.A. 
WRC C P44 N.A. SC C R*4 N.R. WST C R*4 N.R. I<TV C R*4 N.A. 
WVA C R*4 N.A. WVT C R*4 N.A. XLB C R*4 N.R. XLR C PV4 N.A. 
XLW C P94 N.A. XMR C 8*4 N.H. ALFR C R4 N.R. ARHT C P*4 N.R. 
ARVT C R*4 N.A. EhPA C R*4 N.R. blHPP F C R*4 0OC904 BHPR C R4 N.F. 
COHT C R*4 N.A. CCVT C R*4 N.A. CKFF C R*4 N.R. CKHT C RA4 N.R. 
CKVT C R44 N.A. CAMT C R*4 N.A. rAM2 C R4 N.R. 0A3 C RV. N.A. 
DAM4 C R*4 N.A. CAV5 C R*4 N.A. DELR C R*4 N.R. CVCL C P*4 N.R. 
FLON C R*4 N.R. ELDT C R*4 N.A. ELHT C R*4 N.A. ELCA C R*4 N.A. 
ELVT C P4 N.A. EfLF C R*4 N.A. ETAP SPA C R*4 O00OE8 ETAT F C R*4 000198 
FEHI C RH4 N.A. FE-L C R*4 N.R. FEHT C R4 N.R. FEVT C RV4 N.R. 
FEWH C R*4 N.A. FEWI C R*4 N.H. GAPI C R*4 N.A. GAP2 C RV4 N.R. 
GAP3 C RP4 N.R. CAP4 C R*4 N.A. GAP5 C R*4 N.R. GAP6 C R*4 N.R. 
GAP7 C R44 N.H. FFIN C R*4 N.A. LTHL C 1*4 000850 PEHF C R*4 N.A. 
PLIN C R4 N.A. RELI C R*4 N.A. ARMAX C R*4 N.R. SHPA SF C R*4 000894 
SHPR SF C P44 0008S8 STE C R*4 N.R. SIITW C R*4 N.R. SKAC G R4 N.R. 
SKAR C R*4 N.H. SKCC C R*4 N.A. SKFS C R*4 N.R. SKFW C R*4 N.R. 
SKHL C P*4 N.A. SKHT C RV4 N.A. SKLG C R*4 N.R. SKPC C R*4 N.R. 
SKPA C R4 N.A. SKPH C RA4 N.A. SKRC C R*4 N.R. SKSC C RV4 N.R. 
SKTM C R44 N.A. SKVT C R*4 N.A. SKWP C R*4 N.A. SKWW C R4 N.A. 
SK0 C R*4 N.A. SKII C R*4 N.A. SK12 C R*4 N.R. SK13 C R*4 N.A. 
PAGE 005
 
SK 14 C R*4 N.R. SK15B- C R*4 N.R. SLMH C R*4, -N.P. ST P , C R*4 NP 
SVTE C R*4 N. R. T1 C R 4 Nq.R .! SwTfT C R* 4 K. . T hil PT C R -4 0 ', 4;Cb 
TBH2 FA C PI 4 0004E8 7RTC FA C R*4 OGO D4 TCHT C 'R*4 r,.R. TCLN C R*4 N.R. 
TCVT C R*4 N.R. I INY C R*4 N.R . TIN2 C R*4 N.R. TIN4 C R*4 .N.R. 
TMAX C R44 N.P. TOV % C R*4 ff.R . TWTW C R*4 N.R. WEAL C P. i N.R. 
WENV C R*4 N.R. v FUL C R*4 KI.R . WGS8 C R :4 N. R. IPuS C R*4 N. p. 
-wPEI C R*4 NoR. PPB C Pm4 N.R. WPRG C R*4 N.R. INPRP C P-4 N.R. 
WRCA c R4*/ .R. SCA C R*4 W.. - XUbH C Ri'4 T-.R. XLGD - C 9*4 N .-



























C R*4 N.R° 
O2 -
CPPRC C R*4 N.R. CFTOT C P.*4 N.R. DELTA F C R*4 0006C0 DELTH C R*4 IN.R. 
CELWF C R*4 N.P. DELIP C R*4 N.R. OSWFT C P*4 N.R. ELOCA C R*4 N.R. 
FACTR F XF R*4 080000 FETCT C R*4 N.R. GMDDI C R"4 N.R. HVAXQ C R*4 N.R. 
ICRU8 C 144 N.R. I\CCFP E C 1*4 000854 NOXPJ S C 1*4 00C858 PFET2 .C R 4 N.R. 
POWEBR R*4 0002R0 REALJ C R*4- 00r 70 RHPMIP 0 Rv4 N.R. S.IGVA C R*4 N,.R, 
SIGMR C R*4 N.R. sRbvo C R*4 N.R. SKBAL C R*4 N.R. SKGel C R*4 N.P. 
KGBZ C 8*4 N.R. SKPDS C R*4 N.R. SKPEI 0 R*4 tI.R. SXPES C R*4 N.R. 
SKPRS G R*4 N.R. - f 9R F -C - NR . K -A C R*4 N.k. bKSCA C R4*TT N . Z' 
$LMVT C R*4 N.R. STPAX C R*4 N.R. SWETH C R*4 N.R. SloEXP C R*4 N.Ro 
SWWET C R*4 N.R. S2RFC F C R*4 O00ADC TA3LE F NF R*4 00C¢00 TBCL1 C R*4 N.R. 
TBCRP FA C R44 0004FC T E BY! C R*4 .R. TBPODW 0 R*4 N.R. TB FC C R*- -N.w-. 
TCSAR C R44 N.R. TFETA FA C R*4 0008EC TPROP SFA C 8,4 0008PS T V CIM C R*4 N.R. 
VBARPH C R*4 N.P. EARV C Rv4 N.R. VDIVE C R*4. N.P. VGASB C Re'4 N. . 
VGASR C R*4 N.R. WPAYL C K*4 N.R-Z. VPTTR C R-*4 N .R,. XLALb C ---. R -
XLBWdO C R*4 N.r. XLINT F XF R*4 O00uoo XL RLA C R*4 N .R°. XPJNO F R*4 300234 




























w DELRTH C P*4 N.P. CELShP SF R*4 000238 OF LFC C R*4 P .R. GEL viPL C R*4 N°R. 
DPGIND C R*4 N.R. CSFLVT C R*4 N.R. DYLIND C R*4 N.R. ELHLOA C R*4 N.R. 

































INDDYL C 1*4 N.R. INCETA C 1*4 N.R. INOFIX C 1*4 N.R. INCHUL C 1*4 N.R. 













































SKENVI C R 4 N.R. SKEN\12 C R*4 N.R. SKPDSZ C R*4 K.R. SKVTAR C R 4 N.R. 




























XTGTA2 C R*4 N.R. TGTA4 C R*4 N.R. 
4*44 CCVMON INFORMATIEN * 
NAME CF CCPPCN BLOCK S12E CF BLOCK 00090C -EXADECIMAL BYTES
 
PAGE 00b 
VAR. NAPE TYPE PEL. AUCR. VAR. NAPE TYPE REL. AODR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADR. VAR. NAMLE, TYPE REL. ADDR. 
OPTIDC R*4 N.R. FULINE p44 N.F. DYLIND R*4 N.R. ERG IND R.%4 N.R. 
OSW IC R*4 N.R. FIXINc P#4 N.P. rDMIND R44 N.R. PRPIND R 4 N.R. 
ETAINC R*4 N.R. -iC 9*4 N.R. XLBWO RP4 N.R. XLPLA R*4 N.8. 
VGBCII R4 N.P. XLGC R44 N.R. HMAXD R44 N.R. RHCPHO R*4 N.R. 
VIC R4 N.8. EMLF R4 N.R. CKI R'4 N.?. DELhF R*4 N.R. 
CiFF R*4 N.R° VCIVE F*4 N.R. O0 P*4 N.R. RCO Rt4 N.R. 
TEE P*4 N.P. GAPI P44 N.R. SGTIND P*4 N.R. ELHLCA R*4 N.R. 
ELVLCA R*4 N.R. GAP2 RP4 N.R. AR R*4 N.P. kS R*4 N.R. 
TCP R*4 N.R. TCl R*4 N.B. SLM RP4 N.R. APHT R*4 N.R. 
TCFT P44 N.S. VEA PF R4 N.R. SLMH R*4 N.R. ARVT MA* N.R. 
TCVT PA4 N.R. VEAR R4 N.r. SLMVT R*4 N.R. ELDN R4 N.R. 
ELCT R44 N.R. ELCOA R4 N.R. DLSwSH R*4 K.R. DSWET R*4 N.R. 
DLVLI-L P*4 NA. GVCL 544 N.R. CBYLOA 8*4 K.R. ENF R*4 00010 
I A RP4 N.R. CAPI 5*4 N.R. CAM2 P44 N.R. 8PR R4 N.R. 
CAP3 R*4 N.R. CLEVE R44 N.k. THETMR R44 N.R. XC k*4 N.A. 
?PR R*4 N.R. TVCP 9*4 N.F. VT RP4 K.R. CTSIGH R4 N.R. 
TVI% R*4 N.R. F-ES P44 N.R. TINY R4 N.R. ETAP2 (<4 N.F. 
ETAP4N R*4 N.A. TBEM5 P*4 N.R. TBSAP4 R*4 N.R. GAP3 P4 N°R. 
CAP4 9*4 N.R. ENF 5*4 N.R. ETAT R4 000198 HC =4 N.R. 
VC R4 N.R. ATMIX R44 N.R. CDVT R*4 N.R. CCHT R*4 N.R. 
CA5 P*4 N.R. ELTAFE RP4 N.R. FEORAG 944 K.R. EXPDRG Pv4 N.R. 
CC R44 N.R. CLALFP- R44 N.R. CKVT R4 N.R. CKHT R4 N.R. 
" CHF R4 N.R. CK t, R*4 N.R. RELL R4 N.R. TCLN R*4 .N.R. 
TBCLI P*4 N.H. JACWI 544 N.R. GAP4 R44 N.R. WFF P4 N.P. 
WFLL k44 N.R° EELt FC if4 N.R. DELWP R44 N.R. DEL ST R-4 N.R. 
SKCC R4 N.R. SKRC 544 N.R. SKSC R*4 N.k. SKFW R-4 N.R. 
SKTM P*4 N.R. SKRC/ R4 N.R. SKSCA R54 N.M. SKPC R44 N.R. 
, SKAC R4 N.R. SKML PM4 N.V. SKENVI R4 N.r. SKENV2 P-4 N.R. 
SKGel PM4 N.R. SKG2 Rp4 N.R. SKflLNT P*4 K.P. SKBAL Pt4 N.R. 
0SKLG 8*4 N.R. SK P44 N.P. ELF R*4 N.P. rmW P*4 N.R. 
SKIP P*4 N.R. SKh! P*4 N.R. SKVT R4 N.R. SKPRS R4 N.R. 
SKREF R*4 N.R. SKPI- R4 N.P. SKAMD R*4 N.R. SKAP Rt4 N.R. 
SKPA R*4 N°R. SKVTAR R4 N.R. SKPDS R*4 K.R. SKPCSZ 8M4 N.R. 
SWT R*4 N.P. SKrS R*4 N.R. SKPEI P*4 N.P. SKPES Rp4 N.R. 
5<1 P*4 N.R. SK2 R4 N.R. 0K3 P*4 N.R. DK4 RM*4 N.R. 
SHK R*4 N.R. SWC R4 N.R. SK7 Q*4 N.R. S'8 R4 N.R. 
519 544 N.R° SKIC P44 N.R. SKII *4 N.R. SK12 RM4 N.R. 
SK13 R4 N.P. SK14 R4 N.R. SKI5 R4 N.. PLIN R4 N.R. 
GAF5 9*4 N.R. TCLINC R44 N.R. XTGTA2 R4 K.R. TIN2 R*4 N.R. 
TWTW R*4 N.R. PFET2 R44 N.R. DLLTH R4 N.R. STI R4 N.R. 
CRSINCO R4 N.R. )TCTA4 P*4 N.R. TIN4 R*4 N.R. VIN R*4 N.R. 
CELR 5*4 N.R. RMAn R*4 N.R. DELFCR 544 N.R. ENPCR R4 N.R. 
DELhFL R*4 N.P. STP R44 N.P. HFIN R*4 N.R. GAP6 R4 N.R. 
CYCPFL R*4 N.R. FF R*4 0004B4 SK3 P4 N.R. 5K4 RMM N.R. 
TEli P44 0004CC TBTC R44 000404 TBH2 R44 0004E8 TBCPP R*4 O004FC 
TBSFC R*4 N.P. TBPCI. F4 N.R. GAP7 R4 N.R. ALFDS R*4 N.R. 
ALFEL P*4 N.R. ALFF R44 N.9. AMU R*4 N.R. BHPA R N.R. 
BFMR P5*4 N.R. EHPSUF F4 N.R. BHT R*4 N.R. ELP P*4 00660 
ES 5*4 N°R. ES R*4 N.R. 8VT R*4 N.R. CBAFF R44 N.R. 
CRART R* N.P. CEAPV1 844 N.R. CBARW R*4 N.R. CCP R*4 000680 





























































































































kE R 4 
kFC R*4 









































































































































































































































































LABEL AtCR LABEL ADDR LABEL ADDR 
 LABEL ADDR PAGE 008
 
14 0CC4A6 15 CCG4DE 23 000534 
 It 000580
22 CCC5SB 13 CC05AE NR 27 0005F6 
 Ii 000610.
5 0CC66C 25 CCC694 230 CCO6EC 
 231 000738
21 CCC6IC NR 20 CCCES4 215 OC068C 6 0008B8
 
VCPTIONS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIl,GPT=C2,LItECT=54,SIZE=OOCOK,
 
*CPTIOS IN EFFECT* SOURCE,ESCCIC,NCLIS1 CtCK,LOAO,MAP,NOEDIT,ID,NOXREF
 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEYENTS = , F GFCGAM SIZE 2268 
ASTATISTICS* NO DIAGNCSTICS GENERATED 
W** END CF CCVPILATICN W***** 95K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED
 
--I 
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 05/360 FORTRAN H DATE 75.127/20.12.21 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=02,LINECNT=54,SIZE=OOOOK, 
SOURCE, EBCDIC,NOLIST,NODECK,LOAD,MAP ,NOEDIT, ID,N0XREF 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE PRFRM OOCO000 
C**** MEMBER NAME B81PRFRM C0020000 
C PAGE 1 INPUT LOC 0001 THRU 0050 00030000 
ISN 0003 COMMON OPTIND ,HULIND ,DYLIND ,DRGIND ,OSWIND ,OOC40000 
IFIXIND ,RDMIND ,PRPIND ,ETAIND ,hO ,XLBWO ,00050000 
2XLRLA ,VGBOVH ,XLGO ,HMAXD ,RhORHO ,VMO ,0CC60000 
3EMLF ,CKI ,OELWF ,CKFF ,VDIVE ,HOC ,00070000 
4R00 ,TOO ,GAP1(5) ,SGTINDI12),ELHLOA ,ELVLOA ,00080000 
5GAP2(6) COC90000 
C PAGE 2 INPUT LOC 0051 THRU 0100 0010000 
ISN 0004 COtMON AR ,WS ,TCR ,TCT ,SLM ,00110000 
IARHT ,TCHT ,VBARH ,SLMH ,ARVT ,TCVT '00120000 
2VBARV rSLMVT ,ELDN ,ELOT ,ELDOA ,DLSWSH ,00130000 
3DSWET ,OLVLHL ,DVOL ,CBYLOA ,ENR ,WVA ,00140000 
40AMI ,DAMZ 8MR DAM3 ,CLEYE ,THETMR ,00150000 
5XC ,XMR ,TVCMR ,VT ,CTSIGH ,TVW ,00160000 
6HES ,TINY ,ETAP2 ,ETAP4N ,TBEM5(5) ,TB8AP4(5) ,00170000 
7GAP3 00180000 
C PAGE 3 INPUT LOC 0101 THRU 140 0019000 
ISN 0005 COMMON DAM4 ,ENP ,ET4T .HC ,VC ,00200000 
1ATMIY ,COVT ,COHT ,DAM5 ,DLTAFE ,FEDRAG ,00210000 
2EXPORG ,CDC ,CLALPH ,CKVT ,CKHT ,CKF ,00220000 
3CKW ,RELI ,TCLN ,TBCLI(8) ,TBCDWI(S) GAP4(f) 00230000 
C PAGE 4 INPUT LOC 141 THRU 200 WEIGHT DATA 00240000 
ISN 0006 COlMUN WFE ,WFUL ,DELWFC DELWP ,DELWST .00250000 
ISKCC SKRC tSRSC ,SKFW SKTM ,SKRCA .00260000 
2SKSCA SKMC ,SKAC ,SKHL SKENV1 SKENV2 ,00270000 
3SKG81 SKGB2 ,SKBLNT ,SKBAL SKLG ISKWW 00280000 
4ELF RMI ,SKWP ,SKHT ,SKVT ,SKPRB ,00290000 
5SKRBF SKPH ,SKAMD ,SKAR SKPA ,SKVTAR 100300000 
6SKPDS SKPDSZ ,SKT ,SKFS SKPEI ,SKPES ,00310000 
7SK1 .SK2 .DK3 ,DK4 SK5 ,SK6 .,00320000 
8SK7 ,SKS SK9 0SKIO SK11 ,SK12 ..0330000 
9SK13 5K14 .SKIS ,PLIN GAP53) 00340000 
C PAGE 5 INPUT LOC 201 THRU 300 00350000 
ISN 0007 COMMON TOLINO(B) XTGTA2(5) ,TIN2(5) ,TWTW(5) ,PFET2(5) 0360000 
IOELTH(5) ,STH(5) ,CRSIND(5) ,XTGTA4(5) ,TIN4(5) IVIN(5) ,00370000 
2DELR(5) ,RMAX(5) ,DELFCR(5) ,ENPCR(5) ,CELWPL(5) ,STPW(5) .00O80000 P _ 
3HFIN(5) ,GAP6(10) 003Q0000 
C PAGE 6 INPUT LOC 301 THRU 400 00403030 
ISN 0008 COMMON CYCPRL FF ,SK3 .SK4 ,TBH1(5) ,00410000 
ITBTO(5) ,TBH2(5) ,TBCRP(5) ,TBSFC(8) ,TBPOW(8) tGAP7(60) 00420000 
C WORKING COMMON 00430000 
ISN 0009 COMMON ALFDES,ALFDL,ALFRAMU, 00440000 
BHPA, BHPRtBHPSUP, BHT, BLP, BRBS,BVT, 00450000 
2 CBARF,CBARHT,CBARVT,CBARW,CCP,CCT,CDV,CLW,CPIND,CPNUDCPPAR,CPPROOO460000 
3,CPTOT,CRT,CTPCV,CX,CLDES,CB, 00470000 
4 DELRTH,DELTA,DHDSPLMT, ELC,ELHTELNELOA,ELT,ELVT,ENETAP, 00480000 
5 FEI,FEHI,FEHL,FEHT,FETFETOT,FEVT,FEWFEWH,FEW1,FM9FPETAP4 00490000 







1SN 0011 COMMON LTHL,NOCPP,NOXPJ,OWE,PEHF,PI,Q,RHO,REALJ,RHPMR,R,RN 00530000
 
ISN 0012 COMMON SAvSA5,SA6,SA7,SFC,SHPA;SHPR,SHT,SHTESHTW,SIGMA,SSIGMA,ST,00540000
 
1STHETA,STMAX,SVT,SVTESVTW,SW,SWETH,SWEXP,SWTT,SWWETS2RHO .00550000 
ISN 0013 COMMON T,TAF,TCBARTHETA,TMAXTMPDTPROP,TRULFVGASB,VGASR,VHL,V 00560030 




ISN 0015 COMMON XLALB,XLB,XLBH,XLHL,XLR,XLW,YLSZ,TOVW 

ISN 0016 COMMON DMR,SIGMR,AF,BHPP,SEE 

ISN 0017 IF(IPKINT.EQ.1) WRITE(6,1001) 

ISN 0019 1001 FORMATt/IHl,15X,24HMISSION PERFORMANCE DATA/) 

ISN 0020 W = WO 

ISM 0021 WF = 0. 
ISN 0022 ST = TOO 

ISN 0023 R = ROO 
ISN 0024 H = HO0 
ISN 002!) WPAYLO = WPAYL 
ISN 0026 ITOHL = 0 
ISN 0027 ICRUS = 0 
ISN 0022 ICHGPL= 0 
ISN 0029 ITRALT= 0 
ISN 0030 I = 1 
ISN 0031 NEXT=O. 
ISN 0032 INCSGT = SGTIND(I) + 0.1 
16\: 0033,, 100 INDEX = INDSGT 
[SN 0034 GO TO (I,2,1,4,,IL,8,9),INDEX 

[SN 0035 IF(I.EQ.I)GO TO 20 

ISN 0037 WFSR= WF 

ISN 0338 WFR = CK * AF + DELWF 
ISN 0039 WFRE= NFR - WF 
ISN 0040 IFIIPRINT.EQ.1)WRITE(6,1002) WFSR,WFRE, WFR 

ISN 0042 1002 FORMAT(//15X,23HMISSION FUEL REQUIRED =,F9.0 
I /15X,23HRESERVE FUEL REQUIRED =,F9.0 
2 /15X,23HTOTAL FUEL REQUIRED =,F9.0) 
[SN 0043 IFIPRINT.NE.1) GO TO 300 
ISN 0045 W = WO 
ISN 004o WF = 0. 
ISN 0047 ST = TOO 
IS. 0048 R = ROO 
ISN 0049 H = HOD 
ISN 0050 IF((IPRINT.EQ.1).AND.(INDEX.'EQ.O)WRITE(6,1003) 
ISN 0052 1003 FORMAT(IH1,15X,17HSECONDARY MISSION/I 
ISN 0053 IF((IPRINT.EQ.1).AND.(INDEX.EQ.100)) WRITEC6,1004) 
[SN 0055 1004 FORMAT(//15X,22HEND OF SUCCESSFUL CASE) 
ISN 0056 IF(INDEX.EQ.O)GO TO 201 
ISN 0058 GO TO 300 
ISN 0059 1 WRITEC6,1005) 
ISN 0060 1005 FORMAT(//15XOHTAXI ,CLIMB, DESCEND, LOITER, AND CHGFEL 
lINES ARE NOT AVAILABLE 























































































































GO TO 200 
20 WRITE(6,1006) 
1006 FORMAT(15X.44Ht***** FIRST SEGMENT 
NEXT = 1 
GO TO 200 
2 ITOHL = ITOHL + L 
CALL TOHL(ITOHL) 
GO TO 200 
4 ICRUS = ICRUS + 1 
INDCRU = CRSIND(ICRUS) + 0.1 
IF(INOCRU - 2)11,12,13 
11 CALL CRUSI(ICRUS) 
GO TO 200 
12 CALL CRUS2(CRUS) 
GO TO 200 
13 CALL CRUS3(ICRUS) 
GO TO 200 
3 ICHGPL = [CHGPL + 3 
CALL CHGPL(ICHGPL) 
GO TO 200 
9 ITRALT = ITRALT + i 
CALL TRALT(ITRALT) 
200 IF(NEXT.NE.O)GO TO 300 
201 1 = I + 1 
INDSGT = SGTIND(I) + 0.1 
GO TO 100 
300 RETLAN 
END 






























PRFRM I SIZE OF PROGRAM 000570 HEXADECIMAL BYTES PAGE 004
 
NAPE TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADO. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. 
H S C R*4 000818 I SF 1*4 000220 Q C R*4 N.R. R S C R#4 000873 
T C R*4 N.R. V C R*4 N.R. W S . C R*4 0C0914 AF C R*4 N.. 

































PI C R*4 N.R. RN C R*4 N.R. SA C R 4 N.R. ST S C R'4 0008BO 

































BLP C R*4 N.A. BMR C R*4 N.R. BVT C R *4 N.R. CCP C R*4 N.R. 
CCT C R*4 N.k. CDC C R*4 N.R. CDV C R-4 N.R. CKF C R*4 N.R. 
CKW C R*4 N.R. CKI F C R*4 000048 CLW C R*4 N.R. CRT C R 4 N.R. 
CT? C R*4 N.R. DK3 C R*4 N.R. 0K4 C R*4 N.R. OMR C R*4 N.R. 

































COdE C R*4 N.R. RHO C R*4 N.R. RvI C R*4 N.R. MOO F C P*4 06005C 
SA5 C R*4 N.R. SA6 C R*4 N.R. SAT C R*4 N.R. SEE C R-4 N.R. 

































































TVW C R*4 N.A. ULF C R*4 N.R. VHL C R*4 N.A. VIN C R*4 N.R. 
V140 C R*4 N.R. WAC C R*4 N.R. WCC C R*4 N.R. WEP C R*4 N.R. 
MrS C R*4 N.R. WFC C R*4 N.R. WFE C R*4 N.R. WFR SF C R*4 000938 


































WVA C R*4 N.R. ;VT C R*4 N.R. XLB C R*4 N.R. XLR C P*4 NR. 
XLW C k ,V N.R. XNM C R*4 N.R. ALFR C R4 N.R. ARHT C R*4 N.R. 































































































































































SHPA C R*4 N.R. SHPR C R*4 N.R. SHTE C R4 N.R. SHTW C R 4 N.R. 

















































SKAW C R*4 N.R. SK10 C RM4 N.R. SKI C R4 N.R. SK12 C R4 N.R. 
SK13 C R N.. SK14 C R*4 N.R. SK Is C R*4 N.R. SLMH C R*4 N.R. 
STPW C RM4 N.R. SVTE C R*4 N.R. SVTW C R*4 N.R. SWTT C RP4 N.R. 
PAGE 005 
TBHI C 9*4 N.R. TBH2 C R*4 N.R. TBTO C R*4 N.R. TCHT C R*4 N.R. 
TCLN C R*4 N.M. TCVT C R*4 N.R. TINY C R*4 N.R. TIN2 C R*4 N.R. 
T'IN4 C R*4 N.R. TMAX C R*4 N.R. TOHL SF XF R*4 CCOOOO TOVW C R*4 N.R. 
TWT C R*4 N.R. WBAL C R*4 N.R. WENV C R*4 N.R. WFRE SF R*4 000228 


































i-.. XLUL C R*4 N.R. YLSZ C R*4 N.R. ALFUL C R*4 , N.R. TMIY C R*4 N.R. 
C) CBARF' C R-4 N.R. CBARW C R*4 N.R. CHGPL SF XF R*4 OCOOOO LDES C R*4 N.R. 
CLEYS C i*4 N.K. CPIND C RC4 N.R. CP)NUO C R*4 N.R. CPPAR C. R*4 N.R. 
CPPRO RC4 N.k. CPTOT C R*4 N.R. CRUSI SF XF R*4 OCOOOO CRUS2 XF R*4 000000 
CRUS3 SF XF K*f 000000 DELTA C R*4 N.R. DELTH C R*4 N.R. DELWF C R*4 00004C 
OELUP C R*4 N.R. OSWET C R*4 N.R. ELOCA C R*4 N.R. ENPCR C R*4 N.R. 
c ETAP2 C R*4 N.R. ETAP4 C R*4 N.R. FETOT C R*4 N.R. GMDOl C R*4 N.R. 
HMAX D C R*4 N.M. [CR115 SFA C [ *4 0008LC IND EX SF 1*4 0C0230 ITOH-L SFA 1*4 000234 
NOCPP C 1*4 N.R. NuXPJ C [C4 N.R. PFETZ C R*4 N.R. PRFRM R*4 000238 
REALJ C R44 N.R. RHPNIR C R*4 N.R. SIGMA C R*4 N.R. SIGMR C R*4 N.k. 
SKAM D C R*4 N.k. SKBAL C R*4 N.R. SKGBI C R*4 N.R. SKGB2 C R*4 N.R. 
SKPuS C R*4 N.M. SKPEI C R*4 N.R. SKPES C R*4 N.R. SKPRB C R*4 N.R. 
SKRMF C Rf4 N.R. SKRCA C R*4 N.R. SKSCA C R*4 N.R. SLMVT C R*4 N.R. 
STMAX C R*4 N.M. ShETH C R*4 N.R. SWEXP C R*4 N.R. SWWET C R*4 N.R. 
SZRHO C R*4 N.R. TBCLX C R*4 N.R. T3CRP C R*4 N.R. TBEM5 - C R*4 N.R. 
TBPMJ C R,4 N.R. TBSFC C R4 N.R. TCBAR C R*4 N.R. THETA C R*4 N.R. 
TPRuP C R*4 N.R. TRALT SF XF R*4 000000 TVCMR C R*4 N.R. VqARH C R*4 N.R. 
VSA4V C R*4 N.A. VUIVE C R*4 N.R. VGASB C Rq N.R. VGASR C R*4 N.R. 
WPAYL F C k*4 000958 wPSTR C R*4 N.R. XLALB C R*4 N.R. XLBtO C R*4 N,. . 



















































- OLTA-E C R*4 N.R. DLVLHL C R4 N.R. ORGIND C R*4 N.R. DSPLMT C R*4 N.R. 
OYLINO C 4*4 N.R. ELHLOA C R* "N.R. ELVLOA C R*4 N.R. ETAIND C R*4 N.R. 
ETAP4N C 9*4 N.R. EXPORG C R*4 N.R. FEDRAG C R4 N.R. FIXIND C R*4 N.R. 
GAMDIL C R4 N.R. HULIND C R* N.R. IBCOM/t F XF [*4 000000 ICHGPL SPA 1*4 00023C 
INDCRU S C 1*4 000820 INDORG C [*4 N.R. INDD)YL C 1*4 N.R. INDETA C 1*4 N.R 
INOFIX C 1* N.R. INDHUL C 1*4 N.R. INDOPT C 1*4 N.R. INDOSW C 1*4 N.R. 
INDPOW C 1*4 N.R. INDPRP C 1"4 N.R. INDOM C 1*4 N.R. INCSGT SF-. [*4 000240 
IPRINT C I4 00084C ITRALT SFA 1*4 000244 OPTIND C RM4 N.R. OSkIND C R*4 N.R. 
PRPIND C R*4 N.R. RDMIND C R*4 N.R. RMHORHO C R*4 N.R. SGTIND F C R4 000078 
SKBLNT C k*4 N.R. SKENVI C R*4 N.R. SKENV2 C R*4 N.R. SKPDSZ C R*4 N.R. 
SKVTAR C 1*4 N.R. SSIGMA C R*4 N.R. STHETA C 'R*4 N.R. TBCDWI C R*4 N.M. 
TB8AP4 C R*4 N.R. THETNR C k*4 N.R. TOLIND C R*4 N.R. VGBOVH C RC4 N.R. 
WBALNT C RC4 N.R. WPAYLO S C R*4 00099C XTGTA2 C R*4 N.R. XTGTA4 C R*4 N.R. 
***' COMMON INFORMATION **** 
NAME OF COMKMON BLOCK * * SIZE OF BLOCK 00090C HEXADECIMAL BYTES 
VAR. NAME TYPE REL. A0DR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADDR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. A0DR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADDR.
 

























VGBOVH R*4 N.A. XLGD A*4 N.R. HMAXD R*4 N.R. RHORHO R*4 N.R. 
VMO R*4 N.R. EMLF R*4 N.A. CK1 R*4 000048 DELWF R*4 ..00004C 
CKFF R*4 N.R. VDIVE R*4 N.A. HOD R*4 000058 " RO0 R*4 00005C 
TOO R*4 000060 'GAPI R*4 N.A. SGTINO R*4' 000078 ELHLOA R*4 NtR. 
ELVLUA R*4 N.R. GAP2 R*4 N.A. AR R*4 N.R. 4S R*4 N.R. 
TCR R*4 N.R. TCT R*4 N.R. SLM R*4 N.R. ARHT R*4 N.A. 
TCT R*4 N.A. VBARH R*4 N.A. SLMH R*4 N.R. ARVT R*4 N.A. 























WVA R*4 N.R. DAMI R*4 N.A. DAM2 R*4 N.R. BMR R*4 N.A. 
DA3 R*4 N.A. CLEYE R*4 N.R. THETMR R*4 N.R. XC R*4 N.A. 
XMR R*4 N.R. TVCMR R*4 N.A. VT R*4 N.R. CTSIGH R*4 N.R. 
TVW R*4 N.A. HES R*4 N.R. TINY R*4 N.A. ETAP2 R*4 N.A. 
ETAP4N R*4 N.R. TBEM5 R*4 N.R. TB8AP4 R*4 N.R. GAP3 R*4 N.A. 
DAM4 R 4 N.A. ENP R*4 N.R. ETAT R*4 N.R. -iC R*4 N.R. 
VC 1*4 N.R. ATMIY R*4 N.A. CDVT R*4 N.R. C0HT R*4 N.R. 
DAM5 R*4 N.A. OLTAFE R*4 N.A. FEDRAG R*4 N.A. EXPDRG R*4 N.R. 
CuG R*4 N.A. CLALPH R*4 N.A. CKVT R*4 N.A. CKHT R*4 N.A. 
CKF R*4 N.A. CKW R*4 N.R. RE~l R*4 N.A. TCLN R*4 N.A. 
TBCLI R*4 N.A. TBCDWI R*4 N.R. GAP4 R*4 N.R. WFE R*4 N.A. 
WFUL 1*4 N.A. DELWFC R*4 N.R. DEL P R*4 N.R. OELWST R*4 N.R. 
SKOC 1*4 N.R. SKRC R*4 N.A. SKSC R*4 N.A. SKFW R*4 N.A. 
SKTM R*4 N.R. SKRCA R*4 N.A. SKSCA R*4 N.R. SKMC R*4 N.A. 
SKAC R*4 N.R. SKHL R*4 N.A. SKENVI R*4 N.R. SKENV2 R*4 NR. 
SKG I R*4 N.R. SKGB2 R*4 N.R. SKBLNT R*4 N.R. SKBAL R*4 N.R. 























SKPA 1*4 N.A. SKVTAR R*4 N.R. SODS R*4 N.R. SKPDSZ R*4 NR. 
SKT R*4 N.1. SKFS R*4 N.A. SKPE1 R*4 N.R. SKPES R*4 N.A. 
SKI R*4 N.R. SK2 P*4 N.R. DK3 R*4 N.R. 0K4 R*4 N.A. 
SK5 H*4 N.A. SK R*4 N.A. SK7 R*4 N.R. SK8 R*4 N.R. 
SK9 R*4 N.A. SKi R*4 N.R. SKI1 R*4 N.R. SK12 R*4 N.R. 
SK13 R*4 N.R. SK14 R*4 N.R. SK15 R*4 N.A. PLIN R*4 NR. 
GAP5 R*4 N.R. TOLIND R*4 N.A. XTGTA2 R*4 N.R. TIN2 R*4 N.R. 
TWTW R*4 N.R. PFETZ R*4 N.A. DELTH R*4 N.R. STH R*4 N.A. 
CRSIN R*4 00034C XTGTA4 R*4 N.R. T'IN4 R*4 N.R. VIN R*4 N.A. 
DELR k*4 N.R. RMAX R*4 N.A. DELFCR R*4 N.R. ENPCR R*4 N°R. 
ELVPL R*4 N.R. STP. R*4 N.A. HFIN R*4 N.R. GAP6 R*4 N.R. 
CYCPrL k*4 N.R. FF R*4 N.A. SK3 R*4 N.R. SK4 R*4 N.A. 
TBHIL R*4 N.A. TBTO R*4 N.R. TBH2 R*4 N.A. TBCRP R*4 N.R. 
TESFC R*4 N.R. TBPOW R*4 N.R. GAP7 R*4 N.R. ALFDES R*4 N.. 
ALFDL R*4 N.A. ALFR R*4 N.R. AMU R*4 N.A. BHPA R*4 N.. 
BHPR R*4 N.A. BHPSUP R*4 N.R. BHT R*4 N.A. BLP R*4 N.A. 
BR R*4 N.A. BS R*4 N.A. BVT R*4 N.A. CBARF R*4 N.R. 
CBARiiT 1*4 N.M. CBARVT R*4 N.R. CBARW R*4 N.A. CCP R*4 N.A. 
CCT R*4 N.A. CDV R*4 N.A. CLW R*4 N.R. CPIN R*4 N°R. 
CPNUD K*4 N.A. CPPA R*4 N.R. 'CPPRO R*4 N.R. CPTOT R*4 N.A. 
CRT K*4 N.R. CTP R*4 N.A. CV R*4 N.R. .,CX R*4 N.A. 
PAGE 007
 
CLDES A*4 N.R. CB R*4 N.R. DELRTH R*4
DH k*4 N.R. DELTA R*4 N.R.
N.K. DSPLMT (*4 N.R. ELC R*4 N.R. 
 ELHT R*4 N.R.
ELN *4 N.R<. ELOA R*4 N.R. 
 ELT R*4 
 N.R. R.ELVT N.R.
EN R*4 N.R. ETAP R*4 N.R. FEH 4*4 
*4 

N.R. "FEHI R*4 N.R.
FEHL R*4 N.R. FEHT (=4 NR. FET R*4 
 N.R. FETOT R*4 N.R,
FEVT R*4 N.R° 
 FEW R*4 N.R. FEWH R*4 N.R. FEWI R*4 N.R.
FM R*4 N.R. FP 
 R*4 N.R. ETAP4 R*4 N.R. 
-N.
GAMD1L R14
GLF k*4 N.R. GMDD1 R*4 N.R. H R*4 000818 ICRUS 1*4 00081C
INDCRU 1*4 000820 INDORG 
 1*4 N.R. INDDYL 1*4 N.k. INDETA 1*4 N.R.
INDFIX 1*4 N.R. INDHUL 1*4 N.R. INDOPT 1*4 N.R. INDOSW 1*4 N.
INDPOW 1*4 N.H. 
 XNOP<P 1*4 
 N.R. INDROM 1*4 N.R. IPRINT 1*4 00084CLTHL 1*4 N.R. NOCPP [*4 N.R. NOXPJ 1*4 N.R.PEHF R*4 N.R. OWE R*4 N.R.
P1 R*4 N.R. Q R*4 N.R. RHO R*4 N.(EALJ R<4 N.R. RHPMR R*4 N.R. R R*4 000878 RN R4 
 N.R.SA R*4 Nt.R. SA5 R*4 N.R. SAS R*4 
 N.R. SAT 
 R*4 N.R.
SFC R*4 N.R. SHPA R*4 N.R. SHPR R*4 N.R.
SHTE R*4 N.R. SHT R*4 N.R.SHTW R'4 
 N.R. SIGMA R*4 N.R. SSIGMA R*4 N.k.
ST R*4 0008BO STHETA R*4 N.R. 
 STMAX R*4 N.R. SVT R*4 N.R.
SVTE R*4 N.R. 
 SVTW R*4 N.R. 
 SW R*4 N.R. SWETH R*4 N.R.
SWEXr R*4 N.R. 
 SWTT R*4 
 N.R. SWWET R*4 
 N.R. S2RHO R*4 N.R.
T k*4 N.R. TAF R*4 N.R. TCBAR R*4 N.R. THETA R*4 N.R.
TMAX R*4 N.R. 
 TMP R*4 N.R. TPRDP R*4 N.R. TR R*4
ULF R*4 




V k*4 N.R. W R*4 000914 WBAL R*4 N.R. 
 WBALNT R*4 N.R.
WCC R*4 N.R. WE R*4 N.K. 
 WEP R*4 N.R. 
 WES R*4 N.R.
WF R*4 0C0930 
 WFC R*4 N.R. WFR R*4 000938 WFS 
 R*4 N.R.
WFW R*4 N.R. WGS8 R*4 
 N.R. WIL 
 R*4 N.R. 
 WHT R*4 N.R.
WLG R*4 N.R. 
WPOS R4 N.R. 
WMC R*4 N.R. WPAYL R*4 000958 WPC R*4 N.R.WPEI R*4 N.R. 
 WPH R*4 N.R. NPRs 
 R*4 N.R.
to WPRG R*4 N.K. 
 WPRP R*4 N.R. WPSTR R*4 N.R.
WRCA R*4 N.R. WSC WRC R*4 N.R.
R*4 N.R. WSCA R*4 N.F. 
 WST R*4 N.R.
WTM R*4 N.R. WVT R*4 N.R. hW 'R*4 N.R. WPAYLO R*4 - 00099CWAC R*4 N.R. WENV 
 R*4 N-R. XLAL8 R*4 N.R. 
 XLB R*4 N.R.
XLDH R*4 N.R. 
 XLHL R*4 N.R. 
 XLR R*4 N.R..
YLSZ R*4 N.R. TDVW 
 R*4 N.R. 
 DMR R*4 N.R. 
-SIGMR R*4 N.R.
AF R*4 N.R. BHPP R*4 N.R. SEE R*4 NR.
 
B0 
LABEL ADDR LABEL ADDR PAGE 008
 
100 000310 1 000422 20 00043E 2 00045A
 
4 000476 11 0004B4 12 0004C6 13 000408
 




*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIN,OPT=02,LINECNT=54,SIZE=OOOOK,
 
*OPTIONS IN EfFECT* SOURCE,EBCDIC,NOLISTNODECK,LOAD,MAPNOEDIT, ID,NOXREF
 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 89 ,PROGRAM SIZE 1392
 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED
 
*****4 END OF COMPILATION ****** 103K BYTES OF CORE 4NOT USED 





LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 0S/360 FORTRAN H DATE 75.112/16.L0.08 




C**** MEMBER NAME B81ROTPW 
0 
00C20000 
C PAGE 1 INPUT LOC 0001 THRU 0050 00030000 
.j
I 








COMMON OPTIND ,FULINU ,DYLIND ,DKGIND ,OSWIND 00040000 
IFIXIND ,RDIND ,PRPIND ,ETAINO , 0 ,XLBWO ,00050000 
2XLRLA ,VGBUVH ,XLGD ,HMAXD ,HIORHO ,VMO ,00060000 
3EMLF ,CKL ,DELWF ,CKFF ,VDIVE ,HUO ,00070000 
4aO0 ,TDO IGAPI(5) ,!SGTIND(12),ELHLOA .ELVLOA ,00080000 
5GAP2(6) 00090000 
PAGE 2 INPUT LOC 0051 THRU 0100 COIO0000 
COMMON AR , S ,TCR ICT ,SLM .00110000 
IA-HT ,TCHT ,VBARH ,SLMH ,ARVT ,TCVT 00120000 
2VBARV ,SLMVT ,ELDN ,ELDT .ELDOA ,DLSWSH ,00130000 
30SWET ,DLVLHL ,DVOL ,CBYLOA ,ENR ,WVA ,00140000 
4OAMI ,UAM2 ,BMR ,DAM3 ,CLEYE .THETMR .00150000 
5XC ,XMR ,TVCMK ,VT ,CTSIGH ,TVW .00160000 
6HES ,TINY ,ETAP2 ,ETAP4N ,TEMS(5) ,TB8AP415) ,00170000 
7GAP3 00180000 
PAGE 3 INPUT LOC 0101 THRU 140 00190000 
COMMON DA44 ,ENP ,ETAT ,HC .VC ,00200000 
1ATMIY ,CDVT ,CDHT ,DAM5 ,OLTAFE ,FEDRAG 00210000 
2EXPDkG ,CDC ,CLALPH ,CKVT ,CKHT ,CKF ,.0020000 
3CKW ,REL[ ,TCLN ,TBCLI(8) ,TBCDWI(8) ,GAP4(4) 00230000 
PAGE 4 INPUT LUC 141 THRU 200 WEIGHT DATA 00240000 
COMMON .if-E ,wFUL ,DELWFC ,DELWP ,DELWST .00250000 
ISKCC ,SKRC ,SKSC ,SKFW SKTM ,SKRCA .60260000 
2SKSCA ,SKMC ,SKAC ,SKHL SKENVL ,SKENV2 ,00270000 




4ELF ,RMI *SKWP .SKHT SKVT' ,SKPRB 
5SKRBF ,SKPH ,SKAMD ,SKAR SKPA ,SKVTAR 
6SKPDS ,SKPDSZ ,SKT ,SKFS SKPEI ,SKPES 
7SKI ,SK2 ,DK3 ,DK4 SK5 ,SK6 
8SK7 ,SK8 ,SK9 ,SK10 ,SKII ,SK12 
9SK13 .SK14 ,SK15 ,PLIN .GAP5(3) 
PAGE b INPUT LOC 201 THRU 30 
COMMON TOLIND(5) ,-TGTA2(5) ,TIN2(5) ,TwTW(5) ,PFET2(5) 
IDELTH(5) ,STH(5) ,CRSINU(5) ,XTGTA4(5) ,TIN4(5) ,VIN(5) 
2DELR(5) ,VMAX(5) Y DELFCR(5) ,ENPCR(5) ,CELWPL(5) ,STPW(5) 
3HFIN(5) ,GAP6(10i 
















COMMUN CYCPRL ,FF ,SK3 .SK4 ,TBHi(5) ,00410000 
lTBTO(5) ,TBH2(5) ,TBCRP(5) ,TBSFC(8) ,TBPOW(8) ,GAPT(60) 00420000 
WORKING COMMON 00430000 
COMMON ALFUES,ALFDL,ALFR,AMU, 00440000 
1 BHPA,8IHPR,BRHPSUP,BHT,bLPBRBS,BVT, 00450000 
2 CbARF,CBMAIIT,GBARVT,CBARW,CCP,CCT, COV,CLW,CPIND,CPNUD, CPPAR,CPPRO0O46 
0 0 0 0 
ISN 0010 
3,CPTUT,CRT,CTP,CV,CX,CLIES,CB, 









.. J$N 0011 
7 ICRUS, INDCRU,[NOORG,[NLOYL, INDETA, INDF[X,INDHUL, INDOPT, INOOSW, 
8 INDPOW,INUPRPIN0IRUM,[PRINT 








A IL._MQ.N.ATJVAF_,9560Q. ,VIA TQ 
COMMON 4,WBAL, SALNT, wCC,WU ,vqP,WES,WF,WFC,WFRWFS , FW, 00570000 
1 WGS6WHL,wHTWLG ,WMC ,WPAYL,WPC,WPDS,WPEI,iPH,APRB,WPRGWPRPWPSTROO58O0002, WR C,*WRC _A_. !_GflSgA_,_4 W$_TIb._ .ttL -_t WPAfYL.IA .,WE NV 05900_o p 0.o______________ 
ISN 0015 COMMON XLALB,XLBXLBHXLHL,XLRXLW,YLS2,TOV 00600000 
ESN 0016 COMMON DMR,SIGMR,AF,BHPP,SEE C0600001 
ISN 0018 
I CKNDTB(20),DMDBB(9),CKBLH(9),CTT(LO),CKHUVT(IO) 
NAMELIST /NRTPOW/ CTMR,CTSMR,COB,OCDMCDOMA,EMOFM,TOVC, 




2 ALFDL, RHPMHBHPR, EPSSVI, FFMR,CKINDM,CKHOVM,CKNUDM, 00630000 
3 UKHVM,DKHVRM,LCZ,DL,INOTOL,B1.B2,DTOVW 00640000 
_______ _N0o RT.UD=7,2957795 00 /+ .. 
ISN 3020 INDTOL=TOLIND(ITOHL) 00640200 






ISN 0024 CPNUl=.0 00680000 
-UN 0025 CDU dF -_,.0 __ ___ 9.0003 
ISN 0020 DCDS=0.0 00700000 
ISN 0027 DCDM=0.0 0071 0000 
I IS 0029 LC2=0 00730000 
ISN U030 DL=TV-1.0 00740000 
_ -.­ 1. -D_03' 1 V_,. .Q_2GIRSO_.10 OQ 750000 





F PS=ATAtLLa..n~sn.tI (I dafL 
C0770000 
C01a9-n 
[SN 0036 AMUP=SoT[I.689*V)**2SVI*2)/VT 00790000 
ISN 0037 CTP=CT: (1.O+UL*SIN(EPS)**2J 00800000 
ILN-008 C T= 40x.KILRI.O+I)L*SIN(EPS)**2g/RH P rNR*(DMR*VT)**2I -0_0.81000O 






15 I c?=I 2+1 
GO TO 50 00830000 
OjO400P0 
ISN 0043 50 XLA=ABS(XLR) 00850300 
ISN 0044 
ISN 0345 St 
CT=4.0*XLA*TCVW/(RHO ePI*ENR*(CMR*VT)**2) 
CTS. IJ= I/STGMR -
00850100 
00.00.Q0 
ISN 0046 CTMR=CT 00870000 
ISN 0047 COBO=.00995 00880000 
T N O0t 8 CKkI=-.028 08jCO0a 
ISN 0049 CKH2=.262 COsoo00 
ISN 0050 CKH3=.276 0051.OOOO 
.S !L0_0OL CKlB2a,_i O0929000 
ISN 0052 EMDBO:.865 C0030000 
ISN 0053 
ISN 0054 -






























































') ISN 0088 




























IF (UELTAM.LE.0.0) UCDM=O.O 01CI0000
 








CPPRO=CDO*SIGMR( 1.0-XC)/8.0 	 01G50000
 




























































































IF (IX.NE.0) W[RITE(6,1004) 01360000
 
IF [IY.NE.O) wRITE(6,1005) 0137000d
 
1003 FORMAT(LOX,55HTHIS ERROR IS IN THE CT,KHOVA TABLE - SUBROUTINE RCTOI380000 
iPOwI 01390000 
1004 FORMAT(IOX,82HTHIS ERROR IS IN THE CT PART OF THE DELTA KHOVER THEOAO0000 
ITA T TABLE - SUBHOUTINE ROTPOW) 01410000 
1005 FURMAT(IOX,86HTHIS ERROR IS IN THE THETA MR PART 'OF THE DELTA KHOV01420000 
iLR THtrA TABLE - SUBROUTINE RGTPOW) 01430000 
1006 FORMAT(IOX,82HTHIS ERROR IS IN THE CT PART OF THE DELTA KHOVER THE014400UO 
1TA I TABLE - SUBROUTINE ROTPOW) 01450000 
1007 FDRMAT(IOX,89HTHIS ERROR IS IN THE THETA REF PART OF THE DELTA KHO01460000 









ISN 0110 DKHiVTR=XLKUP(CTTiETRF,CTTBLE,12,THTBLE,5,OKhTB,12,5,1X,IY) 01490000
 
ISN 0111 )KHVRM=UKHVTR 	 01500000
 
ISN 0q112 IF (X.NE.O) WRITE(b,1006) 	 01510000
 
ISN 0114 IF (IY.NE.O) wRITE(6,1007) 01520000
 
ISN 0116 CKHUV=CKBLH(B)*t(CKHOVA+DKHVTH-DKHVTR-1.0)tI.0 01530000
 [s N OJlAJ K O. !_Ci P _0t 	 540O00 
ISN 0118 IF (V.EO.0.0 GO TO 100 01550000
 
ISN 0120 CKHGVP=CKHOV 
 01560000
 
[$N 0121 CKIND._I*CQS(EPS)**2+CKHOVP*SIN(EPS)**2 01570000
 
ISN 0122 CKINUD=CKIND 01580000
 
ISN 0123 CP[ND=0.5*CKINO*CTP**2/AMUP 01590000
 
1 N_0124 CKPeklt±-j.*AMH**4t 	 OltiflO 
ISN 0125 CPPAK=AMU*CX*CKPER 01610000
 
ISN 0126 CKNUD=XLINT(AMUTB,CKNDTB,AMU,20,M) 01620000
 
CKuL) l-&tqkU 	 0L6.30000Q
-5.UI-9047 
ISN 0128 IF (M.NE.0) WRITE(6,1009) 01640000
 




[SN 0131 CPNUD=2.0*CTP*SIGMR*CKNUD/(BMR**2*(I.O+0L SIN(EPS)**2) 01670000
 
ISN 0132 CPTOT=CPPRO+CPIND+CPPAR+CPNUD 01680000
 
RHE 1Ra,_dD±LL±Dq_$_*?OEtHJ~R.._ _ T0Tf12200. Qj690 o
 
ISN 0134 ALFDL=-ATAN(CX*(1.0+DL*SIN(EPS)**2)/CTP)*RTOD 01700000
 
ISN 0135 RETURN 
 01710000
 
IL55L.0 U1---- o CU fIN-2Q.,..!LffivjsI.r 5 01320090
 
[SN 0137 CPTOT=CPPKO+CPIND 01730000
 
[SN 0138 FM=0.77*CT**1.5/CPTOT 01740000
 
I i..$ RHPMR=RHO*PI*OMR**2*ENR*VT**3*CPTT/2200. 0tYPMQpO
4Q±IP39 
IH 	 ISN 0140 8HPR=RHPMR/ETAT 01760000 
w 	 ISN 0141 IF (INOTOL.EQ.2.) GO TO 110 01770000
 
I-N 0144 110 IF ABS(tBHPA-BPR)/BHPA).LT.O.O) GO TO 140 01790000
 
ISN 0146 IF (LC2.LT.2) GO TO 120 	 01800000
 
ISN OJ..A R7=gHPR-SHPA 	 0.LBPPA3 
ISN 0149 DTUVW=e2*DTOVW1(B1-B2) 01820000
 
1SN 0150 B1=82 01830000
 
_____._SOC.I G .T 130 O28~Q0O 
ISN 0152 120 B1=BHP&-BHPA 01850000
 
ISN 0153 DTOVW=-0.5 01860000
 
T 50 TOVW=TVW-DTOVW.- 0?8j00
 
ISN 0155 GO TO 15 
 01880000
 
ISN 0156 140 RETURN 01890000
 
ISN 0157 END 0190000
 
I ROTPOW / SIZE OF PROGRAM 000FE8 HEXADECIMAL BYTES PAGE 005 
NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAMb TAG TYPE ADO. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADO. 
H C R*4 N.R. M FA [*4 0003FO Q S C R*4 OCO68 A C R*4 N.A. 
T C R*4 N.A. V FA C R*4 000910 W C R*4 N.A. AF C R*4 N.R. 
AR C R4 N.A. BR C R*4 N.R. BS C R*4 N.A. 81 SF R*4 0003F4 
B SF R*4 0OZF8 CB C R*4 N.A. CT SPA R*4 OC03FC CV C R*4 N.r. 
CX FA C R*4 000680 OH C R*4 N.R. CL SFA R*4 0C0400 EN C R*4 N.R. 
FF C R*4 N.A. FG SF R*4 000404 FM S C R*4 000714 FP C R*4 N.R. 
HC C k44 N.R. IS SF 1*4 000408 IX FA I44 00040C IY FA 1*4 O00qI0 
PI F C R*4 000864 RN C R*4 N.R. SA F C R*4 0080 ST C R*4 N.R. 
SW C RP4 N.A. TR C R*4 N.A. VC C R*4 N.A. VT F C R*4 000146 
WE C R*4 N.A. WF C R*4 N.R. 60 C R*4 N.R. wS C R*4 N.R. 
WW C R*4 N.R. XC F C R*4 00013C AMU FA C R*4 00064C BHT C P44 N.R. 
BLP C R*4 N.A. BMR F C R*4 00012C SVT C R*4 N.A. CCP C R*4 N.R. 
CCT C RP4 N.A. COB SF R4 000414 CDC C R*4 N.A. COD SF R*4 000418 
COV C R*4 N.A. CKF C R*4 N.A. CKW C R*4 N.A. CKI C R*4 N.R. 
CLW C R*4 N.H. CRT C R*4 N.A. CTP SPA C R*- 0006A8 CTT FA C P*4 00021C 
DR3 C R*4 N. . DK4 C R*4 N.A. DMR F C R*4 0C09C8 ELC C k*4 N.A. 
ELF C *4 N.A. ELN C R*4 N.R. ELT C R* N.R. END SF \T, *4 00041C 
EMT SF R*4 000420 ENP C R*4 N.A. ENR F C R*4 O0011C EPS SFA R*4 000424 
" FEH C R4 N.A. PET C R*4 N.R. FEW C R*4 N.A. 'GLF C R*4 N.R. 
HES C R*4 N.A. IIO C R*4 N.R. LC2 SF 1*4 000428 OWE C R*4 N.R. 
RHO F C R*4 OOOS C RMI C R*4 N.R. ROD C R*4 N.R. SA5 C P*4 N.R. 
SA6 C R4 N.A. SA7 C R*4 N.R. SEE C R*4 N.H. SFC C P * N.A. 
SHT C R*4 N.A. SKT C K*4 N.A. SKI C R*4 N.R. SK2 C R*4 N.A. 
SK3 C R*4 N.A. SK4 C R*4 N.A. SK5 C R*4 N.A. SK6 C P44 N.A. 
SKY C R*4 N.A. SK8 C R*4 N.H. SK9 C R*4 N.A. SLM C R*4 N.R. 
STH C R*4 N.A. SVI SPA RP4 00042C SVT C R*4 N.H. TAF C R*4 N.A. 
TCR C R*4 N.A. TCT C R*4 N.A. TMP C A*4 N.A. TOO C R*4 N.R. 
TVW F C R*4 000150 ULF C R*4 N.A. VHL C R*4 N.A. VIN C R*4 N.P. 
VMO C R*4 N.R. SAC C R*4 N.A. WCC C R*4 N.A. WEP C P*4 N.A. 
wES C R*4 N.A. WFC C R*4 N.A. WFE C R*4 N.A. WFR C R*4 N.H. 
Wf-S C R*4 N.A. WFW C R*A N.A. WHL C R*4 N.A. WHT C R*4 N.R. 
WLG C k*4 N.A. HMC C R*4 N.R. WPC C R*4 N.R. WPH C R*4 N.R. 
WRC C R*4 N.A. WSC C R*4 N.H. WST C R*4 N.R. WTM C R*4 N.R. 
WVA C R*4 N.A. 4VT C R*4 N.R. XLA SF R*4 000430 XLB C R*4 N.A. 
XLR FA C R*4 000988 XLW C R*4 N.A. XMR C R*4 N.A. ALFR C R*4 N.H. 
AMUP SF R*4 000434 ARHT C R*4 N.H. ARVT C R*4 N.A. BHPA FA C R*4 OOb O 
BHPP C R*4 N.A. 8HPR SFA C R*4 000t54 COBB SF R*4 000438 COBO SF R*4 00043C 
CDBP SF R*4 000440 CDHT C R*4 N.R. CDVT C R*4 N.H. CKCL SF R*4 000444 
CKC2 SF R*4 000448 CKC3 SF R*4 00044C CKC4 SF R*4 00450 CKC5 SF R*4 000454 
CKFF C R*4 N.R. CKHT C- R*4 N.R. CKHI SF R*4 000458 CKH2 SF R*4 00045C 
CKH3 SF R*4 000460 CKH4 SF R4 000464 CKVT C R*4 N.A. CTNR S R*4 000468 
DAMI C' R*4 N.A. DAM2 C R*4 N.A. DAM3 C R4 N.A. DAN4 C R*4 N.H. 
DAM5 C R*4 N.A. OCOM SF R*4 00046C 000S SF R*4 000470 DELR C K*4 N.A. 
op190 SF R*4 000474 DVOL C R*4 N.R. ELDN C R*4 N.R. ELDT C R*4 N.R. 
ELHT C k*4 N.A. ELOA C R*4 N.R. ELVT C R4 N.A. EMOS SF P*4 000478 
EMOO SF R*4 00047C EMLF C R*4 N.K. ETAP C R*4 N.A. ETAT F C R*4 000198 
FEHI C R*4 N.H. FEHL C K*4 N.A. PEHT C R*4 N.H. FEVT C R*4 N.R. 
PEWH C R*4 N.A. FEWI C R*4 N.R. FFMR S R*4 000480 GAPI C R*4 N.A. 
GAP2 C R*4 N.A. GAR3 C R*4 N.H. GAP4 C R4 N.H. GAP5 C R*4 N.A. 
GAP6 C R*4 N.H. GAP7 C R*4 N.A. HFIN C R*4 N.R. LTHL C 1*4 N.A. 
PAGE 006 
PLEHF C R*4 N.R. PLIN C RH N.R. RELI C R*4 N.R. RMAX' C P*4 N.R. 
RTOD SF R*4 000-84 SHPA C R*4 N.R. SHP, C R',4 N.R. SHTE C R*4 N.R. 
SHTW C R*4 N,. SKAC C R*4 N.R. SKAR C R,4 N.R. SKCC C P*4 N.R. 
SKFS C R*4 N.R. SKFW C R*4 N.R. SKHL C R*4 N.R. SKHT C R*4 N.R. 
SKLG C R*4 N.K. SKMC C R*4 NR. SKPA C k*4 N.R. SKPH C R*4 N.R. 
sKRC C R*4 M.. SK.C C R*4 N.R. SK.5 C R 4 - N.R. 56 VT C R*4 N.R. 
SKWP C R*4 N.R. SrKW C R*4 N.R. SKI0 C R*4 N.R. SKI C R*4 N.A. 
SK12 C R*4 N.R. SK13 C R*4 N.R. SK144 C R*4 N.R. SK15 C R*4 N.R. 
SlFI C R*4 N.R. STPW C R*4 N.R. SVTE C R*4 N.R. SVTW C R*4 N.R. 
SWTT C R*4 N.R. TBHI C R*4 N.R. TBH2 C R*4 N.R. TBTU C R*4 N.R. 
TCHT C R4 N.K. TCLN C R*4 N.R. TCVT C R*4 N.R. TINY C R*4 K.R. 
TIN2 C k*4 N.. TIN4 C R __jt __l..NR TMAX C R*4 NR, .JTLO.YW SF C R*4 OOC9C4 
TWTW C k*4 N.R. WBAL C R*4 N.R. WENV C R*4 N.R. WFUL C R*4 N.R. 
WGSB C R*4 N.R. WPDS C R*4 N.R. WPEI C R*4 N.R. WPR C R*4 N.R. 
wPgr C R*4 . C, R*4 NR RA C R*4 N . -- --$ -C--lS N.R. 
XL6H C R*4 N.R. XLGD C R*4 N.R. XLHL C R*4 N.R. YLS2 C R*4 N.R. 








FA C R*4 000134 
R*-4OQQ48_8 ATMIY 6.(iLH F C C R*4 R*il N.R. 001F8 CBARF CKHVF C R*4 R*4 N.P. 00043C 
CKIND SF R*4 000490 CKNUD SF R*4 000494 CKPEK SF R1*4 oC0498 CLOES C R*4 N.R. 
CLEYE C R*4 N.R. CPIND SF C R*4 000690 CPNUD SF C R*4 000694 CPPAR SF C R*4 000698 
- C-2-8Q SF C R*4 006C _ ,_ Bt QO6_.9_O 1_TMR SF 2_Zt__tO9 C - IMP SF R*4 O004AU 
DELTA C R*4 N.R. OELTH C R*4 N.R. DELF C R*4 N.R. DELWP C R*4 N.k. 
DKHTB FA C K*4 000044 DKHVM S R*4 0004A4 0M5B F C R*4 0001D4 DSWET C R&4 N.H. 
- W210ALW SF R* .QQ4..a.-_- LI)OAC__ 4 t._ .,B(- OQQ004AC_______-MT9_0 SF R*4 0004e. 
ENPCR C k*4 N.R. ETAP2 C R*4 N.R. ETAP4 C R*4 N.R. FETOT C R*4 N.R. 
GMDD. C R*4 N.R. HMAXD C R*4 N.R. [CRUS C 1*4 N.R. ITOHL F 1*4 0004B4 




























SKBAL C R*4 N.R. SKGBI C R*4 N.R. SKGBU C R*4 N.R. SKPDS C R*4 N.R. 
C R*4 N.K.S .ES _ £R 4k.k.p3R.t____ RaHBF C RN C R*4 N. R. 
SKRCA C R*4 N.R. SKSCA C R*4 N.R. SLMVT C R*4 N.R. STMAX C R*4 N.R. 
SWETH 



























TSSFC C R*4 N.R. TCBAR C R*4 N.R. FHETA C R*4 N.R. TPROP C R*4 N.R. 
TVCMHR C R*4 N.R. V8ARH C R*4 N.R. VBARV C R*4 N.R. VDIVE C R*4 N.R. 
VGASR - *4 N,. ASR *- .,,,___W eAY C-R* N.R. W P.S Tr R 2 ._ N R__ 
XLALB C k*4 N.R. XL8AU C R*4 N.R. XLINT F XF R*4 oCOOO XLKUP F XF R*4 000000 























CKHOVM S R*4 00048C - CKHOVP SF R*4 0004CO CKHOVT FA C R*4 000244 CKINDM S R*4 0004C4 
C.K ND_FA C R*4- ---­4-- C..K.K±UDM S R*4 0O)CLAL J_ .t SIND C R*4, N.R. 
CTPSMR S R*4 0004CC CTSIGH C R*4 N.R. CTTBLE FA C R*4 000000 CYCPRL C R*4 N.R. 





























DRGIND C k*4 N.R. DSPLMT C R*4 N.R. DYLIND C R*4 N.R. ELHLOA C R*4 N.R. 
ELLU C, H *4 b, ET IND ._C , _._ A_4N C R*4 ,3_._.__XERGf CoRiR4 T _._R. 






















































































































































NAME OF COMMON BLOCK * 
VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADDR. 
OPTIND R*4 N.R. 
OSWIND R4 N.R. 
ETAIND R*4 N.R. 
VGBOVH K*4 N.H. 
VMO R*4 N.R. 
CKFF R*4 N.R. 
TOO R*4 N.HR. 
ELVLOA R*4 N.R. 
TCR R*4 N.R. 
TCHT R*4 N.R. 
TCVT R*4 N.R. 
ELDT R*4 N.R. 
DLVLHL R*4 N.R. 
WAVA H*4 N.R. 
DAM3 R*4 N.R. 
XMR H*4 N.R. 
TVW R*4 000150 
ETAP4N R*4 N.K. 
DAM4 R*4 N.R. 
VC R*4 N.R. 
DAM5 R*4 N.R. 
COG R*4 N.R. 
CKF R*4 N.R. 
TBCLI R*4 N.R. 
WFUL R*4 N.R. 
SKCC R*4 N.R. 
SKTM R*4 N.R. 
SKAC R*4 N.K. 
SKGBI R*4 N.R. 
SKLG R*4 N.R. 
SKWP R*4 N.R. 
SKRBF k*4 N.R. 
SKPA R44 N.R. 
SKT R*4 N.R. 
51(1 R*4 ..SKI 1<4 N.H. 
SK5 H 4SK9 R*4 N.R. 
* SIZE OF BLOCK 0009DC 
VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADOR. 
HULIND R*4 NK, 
FIXIND RRm4.. 
WO R*4 N.R. 
XLGD "R4 N.. 
EMLF R*4 N.R. 
VDIVE R*4 N.R. 
GAPT R*4 N.R. 
GAP2 R*4 N.R. 
TCT R*4 N.R. 
VOARH R*4 N.R. 
VBARV R*4 N.R. 
ELDOA R*4 N.R. 
DVOL R*4 N.A. 
DAMI R*4 N.R. 
CLEYE R*4 NR. 
TVCMR R*4 N.R. 
HES R*4 N.R. 
TBEM5 R*4 N.R. 
ENP R*4 N.R. 
ATMIY R*4 N.R. 
ULTAFE R*4 N.R. 
CLALPH R44 N.H. 
CKW R*4 N.R. 
TBCDWI R*4 N.k. 
DELWFC R*4 N.R. 
SKRC R*4 N.R. 
SKRCA R*4 N.R. 
SKHL R14 N.R. 
SKGB2 R*4 N.R. 
SKWW R*4 N.R. 
SKHT R*4 NRH 
SKPH R*4 N.R. 
SKVTAR R*4 N.R. 
SKFS R 4 N.R. 
5Z R4 NHN.N.HS12 R*4 N.H. 
SK6SKID R*4 N.R. 
HEXADEC [MAL BYTES 
VAR. NAME TYPE 
DYLIND 1*4 























































































































































































SKI3 R*4 N.R. SK14 [ 4 N.R. SK15 R*4 N.R. PLIN R*4 N.R. 














































































































CPIND R*4 [ 000690 OO_4._.-OA0o 
CRT R*4 N.K. CTP R*4 0006A8 CV R*4 N.R. CX R*4 000680 
CLOES R*4 N.R. CB R*4 N.R. DELRTH [*4 N.R. DELTA R*4 N.R. 
QH A*4 N.R. DSP f[ 4J [<4 -LHT N.M. M* N . 
ELN R*4 N.R. ELUA R*4 N.R. ELT M*4 N.R. ELVT R*4 N.R. 
EN R*4 N.R. ETAP R*4 N.R. FEH R*4 N.R. FEHI .R*4 N.R. 
F IL R*4 N.R. FIIIZ.....A .... _.A FET R*4 N.R, F FlT R*4 NR. 
FEVT k*4 N.R. FEW R*4 N.R. FEWH R*4 N.R. FEiI R*4 N.R. 
FM R*4 000114 FP R*4 N.R. ETAP4 k*4 N.K. GAMD1i R*4 N.R. 
_______G LERt.FR .. SW.LR*44~ [*4 N.. [CR05 j*4 R 
INOCRU 1*4 N.R. INODKG 1*4 N.R. INDDYL 1*4 N.R. INDETA 1*4 N.R. 
INDFIX 1*4 N.R. INUHUL 1*4 N.R. INDOPT 1*4 N.R. INDOSW 1*4 N.R. 




































SA R*4 O00u80 SA5 R*4 N.R. SA6 R*4 N.R. SAT R*4 N.R. 
SFC R*4 N.R. SHPA R*4 N.R. SHPR R*4 N.R. SHT R*4 N.R. 
SHI R*4 N. SLA R*4 ±R SLJ4 [<*4 N.R. S5.$JMA R*4f. , 
ST R4 N.R. STHETA R*4 N.K. STMAX R*4 N.R. SVT R*4 N.R. 
SVTE k*4 N.R. SVTW R*4 N.R. SW R*4 N.R. SWETH R*4 N.R. 



















V K*4 000910 W R*4 N.A. WBAL R*4 N.R. WBALNT [*4 N.R. 
WCC R*4 N.R. WE R*4 N.R. WEP k*4 N.R. WES R*4 N.R. 
IF R*4 Nq UtC*Ab3 RNFLiN *R.I~ 
WFW R*4 N.A. WGSB R*4 N.R. WHL [*4 N.R. WHT R*4 N.K. 
WLG R*4 N.R. WMC R*4 N.R. WPAYL R4 N.R. WPC R*4 N.R. 
Wpr <R*4 N.R. WPE r [4 N..L. ..&PH R*4 N .R., WPRR RAW....R-
WPRG R*4 N.R. WPKP R*4. N.k. WPSTR R*4 N.R. WRC R*4 N.R. 














XLBH R*4 N.R. XLHL R*4 N.R. XLR R*4 0009B8 XLW R*4 N.R. 
.YS2 R*4 N.R. TIVW R*4 0009C4 0MR R*4 0009C8 $1GMR R*4 0009cc 




 NAME OF COMMON BLOCK * RTPOW* SIZE OF BLOCK 

VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADOR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADDR.
 TYPE REL. ADDR.
TYPE REL. AODR. VAR. NAME
VAR. NAME AMUTB R*4 000134
DKHTB R*4 000044
R 00030
CTTBLE R*4 0TBLE 

CKNDTB R*4 000184 







LABEL ADUR LABEL ADDR LABEL ADDR LABEL ADDR PAGE 010
 
10 000934 15 OU093A 50 000944 51 000978
 
60 00OA46 67 000878 65 000B98 70 000C24




*OPT IQNSlIN _FL-L NA= MAIN.PT=02.LINECNT=54.SlZE=O000K
 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* SOURC&,EBCDIC,NOLISTNODECK,LOADMAP,NOEDITID,NOXREF
 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 156 ,PROGRAM SIZE = 4056
 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GNFRATEO
 
****** END OF COMPILATION ****** 87K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED
 








LEEL 21.7 JAN 73 ) 






SUBRCUTIE SIZRISN 0002 










CPl) D0 ,FLLINC ,DYLINO ,CRGINC ,OSkIND 
pcvIC PFFXlNC - ,ETAIND I,BC - - XLE O 
I\GEC£H ,>LCO -''-HAXD ,R CRHO ;VMc ---
CK1 ,CEL ,F ,CKFF ,\CIVE ,HOC 


















INPUT LOC C(5I T-RU OOC 
AR ,.S -- ____,TCR 
TCFT ,VEARH ISLMH 
,SL$VT ,ELC ,ELDT 
,CLLFL ,CVCL 
,CAV2 ,ER ,AM3 
,XmP ,IVCPR ,VT 
,TINV ,ETAP2 ,ETAP4N 
COICOO00 
,TCT 0SLF,0 ll CCC 
APVT ; TC T I 00120,00 
-ELCOA ,DLS,SH ,00130'000 
ENCYVOA* R ,_VA - 00140000 
CLEYE-----TETMR ... ,00150000 
,CTSIGH ,Tl 00160000 











INPUT LCC CICl THRU 140 
CAP4 ,ENF ,ETAT ,-C ,VC . 
,PDIT ,CC-T .... ,--DAM5 . .CLTAFE ;FECRAG 
.CCC ,CLLPf' ICKVT CI(FT ,CKF 
,RELI .ICtK ,TBCLIA8) _,TCDWI() .GAP4(4 




































IIELWP ,GELIAST .0025000C 
,9 TM ,SKPCA ,00260000 
,SKENVf ,SKE\V2- .002OC0 
,SKLG ,Sl<Id% ,00280000 
,S9VT ,SKPRB ---- GCGOOO 








6SKPDS ,SKPCSZ dx1 ,SKFS ,SKPEI ,SKPES OC310000 
ISI< ,SK2 tCK3 ,DK4 ,SK5 ,SK6 .00320000 
ES7 .SK8 Ks ' ,SK1O 5<1f SK-2 0C0330000 
6SK13 .SK14 !K15 ,PLIN ,CAPS(3) 00340000 
PACE 5 IAPLT LOC 201 TFRU 3CC 00350000 
CIMUN ILLIC' (5) )-TGTA25)- ;T'IN2'(5'----TmTi5 -PFET2(5)- ,00360000 
LCELTH(5) ,STF(-1 ,CRSINC(5)',XTGTA4(5) ,TIN4(5) ,VIN(5) ,00370000 
2DELR(5) RPAX(5) ,CELFCR(5) t'ENPCR(5) ,CELWPL(5) ,STP (5) 00380000 
3--F IN(5) ,AP {1C) 00390000 
PACE-6 INPLT LCC 301 T-RU 400 004C000C 
CCPMON. CYCFFL .FF .SK3 I SK4. ,TBhI(5) .00410000 
ITEOS ,Bi5 ,ICP) TBSFCC8) ,l8POWi8IGAP7(60)--00420000 
6CRKING CCPNC 00430000 
CCPMON ALFCESALFELALFRANU, 00440000 1 8IFA,8PFF;BhPSLPEPI ,U 7Ri Ths7VT, '0450000 0 0 
. 









































-- ISN 0029 
























7 1CRUS INEC RU ,INCCRG .IL LqC jt DETA INOFIX, INCFULsINOOBTsi kEOS. 005100 Co 
E INDP6 ;1IhCPRP, INCRON, IPRIT 00520000 
CCNMON LTI-L NCCFFNCXF.,CE,FEHFPIQ,R'HC,REALJ,RPMR,RRN 0053090q 
CEyMON S SA5,SA§,_SA7, SFC,ShFA,SHPfz,HT,SHTE,SHTW,.IGp-A,.S,1GMA,ST,005000C.. 
1STI-ETASTNAXS\1 ,SVTEl S ,SWEThSWEXPSWlT,SW6ETS2RHC 005500CC
 
CCVMON TIAF,TCE RTFEIAIMAXTWPTPPCPTRULFVGASBVGASRVHLtV 00560000
 
CCMON W, ALWEALNTCCWE,EP,WES,WF,WFC,WFRWFStWFW, ... 00570000
 
I I w ASB, ,PR8,WPRGWPRP,WPSTR005800
L-uPTcLGPV W PCWPSITWP P-, 

2,PC,WRCA,ASC C, ST, IM, I,WW, ,PAYLC,WAC WENV 00600000
 
CCNMON XLALE,.cL2,?LBF,>LIL,XLR,XLW,yLs2,TCVW . ....... 00610000__
 
CCVMON CP-,S! CI4,AFeFP,5EE 0061G100
 
NAVELIST /KSIZIPF CPTINEHULIND,DYLINDORGINCCSWINDFIXINC, 00620000
 1 RCNtCPFIND,EI41NC,WOVGASRtVGAS8.,VPLXLALBON, 0063C000 
2 ELNELiELCELCA,S6ETHCVEKIEK2,EK3,EK4,EK5,EK6, 00640000 
3 LC1, 5h1%LI,\FL2,5hBSCRTDELSWB1,E2,TMAXCAR, 0065C000 
4 R-CCUES.,PtFCES.TC8!Ai tSKTPa ShEXPSWWET.,XLRHTAF, 0066000COOO_____________ 
' 5IGIAR,C8ARhT,!%TSH1,SVTWSHTWSHTESVTEDSPLMT, 00670000 











XLLB=(.I.C/ Lk V9):L.Q 007400CC 

IF (INCHUL.EQ.23 CC IC I 00750000
 









EL=ELCT*CH ___ 007.90090 
ELC=ELCCA*CF-ELN-ELT 00800000 
ELCAFELCCA*CH 00810000 
I.$ftL40.34 SkEXI1=CI-*(2e40*~~~~~I.NH3e tLW 008200C0O ___144U+.7ET04*F~1 *SET 
CV=4.0VHL/(PICF4*2*ELCA) 00840CC0 
GC TO 6 008500CC 
J$ LP0317 .----- 00860C0CO____­
EK2=-O.O6 42+C.C2 3*(I.O-ELF)**3-O.O1422*(L.C-SLM)*4+' 00870000 
I0.C03383*(I.0-SLP)**5 c08800O 











24*3+1.4765* (1.-SLt)**44C.4975*( 1.-SLM)**5-1 .7434*( 1.-SLN )** - 0950oo0 
EK4=5.49415 00970000
 
13. 5+1.^6155#1..-SL)V 49-O59( .- SLV)2 5 .5,+O.26*(I.-SLM 00990000 







































-I SN 007 2 
ISN 0073 
I ISN, 076 








































I.SN0046--'- ETTE 6- (CI 3 iCR 2EKf/BS+CdRT*3.*BS*SLVY2.+CRT*3.*ESS 












IF (INCCYL.EC.l.CS.IKOEYt.ECo3J GO To 7 

























S ,TOT=SW CF*CEAPW 

SkWE T= SlE W* SK i ' 











SIGMR=4.C4>LR -OIV /(RFEOFI*CYP**2*ENR*VT**2*C7SIGH) 









GO TO 9 

8 IF (INOPRF.EQ.C ) TAF=AF4EVR 















































































































































10 IF(INDHUL .GT,3) GC TO ]I 
CPT=2.*((3.*(VIFL-CVCL[I/(P[**2*AR*TCR*(.+DLtLhL})}**0.333 
BS = PI 4 AR* CFT/4. 
TWAX = TCF 4 OP 
01610200 
01610300 










[SN otis ShETH:P[*CRT*ES¢xEE*(1.*CLS Sh)/2,+DSwET 01610800 
ISN 0119 S%=PI*CRT*BS/4. C1610900 
__ ISN 0120 ELCA=CRT - -­ _01611000-­
[SN! 0121 CEARW = SV/BS 01611100 
ISN 0122 SLP=0.0 01611110 
ISN 0123 GC TO 6 01611200 
ISN 0124 11 CRT=2.*((3.*\IF L-CVCL)J/(4, I*PTCR*(.t+DLVLHL))*0-33 01611300 
ISN 0125 BS=CRT 01611400 
IS_.2LQ..26 AR_= 1 7.32.4 .. . 016 11500 
ISN 0127 TMAX=TCR*CRT 01611600 
ISN 0128 


























ISN 0136 CB=ELOA*C8YLOA 01612500 
ISN 0138 E1C 01630OCO 





























V.SF C R*4 0009l0 - C R*4 N.A. AF SF C R*4 0009CC AR SFA C R*4 000OC 
BR C R4 N.A. 85S F C R*4 000668 8R4 000248 82 R*4 00024c 
CB S C R*4 000688 CV s C R*4 O006AC CX C R4 N.R. DH SF C R*4 0006C4 
EN C R94 N..A . FF C R4 N.A. FM C R*4 N.R. FP C R*4 .N.R. 
HC-SAC -­4-"i9 . HH . .*4-000250 P. PA-- C'9*4 000864 PN C"R*4 .. .A. 
SA C R*4 N.A. ST C R*4 N.A. SW SFA C R*4 000808 TR C R*4 N.A. 
VC F C R*4 OGOlAO VT F C R*4 000143 WE C R*4 N.A. F C R*4 N.A. 
F. Cc C 00 F T7 cR 2*4 0000--booC -WW 24 N.R. 'XC " -­ C-2* N.. 
AIU C R*4 N.A. EHT EF C R*4 000650 BLP C. R*4 N.R. SMR F C R*4 000120 
BVT SF C R#4 O0006C CCP _C R*4 N.A. CCT C R*4 N.R. CDC C R*4 N.A. 
CDV C R*4 N.A. CKF C R*4-NR. KW R*4 N.P . Ki C' R4 -N.R.--
CLW C A 4 N.A. CAT SF C R*4 0006A4 CTP C R*4 N.R. DHD SF R*4 000254 
0K3 C R4 N.A. CK4 C R*4 N.A. OR SF C R*4 0009C8 EKi SF *R4000258 
EK2 SF 24 00025C EK3 SF R*4 000260 fK4-SF ....... R*4-000264 EK5 SF R*4 000268 
EK6 SF R44 000260 ELC 5F C R*4 0006CC ELF C -R*4 N.R. ELN SF C R*4 0006D4 
ELT SF C R*4 0006CC ENP C 'R*4 N.A. ENR FA C R*4 00011C FEH C R*4, N.R. 
FET C R*4 N.R. FEW C '*4 N.8. GLF - 7 - C R*4 -- N.A. HES-SFA C R*4 000154 
HOC C R*4 N.R. LCI 1*4 000270 OWE C R*4 N.A. RHO F C R*4 000860 
RMI C R*4 N.R. A00_ C 2*4 N.A. SA5 C R*4 N.A. SA6 C R*4 N.A. 
SA7 C Ht N.R. SEE C R*4 N.A. SFC CR*4 N.R. SHT SPAC R*4 T00089C 
SKT C R44 N.A. SKI C R*4 N.A. SK2 C 'R*4 N.A. SK3 C R*4 N.A. 
SK4 C R*4 N.F. SK5 C RI4 N.R. SK6 C R*4 N.A. SK7 C R*4 N.R. 
SK8 C R*4 N.A. SK9 C R*4 N.A. SLH SF C R*4 000008 STH C-*4 N.R. 

























C R*4 000150 
C-'R*4 ---­N.8*.'... 
WAG C R*4 N.A. WCC C' R*4 N.A. WEP C R*4 N.A. WES C R*4 N.A. 
- o WFC C R*4 N.A. WFE C R#4 N.A. WFR C -R*4 N.A. WFS C R*4 N.A. 
WF1W C A*4 N.A. 1hL C R*4 NA. CR*4 . .R. .LG WhT C R*4".. N.A.--
WMC C R*4 N.A. kFC C R*4 N.A. WPH C R*4 N.A. WRC C R*4 N.A. 
WSC C R24 N.A. IST C R*4 N.A. WTM C R*4 N.A. WVA FA C R*4 000120 
WVT C R*4 N.R. EE F 24 0002"78 XLB -C *4 - .R. XLR - -'R*4 ....N.R. 
XLW C R44 N.R. XR C R*4 N.A. ALFR C' R*4 N.H. APHT FA C R24 O000CC 
ARVT FA C R*4 OOOCEC EHPA C R*4 N.R. 8HPP C R*4 N.A. ShPR C R*4 N.R. 
CDHT C 4 R CT" C -.R*4 N'.. CKFF' -C-R*4 - .R. CKHT C" RA "--N.A. 
CKVT C R*4 NAR. CRHT SF R*4 00027C CRVT SF R*4 000280 CTHT SF R*4 000284 
CTVT SF R44 000288 CM'i C R*4 N.A. CAM2 C R*4 N.R. CAM3 C R*4 N.R. 
DAM4 C R*4 NA. N.. DE'LR*4' .. "VOL- R*4 "-000114 
ELON F C R*4 OOOCFC ELOT F C R*4 000.100 ELHT SF C R*4 OOC6DC ELbA SF C R*4 000608 
ECVT SF C- R*4 0006EO ElVLF C R*4 N.R. ETAP C Rv4 .R. ETAT C R*4 N.A. 
FEHI C R44 N.A. FEFL C-R*4 N.A. FEHT'-- C-R*4 - NR. FEVT C 2*4 N.H. 
FEWH C 2*4 N.A. FEWI C R*4 N.A. GAPL C R*4 N.A. GAP2 C R*4 N.. 
GAP3 C A*4 N.A. GAP4 C R*4 N.R. GAP5 C R*4 NR. 0P6 C R*4 N.A. 
GA?7 C R4 N.H. F-CN C---*4 N.R. LTHL C-I4-; .PEH-N.R 
PLIN C R*4 N.A. PELI C R*4 N.R. RMAX C R*4 N.R. SHPA C R*4 N.R. 
SHPR • C R*4 N.A. S-TE S C R*4 0008A0 SHTW SF C R*4 00BA4 SKAC C R*4 N°R. 
244 .H.SKCCC~~ 142. S FSC *C~ N.R. '5---KW C~ -
SKHL C R*4 N.A. SKHT -C R*4 N.A. SKLG C R*4 N.R. SKMC C R*4 N.A. 





















. .SKTPSF__.. R*4, .0OC290......SKTV 
SKW CR4 R. SkIO 
R*4 N.R S1 
SF ..... R*4__000294 
Nm4 . R'. 
CR4 NR 
SK11 C R*4 N.A, SK12 C R*4 N.A.E SK13W CR*4 . ,R .. 'SKT1 ... C__R*4 _NOB.A. 
SVK15S C R*4 N.A.C UVF F C R*4 OO.R, STBH C R*4 N.A. STE2 C R*4 OC08CO -
ST6T S x °RF C CR*4 OOOOEG!WTN N'.R° C R*4 N TCVTR*4' F C NO-OPFO 
TTN SF pC l N.A.00015 1N C R*4 OCCR, TLN4 C Rv4 N,R_.... TCVX SF__C R*4_pCOSFO 
TINYVW C R*4 00015 TIN2 C R*4 KR, VHIC RYA4 N.29RVHL2X F R*4 0G0290 
WBAL C R*4 N.A. TON RA-N.- VC - WVUL ¢ -'R*'4- '00029 VGSB 'R*4- N6-029 
WPDS C R44 N.A. tPENI C R*4 N.A. WPRB C R*4 Nt. ......WPG C R*4 N.A. 
WPP C R*4 N.A. PCI C R*4 N.R° WSRB C R*4 N.A. WECC CF R*4 N.0A. 
WLRH C R44 N.A. RCD C R* 00003 CLL R*4 N.A. XLRH SFA R*4 0G02AO 
XMBH S C R44 N.0A. NLS2 C R*4 00003 ALFDL C R*4 N.A. ARG SF R*4 O002A4 
ATMI SFA C 94 O0002A8 YLMS2 CF R*4 OK.00 ALTOT S C R*4 N.A. CARF S R*4 NR2A 
CAMI SFA C R*4 000670 GLEES F CF R*4 0006B4 CLEYE SF R*4 00028 cPAND C R*4 N.R . 
CBP1, S C R*4 00067 CLFPARS C R*4 0006B CPERO C R*4 N.A. CPTNT C R*4 N.A. 
CEtLS D C 002BPLAR C R*4 N.R, CPLTH C R*4 N.A. DPLCF C R*4 N.R. 
CELWP. R*4 N,02E * 00O LO R4000 %SFNC C R*4 N.R. 
CETAP2 C P94 N.A. SET F C R*4 00010 FELOT C R*4 OOR. CNDCR C R*4 N°R. 
hMAP2 C R44 N.A. ETALS C I*4 N.A. NEOP C 1,4 N,.NXJ C R*4 N.A. 
PFET2 C R44 N°.R, - lCRL*LJ C R N,-R, RHOPMR C N.R. SIGARj 1F*4 00B 
rFGTA C R*4 N.A. _ IRL .C R*4_ .R:C _ RHPR ... R*4 N02. .. SIGAR SF.. R*4 NRB 
SKAL - C-!g4 N.A. SIK, CF R*40 09CC° SKG82 CR*4 OOC28C SKPAS R*4- N°. 
SKBAL C P4 4 N.A. SKCES C R*4 N.A. SKPR8 2R 94 NR, SKPBF C R*4 N.R, 
__SKRC. C R*4 _.N . . . S PS .... C R*4 N.A. _ SLMVTR8 _C_ R*4. 00 0F. .... STRBF C R*4 _ N.A. _ _ 
SWETCA ,rS *A .0 N..R .0805 k SF C jR*4 N.A.D SWMTTF C R*4 000200 STX C R*4 __ G.F8 
SZRHC C R*4 N.A. 12CLI C R*4 N.A. TBCRP C R*4 N.A. TBEM5 C R*4 N.A. 
--­ ,lkPO l C R 4 N.A. TES FCC R *4 .. . . R _ TCBAR SF C R*4 O.00 8 E8 . .T HE TA C Rm4 N R . _ _ 
- TPRGP C Pt4 N.wR,- CR4 ACRNR VBARti F -CR*4 0000OOE4 VBARV --F C R*4-- O000F4 
VDIVE C R*4 N.A. %GAS8 SF C R*4 000904 VGASP SF C R*4 000908 WPAYL C K*4 N.A. 
0 -- - -­?S T R __ L E ! A NsX LMALB __SF C . _ * 4 O CC A E X L B W O F C R* 4 ..0 0C 0 2 8 .. . XLR L A F .C R*4 0 0 0 0 2 C . _ 
AL0G XF R*4 000000 SCAT WF R*4 -6O0O0 -- FRXPRA 000R00O..... ALFDES S- "C R*4 -000640 
BHPSUP C R44 N.A. CEARFi- 1 C R*4 000674 tBARVT S C R*4 000678 C8YLOA F C R*4 OC0118 
CqLALPH C R*4 -- N..R. (RAJ N R*Y,, CSIGH F -C -R*4 000C140 .... CYCPRL, -­ CR*4_ N.R._ 
DELFCR C R*4 N.A. [ELRTH C R*4 N R. riELWFC C R*4 N.A. OELWPL C *4 N°R, 
OEwT CR*4 N.A. CLShSH F C R*4' 000108 OLTAFE C R*4 K.R. CLVLHL F C R*4 C0011 
.Q!GINO C R*4 O000CC CSFLPT. E C .R*4 .0006C8 CYLIND - .C__-R*4_..0 0008 ... ELllLGA .-F -C R4 O.COOA8 
ELVLOA F C R*4 GO00AC E7AIND C R*4 000020 ETAP4N C R*4 N.A. EXPDRG C R*4 N.A. 
FEORAG C R*4 N.A. FIDIND C R*4 000014 GAMD11 C R*4 KR. HULIND C R*4 000004 
_ LDC R_L C 144 N.A. INCCRG C 1*4 N.,R _ IN rDYL .... C.. 1*4 -- 0002S NOE TA. _C 1*4 - .A. 
IfhDFIX C 144 N.A. INCFUL C 1*4 000834 INDOPT C 1*4 N.R. INCOSW C 1*4 N.A. 
IKDPOW C 104 N.A. ]KCFRP C 1*4 000844 INDRDM C 1*4 00C848 IPRINT C 1*4 N.P, 
_ _ _Si ZJ-R. 000000 CPIINO C R*4 000000 OSWIND C R*4 000010 PRPlND -- C R400 
REMIND C R94 000018 FHCRHO F C R4- 0U003C--SGTIND -d--R*4' N°R,- - S'KBLNT C R*4 N.A. 
SKENV1. C R*4 N.A. !NEKV2 C R*4 N.A. SKPDSZ C R*4 N.A. SKVTAR C R*4 N.A. 
. --- S-jG MA C R*4 N.A. STIETA C R*4 N.A. 17C.DW-I C R*4- N,-R, -- TB.AP-4 -C R*4 N.R,.. 
TFETMR C R*4 N.A. ICLIND 0 R*4 N.A. VGBOVH F C R*4 000030 WBALNT C R*4 N.A. 
WPAYLO C R*4 N.A. )(TGTA2 C R*4 N.A. XTGTA4 C R*4 N.A. 
** CCVMON INFORMATION ** 
-P'AGE"O07 -
NAME CF CCYPCN 9LOCK ,S12E CF ELOCK 00090C EXADECIMAL YIES - --.... ,.. ... 
VAR. NAVE TYPE REL. ACCR.' WR., APE TYPE REL. AOOR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. 'ADDR. VAR. KAME TYPE REL. ADDR. 
OPTING P*4 000000 FULINE R*I4 030004 DYLIND R44 000008 DRGIND - R*4 CG0000 
CS1,INC P*4 000010 FIXIKC R*4 001RDI -- R"-O0'1PPItD -­ R*4----C000t 
ETAIDr R*4 000020 wc R*4 0024 XLBWO R*4 00OC28 XLPLA R*4 00002C 
VGBCH 9*4 















RHOPHO R*4 CC00-03C 
D--EL F ------Rv4 .... N . 




R * 4 
N.A. 
O 0 0C A C -
GAPI 
,G A P 2 
R*4 
A # IR 
N.A. SGTIND 
- A R 
-- R4 
R; 
-­ (I.RA. - -- ELHLCA -
--O OC OC 8 . . . . .. S ' 
R*4 
-R * 4 
OCOOA8 
- -0600 c c 
TCR P*4 O0000EG TOT R*4 000004 SLM R*4 0060008 APHT R*4 CO0DC 
"TO-T R*4 O000EC VEARF R*4 OC00E4 'SLMH r*4 OCCCE8 APVT R*4 6600EC 
TCVT R*4 0O000o AR -R Od000 F W SLmVT -R *4----b0 0F8a- - E L CN" 'R4 GOO00FC 
ELET Rolf 0001GO ELCOA R*4 000104 CLSWSH R*4 000108 DShNET R*4 C0010C 
OLVLFL P*4 000110 CVCL R*4 000114 CBYLOA R*4 000118 ENR R*4 000110 
-- -- o b 2oC Vl F 4 N.R.-DAN .....R '-- N.R.- .. ... .E R*-.. ..R 4 - 0 2 
CA 3 F* N.A. CLEYE P* N.A. THETMR R*4 K.R. XC R*4 N.A. 
X R pot, N.A. TVCMF, R*4 N.R. VT P44 00C148 CTSIGH -R*4 000-14C 
T W R;-4 000156 f-E R*4 u0054 TINY RP4 000C158 - -'ETAP2"'' R*4 N.A. 



















HC R*4 000190 
N,R,-
























.. N,. .. ... . 
. TBCL1 R*4 N.A. iecc I R*4 N.A. GAP4 R*4 K.R. IFE R*4 N. 
I FLL P*A N.A. CELWFC R*4 N.R, DELWP R*4 N.A. DEL ,ST R*4 N.A. 
-- I '- K"C RFi4 N.P. StVRC , F N.R. SKS C 9"RV47 RR KF N.A. 
4 SKTV R*A N.A. SKRCA R*4 N.R. SKSCA , R*4 N.R. SKVC R*4 N.A. 
SKAC r*4 N.A. SKFL F*4 N.A. SKENV1 R*4 N.A. SKENV2 R*4 N.R. 
SKCE I F*4 N.A. SKC82 A N.RAS.KB8L NT A*4 R. SKB AL R*4 N.A. 
SKLG R*4 N.A. SK %k R* N.A. ELF R*4 N.Al. Rvi R*4 N.A. 
SKiP R*4 N.A. SKHI R*4 N.R,P. SKVT 9*4 K.R. -. SKPRB Ro4 N.A, 

























5" 1 R*4 N.A. SK2 R* IR DK3 -R*4 N.R. CK 4 ..... R*4 -N.R,. 























GAF5 R 4 N.A. 7CLINC R*4 N.A. XTGTA2 14*4 N.A. •TIN2 R*4 N.A. 
T TW R*4 N.A. PFE72 P*4 N.A. OELTH P*4 N.A. STH R*4 N.A. 
CFS C *4 .RXTTA4 R 4 N.. TN -­ 'R4--R.. 'IN R*4 N .R. 
CELR R*4 N.A. ARP. P*4 N.A. CELFCR R*4 N.A. ENPCR R*4 N.A. 
DELWFL .R*4 N.A. STFW P44 N.A. HFIN R*4 N.R. GAP6 R*4 N.'R. 
CYCFPL P*4 N.A. FF R*4 N.H. SK3 RW4 N.R. SK4 R*4 N,. 




















........ BHPA ---R# 
0C0640 
------N.A.~ 
BhFR R*4 N.A. eHFSUf R*4 N.A. BHT R*4 00C65C BLP R*4 N.A.'* 





CE, R hT '~~" R _ 0 6 4C 
R*4 N.R, 
R*/ N. R. 
R 4 OO6Ali 


















R W__ _ P 4.__ 00067C 
CLW 'R44 N.,R. 
CPPRO P*4 N R. 
CV R*4_ 0OC;AC 
DELkT H R*4 N.R. 
















CF. R*4 0006C4 CSFLNI R t4 0006C8 ELC R*4 OOC6CC ELFhT R*4 OC06DO 
ELts 4 0006C4 ELCA R*4 0006D8 ELT R*4 0006DC ELVT .,.*4__..0 0 6 E 
EK R*4 N.P. ETAF ; N. R. _FEH R04 N,.R, FEHI R*4 -N.R. 
FEEL P*4 NR. FElET B44 N.R. FET R*4 N.R. FETCT R 4 N.R. 
FE£l R*4 N.R. FE R*4 N. R. FEWH R*4 N.R. FEI ....R*4_ NR. 






















































































SFIE P*4 0008AO SHTh R*4 0008A4 SIGMA P*4 NR. SSIGMA R*4 N.R, 
_ _ 7_ 4_.FR S ET,_ _,_ NR. _ STMAX __R 4_ N.R. SVT _R-4 .. 000880-
SVIE *4 O0008CO SVT 9*4 0C0804 SWi -R4 000808 S.ETH R*4 000800 
SWEEP R*4 0008c0 SW,T 4 N.R. S WWE t R*4 0008D8 S2RHO R*4 NoR. 
T _ *Rt_ _ N .R . -T A L _R *4 . 0RE A *CR 4 00 0 8E 8 T H E T A . . R* 4 . ...N R . 
'..i TAX P*A 0008F0 Tip R*4 N.R. TPRlOP _R*4 _ NR, TR-_ R*4 N.R, 






















lcc R 4 N R E F*4 N .R WEP '--R * 4 . ..N .R , " - ES R * 4 N R. 
bO F R*4 NR, tF( P44 NR. WFR R*4 N.R. WFS R#4 N.R, 
1%FWi, _ Pv4 ---- ,PR. 6GSE.- - R* N.R. _ . WI iL .. .. *4 .... . R, . . . .. WHT. ..R*4 .... . R. 
iftLGC NR. hmc 9*4 N.R° WPAYL R*4 NR, WPC R*4 N.R. 
6FCS R*4 N.R, WPEI R*4 NR. WPH R*4 NRo WPR8 R*4 N.R. 
WRCA R*4 NR. lSC -R4' NR, 6SCA R*4 N°R. .ST R*4 NR° 
TV *4 NR, ' W T R*4 NR. WW R*4 NR. WPAYLO R*4 N.R, 
XLEH R*4 NR. XLFL AR44 N.R, XLR R*4 KR. XLw Rli4 N.R. 
YLS2 R*4 NR° Tcv P*4 N.R,. OMR R*4 000908 SIGMR R*4 0009CC 
AF R*4 OO0gcO BHPF R*4 N.R. SEE R*4 N.R,­
LABEL ACCR LABEL ACCR LABEL"--ACDR LABEL ADOR ........ 009"
 




*CPTIOhS IN EFFECT* NAME= tAIf,CPT=C2,LINECNI=54,SIZE=OOCCK,
 
tCPTIONS It EFFECI* SOURCEEBCCIC,tCLISItNC0EC.,LCACMAP,N0EDIT,IDN0XREF
 
*STATISTICS* SCURCE STATEMENTS 137 ,FFOGPAM SIZE = 457C
 
*STATISTICS* NC CIACNCSTICS GENERATEC
 




LEVEL 21.7 t JAN 73 1 CS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 75.057/11.10.53
 
CCPPILER CTICNS - NAVE= PAIN,OP7=C2,LINECNT=54,SIZE=CCOOK,
 
SCLRCE,EECOIC,NCLIST,NOOECK,LCAOOAP,NCEDIT, [D,NCXREF 
ISN 0002 FL NCTICK TABLE (XXTA2,VIAB,NXPTSNORD,IERI 00010000 
C**4* E BER NAsE BI1AELE CCC20000 
C ACCLANG 00030000 - " 
C LACRANGIA INTEFFCLATICN FUNCTION 0004COCG 
ISN 0003 CItENSICN XTbP(1), VIAE(I) 000500CC 
ISN 0004 IF INORD.CE.NCF1S) GC IC 20 C6CCcc 





IER = 0 
IF (XTAE().GT.>TAB(21J CC TC 19 
cocc00000050000 
C TAELE INCREASING O1CCioc 
ISN 0010 NNh = NXPIS - I CoII10co 
ISN 0011 0C 18 I = 1,hNN 0012CC00 
ISN 0012 IF ((X.GT.XIAE(I)).ANC.( X.LT.XTAB(I+1))) GO TO 17 0013000 
ISN 0014 IF ( >.EQ.XTE(I)) GC TO 16 00140000 
IS4 0016 18 CONTINUE 00153000 
C ARGUMENT ECES NCT LIE IN TABLE CO16CCCC 
C SET ERFCR FLAG(IER) TC 3 ANC RETURN THE LAST ENTRY IN Tk-E TABLE ASOJI7C70 
C TE RESLLT 00180000 
ISN 0017 21 CONTINUE C01CGCC 
ISN 0018 TER = 3 002000CC 
ISN 0019 TABLE = VTIABhFTS) 00210000 
ISN 0020 IF (X.LT.XTAE(1)) TAELE = YTAB() 00220000 
ISN 0022 RETURN 00230000 
C CPCE' GREATERTI-AN OR ECLAL IC NUPBER OF POINTS SET ERROR FLAG(IEROO2ACOCC 
C 7C 2 AND RETUFN C.O AS TI-ERESULT 00250000 
ISN 0023 20 IER = 2 00260000 
ISN 0024 TABLE =0.0 00270000 
ISN 0025 RETURN O02occo 
C TABLE CECFEASING 002C000 
ISN 0026 19 NNN = NXFIS - I ,33COCco 
ISN 0027 DC 15 1 = 1,NNN 0031CCCO 
ISN 0028 IF (().LT.XIAE(I)) .ANDO. (X.GT.XTAB(I+1))) GO TO 171 003200CC 
ISN 0030 IF ( X.EO.IAECI) GC TO 16 003300CC 
ISN 0032 is CONIINLE CC34CCC 
ISN 0333 GC TO 21 03350000 
C SET UP LI$I1B C!,FFCCCT 0036C0 
ISN 0034 17 CCNTINUE 00370000 
ISN 0035 160 J = I - NCRC/2 00380000 
ISN 0036 K = I + NCRC/2 003500CC 
ISN 0037 IF {L.NE.() K=94I 004C0000 
C PRCDUCT FCOPULA C041COCC 
ISN 0039 14 TABLE =0.C 00420000 
C TEST IF J AND V ARE 8ETINEEN 1 AND NXPTS 004300CC 
ISN 0040 IF (J.LE.C).GC iC 10 C044CCO0 
ISN 0042 IF ( K.GT.NXPTS ) GC TC 9 0045000C 
ISN 0044 8 DC II I = JK 00460000 
ISN 0045 ANLM =1.0 00470000 
ISN 0046 ACEN =1.0 00480000 
ISN 0047 CC 13 M= 4,K 00490000 
ISN 0048 IF ( I.EQ.I) CC TC 13 00500000 
C0053lOCCO 





ISN 0052 13 CONTIhUE 
 005-0
ISN 0053 11 TABLE = ANLV 4 NTIELI) /tCEN + TABLE 0560 00

TSM 0054 ETURN 
 00570000
ISN 0055 10 J= 1 
 005 70-CC
ISN 0056 K= NOPO+1 
 Cs0C000
"5-7C --ISN -O? C-T -8 006CC000
ISN 0058 9 J = J-1 
 0067C0-00 
ISN 0059 <= K-I 
a062COCC
ISN 0060 RIF nTF-TPWFC-CST TO0 
ISM 0062 GC TO 14 006?0000
D10-00ISM 0063 171 CCNTINUE 

- 5C2005oC0ISN 0064 - K 0 /2 0066000
ISN 0065 K I + NCRC/2 
ISM 0066 IF ( L.NE.O ) J6 J 00-C060CCC
ISN 0068 C TO 14 
 C06;CCOo
c ARGUMENT IN TABLE 

I6C--CO






















































YTAB F XR R*4 OOOOCO NXPIS F 1*4 000OB8 TABLE SF R*4 OOOOBC 
-J
 
LABEL AECR LABEL TUOR LAPEL ADDR 

































*CFTIONS IN EFFECT* NAME= PAIN,CPT=O2,Ll ECN 
T =54 ,S IZ E= J0 COK , 
*CPTIO S IN EFFECT* SOURCE,EeCCIN0LIS CKLCADNAPDO Dh10,NOXREF 
*STATISTICS* SCLRCE STATEMENTS = 7C ,FROGRAM SIZE = 1134 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNCSTICS CENERATEC 




0/360 FORTRAN H DATE 75.128/16.06.15
LEVFL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 





ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE TFRUST(TPROP) 00010000
 
C**; MEMBER NAME B81THRST 
 00020000.'
 
C PAGE I INPUT LOC 0001 THRU 0050 
 000390000
 
,HULIND .DYLIND .DRGIND .OSWIND ,00040000
ISIN 0003 COMMON OPTIND 

IFIXIND .ROMIND .PRPIND .ETAIND 
 Iwo .XLBWO ,00050030
 
2XLRLA ,VGBOVH ,XLGD HMAXD ,RHOkHQ ,VMO ,00060003
 
3EMLF .CKI ,DELWF ,CKFF .VUIVE 'HOD ,00078003
 





C PAGE 2 INPUT LOC 
0051 THRU 0100 00100080 
.WS ,TCR .TOT ,SLM 00113 oo0ISN 0004 CCMMON AR 
IARHT ,TCHT ,VBARH ,SLMH ,ARVI " TCVT ,O0120000 
2VBARV , SLMVT ,ELON ,ELDT , ELO~A ,DLSWSH ,00130000 
308WET .DLVLHL .DVOL ,CBYLOA ,ENR ,WVA ,00143000
 
4DAM1 ,DAM2 ,BMR ,DAM3 
 CGLEYE ,THETMR '00150000
 
5xc .XMR ,TVCMR ,VT ,CTSIGH ,TVW ,00160000
 





C PAGE 3 INPUT LOC 0101 THRU 140 00193001)
 
ISN 0005 COMMON DAM4 ,ENP ,ETAT ,HC ,VC ,03203000
 
LATMIY .COVT ,CDHT .DAM5 ,DLTAFE ,FEDRAG ,002130000
 
2EXPDRG .CDC .CLALPH .CKVT ,CKHf .CKF ,0022:3000
 
3CKW .RELI ,TCLN ,TBCL1(8) .TBCJWI(8) ,GAP4(4) 002330000
 
PAGE 4 INPUT LOC 141 THRU 200 WEIGHT DATA 00240000
 
-.3 ISN 000o COMM3N WE E ,WFUL .DELWFC .DELa P ,DELWST 002530000
 
•I 1SKCC .SKRC ,SKSC .SKFW .SKTl .S,(RCA 100260000
 
2-'SKSOA ,SKMC ,SKAC ,SKHL ,SKEAI SKENV2 00270000
 
O 3SKGBI "SKGB2 SKBLNT 
 SKBAL SKLG SKWi 00O280000
 
4ELF .RMI ,SKWP ,SKHT ,SKVr ,SKPRa 00290000
 
5SKRBF .SKPH ,SKAMD ,SKAR ,SKPA ,SKVTAR 00300000
 
6SKPDS' .SKPDSZ .SKI .SKFS ,SKPcl ,SKPES 
 003190000
 
7SKI ,SK2 ,DK3 ,DK4 ,SK5 ,SK6 00320000
 
85K7 ,SK8 ,SK9 ,SKID ,SKli ,SK12 00333000
 
9SK13 ,SK14 .SKIS .PLIN ,GAP5(3) 0034D000
 
C PAGE 5 INPUT LOC 201 THRU 300 003530000 
ISN 0007 COMMON TOLIN0(5) ,XTGTA2(5) .TINZ(5) ;TWT iP| ,PFET2(5) #00360000 
IDELTH(51 .STH(5) ,CRSIND(5) .XTGTA4(5) .TINt(5) ,VIN(5) t00370000 
20ELR(5) .RMAX(5) ,DELFCR(5) ,ENPCR(5) .OELWPL(5) ,STP4(51 ,00380000 
3HFIN(5) ,GAP6(10) 00393G00 
C PAGE 6 INPUT LOC 301 THRU 400 00403000
 
ISN 0008 CCMMON CYCPRL ,FF ,SK3 
 ,SK4 ,TBH1(5) ,00410000
 




ISN OCC9 CCMM43N ALFOESALFDL.ALFR,AMU, U0440000 
1 BHPABHPRBHPSUPBHTBLPBR,BStBVT, 00450000
 
2 CBARF,CBARHTCBARVT.CBARWCCP,CCT,CDV,CLW, CPINUCPNUD,CPPAR,CPPROOO460000 
00470000 

































































































7 ICRUS.INDCRU,INDDRGINDDYL,INDETA,INDFIX,INDHL,INDOPT,INDOSW, 00513000 
8 [NDPOWINDPRP,INDRDM,IPRINT 00520000 
CCMMON LTHLN0CPP,NOXPJ,OWE,PEHF,PQ,RHO,REALJ, RHPMR,R,RN 00530000 
CCMMON SA.SA5 SA6,SA7,SFC,SHPA, SHPR,SHT,SHTE,SHTW,SIGMASSIGMA,ST,00540000 
ISTHETASTMAX,SVT,SVTE,SVTW,SW,SWETH,SWEAP,SWTT,zWWET,S2RHO 00550000 
CCMMON T, TAF, TCEAR,THETA,TMAX,TMPDUM2 , TRULF,VASB,VGASR,VNLV 00560000 
























































IF IBMR.EO.3.0) ETAI=BIVCREALJ,CCP,RJ3,CPOW3,ETAI3,1010,I0,10) 





































































































































































DELGMI=DELGM2 00940000GO TO 23 009500003 ETAP=TANP/TAN(GMDIDTOR+PHIT) 00960000CCT=ETAP*CCP/REALJ 009730021 TPRO=O.CO9507*SIGNA*(OsMR*VT)**2*ENR*CCT,/(4.*PIJ 00980000GO TO 36 0100300019 IF (8MR.E0.3.0] CTIND=XLINT(CPOW33,CTI3,CCP,10,,I) 01010000
IF (BMR.EO.4.0j CTIND=XLINT(CPOW33,CTI4,CCP,lO,f) 01020000IF M.NE.0) WRITE(6,453) 0103000045 FOMMAT(9X,52HTHIS ERROR IS IN THE CT/CP TABLE - SUBROUTINE THRUSTIOO4000 
PHIT=ATAN(CCP/(C.75*PI*CTIND)) 01060000SINP=SINIPHIT) 01073000GAMD2=1.0 01083000CLIK=4.0*CCP/I(0.75*PI)**4*SIGS*SINP*COS(PHIT)**2) 01093000CLI=CLIK/(1.+TAN(GAMD2DTOR)*COTAN(PHIT)) 01100000GAMDL=TABLE(CL1,CLGAM,GMDDI,11,2,MI 01110000
IF IM.NE.0) WRITE(6,47) 0112000047 FORMAT(9X,83HTHIS ERRCR IS IN THE PROPELLER EQUIVALENT LIFT/DRAG P01130000
IOLAR TABLE - SUBROUTINE THRUST 3 01140000
DELGMi=GAMD1-GAND2 01150000CL2=CLIK/(I.O+TAN(GAMD1*DTOR)*COTAN(PHITJ) 0116000014 GAMOt=TAALE(CL2,CLGA.,GMDDI,11,2,M) 01173000 
IF (M.NE.O) WRITE(6,473 01180000GAMD2=ATANaTAN(PHIT)*(CLIK/CL2-1.0))*RTOD 01190000DELGM2=GAMDI-GAMD2 01200000 
IF (ABSOELGM2).LE.0.02) GO TO 12 01210000ITER=ITER+t 01220000 
IF (ITER.GT.20) GO TO 16 01230000CL3=(CLI*DELGM2-CL2*OELGMIJ/DELGM2-DELGMIJ 01240000 
CLI=CL2 01250000CL2=CL3 01260000DELGAI=DELGM2 01273000GO TO 14 01280000 
12 CCT=CCP*LCOTAN(GAMD1*DTOR+PHIT)/CO.75*PI)) 01290000ETAP=.798*CCT**1.5/CCp 01300000GO TO 21 0131000016 WPITE(6,43) 01323000 










THRUST / SIZE OF PROGRAM OOOC7C HEXADECIMAL BYTES PAGE 004
 
NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. 































BR C R*4 N.R. as C R*4 N.'R. CS C -R*4 N.R. CV C R*4 N.R. 

































































WW C R*4 N.R. XC C R*4 N.R. AMU C R*4 N.R. B50 C R*4 N.R. 
SSI C R*4 N.R. BB2 C R*4 N.R. BHT C R*4 N.R. BIV F XF R*4 000030 































CL2 SFA R*4 000320 CL3 SF R*4 000324 CRT C R*4 N.R. CTP C R*4 N.R. 
CK3 C R*4 N.R. 0K4 C R*4 N.R. DMR F C R*4. 0009C8 ELC C R*4 N.R° 
ELF C R*4 N.R. ELN C R*4 N.R. ELT C R*4 N.R. ENP C R*4 N.R. 
ENR F C R*4 OOILC FEH C R*4 N.R. PET C R*4 N.R. FEW C R*4 N.R. 
GLF C R*4 N.Ro HES C R*4 N.R. HOD C R*4 N.R. OWE C R*4 N.R. 
RHn C R*4 N.R. FJ3 FA C R*4 00020C RJ4 FA C R*4 00048C RMI C R*4 N.R. 
RCO C R*4 N.R. SA5 C R*4 N.R. SA6 C R*4 N.R. SA7 C R*4 N.R. 
SEE C R*4 N.R. SF0 C R*4 N.R. SHT C R*4 N.R. SKT C R*4 N.R. 
SKI C R"4 N.R. SK2 C R*4 N.R. SK3 C R*4 N.R. SK4 C R*4 N.R. 




































































WEp C R*4 'N.R. WES C R*4 N.R. WFC C' R*4 N.R. WFE C R*4 N.R. 

































TM C R*4 N.R. WVA C R*4 N.R. WVT C R*4 N.R. XLB C R*4 N.R. 
XLR C R*4 N.R. XLW C R*4 N.R.' XMR C R*4 N.R. ALFR C R*4 N.R. 
ARHT C R*4 N.R. ARVT C R*4 N.R. BHPA C R*4 N.R. BHPP F C R*4 0009D4 
SHPR C R*4 N.R. COHT C R*4 N.R. CDVT C R*4 N.R. CKFF C RV4 N.R. 
CKHT C R*4 N.M. CKVT 0 R*4 N.R. CLIK SPA R*4 000328 CLLL FA C R*4 0006A8 
CTfl FA C RV4 030774 CTI4 FA C R*4 0007C4 DAM1 C R*4 N.R. DAMZ - C R*4 N.R. 
DAM3 C R*4 N.R. 04M4 C RM*4 N.R. DAM5 C R*4 N.R. DELR C R*4 N.R. 
OTOR SPA R*4 00032C DUM2 C M*4 N.R. OVOL C R*4 N.R. ELD'N C R*4 N'.R. 











































































RMAX C R*4 N.R. RTOO SF R*4 00033C SHPA SF C R*4 000894 SHPR C R*4 N.R. 
S&TE C R*4 N.R. SHTW C R*4 N.R. SIGS SF R*4 000340 SINP'SF R*4 000344 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































XTGTA2 C R*4 N.R. XTGTA4 C R*4 N.R. 





COMNON BLOCK * 
TYPE REL. ADDR. 
R*4 N.R.R*4 N.H. 
R*4 N.4. 
* SIZE OF BLOCK 00090C HEXADECIMAL BYTES 
VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADOR. VAK. NAME TYPE 
HULIND R*4 N.4. LYLIND R*4 
' FIXEND R*4 N.H. tDMIND R.4 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IH SWEXP R*4 N.R. SWTT R*4 N.R. SWWET R*4 N.R. S2RHO R*4 N.R. 





























































































































































YLS2 R*4 0009CC TOVW R*4 N.R. DMR R*4 0009C8 SIGMR R*4 0009CC 
AF R*4 N.R. BHPP R*4 000904 SEE R*4 N.R. 
NAME OF COMMON BLOCK * ODD* SIZE OF BLOCK 000814 HEXADECIMAL BYTES 
VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADDR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. AODR. VAK. NAME TYPE REL. ADDR, VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADDR. 
AC R*4 N.R. Al R*4 N.R. A2 R*4 N.R. 88O R*4 N.R. 
BB1 R*4 N.R. 882 R*4 N.R. RJ3 R*4 00020C CPOW3 R*4 -­ 000304 
PAGE 008 
ETA13 R*4 00032C RJ4 R*4 0004BC CPOW4 R*4 0004E4 ETAI4 V'4 00050C 
AMACH R*4 00069C CLLL R*4 0006AB CLGAM R*4 0006E4 CPOW33 R*4 000724 





LABEL ADDR LABEL ADDR LABEL AIOR LABEL ADR PAGE 009
 
7 00063E NR 23 000824 3 OOuSCa 21 000902 
19 000930 14 OOOAFE 12 OOOBBE 16 O0OCC 
36 000C40 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIN,CPT=02,LINECNT=54,SIZE=OOOOK, 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* SOURCE,EBCDICNOLIST,NODECK,LOAD,MAP,NOEDIT,1D,NOXREF 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 104 ,PROGRAM SIZE 3196 
*STATISTrCS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
ENC OF COMPILATION ****** 91K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 



















C*** ,MENBER NAVE b8IIC-L 
C PACE 1 IIILT L CC-PL 
CC PION CPTING ,FLLINC 























































-FES ,TINf ,ETAP2 ,ETAP4N- ,78EV5(5) 
7GAP3 --
PACE 3 INFUT LCC 010 THRL 140 
CCPMON CAP4 ,ENF ,ETAT ,FC 
1AFf-Y - ,CO\ -I EF- ,0M5 ,CLTAFE-
2EPDRG. ,C0 ,CLILP ,CKVT ,CKFT 
3CKW ,kELI lCLN ,T6CLI(8) ,TECDW(8) 
PALC 4 INFLI LOG 141 IFFL. 2CC WEIG.I-fT DATfA 
CCWMON 6FE 4FLL ,DELwFC ,CELWP 
ISKCC ,SKRC ,S5KSC ,SKFW ,SKTM 
,TB8AP4(5) ,01CC0cOC0 





















£SKPDS ,SKPCSZ ,!KT 
 00320000

,DK4 SK5 SK6 ,C0TOC00
ISKI SKK2K- ,SH O SiIT .51K12








C PACE 5 IUPLT LCC 201 TIRU 3C0 






2DELR(5) ,Rst>(5) ,CELFCP(5) ,EIPCR15) ,CELWPL(5) ,STP(5) 
- -FIN(5) G0APEZ(ICf C 3C 004CO000
 
PACE 6 IUPLT LCC 301 TFRU 400
C 

.SK3 ,SK4 ,T81-I(5) ,0410000
CCPrON CYCF6L ,FF
ISN 0008 
 tu ,lJB-W( GA PT(T0T1C04T0WOUO-IrIw~ir~ rcww3--,sl-FE9-TfESF-Th 6 C043C000 
















 CCOMON GAC0CC(3,15),CLFC4001(l&)tI, 

PAGE 002 
7 1CRUSINtECRUItCRG,IENCC L,.IETArNOFIXINrFLL,rNDOPT,INCOSW 005100CC 
8 I5PWTIDPRP,INCvDtPFF KT 00520000 
ISN 0011 CC$MON LTPL,NCCFF,JXP. ,C E,FEHF,PIQ,RhC,REALJ,RHPMR,RtRh 0C530000 
ISN 0012 CCYMON SA,SA5,SA6,S47,SFC,SFPASHPRSHTSHTESHTWSIGtASSIGMA,ST,00540000 
ISN 0013 




ISN 0014 CCPMON , L, EAL\T, CC, E, EP,AESWFWFCWFRFS,WFW, 005700CC1 6GSBF-FL ,T T , LCf; t;C- P AYL, -fC,-'PbS, PEI,'P F, hPRB,t4PRG,W PRP,WPSTRO0580000 
ISN 0015 




ISN 0016 CCNMON CNR,5[04,AF,EFF,SEE 006001 
ISN 0017 NAELISI /NTCFL, LS2,LTFL,ISTMAX,XLBI,BLP,SFC,BHPA,TR, 0061oO0 
SFPCP,EhFR,FP,TC[W,>LR,PEF,1F,ST,LC2,TOT,BHPSUP, 00620000 













ISN 0021 69S9 FCF!.IAT(7X34FTAECFF, HCVE, CIR LANO AT PEHF = ,F5.3,5H FOR , 00680000 
ISN 0022 
IFe.3,5h FPS.) 
CCO FC0MAT(/)34FTAKECFF, lER, CR LAND AT T/W = ,F5.3,5H FCR 
OCosCOCo 
C007C0000 
IF6.3,SH HPS.) 00710000 
ISN 0023 9001 FCRPMAT(2XOTIPE',7X,IR(E',5X,'FUEL USEC',5X,'WEIGHT,,6X, 00720000 
I'ALT.',6X,'TEtF',5X,'TAS,5X,'B.R.',4X,'PEHFt,5X,'BHPR,4X, 0073000 









IF (IPRINI.EC.C.) GC TC 27 
IF (INOTCL EQ.1) IRITE(6,9000) T"TWITOHL),STH(ITCFLl 






ISN 0031 27 STtAX=SI+SIh(IICI-L) 008100C 
ISN 0032 PI=3.14155 00820000 
ISN 0033 LC2=0 00830000 
ISN 0034 hF=H 00840000 
ISN 0035 LtI-L=l 008500CC 
ISN 0036 V=C. 0060000 














ISN 0043 TC7=XTGIA(ITCFL) OC910OCO 
1SN 0044 
ISN 0045 
350 CALL ATOSI-HtTIN2(ITC-L)) 
1 1[(TO.EC.1 .0 xLEH=XLE C*WC 
00920,000 
00930000 
ISN 0047 IF(TOT.NE.1.0) LOH=((C.C16474*(TOT-1.0)/(O.C76474-XLGD))41.0)*XLBC0930100 
IIC*WO 0093C200 
S 0049 XLP=W-XL8 F C0940000 







ISN 0054 BLF=XLINT(TBHI,IEIC,hh,5,t) 00960000 






IF (M.E.C) hPFTE(6,1CC) 
IF (INCTCL .E2) CC 
bI-FSUP = ELF* BHFFACELRT-
IF (INCCYL.CT.2) G TC 2 
TC 5 
C0800cc 






TPROP = TR 
CYC3tUDW 
01030000 





GC TO 4 
3 BFR=(TCV )**I . l>L A I - / (2 15 .*ET AT*






















GC TO 4 
2 CALL RCTPC% 
4 IF (BHIPSOP'.L[T.aP6 . II EI 6,02 
l02 FCFMAT(7X,4ClCALIICh *4 FEHF IS GREATER THAN 1.0 
BLF=BHPP/(BFPP* ELRT) 
sF(=crrFfyrrEPc I CLF,S,) 
IF (M.NE.C) sFIIE(6,IC1) 
ICI FCPMAT(22X3CHTHIS ERFCF IS IN THE SFC TABLE) 
fP=SFC*SH"4CK -
GC TO 6 
5 PEFF=PFE12I[TCFL) 
SFR=iR ' 3L 



















ISN 0092ISN 03',4 
ELF=SHPR 
SFC=XLINT (TBPCh,IESFCELF8 
IF (M.NE.C) WSIfE(6,1CI) 
FP=SFC*BHFA*CKFF 
IF ([NOCYL.GT.2) CC TO 7 


























IF (LC2.L-.2) -C 12 
B2=8HPk-1FPA 
DOCVW=B2CTCVt (81-82) 






81 = 32 













CC TO 10 
7 CALL RCTPC 















0153000[SN 0117 TVF=THETA518.-45S.6S 
0151C00
 
ISN 0120 IF (INOTGL.EQ.I) FEF=EhFR/EFPSUP 01520000
 
-ISN 0122 IFIINDETA.EC.CI Fr=ETA 2 





ISN 0124 WPITE(6,1C3 ISIRF,W,FP, ,BR,PEHFBHPR,Ff,TOVXLtRFP 015300
 
01540000
ISN 0125 521 CLTTH=LEL1h(ITCL) 

ISN 0126 IF (ST.GE.STWAX) CO TO 541 
 0155COOC
 
ISN 0128 IF (ST.L.(STPAX-[LTTH)) GC IC 369 01b60000
 




ISN 0131 GC TO 349 





ISN 0133 PETURN 

ISq 0134 369 .= -FP*DLITH 0162000
 







ISN 0136 ST=ST CLTIh 

CC TO 350 	 0165C00C
 
01660000




/ TOHL / SIZE OF PRCGPAM 00ECOflXiECMALTBYTESA05 
EAM WTG Y -"---A D-NTYPE AC.
IAG TYPE "A-C0 NAME TACNAME TAG PE ADC. 	 R F C R*4 000878Q C R*4 N.A.
r FA 1*4 000354H F C R*4 000818 	 NP.AF C R*4
W SF C R*4 000914
C R9'4 0OC910
T C Rp4 N.R, V SF 	 .. 4-
B C RU'44 0--616C R4 N.R. -f CRAR 	 CX S C R*4 UCOtBOC R4 N.A.CS C R*4 N.R. CV82 SF R4 00035C 	 Fm SF C R*4 030714C RV'4 000484N.R. FF FAOH C P#4 N.A. EN C R*4 i SPA C.00YT6--
FP SF C R*4 000718 hC ---- C R*4 N.R. 
HH SFA R4 6:000360Sic 
R*4 000880 SSA C R*4 N.R. ST SF C AN C Pt4 N.A. 	 C P-4 N.R.VT C R*4 N.R. VEVC C RA4 N.R.TR SF C 9*4 O008F \_ P.R - .qCfl~W-9FSF C P-4 000530 	 BLP SPA C R*4 000660doCR C R*4 N.R.
00064C BHT
XC C R44 N.R. AVL S C R*4 	 CCT C R 4 N.M.
C R44 N.P. 
BMR C R*4 N.A. BVT C R*4 N.R. CCP 	 4
Kw C R2 N.M.C R 4 N.-. 
CoC C WR4 N.H. -DV CWRC4 N,. CKF C 4*4 N.R 
CKI C P*4 N.P. C R*4 N.R.
CRT C R44 N.A. CTP 
CLV C R*4 N.. 

R"4 0009C8 ELC 	 N.".DMR F C 	 . EMP C. 1440K/4 C R*4 N.R. ELX C R N'C R*4 N.A. 	 R--IT 'R.DK3 4*4 N.?. ETLW
ELF C 

FET C R44 N.A. FEW C 9*4 N.R.
 C R*4 N.R.
ENR FA C R*4 OOLIC FEH 	 C Rv4 N.k. LC2 SF 1t4 000364
 R*4 N.R. HOD
GLF C P*4 N.R. ES C N.-
C-rT A c R* 
u,;E C !,*4 N.. 	 C RM4 N.R.SA7 C R*4 N.?. SEE 
SA6 C 4*4 N.R.
SA5 C P*4 N.R. 	 C R*4 N.R.
N.R. SKI
C Rv4 N.A. SKT C ,*4
SFC SF C P*4 00089C ShT 
 5 	 K--C R*4 N..
C R*4 N.R. SK
S.(2 C R*4 N.. SK3 	 SK' C R*4 N.A.
C R*4 NA.
N.R. 58 
SK6 C R*4 N.R. SK7 C R 4 	 'NR.
SVT C R*4 N.P- TAF C RA4 
000398
C RV4 N.R. STH F C R*4 






R44 N.R. TCT CR-- N..
TCR C 	 R44 N.R. VHL C R*4 N.R
 TVW F C 4*4 000150 ULF C 
TOT SF P44 000368 	 WCC C R*4 N.R.
WAC C R*4 N.R.
VIN C P*4 N.R. VMC C R*4 NR. 





VFS C R4 N.R. WFq C R*4 NA. 
V.F C P44 N.R. 	 WPC C R'4 N .C R*4 N.R.
C R*4 N.A. WIC
FLG




,PH C 944 N-h. Wf-C C R.7 WSC C .w. 	 C. 04 XLA SP I 4 000360
C R*4 N.R.
N.R. WVT
WTM C R44 N.P. UVA C R*4 	 C R*4 N.R.
N.R. XVR 
FA C R*4 000988 XLW C R*4 
N.R. 	 XLR 
C R*4 N.R. M'T 
XLB C P*4 	 -

C R"* N.M. 	 BIIPA SA C. K':4 00 650
ALFR C R*4 N. 	 N.R.
CDVT C R*4 

EHPR SFA C Rt4 000654 CDHT C R#4 N.. 
C P*4 000904 	 M.R.
BHPP F 	 CKVT C R*4 N.R. CAVI C R-4 
C R44 00305C CKHT C R*4 N.H. 
4C N4W.D A* C N.-R.T
CKFF F 

DA 2 CPTN . PA2 C N. 	 C 4*4 N.?.NA. ELTCVCL C R*4 N.R. ELDN C R*4 
DELR C R*4 N.R. 	 C R*4 N.R.
N.H. EMLF
C R4 N.R. ELVT C R*4
ELDA
ELHT C R*4 N.A. 	 Ct k04 t1atL CL"I..F-T-
EY C -R-; 03 0.R. FR4
ETAP C R44 N.R. 	 FEWI C R*4 N.R.C RP4 N.A.
N.A. FE'H
C 4*4 N.R. 	 FEVT C R*4
FEHT 	 C R4 N.R.R-4 N.H. GAPA




---ZW- IT---- -- N N.. 0 4 -------.CPX ------- C 	 C R*4 N.R.G-APS C f4*4 	 N.M. RELIC R*4 000860 PLIN C R*4
FEHF SF
THL S C 1*4 000850 	 SHTE C R*4 NA.
- C R*4 00C898N.A. SHPR SF RMAX C Rp4 N.R. SHPA C RA4 	 N.X. SL C. -N C - 4*4 A.-- SKAK C --NA.V4*4 SWACSHTW C 	 N.R.C R4 N.A. 	 SKHT C R't N.R. SKHL
R4 N.P. 51(F C R*4 	 N.q
SKFS C 	 C RP4 N.A. SKPH C R*4 
C R*4 N.R. SKPA
9*4 N.A. SKMC 






NP. SKIO 	 C N.. S1(1 C 4*4 N.
 SK0P C R*4 N.R. SK61A C R*4 	 SK15 C R*4 NAR.
 R*4 N.R. SK14 C R*4 N.R. 
N.. SK13 	 C




N.R. SVTE C R*4 N.R. SVT' C R*4 N.8.
 SLMH 	 C RV4 N.R. TPt C R*4 
 TBT FA 	 C P 4 000404
ItHI Fa C H4 0C0400 TBH2 C RR4 N.H.
SWTT 	 C R 4 N.R. 

TCVT 	 C R*4 N.P. TINY C R*4 N.R.
 TCHT 	 C R*4 N.R. ICLN C R*4 N.R. 
 Tt-HL R*4 0C0370
N.R. 	 T.MAX C R*4 N.R. 

AL C R"'4 N.R. IENV C RP4 "N. .
 
TIN2 SFA 	 C R94 000348 I1N4 C Rt4 

TOVW SF 	 C RH4 000904 ITk F C R*4 000350 

lcSb 	 C R*4 N.R. WPOS C R*4 N.R. tPEI C R*4 N.R.
 WFUL 	 C F*4 N.R. 
 C R*4 	 N.R.
 
HPRS 	 C RP4 N.R. IPRG C R*4 N.R. V-PRP C R*4 N.R. kPCA 

C R*4 N.R. XLBH SF C R4 OO0%C XLGD F C R*4 000034 XLHL C R4 N.H.
 WSCA 
 ATMOS SF XF 	 R*4 0C0000
N.R. ATMIY C R*4 N.R.
YLS2 F 	 C R*4 000900 ALFCL C R4'4 
 N.R. CLEYE C R*4 N.R.
 CBAPF C 	RH4 N.R. CEAR% C R*4 N.R. CLDES C R*4 

OPPAR C 	R*4 N.R. OPPRO C R*4 NF.
CPINC C 	R*4 N.R. CFPUD C R*4 N.R. 

N.R. DELTH F C R*4 000384 CELwF C R*4 N.;°
CPTOT C 	R*4 N.R. DELTA C R*4 
 N.. CTC\,W SF R*4 003378
000374 0SWET C P*4
CELUiP C 	RX4 N.H. CLTH SF R*4 
 R 4 000130 ETAP4 C RA4
C r*4 	 N.R. EIPCR C R4 N.. ETAP2 F C N.R.
 ELDOA 

R*4 N.R. GMDD1 C Rv4 N.H. I9AXD C R*4 N.R.
 FACTR F XF 	 R*4 0000CC FETOT C 
 NCXPJ C 	 1*4 N.R.
N.R. ITCHL SFA 1*4 00037C NCCPP C I"4 N.R.
ICRUS C 	 [*4 
 0 EALJ C R"4 ,..R.
POdER SF 	 >FR*4 CC-R
NTUHL 000000 FET2 F C R-4 000370 
AHPMR C P*4 N.R. SIGPA C R*4 N.R. SIGMP -C R*4 N.R. SKtYD C iD4 N.H. 
t*4 SKGR2 C RV4 N.R. SKPCS C R*4 N.R. SK8AL C 	 P*4 N.R. SKCEi C N.R. C H*4 	 N.P. SKPEI C 	 R*4 N.R. SKPES C R*4 N.P. SKPRB C Rt'4 t.H. SKR F C R*4 	 N.R. STMAX SF C R*4 0008B8SKRCA C R*4 N.R. SKSCA C R*4 N.R. 	 SLMVT R*4 N.R.
SwETH C R*4 N.A. SWEXP C R'4 N.R. 	 SWWET C R*4 N . S2PH0 C 
Rt
 T5CLI C 	 R44 N.R. TECRP C R*4 N.R. TBEM5 C 4 N.H. TP-OW FA £ f=4 00530
 0008EC TPPOP S C R*4 0C08F8
C R-4 N.R. THETA FA C R*4
TBSFC FA C 	R*4 00051C ICEAR 

Rv4 N.R. VCIVE C "4 NP.
 TVC.MR C 	R44 N.P. VEARH C RV4 N.R. VEARV C 

N.R. WPAYL C R'4 N.H. IPSTR C RH4 -F-
VGASB C 	RH4 N.R. VGASR C R 4 

XLINT F XF 	 R*4 000000 XLRLA C R*4 N.R.
 XLALB C R*4 N.R. )(LBk0 F C R*4 000028 

SQRT XF R*4 0000CC FFXPR# XF R*4 000000 ALFDES C R*4 NRo. BHPSUP SF C R*4 000658
 R*4 N.R.
 
N.t. 	 CEARVT C R*4 N.R. CBYLOA C R"4 N.R. CLALPj C 

- CEARHT C P'4 
 C R*4 	 N.P. DELFCR C R*4 N.R.
 CFSIND C R*4 N.R. CISIGH C R*4 N.R. CYCPRL 
F C RH*4 000660 CELnFC C R*4 N.R. OELviPL C R* NA. OELwST C H'4 N.?.H DELPTH 	 R*4 N. 
RC4 	 LIAFE C R4 N.R. DLVLHL C R's, -. H. D C DLS6SH C N.R.
M 	
N.R. ELHLOA C R*4 N.R. ELVLCA C R*4 OSPLMT C R*4 N.R. PILINC C R*4 
N.P. 
ETAIND C R*4 N.R. ETAF4N C R*4 N.R. EXPORG C R* K.. FX C *4 N.. 
FIXINC C R*4 N.R. 	 GACI C R4 N.R. HULIND C R4 N.H. [I3OM* F XF 1*4 00000
 000820
N.R. 	 INCD-YL C 1*4 000328 INCETA C 1*4
N.R. INCORG C 1*4 

INDFIX C I[4 N.R. INCI-UL C 1*4 N.R. INrOPT C [&4 N.R. INCoSk C 1*4 N.R.

INDCPU C 144 

INCTCL S [*4 00380
1NDPO C 1*4 N.R. INCPRF C 14 N.H. 	 IDtRDM C 1*4 N.R. 

GSWIND C R*4 N.R. 
 PRPIND C R*4 N.R.
 IPRINT C [*4 00084C CPIINO C R*4 N.R. 
 R*4 	 SGTIND C R*4 N.R.
 REMIND C R*4 N.R. FIcOfho C R*4 N.R. 	 ROTPOW SF XF OOCO00 

C Rt4 	 N.H. SIPDSZ C R-4 N.R.
 SKBLNT C f*4 N.H. SKENVI C R*4 N.R. 	 SKENV? 
 P4 N.R.
C R*4 	 N.R. STHETA C R*4 N.R. TECDWI C
SIVTAR C R*4 N.H. 5SIGMA 

TEDAP4 C R*4 N.P. 1k-ETMR C R*4 N.R. 
 TOLINO F C R*4 000320 VGBOVH C R*4 N.H.
 
N.H. FAYLO C R*4 N.R. XTGTA2 F C R*4 00C334 XTGTA4 C R*4 N.R.




CF BLOCK OS00DC FEXADECIMAL 8YIES
NAME CF CCVVCN BLOCK * * SIZE 
VAR. NAME TYPE REL. AOCR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADOR.














































































































































































YLIND 4*4 N.H. 
RD-Ir)- P1 N.R. 
XLBWO R*4 00CO28 
HMAXO R*4 N.R. 
EK1 R4 N.F. 
Hog R*4 N.H. 
SGTIND R*4 N.R. 
A --W 7 R. 
SLM FP4 N.. 
SLMH f44 N.H. 
-S~LMT ----­ 77 ------
CLS'iSHS P4 N.R. 
CBYLDA F*4 NoR. 
tT~ W XR 
THETMR R44 N.H. 
VT R*4 K.R. 
f1INY P1, N..fA2 
TBSAP4 R*4 K.R. 
ETAT 9*4 000198 
FECPAG [<4 N.R. 
CKVT R[4 N.R. 
RELI PM N P*iCtFh44hR 
GAP4 R*4 N.H. 
DEL4P R44 N.R. 
SKSC 4 .R. 
SKSCA R*4 h.R. 













































































































































































































































































































CPT P4 N.R. CI1 9*4 N.R. CV R*4 N.R. CX P-4 OCC6BO 
CLCES 9*4 N.R. CE .944 N.R. CELRTH R*4 00069C DELTA kt4 N.R. 
ECF 9*4 N.R. ESPLYI R*4 N.R. -LC 9*4 h.p. ELHt R4 N.R. 
ELN F*4 N.Ro ELCA R*4 N.R. ELT R*4 N.R. ELVT R*4 N.R. 
EN 9*4 N.R. ETAF R4 N.R. FEH R*4 K.R. FEHI r-4 N.R. 
FEFL P*4 N.R. FEFT R*4 N.. FET R*4 N.R. FETCT Rt4 N.R. 
FEVI R 4 N.R. FE 44 N.F. FEwJH R)4 N.F. FE'.I R' 4 N.R. 
FN R*4 000714 FF4 000718 ETAP4 R*4 N.H. GAMOCII R 14 N.R. 
GLF F*4 NA.R GPCCI 9*4 N.R. H R44 00C818 ICRUS 1:4 N.R. 
IKDCFL 1*4 N.R. INDDRC 1*4 N.R. INODYL 1*4 000828 INDETA 11'4 00082C 


















































SFC R=4 0008so SFPA 8i4 N.R. SHPR 9*4 000898 SHT P '4 N.R. 
SFIE 9*4 N.R. ShT P4 N.R. SIGMA F4 N. SSIGPA tl4 N.R. 
ST R*4 000880 STE TA R*4 i. P . ST1AX *4 000sn SVT R9 N.R. 
SVlE R*4 N.o. SVTL R*4 N.R. SW R*4 N.R. SWETH R*4 N.R. 
SWE>P R*4 N°R. SNTl i*4 N.R. SWWET R*4 N.P. S2rHO Q*4 N.q. 
T R*4 N.R. TAF R4 N.R. TCBAR *4 N.R. THETA R4 O008EC 
TVAX R4 N.R. TvP P*4 LbF4 TPROP R4 occ8Fs TR R4 00PF 
LLF R*4 N.R. VGASE R*4 N.R. VGASR R*4 N.R. VHL R94 N.R. 
\ F4 000910 *4 000914 WiAL 9*4 N.A. WtALNT P14 N.R. 
kCC R*4 N.R. hE RP4 N.R. 1EP R*4 N.R. WES R-4 N.R. 
IF R*4 000930 ,FC F*4 N.R. WFR 9*4 N.R. NFS Re4 N.R. 
NFN 9*4 N.R. NGSE R4 N.R. qHL R*4 N.R. NIHT R-4 N°R. 
NLG R*4 N.R. WNC 44 N.R. WPAYL R94 N.R. PC R*4 N.R. 
iNPCS R*4 N.R. IPEI R*4 N. r. WPH 9*4 N.R. NPHO P 4 h.P. 
NFPG 9*4 N.R. VPRP R04 N.P. WPSTR 9*4 N.R. Opc P44 N.R. 
WRCA 9*4 N.R. 6SC RP4 N.P. WSCA R*4 N.R:IST R*4 N.R. 
NIP 9*4 N.R. W14T r*4 N.R. WW R*4 N.R. WPAYLO R*4 N.R. 
WAC R*4 N.R. NEN P9*4 N.R. XLALB 9*4 N.R. XLS R*4 N.R. 
XLGF R*4 000930 XL-L P*4 N.R. XLR 9*4 O000gB XLW R*4 N.R. 
YLS2 R*4 0009co TCVI R*4 0C09C4 DMR R*4 oco9ca SIGMR R*4 N.R. 































*CPTIONS IN EFFECT* 

SCLRCE STATEVEMIS 131.,FROGRAM SIZE 3G78
*SIATISTICS* 

*SIATISTICS* NC CIAGNCSTICS GENERAlEC
 95K BYTES CFCRENTUD






LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 0S/360 FORTkAN H DATE 75.OS7/11.11.16
 




















SLEROUTINE TRALI (ITRALT) 00010000 
C**2* 1EPBER NAVE B811RALT 0C020000 
C PACE I INPLT LOG CCC1 TFRU 0050 00030000 
CCPMON OPTIND ,FULINC ,DYLIND ,CRGINC ,OSIND ,0C040000 
1FU'INO ,RDPINC .FFFINE ,ETAIND ,OC ,XLBIG ,OC05Coco 
2XLPLA VGEC h ,LCD ,HPAXD ,RFKRHO .VNC .00060000 
BEPLF .C1 ,rEiWF ,CKFF ,VGIVE 'hoc 000700CC 
4R00 ,TOO ,GAPI(5) ,SGTINO(12),ELHLOA ,ELVLOA ,0008C000 
5fGAP26) OCO9OCO 
C PACE 2 INPUT LOC C(51 TFPU 0100 COLCCO0c 
CCtMON AR ,kS ,TCR ,TCT ,SLV OO1000 
IARFT ,TCHT , EARH ,SLMH ARVT ,TCVT .001200cC 
2VEARV SLY0l ,ELCN ,ELDT ,ELCOA ,DLS.SH .00130000 
3DS6ET ,CLVLFL ,CVCL ,CBYLOA ,ENR ,IVA . 00140000 
4CAP1 ,1AY2 ,EfR ,DAM3 ,CLEYE ,TFETPR ,00150000 
5XC ,XMR ,IVCWR ,VT ,CTSIGH ,TV, ,COLECOOG 
E-ES ,TINY .ETF2 ,ETAP4N *IEEM5(5) ,TB8AP4(5) 031700CO 
7GAP3 GI 80OC 
C PACE 3 INPUT LCC ClCl THRL 140 ColSC0C 














3CK( ,RELI ,JlN ,TECLI(8) ,TBCGWI(8) ,GAP4(4) 00230000 
C PAC-E 4 INSLT LCC 141 I-FL 2CC wEIGHT CATA 0024CCC0 
CCINMON WFE ,6FLL DELWFC ,CELWP ,DELST ,00250000 
1SKCC ,SKRC .SKSC SKFW ,SKTY ,SKRCA 00C260000 





























- SK I SK2 CK3 DK4 ,SK5 ,SK6 .0032000 
ESK. SK8 I< SXS1lO .SKII .SK12 IC0330000 
SSK13 ,SK14 ,EK15 PLIN ,CAP5(3) 00340000 
C PACE 5 INPUT LOG 20I TI-RU 300 003500CC 
CCPMON 7OLIIC(5) ATCTA2(5) ,TIN2(5) ,TTt,(5) PFET2(5) ,GC3LCCGG 
IDELTH{5) STI-(5) ,CRSINC(M1 .X7GTA4(5) ,TIN4(5) ,VIN(5) ,00370000 
2DELR(5) _RP.M5) ,EELFCR(5) ,NPCR(S) ,CELWPL(5) ,STPI(5) .003800C0 
3FFIN(5) ,GAP6(lC) 0039f000 
C PACE 6 ItPLT LCC 301 TIRU 4C0 C04CCCCC 
CCYMON CYCFFL ,FF ,SK3 ,$(4 ,TBFI(5) .00410GO 
1TETO(5) ,Tdk-2(5I ,IECFP(5) ,TBSFC(8) ,1BPOW(8 I GAPI(60) 00420000 
C LCRKING CCt'CN 004300CC 
CCPMON ALFCES,ALFCL,ALEFAML, 00440CC0 
I EFPA,P-PR,OPSLPeHT,ELPBP,BS,BVT, 0045000C 
2 CEARF,CEART,CEARVT,CEAP1kCCP,CCTCOV,CLwCPINDCPNUD,CPPARCPPRC00460000 
!,CFTCTCRTCTP_,CV,CXCLCES,CE, _00470000 
4 CELRTH,DELTA,C-,DSPLNI , ELCELHT,ELNELCA,ELT,ELVT,EN,ETAP, 00480000 
5 FEH,,FEHI,FEHL,E IT,FE1,FETCT,FEVTFE%,FEWH,FEWI,FM,FP,ETAP4' 00490000 




















7 ICRLUS,INECRU,I\CrRcGlCYL,I\DETAINFIX,INIULINDOPTIhCOS t 00510000 
E INPUlI ICPRF,IINtdIPFINT 00520N 
CCMON LIILNC FPNc XP CWEPE.HF,PIQRHC,REALJRhPMRRRN 0053CC 
CCNMON SA,SAS,SA6,SA7, FC,SFPA,SHPR,SHT,SHTESHTW,SIGA,SSIGASTYC54000C 
CCWMON T,IAF,TCEAF,TFE1A,TMAX,TtP,TPCP,TR,ULF,VGASB,VGASR,VHLV 0056CCCO 
CCrMON , AL, EALNT, CC,WE, EP,WES,WF,WFC,WFR,VES,WFW, 00570000 
2,RCBRCA,%'SC, sC, ST, ,1tlIT,WW ,WPAYLO,WACPENV C0560 C0O 
CCMON XLALd,XLE,XLbH,)LFL,XLRXLW,YLS2,TCVW 006cc000 
LCNtM0N C -RiC4,tP,EFP ,S E ' 
HCLO = H 0061G000 
F = HFIN(IRALI) 006200CC 
IR]FCI1T.kE.U TC 3CC C6&3Es -O 
WRITE(6,1CCI)FCLC,H 0064000C 
ICC1 FCPMAT( 7X,'TPANSFER ALTITUCE FROM ',FS.0,2X,FEET,/18X,4T0',4X, C0650000 
WITE(6,LC02) 0067C00G 
1002 FCRMAT(7X,'TIPE',8X,'RfhCE',6)X,'FUEL USED',6X,'
w E IGHT,7X,'ALT'/ O068C0CO 
IITE(6,lCO3)SI,RBF,v-LD 007COOCO 
IRITE(6 ,IC03)SIRtF,, C0710000 
10c3 FCFMAT 17X,F7.2,XFM.1,4X,FS., 4X,F1O.0,4XF8.0) 00i20000 




TRALT / SIZE CF PPCGRAM 00026C HEXADECIMAL bYIs PAIA UUi
 
ACO. NAME TAG TYPE 	 ACO. NAME TAG TYPE ADD.
NAME TAG 7hPE ADOC. 	 NAVE TAG TYPE 

0OC878 T C R*4 N.R.
H SF C P*4 000818 Q C R*4 N.A. Q F C R*4 
V C R*4 N.R. ' F C R*4 '000914 AF C R*4 N.R. AP C R*4 N.A. 
N.R, CE C R*4 N.A. CV C R24 N.R.BR C R*4 N.P S C R 4 

FF C R*4 N.A.
CX C R*4 N.A. 	 OH C R*4 N.A. EN C R*4 N.R. 

N.R. PI C 	R*4 N.A.
FM C R*4 N.A. FP C R*4 N.A. lIC 	 C R*4 

F C R*4 00CSO SW C R*4 N.H.
RN C 2*4 N.A. SA C R*4 N.R. ST 

TR C R*4 N.. VC C R*4 N.A. VT C R*4 N.R. WE C R*4 N.A.
 C R*4 N.R.
WF F C P*4 000930 6O C R*4 N.A. WS 	 C R*4 N.A. 

LP C R*4 N.R.
XC C R44 N.R, AVL C R*4 N.R. BHT C R*4 N.A. 

BMR C R*4 N.A. EVT C R*4 N.A. CCP C Rv4 N.A. CCT C R*4 N.R.
 
CDC C R*4 N.A. CoV C R*4 
 N.R. 	 CKF C R*4 N.R. CKW C R*4 N.A.
 
R*4 N.R. CTP C R*4 N.A.
CKI C A*4 N.A. 	 CL C R*4 N.R. CT C 
DK3 C R*4 N.P. 0K4 C R*4 N.A. DMR C 	R*4 N.A. ELC C R*4 N.A.
 
N.R. ELT C 	R*4 N.A. CNP C R*4 N.R.
ELF C R*4 N.A. 	 ELN C P*4 

FE6 C R*4 N.TZ.
ENR C R44 N.A. FEH C R*4 N.R. FET C 	R*4 N.A. 

N.A. C%%E C 	A*4 N.A.
GLF C P44 N.H. fEs C R*4 N.P. HOD C 	R*4 

ROD C R*4 N.R. 	 SA5 C R*4 N.R.
RHO C RP4 N.R. 	 RMI C R*4 N.A. 

N.. SEE C 	 ,*4 N.K. SFC C R*4 N.R.
SA6 C R44 N.A. 	 SAt C R*4 

NR. SK2 C 	R*4 N.A.
SHT C R*4 N.A. SKT C R*4 N.R, SKI C 	R*4 

R*4 NR. SK6 C 	R*4 N.A.
SK3 C R*4 N.A. 	 SK4 C R*4 N.R. SK5 C 

SK9 C R*4 N.A. 	 SLM C R*4 N.A.
SK7 C R44 N.A. 	 SK8 C R*4 N.A. 

STH C P*4 N.A. SVT C R*4 N.A. TAF C 	R*4 N.R. TCR C R*4 N.A.
 
R 4 N.A. TV6 C r*4 N-P,
TCT C R*4 N.A. 	 T P C R*4 N.A. TOO C 

N.H. VIAC c 	R4 N.R.
ULF C R*4 N.M. VHL C R*4 N.R. VIN C 	R*4 
WEP C R*4 N.R. 	 WES C R*4 N.A.
WAC C R44 N.A. 	 hCC C R*4 N.A. 

N.A. WFR C 	R*4 N.A. wFS C R*4 N.A.WFC C R*4 N.. IFE C R*4 
WLG C R*4 N.R.
WFW C R44 N.A. hHL C R*4 N.R. WHT C 	R*4 N.A. 
R4 NR. WRC C 	 R*4 N.R.
WMC C R44 N.A. PC C R*4 N.A. WPH C 

C R*4 NA. tVA 	 C P*4 N.A.
 
- wSC C R*4 N.A. ST C R*4 N.A. 	 4TM 
XLR C R*4 ',N.R. XLW C 2*4 N.R.WVT C R*4 N.P. 	 XLB C R*4 N.A. 

N.A. ARVT C 	R*4 N.R.
XMR C R4 N.A. 	 ALFR C R*4 N.A. ARHT C R*4 

eHPP C R*4 N.A. BHIPR C R*4 N.A. CDHT C R*4 N.A.
BHPA C RP4 N.A. 

CKHT C R*.4 N.M. 	 CKVT C R*4 N.R.
CDVT C R*4 N.A. 	 CKFF C R*4 N.R. 
 CAM4 C R*4 N.M.
DAMi C R*4 N.P. 	 c6A2 C R*4 N.A. DAM3 C R*4 N.A. 

£ELR C R*4 N.R. CVOL C R*4 
 N.R. ELCN C 	R*4 N.A.
DAM5 C RP4 N.A. 

ELOA C R*4 N.A. 	 ELVT C R*4 N.A.
ELDT C R*4 N.A. 	 ELHT C R*4 N.R. 

ETAT C R*4 N.P, 	 FEHI C R*4 N.A.
EMLF C P44 N.R. 	 ETAP C R*4 N.A. 

C R4 N.M.
FEHL C R*4 N.R. 	 FEbT C R*4 N.A. FEVT C R*4 N.R. FEWH 

CAP1 C R*4 N.A. GAP2 C R*4 N.A. LAP3 C R*4 N.M.
FEWI C R*4 N.M. 

CAP5 C "*4 N.A. 	 GAP6 C R*4 N.R. GAP? C- R24 NA.
GAP4 C RH4 N.A. 

LTHL C 14 N.R. 	 PEHF C R*4 N.R.
HFIN- F C R*4 000474 -LC SF R*4 000148 

PMAX C R*4 N.. 	 SIIPA C R*4 N.R.
PLIN C R*4 N.R. PELI C R*4 N.A. 

SHPR C R*4 N.M. SI-E C R*4 N.A. SHTW C R*4 N.A. SKAC C R*4 N.A.
 
SKCC C R*4 N.A. SKFS C R*4 N.M. SKFW C R*4 N.A.
SKAR C R*4 N.A. 

SKLG C R4 N.A. 	 SKMC C R*4 N.M.
N.R. SKHT C 	R*4 N.A.
SKHL C Rp4 

SKRC C R*4 N.A. 	 SKSC C R*4 N.A.
SYPA C R*4 N.A. 	 SKPH C R*4 N.R. 

N.A. SKWP C 	R*4 N.A. SKIiW C P*4 N'.P.
SKTM C R*4 N.A. 	 SKVT C R*4 

KI1 C RY4 N.R. SK12 C 2*4 N.R. SK13 C 	R*4 N.A.
SKIS C R*4 N.A. 

SLMH C R*4 N.A. 	 STP6 C R*4 N.A.
SK14 C R*4 N.A. 51<15 C R*4 N.M. 

SVTE C R*4 N.A. SVTW C R*4 N.A. SWTT C R*4 N.R. TBHI C R*4 N.A.
 
--Pr E 004 
R- 4 TCL N C 4 N.R.C N. P 

TUH2 C 4 N.R. laTC C R,*4 
 N. R TCHT 
P- --CR:4 NR
WSuCR2 ..
WEV C R 4 N.N4-L C 4 NR 

,R 1\6 N'RLG L C ;-4 N 'RN.R. -LB R4 N.H.TRCV C Rvq W. R. ,C TALDLv CC R,*4 N.R.
,L2
C R44 N.R.XLHL 

CPPFc C ;-4
N.R. CPPAb C Rv4 NR. N.R.
 CPENV C P44 N.R. CFUL C R 4 

XELGC. C R'4 N.• N.R. DELTH C R 14 NR 
CPTOT C R 4 N.R, DELA C R*X4 

AGTDV Iy q-4 N'.PAFTO C R*4 N.R. R*4 N.R, EIAS2 C R144 NR.ETAP2 C 
C R 4 NR. SKGBI C Rq4 N.R.
 
C R*4 N.P. SKNLO C R*4 N,.R. SKPAL 
S INO C N.R.
I Ric4 N.R. SDES,, R-4 

R 4 N.R. DELTA C P*4 N.R. SKET C 
SKG82 C 

.t . XP Cc .:.
E f O - -C- Rx 4 t.C P 4 ET7- RS -.R '4 N,. .CSEL.V -C T N.ff-. YTlAXC CDC C Zv4" C R"4 N,. .TE2AP4 C R*,4 N.R. FT L3 EweET C R*4 N.F. 
CRI4 ,0 N4C TVCXP C 1,-4 N.R.
 N.R. TOALT





C R*4 N.R. VOIVAL C R*4
N.R. SKAVO








9 C R-R :4 N .R. SCL.E ' j.z N .R. CETPAT C RP*4 'N.R, SBYVOA C CEL,, VT C R*4 
C R*4 N.R. DELCST C PR*4 N
 R*4 N.R. T3ELPL
DELR4TH C R44 N.R, [EL FC C 

ORGI rD C R-4 N R . R*4 N.FZ . TkLVLL R*4 0001.C S C R*4 N.R, TLRCFE CTHETA 
C RAe4 N.R° FEGASG C R*4 N. R,-4N.R. vcP )R -----
" %ERf 
0"Z' Rt4 N.PY[ N.R.- C' - R*(4 N.H. C{' N000000
I R CR4 NH. 
-
WTF~ 
STIR C I PP F F =4 

"O FXINO C R*4 N.R. XLRLIA C R*4 INR . AUL OS 4 





N.R. PGTINL C R*4i N.R. 
C Rol4 N.R. CELRFC C R*'4
DELITH C R*4 N.R., SKVTAR C Pr-4 N.R.
N.R. SKPOSL
C R*4 N.R. ILIKEV C R*4 
a OSENV 

C R*4 N.R. [-P- RGI C-' *-4 N. R,. TEbR -4 C R*4 * 
IN.
 
m. R. . ET-A 
 F14000
ml STIGNA C R*/4 C R* N.R..IPo*hFIWR N.R.
C R4VGBOVHLTICN N.R.
TFTM CRI NR. C R*4 
NC c14 .RC 1*4 N.R.
C R*4 N.R. ITGTA4





I ZE C 1*4C O00gD FEXDECMA CB * 
N.R





R*4 N.R. SYLINB R 4
N.R. PULPIO C
RTIIN C R*4 
 pKpTAo C Fz-4 N.R.






N -- 9R+4 N,.
STF'--CT4ETIAIC ;;4 













CKFF RP4 N.H. VCI E R*4 N.R. HOC R*4 N.R. AQQ P4 N.R. 
ICC P*4 N.A. CAPl *4 N.P. SGTIND R4 N.A. ELHLCA r,4 N.H. 
ELVLCA R44 N.R. GAP P44 N.H. AR k*4 N.P. tNS PY'4 N.R. 
TCP *4 N.H. TCI P44 N.P. SLM R4 N.R. ARIT P-4 N.Q. 
ICF R4 N.A. VEAPIF P4 N.H. SLMH R*4 N.R. APVT P*4 N.R. 

























A R*4 N.P. CAN1 P44 N.R. CAN2 RP4 N.R. evp R'4 N.A. 
CAi3 P*4 N.H. CLE P*4 N... THETMP R4 N.R. XC ".4 N.A. 
XlA P44 N.. TVCMF F44 N.H. VT H 4 NR. CTSIGH P*4 N.R. 
T R*4 N.H. FES R*4 N.A. TINY F44 N.R. ETAPZ P 4 N.P. 
ETAP4N rP4 N.. T8EVE R4 N.. TBOAP4 R*4 N.P. GAP3 R4 N. , 
CA 4 P4 N.R. ENF R*44 N.H. ETAT R*4 N.H. hC A'4 N.R. 
VC P*4 N.. ATf'IY R4 N.R. COVT R44 NA. CCHT R*4 .R. 
CAP5 94 N.A. CLTAFE R*4 N.H. FEDRAG R*4 N.A. EXPORG R*4 N.H. 
CCC P*4 N.A. CLALFF R*4 N.P. CKVT R*4 N.R. CKHT R'4 N.R. 





















SKCC S*4 N.A. SKRC P44 N.R. SKSC R*4 N.R. SKFw R*4 N.H. 
SKTM RP4 N.H. SXPCA R*4 N.H. SKSCA R*4 N.A. SK1C R*4 N.A. 

























SM'F RP4 N.. SKbI P44 N.R. SKVT P*4 N.R. SKPp b P-4 N.R. 
SKREF R*4 N.R. SKPF P*4 N.A. SKAHID RP4 N.R. SKAP R*4 N.R. 
SKPA RP4 N.H. SKVTAH P*4 N.A. SKPDS fl4 N.R, SKPCSZ R*4 N,.. 


















N.A.N.o. CK4 SK8 0A14 R* 4 N.R. N.R, 





























































DELFL R*4 N.H. - STIP P4 N.A. HFIN PR4 000474 GAP6 R'4 N.H. 
CYCFFL P*4 N.H. FF P4 N.H. SK3 F*4 N.R. SK4 R-4 N.A. 
TEFI RP4 N.A. TETC R4 N.A. TCH2 R4 N.A. TBCPP R*4 N.A. 
TBSFC 9*4 N.A. TBPC R4 N.H. GAP7 R44 N.R. ALFOES R4 N.R. 
ALFCL P*4 N.. ALFP F*4 N.H. ArIU R*4 N.R. RHPA R*4 N.R. 
BHFR P44 N.A. E8PSLF R*4 N.A. BHT P44 N.R. BLP q 4 N.A. 
EA R4 N.H. ES P*4 N.H. BVT PR4 N.R. CbARF R 4 N.H. 
CBARPT P*4 N.. CEARW! R44 N.A. CBARW R4 N.H. CCP Ryl4 N.H. 
CCT R*4 N.A. COD P44 N.A. CLW RP4 N.A. CPIND R*4 N.P. 
CFNLC P44 N.P. CPPAF R*4 N.H. CPPRO R4 N.R. CPTCT R*4 N.R. 
CFT P4 N.R. CTF P*4 N.R. CV R*4 N.R. CX R"4 N.,. 
CLCES P44 N.R. CE P4 N.A. DELRTH R4 N.HR. DtLTA R?4 N.P. 
CF RIO4 N.A. CSFLWI P NA. ELf P44 N.H. CLF-T R,4 N.A. 
ELN P4 N.R. ELCt R4 N.H. ELT R*4 N.R. ELVT R-4 N.R. 
EN P*4 N.HR. ETAF P44 N.H. FEH P*4 N.R. FEHI R4 N.H. 
-----
00084 













LT F C 
PEFF 
FZEALJ 









































































































































































































































































































ADCR LAUEL ACOR LABEL ADDR PAGE 007
LABEL ACCR LABEL 

300 CCC23C 
*GPTIONS IN EFFECT* NAME= PAIN,CF7=2,LINECNT=54,SILE=OOCOK, 
*CPTIONS IN EFFECT* SOURCEEBCCICdKCLISI COECK,LCAC, MAP NOEDIT, IDNOXREF 
*STATISTICSt SCLCE STATENENTS 28 ,FFOGRAM SIZE = 62C 
*STATISTICS* NO CIAGNCSTICS GENERAIEC 





CC PILER CTICNS - E= "041,OP I=C2,L IE CNT 4,.SIZ.OCC K......... .... ..
 
S" CE' [EC' TCCLIST'NObEtK,LdAO ,'4P' EOiTfNlEF O 0~ O 
ISN 0002 SUBRCTIE GhR00200 
C # ** E BER tAPE 08 1 'lG TR ' . . . ... .. .. .. . . . ... . 00 0 0 C0- - -­0 0 0
C PACE._-f- - POf- LfCC"ff l TPRU§ 065b'0 00040CCO
DYLIND CRGIND OSkINO 
IFI IND ,POVIN0 ,PFFINC .. _..,ETAIND ... .. .,XLb% .....,00050000 ---
ISN 0003 CCVMON CPTINC , ULINC 
, VYC 00060000ZXEL:LA ,VGeNF--,)LO' ,HVAXO ,RHCRHO 
CEL F CKFF VCIVE HCc 000700003EPLF ,CKI 

4RCC Tcc ,G.aFf(5) SGTIND(12),EL -LOA ELVLOA 00080000
 
50iV2(6- -- .. . . . . . . ........-
 00090000
 00[00Q00
PAGE 2 ltPIT LCC CC51 TI-RU 0100 





... ,"SLM . . . TC ............-

ISN 0004 CCOMON AR ITCR 

.. RVT 	 00120000
SAPFt-T- -, "TC T ,F 
ELCOA , DLS%SH 001300002VEARV SLW ELE NELDT 
-. ,CBYLOA ENR 	 ',-VA 00140000 
,TFETM9--O50G 
8DS ,ET CLVLHL- ,-CVCL--
4'CTNT ,CA ,4EVF ,DAM3 ,CLEYE 

5xc 'XMR 91VCVR 
 VT CTSIGH TVW 00160000 
61-ES Tlt\N ,EI P2 ' ETAP4N T3EEI5(5) 79B8AP4(5) ,00170000-- -­
00190000
 c PACE 3 INPUT LCG lCl IHRL 140 

. CAF4 ,ENF ,ETAT ,PC ,1VC ,00200000ISN 0005 CCVMON 
1-4 FI I CEf .. DAM5 .... 'fL7AFE - ,FECRAG -- '0O0210000 
,CLfLPt- CKVT ,CM-T ,CKF ,002200C0 
I-, .
 
2EXFDRG 	 ,CDC 
,RE L1,I CLN TEC L1(8 | , BCDW I(8 } GAPA(4 ). ..0.02 30000CK t 
200F~ hE 'GHT--	 00240000
 
ISN 0006 CCNMON WFE 	 , FLL ,DELWFC ,CELWP ,OEUkST 00250000
 
,SH!C ,SKFW ,SKTM ,SKACA ,00260 0o . .... . ---­~~ISKCC 	 SKSC 

-- '1""2 SS"C9-_- /S C--" - . .SKHL -- ENV/ ,SK ENV2--'- ,002700000,.ISK 

,SKBAL ,SKLG ,SKV, ,00280000 
SWI tSKHT ,SKVT ,SK PRB ,, C02g00 0
ISKC81 	 ,SKGE2 ,SKELNT 

_ . .4ELF 	 ,R I 

,SKFS 	 ,SKPEI ,SKPES ,00310000 .o6SKPOS ,SKPESZ ,SKI 

S I , K EK2 ,KSK5 ,SK6 0032c0o0
 





';SK13 - SK14 SK15 PLIN 
 003500C0 ........
C PACE 5 WhLT LCC 	201 TFFU 3C0 
TLI[ ->I'A2 (5S)*-'T ... T5) ,FP..E72(5) "--,O0C3 O00CCMN 

1ELTH(5) ST (t) CRSINE(5.} XTGTA4(5) TIN4(5) ,VIN(5), 00370CO0 
2OELR(5), ,PMAX (5 ,EELFCR(5)'- ENPCRM5 ,CELWPL(5) _STPM%(5) ,00380000---- ------
C39C 000 
ISN~~~>" O00 	 IQ2(5) OM 
-P IN{5) ,CAP ( T} 
004CCO00O
PACE 6 INPLT LCC 301 TRU 400
C 

,FF 	 ,SK3 ,SK4 ,TBI1(5) ,004100G0






ISN 0009 - CCFMDN ALFCES,ALFCL,ALFF,A0 , ' 

FTA] bfT -EPF SLP EHT , ELP BP,BS,'B T3" - . ... ........ 0 4 0
1I 






5 FEH,FEHI,FEHL,,FE 1,FEI,FETCI,FEVT,FEW,FEWHFEWItFMFPETAP4 
 00500000 ...
 




ICRUS-INECRU.,INCRG INECL, IOETA,IN FIX, INCL, INDOPTI h CSS,.- 005,10C0C.O. .... 
00520000"
 





IS-N .00_2 CCVMON.SA.SA5,5A6,S7,9FC,SPASHPPSHT,SHTESHTWSIGMASSIGMA,ST,0054OOCO 	 ---. 
ISTFETA,SThAX,S1,S TE, 1I,,S ,SWETI,SWEXP,SWTSWES2RC 005500C
 
IS% 0013 CCtMON T,IAF,TCEAF,TFETA,lA,>,T~p,TPROP,TR,ULF,VGASB,VGASR,VHL,V 00560000
 
_____ CCMON , AL,tEALNTACC,4EdEPWES,WF,VFC,VFRWFS,WFt. 00570000..........
IS>40014 1 GSBtl-L ,IHTL,LJC,-AYL ,ldC,wPCS,WPE1, Pi-,PR8,WPRG,WJPRP,FWJPSTROO580000
 
2,RCIW.RCA,SC, CA hSTVIVTnWhVPAYLO,AC,IENV 00590000 
L S........... .. 006. .......
 
_ ISN 0015 CC PMON XLAL ,XLE,XLBh,L L L R,XXLYY 2,TL V 




ISN 0017 NAPELIST /NVGFIA/ E,0 E, PW 

1 __PSTS 	 %ES.WW-.S tW ,WG.SE WC_5SCL__.00620000.. - -1,T .BALN 
z . PC, RCTPN,ICAR ,WSCA,WFW,WMC,WBALkFCWFE,WFUL, 	 00630000
 















-IS 0021 I O 1.CnXj&LEC) 

ISW 0022 CR=WX/ENF CC69CCCO
 
15 4 0023 WEF=SK3*BFPPtS444EkP 
 007CO000
 
...	 [SN 0024 ____PEI=SKPE2tbEP --....... 007100C0 

ISN 0025 IF (SKPEI.G1.1) GC TO 1 00720000 t
 
ISN 0027 GC TO 2 00730000 C .
 
IS' o _ j__FEI=SKPE 
 00740000.............. ... 




IS'N 0031 RNP=O.5*CPR 

ISN 0032 - _ _SPIR=XR*CMR/2......---........ 
 00770000 .. _..
 




 j- !S- 0334 IsPP=ENR*SKAR*(SRR**C.25*(O.CI*SKPA*PR)**O.5*(Q.01*SKVTAR*
lTl(SIGf5 IC- *2/4C.)**C.67 	 p_0*PICJ 	 8C000 ­00810000 . .... -
I SN 0035 "WFRG=O.0 
ISN 0036 WP-=O.c 
 00820000
 
.ISN 03_____ 0_q__ .	 _. 00830000 
00840000
 
IS% 0039 3 SKC=1200. 00850000
 
ISN 0040_ PR=BHPF/E R C0860000 .--..... ..
 
ISN 0041 RPP=0.5*D0R 





ISN 0042 TWR=TVCWR4SIGNR$PIRPR/EPR 00880000
 
. ISN 0043 SKRP=RVR*1.6/(SXC*TWF) .. .... 00850000 . -- -- - ------

ISN 0044 SRPR=XR*FtR 
 00900000 
ISN 0045 IF (SKZRP.LT.I.C) SKDRP=I.0 00910000 
ISN 0047 TP01=p R*ELF (RkR-SPPR! SIGMR*SKRBF*SKDRF*RMR*3 -W -00920000 
[SN 0048 ,PR8=SKPRE* I.CE-C7*TRPt 1) *0.438 00930000 
ISN 0049 TR 2=90c.4VT*4 ZflPRB*PRSRPR**t.82*BMR**2.5*S1(AMD*1 OE-11 C0940CCO 
__ J.SN .005Q- WpFsKPHI*(TRP2/(E*RPW} 42f*O.35. 009 50000. . . . . . 
ISN 0051 PFRG=ENR*(SK1*,FR8+SK29IF-) 00960000 
ISN 0052 , WPRP=O.O 00970000
 
....	 IS O05_______..............HP.---................... 00980000 . -

ISN 0054 WPCS=SKPDS*(PX*SKPSZ**C.25*PI*RMR SKT/(30.*T))**0.67 00990000
 








[SN 0059IFIDHUbL..1if XC1;=P!*AF/(I1.C+SQRT((PI*AR/.28)**2t1.0)J 1300 
ISN 0061 .IF(INDHUL.GI.l) XE1=PT4AF/(I.C+SQRT((PI*AR/CLALPH)**2+1.0) 01030100 
ISN 0057 IF (INDDYL.EC.I.R.INOEYL.EC.3) GO TO 5 
01040000
 
ISN 0063 GLF=l.O+(C.C054S*ddC/(C.C126*CBARW+0.O6216*WX*ELF/(SW*XDI))I 01050000_ [SF4 0064 5 ULF=I.5*EFLF 

01060000
15-1 0065 IF (GLF.GT.ENLF) ULF=I.5*GLF 01070000
ISN 0067 IF (INCHUL.EQ.1) CC T_ 6 _C 
 01080000
ISN 0069 8I=BS 
 01090000
ISN 0070 GC TO 7 

01-00000













ISN 0076 6GSd=SKG81 
S6ETF+SKG82 8 **2 

ISN 0077 9 VqEALNT=SKELNT*SWF 
 01170000ISN 0078 WIEL=SKEAL*WO 

01180000





ISN 0080 WtTI=SKFITSl-T 
-01210000
Bi oof I.TSKVSV 
L210000a
ISN 0082 ES=SKPES0%EP 

ISN 0083 IF (INDCYL.EQ.1.CR.ICCYL.EC.3) GO To 11 01220000
 
200
8 IF TC 

01240000
ISN 0087 IF (SKIdh.EC.O.) GC TO 1C 
 01250000
 




ISN 0090 GC TO 11 

, 01280000



















_ISN 0097 6I,=SKTPt "PP __01340000
 01350000
ISN 0098 WCA=SKRCA1PRP 
 01360000
ISN 0099 65CA=SKSCA(WPRP*ENR/lCC.}**C.84 
 013700CC
ISN 0100 ;PC=WRCA+ SCA 

013800CC





 01410000iSN 0104 12 kSC=S0KSC* (IP E4FFFYFR0 .
 01420000 ,
ISN 0105 WPC=O.O 
 0140000­[SN 0106 T=O.O 01440000
ISN 007 WRC=SKRCIPRG 
 01450000





ISN 0110 13 IF ([ff6L. 7.2C.INh[aL.,EL..Ec.-wWoS01 l 0000
 01480000
ISN 0112 id'C=SKWC 
ISNOlI3 - FC=WCC+ ,C,iSKl2*RC SNIE# C+SKL4 WFW WTM SKI5*WPC+WMC+DELWFC+ 01490000 01500000-
I1EAL 
 01510000
ISN 0114 WE=WPSTP0fST+ %FC-tFE 

01520000
ISN 0115 CtE=WEthFLL 

VAbL UU% 
_____ISN016 PAYL=hO-l.E- %FUL-iFR __________ 01530000 ___ 
ISN 01.17 RETURN 01550000'-­
01560000ISN 0118 ENE 
PRCGRAM 000006 HEXADECIMAL BYTES-PAGE 005
WUHIK / SIZE OF 
A D. NAM E TAG TYPE-ADO. --NAE .. TAG TYPE 

NAME AG TYPE AD. NAME JAG TYPE ADO. 	 C R*4 N.R.
C R*4 N.R. T
Q C R*4 N.R. R
H C R*4 N.Ro AR FA, 	C R*4 00C08
C R*4 N.R.
W C R*4 N.P. AF
C R44 N.R. 	 N.R.











CV 	 C R*4 _ N.R..__FP C R*4 N.R. hC 
FM C R*4 N.R.
FP C R44 N.P. 
.. RN 	 C R*4 N.R.
PX SF R*4 OQOIE8 .
P--4000154
PR A C 4-*4000864........ 	 TR C R*4 NB.
F C R*4 000808
ST C R*4 N.R. SW 
SA C R*4 N.R. 	 WF C R*4 N.R.
WE SF C R*4 000924
F R*4 000148 	 .
R. VT CVC C 8*4 NS  
 WW S -' C'-R*4 l00998-----------X SF . R*. OOEC

BHT C R*4 N.R. BLP C

We F C A*4-000024 -S C "'RW4-....N.R. 	 R*4 N.R.
 
C R*4 N.R.
XC C R44 N.R. AMU 	 CCT C R*4 N.r,.
CCP C R*4 N.R,
C R*4 N.R.
BMR F C R*4 00012C OVT 
- CK . C R*q N.R.
 C R*4 NR. 
 CKF. C R*4 N.R 
COc C VV4 NA.C 	 CTP C 'R*4 N.R°
CRT C R4 N.R.
C R*4 N.R.
CK1 C R*4 N.R. CLW 	 C 8*4 N.R.
DMR F C R*4 OOCSC8 ELC
F C R*4 0002E0
0K3 F C p*4 0002CC CK4 "R4- .R-. 	 ENP 1 C R*4 000194
 ELF F C 844 000280 ELN -"4 REL ET_
- - 0 2-8-f - E N -C'N.R._VT___O 	 FEW C R*4 N.R.C R*4 N.R.
FEH C R*4 N.R. FET
C P44 00011C
ENR F 	 C R*4 000850
N.R. OWE S 
C R*4 N.R. HOO C R*4 
GLF SF C P*4 000704 I-ES ... C R*4 N.R.
 
F C R4---O00Z90 RMR'-S0 .....R*4 --Oo0FO .RO 
RHO C -P!4 N.R. PMI 	 SEE C R*4 N.P.
R*4 N.R.
SA6 C R*4 N.R. SA7 C 
SA5 C R*4 N.R. 	 SKT F C R*4 '0002G4
SKD,SF R*4 O001F 

- F C R*4 - 00039C 
SKI F R*4 N.R. SI-T C -  --	 "0C4BC---
FC C B*4 00024 F 2 K3 C 4""000488 ...........	 SK4 F'--c- R 4 

SK8 F C R*4 0002FO
SK7 F C R*4 0002EC
SK6 F C R*4 000258





0002F4 N.R. 	 TMP C - R4 N.R. 
ULF SF C R*4 000900 
SK9TAP F C R*4 N.R. TCP F C R*4OCOOOC TCT C'- R*4--

R*4 N.R.
TCC C R*4 N.R. TVW C 
TMR SF P*4 O001F8 	 C *4 OC09AO_
 
_ 
VmO F C R*4 000040 WAC SF C R*4 N.R.
N.R. 1I1 	 R*4 000934
VHL C R*4 C 'R*4 "000920 	 WFC SF_ C 
EprF - -000928 WESSF 
WCC SFCP 4 000920 	 WFW SF C R4 0C0940
SF C R*4 000930
R*4 000938 WFS 
WFE. F C FP4 000230 WFR F C 	 WLG SF C R*4 000950
C R*4 .000940
WHL SF C R*4 000948 WHT SF 
R*4 O0OIFC C 	 R*4 0CO97C'
WGR SF - - - 000968 	 WAC SF 

.. . 
-SF *4 000950 WPH SF C R*4 

WST SF C R*4 000980 WTM SF C R*4 000990 
WVA C R*4 N.R.
CSF C B4 000954 

WSC SF C R*4 000984 	 XLR C R*4 N.R.
C R*4 K.R.
XCI SF R*4 000200 XLB 
WVT SF C R44 000994 	 ARHT . C R*4 - N.P.
 
XPSF ( R*4 000140 ALFR 'C--R*4"-- N.R. XLWN R4 N.. 	 N.R.
R*4 000904 BHPR C R*4 
C R*4 N.R. EHPP F C
N.R EHPA
ARVT C R*4 	 C R*4 N..
N.R. CKHT
C R*4 N.R. CKFF C R*4 
COHT C 944 N.A. CDVT .A. *4.CAM3 .. "R*4 - N.R.-
CKVT C [*4 N.R. C N. CA C R*4 N.R. EVOL C R*4 N.R. C R*4 N.R. DELR
R*4 N.R. CAVS 	 000608
DAM4 C R*4 N.R. 	 ELCA F C R*4 
C R*4 N.R. ELHT C 




ELVT C R* 	 FEVT C R*4 
C R4 N.R. FEHT C R*4 .R. 
N.P. FEHL 	 N.R.
FEHI C R*4 	 GAP2 _ C R*4C R*4 NR. 

C R*4 N.R. FEWI C R*4 N.R. 
GAP1 
C'- R*4 -- N.R. ....... GAP6 C *R4 N.R.

_FEH 	 4 NR. CAF...C*--4 N.R. GAP5.....
GAP C 	 N.R.
P-HF C R*4
C '1*4 N.R.
C R*4 N.R. LTHL 
GAP7 C R*4 N.P. FFIN 	 SHPA C R*4 - N.R.
C R*4 N.P.
N.R. RMAX 
P*4 N.R. RELI C R*4 	 "F C *4 0C0264
PLIN C 	 SHT. -C R*4... .SKAC
CTE N. 
SHPR 4 
4-- N.*-4I TRE_'_SHTW7R*4	 SKF6 F C R*4 000250 
-_IT4 SKFS F 	 C R*4 0002C8F C R*4 000244
000280 	 000260
SKAR F C R*4 SKCC 	 C R*4 000284 SKNC F C R*4 
SKHT F C R*4 000298 SKLG F 
R*4 000268 	 000240
SKHL F C 	
-
-
O O O 





-C -*4 0 A8
000284	 0C0288
S SKPA F C R4 	 C R*4 000294 SKWW F C R*4 SKVT F C R*4 000290 SKWP F
000254 	 000304












SK14-F- C R4 000 C 15.-F -C -R.*4 0 0 030C - SLMH R*4 _.NR, _SRVR SF 
...S TT " C- R*4-- N.R,
'--
SVTE C R*4 NR. SVTW C.. 4 - N.R. ..
STPN C R44 NR." 

T~h2 C R*4 NR, TBTO C R*4 N.R, TChT C R 4 N.R.
 TBHl C R*4 NR, 

C R*4 N.R. TINY C R 4--N R ..... TIN2 ...CR*4 - N.R.-TCL C R*4 N.,R,. ICVT 

-R*4 . ...., TRMI SF R*4 0C0203 TIN4 C R*4 -N,-. IPAX 	 C...---'R*4----NR.-- TOVW ... 
C R 4 N.R. WBAL SF C R*4 00C918 ENV SF C R*4 0009A4 TRM2 SF 9*4 C002CC lTT 

000960 lPrI SF C R*4 OC0964
 WFUL f C R*4 000234__ GSB SF C R*4 000944 WPDS SF C R*4 

WPRB SF C R*4 00096C v PR G--S F C- R4--d0970G WPRP SF C -. R*4 -00C974 6RCA 5SF C R*4 OC0980 
N.R. XLGO C R*4 N.R, XLFL C R*4 N.R.
 WSCA SF C R*4 000968 XLBH C R*4 





CPPRO C R*4 N.R. CPTCT C R*4 N.R.

CBAAW F C P44 00067C 	 CLDES - -C Ri4 N.R: 
CPNUD C R*4 N.R. 	 CPPAR C R*4 N.R. 
 R*4 00023C
GELTH C R*4 NR. 	 OELWF C R*4 N., CELWP F C
CELTA C R*4 N.R, 

HS Ef C P 44 N.R° -ELCOAF 	 C R'*4 --- N.R. ENPCR C R*4 KR. ... ETAP2 ... C-R4 NR 
R*4 NoR,
FETOT C R*4 N.R. 	 GMDDI C R*4 NR. HFAXD C
ETAP4 C P44 NR, 
 C.R*4
C 1 4. NRR ...PFET2 .... ... N.R,
ICRUS c 144 NR° 	 NCCPP C 1*4 NR, NOXPJ 
rf-FMR -CP R*4 N SIGMAX t R*4 NR, SGivR R4* 009c 
-- REALJ C R 4 NR. 

SKGBI F C P.*4 000274 SKA.4D F C R*4 0002hC SKBAL F C R*4 000280 SKORP SF - R*4 000210 SKPES -F_. C,.R 40C02DO
 SKG82 F C R*4 000278 SKPOS F C R*4 00026C. SKPEI F C R*4 _OOC2CC ._ 
*4002A KRA CR 0¢20SKSCA FF' C' R*4 -00025C00AO F 
SWETH F C R*4 OCC8CC S ,EXP F C R*4 000800 
SKRB R4 SRB C 

SLMVT C R44 N.R, SIPAX C R*4 N.R, 	
- C R 4 N R 
- TBCL1 .......C, .,R....N*. .T8CPP 
C R!4 N. , 2RPFC 	 C._R 4. -NR.-
SWW.ET 

TBSFC c R*4 N.R, ICBAR C R*4 N°R. TBEM5 C R*4 N.R. 	 ieFcw C' R*4 N°R. 

TVCMR F C R*4 000144 VBARh C R*4 NR,
THETA C R44 N.R. TFRCP C R*4 NR. 

. VGA SB8. - C-R44 NR, VGASR __ C_ R*4 ._NP. 
. AO0 054-VBA R. __ Rj4 tN.R. CI V E -_. __C _R *4 -. 
" .R.--­R*4 000978 -- XLALB ... C-R4 

,GHTR R*4 000214 %PAVL S 	 C R*4 000958 WPSTR SF C 

XLBWC F C R*4 U00028 
 XLRLA C R*4 NR. ALOGLO XF R*4 000000 SORT XF R*4 
000000
 
_ c R*4 -- N.R,R* R.R° BHP SU P__ C .R*4 N.R, CBAR HT 
.... FRXPRq FP R* O000CO. A!F CES 
CeYLCA C R*4 N.R° CLALPH rA Cd R*4 ---- 06C04 CRSIND C- R*4 N.°R." ' CBARVT c R*4 NR. 

C R*4 N°R, DELFCR C R*4 NR, OeLRTH C R*4 N.R°
 
-4 CTSIGH C R*4 NoR° CYCPRL 

C - 9 4 . NR , _-0E LdST .F _CR*4--000240 DLSI SH --- C R*4._N.R.DELWFC___. __RA4 -AQ30. EL 6P L-- N.R,. ...OSPLV.T .. .C "R*4 -- NR.--OLTAFE " C R*4 N.R, CL'jLHL C R*4 . R, RGIND -- C -R*4 -
ETAINO C R*4 N.R,OYLIND C R*4 NR, ELFLCA C R*4 NR, ELVLOA C R*4 'NOR. 

- NR _ FE CRAG .. ... R*4- N,.R._. 	 _ FIXIND .... .R*_4 __--N,.R __ 
.. _ _ A~n 4 B _.___ _EXPCRG.. .. 	 -- R*4 
C 1*4 N.R,

-ULIND C R*4 NRo INDCRU C 1*4 N.R, INCDRG
GAMD11 C R44 NR, 

C 144 N.R° INDFIX C 1*4 N.R, INCHUL C 1*4 000834
 144 INCETA 
-_I* ... NR. ..IND0POW C__ I 4 N.R.. I C
INDDYL C 000822 
 NOP RP_ 1 *4 N.R . 
- -I NDOP T _ _ I 4 -NR, IN CCS ... . 00C027 OPTIND C R*4 NR,
INDRDM C 144 N, R. IPRINT C 1*, NR,, NWGHTR 
NR, ROMIND C R*4 NR , 	 RMCRHO C R*4 NR,
OSWIND C R44 NR, FRPINC C R*4 
 C
-- -SKENV1. F -C -R*4 -0-00260 - -SKENV2 __-,C.R*4--000270N. 	 q _._ S_2.LNT_ _F_ C-GR*4.-.00027
SSIGMA C.. NR.
__ __ __SGT IN. ------ C 

-R*4-- STHETA C R*4 N.A.
 SKPDSZ F C R*4 0002CO SKVTAR F C R*4 0002B8 





,eALNT SF C R*4 O0091C_ WPYO CR4 .NR TT2VGBOVH . C R*4 NR, 
XTGTA4 C R*4 NR. 
S CCPNON INFORMATInh **
 
QQ11jCN 1-LOCKj 	 S2E F ELOCK O09D FEADECIMAL.BYTESNAME jF 	 1 
VAR. NAME TYPE RFL. ADOR°
 VAR. NAPE TYPE REL. ACCR. WAR, NAPE TYPE REL. AOOR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADDR. 




11 C P* 4 NoR. RDMI ND R*4 . N.R. PRPIND R*4 N.R.NDRFRSIC. 
--ETA'I N IC ' R*4 N.R. LC R+q -- CC0024 XLBWO ... R4--002 ... XRLA ." R*4 N.RP. 
R*4I N.R. XLC C R*4 N.R. HMAXD F*4 N.R. 'HRO R4 NVCBC F 

\0C R*4 000040 EPLF F44 000044 CK1 
 R*4 N.R. ---- ELWF R*4 N. R. 
CKFF P*4 N.-R° libI E ....R44 - 000054 - ' H00d---.....R 4 ----- N.-R.-- RCO . ..R*4 .. . R...-
TCC R*4 N.R.: GAPI1 RP4 N. R. SGTIND R 4A N.R. ELHLOA R*4 N. R. 
GAP2 R* N.R. AR 9*4 000008 tkS R 4 N.R.ELVLCA Q*4 N.R. 
TC F R 4 -O000CO- TC T- R*4 N.SLM----R*4 "" 000D8 .. . ... ARHT R*4 . R.-
SLMH B44 N.R. ARVT P*4 N...TCf-l P*4 N.. VEAF 	 R" N.R. 

R*4 N.R. SLMVT R*4 N.R. ELCN R*4 NR°
TC'vT 	 R*4 N.Ro VAR 

N.R. 	 ... R .. DSWET N.R.ELCT R 4 ELCCN.. R 4 	 LS S R+--- .. -"R4---

N.R. DVCL P*4 	 N.R. CBYLOA R'44 N.R° ENR R*4 000 10
DV~f R+4 

OAM2 R*4 N.R. eVF 	 R*4. 00012CA R*4l N.R. CAN 1 P4 N. R. 
---- CA 3. .. i- N .CLE Y C R 4 N.R'. - - THETMR . . R4 ... N.R.-- . . .. xc ... R'*4 "+N. R. 
odX R R*4 000140 T\ICVF 9*4 000144 VT R*4 000148 CTSIGH R*4 N°R.
 
N.R. T INY R 4-	 N'. R. ETA'P2 R*4 N.R. 
_ T~k R44 N°R. I-ES R*4 

... .R .... . . R.
ET AP4K'- R 4 -N. F TE EV5 R 4 N. . TB 8AP4 ... *4 . .. GAP3 . ..R 4 N.. 
HC R*4 N.R.CA 4 	 R* N.R: EN F P*4 CC0L94 ETAT .RN .R. 
R*4 N.R. ATMN ROA N.R. CDVT. .- R4 N.R. CCHT R*4 N.R.I' £Cc N.R."- FECRAG .... R- -'..R."....EPDG- R* -- N.R.
 
. CEC R*4 N.R. CLALF F ?4 OGOIC4 CKVT R 4 N.R. CKHT R*4 N.R.

. All R --- N. R-- LT4F E---RO-
C F P*4 N.P. cgv P*4 N.R. RELI R44 N.R. TCLN R*4 NR.
 
4 l N-. . -- GAP4 R 4- ' N.R. --. ... FE ------R*4" -0 0230­
-- TBCLI P* . .IB 
DELWP R*4 0C23C DELV.ST R*4 CC0240*4 000234 CELWFC R*4 C00238 
SKCC R*4 000244 SKRC R+P4 00O0248 SKSC R*4 00C240 SKFV._ R*4.. 060250 
- F*4 "---00258 . . .SKSCA - - - -R*4 - 0 0025C S Kfl C RO C0260 
I FLL 
S RIT . . F*4 ---0 0C254 SKRC 4 -
SKAC F,#A' 000264 SKHL R*4 CC0268 SKENVI P*4 00026C SKENV2 R*4 000270 
C27C ...... RA4 .. 0C0280
F*4 000274 SKCB2 	 P*4 00)027'8 SKBLNT ... 4 ... SKBAL 
R*4 0 C002 88'- ELF R+-P4 000280'-.- RVI '-R*4 000C290
SKCE1 

. SKLG IT4- b00284 - t V, ­
P*44 00298 SKVT R*4 00C29C SKPrB P*4 000240I SKiP R*4 000294 .SKh1 

-	 R*4 SKAMD R44 O002AC SKAR R*4 000280
SKREF R*A 0002A4 . SKFF 0002A8 

SKFA R * 00024 SKWVTA F --- #p4 '002Y8 SKPDS-- R4-" 0002BC '- .....	 "" C00200.. SKPDSZ -"R4
"-" 

R*A 0¢0208 ' SKPEI P4 00C20C SKPES R4 000200
L.D ST P4 0002C4 SKFS 

P*4 0002C4 SK2 R*4 0C02DB 0K3 P44 00020C GK4 R*4 OC02EG 
-- -'SK7 -R*4 ---bOO 2EC .... ... . SKS ....*4 -- 'O002FGO '
SKI 

- S 75 ,i4--00026EZ- - SK- - R*4--oC02E8' 
P*4 0002F8 SKI1 	 P*4 0002FC SK12 R*4 000300E99 R*4 0002F4 'SKIC 
R*4 00306 SK15 R*4 00030C PLIN R*4 N.R.SK13 	 R*4 00C304 SKJA 

G F5~ ~~ C N'RC A+ N. R. XY)CGTA2"--* ... .R.". ... TIN? -- R*4 ']-NR..R*4C 

RZ4 N.R. STH R*4 N.R°
PFET2 R*4 N.R. DELTH" 

R*4 N.R. VIN R*4 N.R.
 
T T 	 R*4 N.R. 

CRSINC R44 N.R. 'XIGTA4. R*4 N.R. TIN4 

" .. . NFCP"" R*4-"7 N.R."- - -C[ILAS F* N.R. R f/A ) --- *1 N. R'. -- DE LFtR .... 4 4 '- N.A. 
R*4 GAP6 R*4 N.R.DEL %FL R 4 N.R. 'STP R*4 N.R. HFIN N.R. 

FF R+4 N.R. SK3 R*4 000488 Sk4 R*4 00048C
CYCFFL R*4 N.R. 

TBPI R+4"TN.RTC 4 .R.TBH .. .. 4 ...N.R ........TBCRP -"R4-- N.R.
 
R*4 N.P. lepo R#4 N.R. GAP7 R*4 N.R. ALFOES R*4 N.R.
TBSFC 
BHFA 	 R*4 N.R.N.R° AMU R*4 N.R. 

. . . ..... N.R. *

A-LFEL R4 N.R. 	 -ALFR R44 
. : B P. . ..
BHF7A+ N.R. BHP'SOF- R*4 N.. BHT -...R*4 

EP p4A N.P. BE R*4 000663 VT R*4 
 NR. CBARF R*4 N.R. 
'R*4 N.R. CBARW R*4 00G67C CCP R*4 N.R.
P*4 CEARVT 
CC1 F*11 N.F. C 4.. . . .C.. . .. W -- . . . . .... I D "" m.... N R 
- CEAFT N.R4 

N.R. CPPRO R*4 	 N.R,. CPTOT R*4 N.R.
CFNUC R*/i N.F. 	 CPPAR R*4 

'.R.*'.CX _ R*4 N.R.





.. . R. 
[hR4 0006C4. C SFPL 111 *4 N. R. 
EILN P4 N. R. ELCA R 4It 0O06D8 
E N R4 N.R. ETF ... R4.... .R. ..... 
FE L R*4 NFR F I R4 NR. 
FE0T R*A N°:R. FE P*4 N. R. 
Ff, 4 N .P. F F R N.R. 
CLF R*4 iKD 4 N.R. 
-CLC ES N RCE C* . N. 

000E 
INDCFIL 1*A N.R. IDODRC 1*4 N.R. 
INDFIX 1"4 N.R. IN'DHUL 144 000834 
INOpCV- 1x4- N.R. INDPRP 1*4 N.R 

LT L 1*4 NI.R. NCCPF 144 N.R. 

PEYF~~~~~~~~. ..RN l.. __.OB4Q 

REALJ F*4 N.R. PFFPI4 R*4 N.R. 

SA R*11 N.R. SA5 P*4 N.R. 

SFC R*4 N.R. SHFA R 4 N.R. 

SFE R4 N. R. SHT t R*4 N. R. 

S7 R*4 N.R. STHET R*4 M.R. 

SVIE R*t, N.A. SVT _R*4 N.R. 

S EP 4 4
0000SWT- N.R. 
T RIOA N.R. TAF P*4 N.P. 
Y4 R*4 

V-: R*i4 VGA R14 N.R. 

LL O09AVGS N.R. 

F 000R. 
.v R*4_ R . 0C092I.90 R44 
gF - NQ. . 1%FE R *4 0 C009324R*4 92
F R*4 00094 GSE' R*4 0C0934 

%Fk R*4 000940 IACS R*4 000944 

-6.] CS R*4 PEI *4 _0009-54
0009650 ,MCR 

WP cG R*4 00036C 1%P EI R*4 000964 

IAR A R*A--C00980 ,SC_ -1 _094 
1 V R*4 0009s0 WI P *4 CC0994 
ItC R*4 0009A0 tNEN% R*4 0C09A4 
- LEF_ ___.B N.A. XL LN, _ N R. _ 
YLS2 R*4 N.R. TMV% R* --. . .. 
A F R*4 N.R. BHPP R* 000904 
'PA'GE'OO8
 
DELRTH ' *4K.R. .. . .. DELTA .. .R-4 ... .N.,R.. . . 
ELC- 4 N.R. ELHT R4 NR 
ELT P*4 N.R. ELVT R*4 N.R . 
FEH__ P 4... N.R - ....... EH,I'- R*4 _ -N. R.
-
FET P*4 N.R. FETOT R*4 N.,R.
 
FEWH R*4 N.R. F EtI R*4 N.R.
 
ETAP4 R*4 .. N.R .... G A IDII R*4 N. R.
 
H R*4 K.R. ICRUS 1*4 N.R.
 
INOOYL 1*4 000828 INDETA 1*4 N.R.
 
INCOPT 1,4 N.R. - .... INOM, 1*4 -- N.R.
 
I'NDRD I I R. IPIT I-N.R.
 
NOXPJ 144' N. R. CIE R*4 00085C
 
_ 4.. .R. ...... RHO .R*4 .. N.R.
 
R P44 N.R. RN R*4 N.R.
 
SA6 F*4 N°R° SAT R*4 N.R.
 
SHPR ... *4 ... N.R . ... SPT R*4 000890
 
SI GM-A' R*4 t,.R. SSIGMA R*4 N.R.
 
S TMA X P44 N.R. SVT R*4 OD08BC
 
SW .... R*4._ 00D808 .. ....S ETH ... R*4 _.OCOO CC. . . . . 
WET *4 N.R. S2RhO R*4 N.R. 
TCBAR R*4 N.R. THETA R*4 N.R. 
VGAR R*4 N..R. VTL -R*4 N.A. 
WBGAL R 4 O009!. WBALT R*4 ODD91 
WBAL_ 4 .O~2 .... E . 0 .. ..000912WANT Q O 

WFR P44 OCC928 6FS R*4 000930
 
WHL R44 00093 HT% R*4 0C093C
 
WA L .. .R*4 OCC0948 ...... P . .R*4 .. C0094C .... . 
WPH R*4 WPCB R*4 000950Y 000C968 

WPT R*4 000968 WPRC R*4 00096C
 
WSCA Q*4 0C0988 tST R*4 000980
 
WW 944 000998" PYO R4 NR
 
XLALB R*4 N.R. XLB R*4 N.R.
 
L * .R. --. . XLW R*4* .
. .. . N.R.
 




LE ADOR ...... E -009
Lc L-t CCR LABEL ACOR LABEL 
2 CCC532 C00602 __.00078A-------------
TC CC2'E. 
-3 





12 CCCC4C 13 OO0DIC




*CP1IONS IN EFFECT* NAME= SAL',CpT=O2,LtFECNh=54,SIZE OOC OK,
 
*CPTIJNS IN EFFECT* SOURCE,E8CCIC,NOLIS1 ,CDECKLOADMAPNCE DIT, D0,NOXREF.....
 
*SIATISTICS* SCURCE STATEMENTS = 117 ,FFOGRAM SIZE = 3E42
 
*-STATSfTIS -- DIACNCSTICS cENERArEC -___________ 
 __-. .-NO 

95K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED
 W* 4 END CF CCPFILATICN **** 

*STATISTICS* NO CIAGNCSTICS THIS SIEP
 
HI­
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 05/360 FORTRAN H DATE 75.0S7/11,12.07
 




ISN 0002 FLNCTIC XLINT(>T,YT,X,NIAB,Pl 000100Cc
 
C*** VEPOER NAOE E!E]LINT 00020000
 
ISN 0003 Cl'ENSIC XT(I ), YT( 1) 0003300C
 
ISN 0004 XSYtV=XT(l) 0004C000
 




ISN 0007 IF(X-XT(1)) 1,2,3 00070000
 
IS- 0308 1 P=-t 00080000
 
IS'. 0009 2 XLINT= 'T(1) COCsCOCC
 
ISN 001C GC TO 25 01COG00
 
iS'; 0011 3 IF(X-XT(NTA8)) 4,5,6 1ilcccc
 
isli 0012 6 P=1 0o 20oCC
 
ISN 0013 5 t=NTAB 001300¢0
 
ISN 0014 XSAV XT(tTA8) 00140C00
 
Is1l0015 XLINT= YT(NTAE) 0050CCc C
 
ISN 0016 GC TO 25 C016003c
 
ISN 0017 4 IFLX-XSAV) 7,8,S CJI 7C,0C
 
ISN 0018 8 XLINT: YT(f) Coibccc
 
ISN 0019 GC TO 25 00190000
 
ISN 0020 7 1= N-i CO2CCOCC
 
ISN 0021 13 IF(X-XT(I)) 10,11,12 00210000
 
ISN 0022 11 N= I 00220"C0
 
IS' 0323 XStV= XTI) 0020Ccc
 
ISN 0024 XLINT= YT(I) 00240Coc
 
ISN 0025 CC TO 25 C025COCC
 
ISN 0026 IC I = I-I 0026000
 
1[SN 3027 CC TO 13 00270000
 
ISN 0028 9 1 = N+l C02COCO
 IS14 002 14 IFHX-XT(I)) 15,11,16 
 0fOr200...
 
ISN 0030 16 1= 1+1
 
ISN 0031 CC TO 14 C0310000
 
ISN 0032 15 I=I-' 00320000
 
ISN 0033 12 N=I 00380000
 
1S4 0034 XS.V=XTCI) C034CC00
 
ISI 0035 XLI:T= VT(I)+(x-XT(I))4(tT(t1+)-YT(1))/(XT(I+1I-XT([)) 003503CC
 
ISN 0036 25 IF(M) 30,21,32 00360CCC
 
ISN 0037 30 WRITE (6,30C) 00370000
 
ISN 0038 3CC A.T(,, . PRC.R* TFE FCLLCWING VALUES MAY NOT RE ACCURATE0038COCC
 
I TAF INCEFENOENT VARIAELE nAS OUT CF RANCE OF/SX,81HTHE TABLE. TH0C39C000
 





ISN 0039 31 CCtTINUE c0420000
 
ISN 0040 RETURN 00430000
 
ISN 0041 32 WRITE (6,3C) 00440000
 
ISN 0042 3C 5CPMAT(/SA,ST-4ERDRP TFE FCLLCWING VALUES MAY NOT BE ACCURATEO0450000
 
1 TFE INCEPENDENT VARIABLE WAS OUT CF RANGE OF/SX,SIHThE TABLE. TH00460000
 




ISN 0043 GC TO 31 00490000
 
ISN 0044 EKC 005COCO
 
/ ,XLINT / SIZE OF PRCGRAM 0 00 4741 HEXADECIMAL &YTES
 
NAME IAG T PE ADD. NA.E 1AG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ACr. NAME TAG TYPE AOD0 
I SF 1*4 0002C0 m s I4 000204 N S*F I4 000208, . X F R*4 0C020C 
XT F XR R*4 0000CC VT --F' XR avr7--m0w60u NTAB F 1*4 000210 XSAV S Kf4 O0214 







 LABEL CCE 
 LAPEL AUDR LABEL ATBcR PAGEC03 
I OCC2&4 2 CCC2E8 3 CC02S) 6 0002B2
5 OCCa6 
 CCCZC 8 CC0204 7 002EL13 CCC304 11 CCC12U 
 IC CCC32E 
 9 OOo33E
14 CCC35C 
 16 CCC36t 
 15 CCC3I4 
 12 0M0384
25. OCC3SB 
 3C CCC3CA 
 31 CCO3EO 
 32 0003E8
 
'CFTI0NS IN EFFECT* 
 NAME= MAIt,CFT=C2,LINECMT=54,SIZE=OOCC,
 
*CpFTIOS IN EFFECT* SOURCE,EBCCIC,NCLIS1, NOCECKE,LOD,MAP, OEDIT,ID,NOXREF
 
*STAITISTICS- SCLRCE STATEMENTS = 43 ,FSGGFAM SIZE 
= 1140
 
*STATISTICS* 10 CIAGNCSTICS GENERATED
 








_ _ _ 
CATE 75.OS7/11.12.140O/360 FORTRAN H
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 ) 

AIN,OPIC2,LIkECNT=54,SIZ-pCCCCK,




FUNCTICN XLKUPiPC,YA'G,fTAENXYTAB,NY,ITAB,NXTAB,NYTA,1XtIY) 00C020000' 
C**** MEMBER NAlE eblfLVUP 




o0 2Vo0ISN 0003 C15ENSICN XTAE VTA(1) 
 OCC4CCCC

ISN 0004 CIPENSICN ZTAE(xrAE,N\TtE) 
 0005000 
c 






IS-N 0005 IEPRX = C OT
 
ISN 0006 TERY = 0C0 ,001 C00 CCC 

CFECK TFE RANGE OF TFE 'RIAELE TABLES (NO EXTRAPOLATION) O01O0CCoC 
r 2CRV c 
 0013CGCC










ISN 0010 CC TO 18 0017COG

ISN 0011 13 CC 15 I=2,N 
 1O8 0-0 0-1C-ISN 0012 rri WARG-XTAETFI flIU 0100leC0
ISN 0013 15 CCNTINLE 
 Q020C000

ISN 0014 X = XTAE(UX) CC2 1Tf0C [SIN 0015 IEPRX = 1 0 00220000
ISJ 0016 GC TO 1E 

ISN 0017 16 X XARG 
 '_ '. O02JC00C
 
C- 2 C -o~b~
 
ISN 0019 20 Y = YrAE(1)

I[SN 00 18 18dLV[F 4F-T AE 1f 1,21 
002600C
 




ISN 0022 21 C.23 1=2,NY 03200cc
 










ISN 0026 IEPY = 1 P"TOO u 

U ISN 0024- 23 YTuO 
[SN 0025- YV YTAE(NY) C 3 c c
 
0o0ifoc4t0
ISN 0027 fC TO 26 

00350000
ISN 002,8 24 V : YARG 





















ISN 0032 IF (IERR>) 40,4E,50 

ISN 0033 C IF (lERRY) 41,42,43 
 00440000
 






ISN 0035 FITE (6,2001C) 

ISN 0036 GC TO 60 

ISN.0037 42WR1TE (6,21-C-C) 00490000
 
ISN 0038 tRITE (6,20020) 
 00490000 005000CCISN 0039 GC TO 60 

PAGE C02 
ISN 0040, 43 WRITE (6,200CC) 00510CC0 
[SN 0041 IRITE (6,20030) 00520000 
ISN 0042 GC TO 60 0C5300CC 
ISN 0043 45 IF (IERRY) 4t,6C,47 C054CC0 
ISN 0044 46 %RITE (6,22000) 00550000 
ISN 0045 RITE (6,2004C) C05600G0 
ISN 0046 GC TO 6C C05700CC 
ISN 0047 47 IPITE (6,220CC) 00580000 
ISN 0048 %RITE (6,20050) C059000C 
ISN 0049 GC TO 60 006CCOO 
ISN 0050 50 IF (IERRY) 51,52,53 0061CCO0 
ISN 0051 51 kPITE (6,20CCC) 0062CC00 
ISN 0052 kPITE (6,20060) 0063CCO0 
ISN 0053 GC TO 60 C06400J 
IS,' 0054 52 %IzITE (6,21COC) 00o5C000 
ISN 0055 PRITE (6,2CC70) 00660000 
ISN 0053 GC TO 60 C067O0C 
ISN 0057 E3.ITE (6,2CCCC) 00&SCCC 
ISN 0058 I'FITE (6,2CC8C) 006S 3000 
ISN 0059 60 RETUPN 007C00C 
ISN 0060 2CCCO FCPM'AT( Sx117I4- ERRCk TEE FCLLChING VALUES PA( NCT BE ACCLRATE. 800710COC 
ISN 0061 
IT- INDEPENCENT 
21CCC FCFMAT( 9)114F 
VtRIAO.LES (X AND Y) AbE CUT CF RANGE OF TFE TABLE)00720000 
EP*ERCQ TEE FCLLCWING.VALLES PA\ NOT BE ACCLRATE. T0073CCCC 
[SN 0062 22CCC 
IEE FIRST INCEPENDENT VARIABLE (X) IS OUT OF, RANGE OF THE TABLE) C074000 




IE SECCOE [NOEPECENT VAFIAELE (Y) IS OUT OF RANGE OF TFE 
20010 FCPMAT(19)6GFTEE rROGRtM PICKED UP THE FIRST VALUES, X(1) 
1, IN BCTh TABLES) 




AND THE C07SCCCC 
-. 
00 1SN 0065 
ILAST VALLE, Y(N), IN TEE TAELES) 
2CC6C FCFM4AT(L9>84hTFE FFCCFAf PICKED UP THE LAST VALUE, X(N) , 
C08COCCO 
AND TIHE FCucICC0C 
ISN 0066 
1IRST VALLE, Y(1), IN TEE TAELES) 




I IN BOTH TABLES) .CC840co 
20020 FCRMAT(19>57HTFE PFCCRAW PICKED UP THE FIRST VALUE, X(I), IN THE TOO85GCO 
[SN 0068 
IAELF) ,a60cCC 
20070 FCOMAT(19>56FTFE PRCGPIE PICKED UP THE LAST VALUE, X(N), IN THE TAO087CCCO 
IBLE OOsAOCC 
ISN 0069 20040 FCFYAT(1S)57HTFE PRCGRAN FICKED UP THE FIRST VALUE, Y(1), IN THE TOOS9OCCO 
ISN 0070 
IABLE) 















NAPE IAG TYPE AFO. NAME
NAME TAOC 'rPE ADO. IX S I4 0C0460
Y SFA R 4 00045CX SF1 R*4 00U458
I SF 1*4 000454 
 R*4 OC000'
1*4 00C46C bIV F XF
FA 14 000468 NY FA
LY S 1t4 000464 KX FA XR R*4 -orUT
 




IERRY SF 1*4 00C47C NXTAS
IERRX SF 1*4 0C0478
ZTAB FA XR R*4 0000C0 
 F XF 1*4 0OCO00













.!Up O0C4F4 KR 	 12 CCC5C6CCCE4 	 20 CCC55B 21 000562
16 GCC3E 18 

26 CC05A2 





23 	 0CC;54 
 45 	 000658
42 	 00C6C 
ccc6( 50 C0068. 51 000606
41 	 OCC5D4 





52 	 CCC'F4 

*CPT 1NS IN EFFECT* AIE= AI -CT=C2,LI ECL T=54,SZ =OOOOK
 




*STATISTICS* SOLPCE STATENEtTS = 7C ,FPOGRAM SIZE 

*STJATISTICS* NO DIAGCESTICS GENERAIEC
 
115K BYTES CF CGRE NOT USED
 
**4** END CF CCPFILAtICN **** 
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